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ABSTRACT 

THE NATURAL AND RURAL WORLD IN TWENTI M CENTURY BRITISH POETRY 

James Edward Stredder 

During two hundred years of urbanisation and industrialisationg British 
poetry has often seemed more concerned with the natural and rural world. 
The thesis uses this paradox to explore two particular aspects of 
Twentieth Century poetry of the natural azid rural world -'its attitude 
and orientation towards the actual changing conditions of its subject 
matter and the significance of this in literary value judgements. To 
consider these ideological questions in a way that maintains the 
specificity and creativity of experience and of literatureq Raymond 
Williams's concept of "structure of feeling" is introduced. 

In addition, two broad, historical approaches to this poetry are 
distinguished: the first involves the transformation of pastoral into 
rural realism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while the 
second, which dates from the Romantic revival, offers a poetry of 
personal experience and metaphysical enquiry. In early Twentieth Century 
poetryq these approaches frequently converge to form a common front 
against modernism, while simultaneously, particularly in Edward Thomas 
and DH Lawrence, fresh importance is attached to the idea of nature 
poetry for metaphysical enquiry. In considering the post-war revival 
Of nature and rural poetry, the original approaches are redefined in 
terms of a materialist- /metaphysical polarity. For Hugh MacDiarmid 
and Ted Hughes, the tension within this polarity is claimed to be 
especially productive, while in writers like Hopkins and RS Thomas, a 
basic commitment to metaphysical orthodoxy is seen to be damagingly 
incompatible with the principles of free imaginative enquiry and the 
ontological autonomy of nature. 

The two central questions of the thesis about Twentieth Century poetry 
of the natural and rural world, those conceining social change and 
metaphysical enquiry, are related in two ways: through attention to 
the cultural mediation of poetic language and form and through 
demonstrating that creative response to the full conditions of life 
is politically and metaphysically fundamental. 
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INTRODUCTION 

TEP34S OF REFERENCE AND CRITICAL APPROACH 

The unexpected survival of the natural and rural world 

in contemporary British poetry. 

The natural and rural world is still important in the work of 

many contemporary British poets. RS Thomas and Ted Hughes are 

the best known of these writers, but ion Silkinj Seamus Heaneyp 

Charles Tomlinson and Donald Davie also have considerable reputationsl 

among lesser-known writers are Ted Walkerp PJ Kavanagh and Chris 

Torrance. Other writers like Geoffrey Hill have written poetry 

with a marked topographical dependence, while Auden, Buntingg 

MaoDiarmid and Dylan Thomas 9 important figures primarily associated 

with rather earlier periods, have also used the natural and rural 

to a greater or lesser extent. This continued interest is 

surprising for two reasonsl one social and the other-literary. 

Sociallyl the emphasis this century has been on city life and 

development, while in certain respects the countryside itself 

has been urbanisedi many-village communities have expanded to 

provide housing for those who work in towns and the number of 

people actually employed on the land has decreased sharply. 

Agriculture has become mechanised and industrial methods of 

production are now essential to the farmer. It is true that the 

conservation and'ecology lobby has responded to the threat to the 

countryside with such activities as protecting specialised 

habitatsl cleaning up polluted rivers and lakes$ resisting the 

uprooting of long-established hedge-rows and woodland and trying 

to prevent the construction of new towns, motorways and airports 

in "green" areas, but these things are of small account beside 

that gradual shifting of the countryside to the periphery of the 
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public frame of reference, which began towards the end of the 

eighteenth century with the Industrial Revolution. There is a 

feeling of centrality about urban life, which brings rural and nature 

poetry under immediate suspicion: is it resisting change and progressp 

avoiding the real issues, escaping into rur al backwaters, mouldering 

on nostalgia? How can major poetry, rather than the poetry of 

mere reactiong be created from an environment that gives so little 

to the spirit of the age? These questions will persistj but that 

they can be answered is demonstrated by Gerard Manley Hopkins's 

"Binsey Poplars" (1879) whichv like all nineteenth century nature 

poems, must face the same suspicion that nature poems of the 

twentieth century face. The success of "Binsey Poplars" is that 

the destruction of the "sweet especial rural scenell becomes 

representative in a way that is quite unforced. Experience, in 

the agony of , the pricked eye-ball and the felling of the poplars, 

is unified and it is the depth at which this unification takes7place and 

its complexity, that makes the poem successful and not any-special claims 

it might make as a nature poem or a pqem dealing with the destruefDon of 

beauty. There is also no feeling that there is anymarrowing of scope 
because this is "nature poetry": 

Since country is so tender 
To touch, her being BO Blender, 
That, like this sleek and seeing-ball 1 But a prick will make no eye at all ... 

The literary reasons that make the persistence of nature and 

rural poetry suprisingg lie in the strength and influence of the 

work of Pound, the later'Yeats and Eliot; for much early twentieth 

century poetry that seems derivative and oppressively unimaginative 

by comparison with theirs, is nature poetry.. In additionv the 

modernists' demonstration that poetry could have forms and language 

equal to the confusing variety of contemporary experiencel and the 

complexity and width of their intellectual reference, invalidated 

the idea of a specialised subject-matter for poetry, particularly 
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one as exhausted as the countryside, which apparently could evoke 
2 only a very limited range of emotion. Nature might be in the 

poetry of the modernists incidentally, but there could be nothing 

like "nature poetry". Eliot demonstrates this holistic view of poetry's 
3 subject matter -in the "Fire Se=on" section of The Waste Landq 

where the despoiled landscape is created as much from observed 

(though changed) nature as from the deserts of the Bible and the 

myths of anthropology. To make use of the idyllic associations of 

the countryside while avoiding the well-worn Georgian groovest 

Eliot turns to literary quotation - to Spenser ("Sweet Thames, run 

softly,, till I end my song") and the sixteenth century onomatopoeic 

words for the nightingale's song ("Jug, jug" and 'Itereu. 1A). These 

pastoral traces underlie the description of the industri62 land- 

scýLpe and Eliot is able, to, draw on the changed nature of the river 

as it flows though a modern cityv without insisting on those 

conventional and automatic rural regrets (though there are 

suggestions of these somewhere in the background)q which would 

destroy the poem's comprehensiveness: 

The river bears no empty bottles', sandwich paperst 
Silk handkerchiefs, cardboard boxest cigarette ends 
Or other testimony of summer nights. 

(L1.177-179) 
A rat crept softly through the vegetation 
Dragging its slimy belly on the bank 
While I was fishing in the dull canal 
On a winter evening round behind the gashouse. 

(L1.187-190) 

The modernist argment against nature poetry was cogent-and 

conVincing, yet still the category did not disappear: since 1945, 

in fact, it has not only thrived but-has accommodated poetry of 

great quality. A sociological line of enquiry might explain some- 

thing about this phenomenon - interesting connections between social 

class and literary material have already emerged in the sociology 

of literature. 5 Bradbury, for example, taking up Stephen Spender's 

description of the twentieth centur-v "rebellion of the lower middle- 
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brows", comments that "part of the postwar reaction against Bloomsbury 

was a class-reaction" and: "reading through the novels of and poems 

of the 1950'st with their celebration of local ordinarinesso we can 
6 

sense the nature of [a] fairly new type of writer". Such social- 

critical links could be made for the novels of a modern writer 

like Margaret Drabbleg though now the "class reaction" would be in 

texms of the bourgeois "educated woman" who finds herself trapped 

and dispossessed in an archaic social structure. 

English culture is sustained in some quite crucial respectst 

through ideas and notions about the "country* andlOcountry life". 

To speculate briefly, sociological enquiry might be able to 

establish both the middle-class origin of the "nature poet" (org 

just as valuably, the reverse) and a correlation of middle-class 

aspirations with English myths of rural living - the original 

concept of the garden suburb, the country squire as the archetype 

of economic independence combined with a respected and privileged 

position in a secure social structure, the rigmarole of poniesl 

gymkhanas and hunting, the a-Piritual rejection of meaningless city 

work manifested in the idea of the healing country retreatq etc, etc. 

The appearance and enjoyment of these myths in life may be 

paralleled in the appearance and enjoyment of them in poet and 

might, thereforet provide an "explanation" of nature poetry's 

persistence, though the uncritical evocation of a class-myth in 

any poetry (whether in John Betjeman or Adrian Henri) is unlikely 

to promote poetry worthy of any close attention. Sociological 

criticism, in fact, does little to explain why more complex kinds 

of nature and rural poetry should have flourished. Further, the 

availability of a literary traditiong vital as it is in its 

provision of ways of seeing and understanding (see my Chapter 1), 
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cannot be viewed as a determining pressure in the production of 

these kinds of poetry. As a way through this difficulty I argue, 

on p 18 of my "Introduction", for the centrality of material 

nature in human experience, for the creative "sensuous human 

activity ,8 involved in the perception of and interaction with 

this material nature and for the mythologising quality of poetry 

concerned with this perception and interaction. In that account, 

complex kinds of nature and rural poetry will recur, given the 

essential fact of the favourable conjunction of other historical 

and cultural conditions in response to what are basic human pro- 

cesses. In discussing these processes I often use the terms 

"materialist" and "metaphysical" and these now require preliminary 

definition. 

Nature and rural poetry have always depended on the actuality 

of physical things. I have called this "materialist", though it 

is only, perhaps, in High MacDiarmid and the early Auden that 

materialist philosophy is consciously linked to what is more gener- 

ally a disposition to observe, record and respond to the present 

and the concrete. Respect for this material nature is often inter- 

twined, as in Lawrence, with reaction against "progressiveness" and 

industrialisation - the materialistic as opposed to the material. 

"Materialist" poetry revalues nature by turning from extrinsic 

meanings to intrinsic significance. This, in turn, may lead back to 

a fresh kind of explanation or "metaphysics", but in the Hardy-Law- 

rence-Hughes tradition of such metaphysical nature poetry, metaphysics 

are used as imagery and imagery must be continuously renegotiated in 

the changing language and attitudes of each generation. I have called 

this "the nature poetry of unorthodox metaphysical enquiry" and I 

have argued that it was begun by Wordsworth, who first sought-to ob- 
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serve and record the process of his own interaction with nature. 

The resulting poetry is mythologised, and though culturally specific, 

it is harnessed to the recurrent concern to provide a final context 

for human experience. This is amplified on pp. 17-18 below. * Though, 

for convenience, I discuss modern poetry in terms of a materialist/ 

metaphysical polarity I also claim that contemporary nature poetry 

thrives best within this polarity. This is clearest in the work of 

MacDiarmid and Hughes, who are devoutly materialist in the primacy 

ysical being and presence, but metaphysical in their they give to ph, 

exploration of the unknown through the imagery of the known. My 

criticism of poets such as Hopkins and R. S. Thomas, who write from 

within orthodox religion, comes from a feeling that in the interests 

of existing beliefs, they inhibit the exploratory function, of modern 

nature poetry. 

(ii) The nature of the critical Rproach to be followed and a 
justification of its importance for literary practice. 
Given the persistence of poetry of the natural and rural world 

in British literature, and the paradox of that persistence, theýin- 

tention of this thesis is to review such poetry with two specific 

considerations in mind. The first is concerned with the poetry's 

attitude and orientation towards the real, changing conditions of 

rural life and the second with the significance of these attitudes and 

orientations in literary value judgements. I refer to "the poetry's 

attitude and orientation" because we are dealing here with much more 

than authorial ideology. The pattern and form of the discourses with 

its language and imagery, bears an ideological accumulation greater 

than that peculiar to the "author", who may, in fact, be quite over- 

whelmed - as in my-Chapter I example of the over-development of the 

pastoral convention, prior to its subordination 'to new visionary forms 

in the Romantic period. But I also argue that Ted Hughes's 

* Among other references, see also p. 63 fft pp. 161-62 and p. 271. 



poetic achievement has much to do with his understandingg and 

subsequent manipulation, of the commonplace ideological categories 

of his early poetry. I am claiming a figurative "consciousness" 

for poetry which may be partly that of the poet and partly or 

wholly the property of the discourse. Key terms in this analysis 

will be thellset" of the text, in the sense of the general 

coherence of its attitudes and orientationg and its "poetic- 

voice". 

In introducing "the realp changing conditions of rural life" 

I am assuming that history can establish, or attempt to establish... the 

nature of these conditions. One position on the use of such mater- 

ial concerns the regulation of critical judgement i. e. the 

principle that judgements should be made according to criteria of 

awareness ofq or truthfulness toconditions outside the literary 

work. 
9 The clearest examples of this are where the criteria derive 

from extreme religious or political commitment; usually the woek of 

art will be expected to serve in a particular cause and its quality 

will be judged by its practical influence. Don Leels "Black 

Poetics/for the many to come"10 makes political effectiveness 

its starting point, just as the "orthodox" Marxist school of 

Zhadonov under Stalin demanded arts that furthered the cause of 

the proleteriat, strict adherence to party policy and "correctness" 

in the portrayal qf social reality. Liberal claims for the autonomy 

of art, that art is a criticism of life and so acts independently 

of its social base or that art is "the only material object in 

the universe which may possess internal harmony" are judged as 

illusory - sophistications of the enemy ideology. (Antithetical 

to this approach, to which there is no answer in its own termsq 

would be the relativism of a purely descriptive sociology of 
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literature that did not recognise literary value. ) At this point 
I 

it should be stressed that liberal criticism is not always 

outraged by prescriptiveness: certainly there is a clear extreme 
.7 

which includes direct censorship or intimidation, but the inter- 

mediate zone of disguised control (within institutions of 

education., for example, which are actually dependent on the values 

of the dominant culture) is not seen as oppressive. At another 

level, exhortations to certain kinds*of artistic practicep in 

manifestoes for example, are understood as only figuratively 

excluding other kinds of art. 
12 

A writer may fore-close the category of nature poetry, 

manifesto-stylep because of other pressing concerns: 

Solely because of the increasing disorder 
In our cities of class struggle 
Some of us have now decided 
To speak, no, more of cities by the sea, snow on roofs, women 
The smell of ripe apples in cellars, the senses of the flesh, all 
That makes a, man round and human 
But to speak in future only about the disorder 
And so become one-sid6di reduced so Cso as not to ] ... engender 
Approval of a world so many-sided;, delight in 
The contradicti 13 s of so bloodstaincd & life 
You understand. 

Orp nature poetry could be called to fulfil other extra-literary 

criteria, the success of a nature poem being measured purelyl for 

examplep in terms of its ecological or scientific accuracy or, 

maybe, its anti-pastoralism. 

Though I am in favour of criticism promoting particular 

literary interests (as I do here with nature poetry for meta- 

physical enquiry), I do not in general see that the existence of 

objective historical facts or '4the real changing conditions of 

rural lifelf means that literature should necessarily treat those 
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conditions in any particular way or even treat them accurately, unless 

accuracy is the declared convention. In The Fight for Shelton 

Bar at the Victoria Theatre, Stoke-on-Trentq in 1975, for example, 

a report on the struggle to keep the steelworks open was given 

each evening and one expected this to be factual - truth was-the 

convention. But in Bond's The Fool (1976)9 about John'Clareq one 

did not expect the play's sequence of poverty/enclosure/revolt to 

be a strict historical analysis. ýBondls organisation of a dramatic 

chain of cause and effect, out of an inter-related complex of 

historical facts, determined by the landowner/peasant-mode of 

productiong displayed"instead "truths". This is realism of the 

kind recommended by Lukacs. 14 It"does not lose its way in the - 

subjectivity of naturalism: its enlanation is inherent. In 

another wayp as John Barrell has shown, * Clare's own poetic 

manipulationýof historical detail deflects his poetry from the-kind 

of faithful reporting'it is usually seen as perfo=ing. '- 

Is thereq thent no responsibility towards the objective 

historical record? It can only be repeated that the attitude and 

orientation of the discourse-towards this record needs to be 

precisely revealed. Then it-is a formalist or literary-critical 

matter, looking at this or that particular poemt to argue for the 

aesthetic significance of its attitudes and orientation. The case 

is less open than it may appear heret however, because of the 

crucial relationship suggested-by Raymond Williams between the 

"structures of feelingl': ýin'lived experience and in literature. 

This is explored belowt but one essential strand of the argument 

claims that an inadequate or limited mode of perceiving historical 

change in life can either be transformed into a more progressive 

I and complex structure of feeling in literature or it can 

* See below P. 58 ff 
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chronically weaken the fonnal qualities of literature. 

In taking up a formalist-position at the point of literary 

judgement, I am not, of course, - severing the work from its complex 

determinantsp though I am saying that it is perilous to peg 

judgement, which involves-balancing many factorsq to one factor. 

That is why it is important to stress the variable significance 

of attitudes and orientations-to real conditions in literary, 

value judgements. One needs to show how one poem's dependence on 

a certain structure of feeling may be calamitous-while another poem 

"understands" the nature of that same structure of-feeling 

sufficiently to use it effectively. Sensitive observation of 

changing conditions is importantv but understanding the conventional 

use of that sensitive observation in poetry and incorporating it 

in poetry, is the final question for criticism. (It may also be 

the reason why the poetry of a reactionary like Yeats appears to 

resist its author's ideology). 11y critical contention goes beyond 

mere formalism, however, in that I would say that the best 

contemporary nature and rural poetry (following the achievements 

of Hardyt Lawrence, Edward Thomas and Frost) is both aware of 

change and uses that awareness imaginatively. In the second 

property, as in "Binsey Poplars", the category of nature poetry 

actually becomes unimportant beside the achievement. The same sort 

of development may be noted in Keats's"Ode to Autumn", for 

instance, in which the language of personification and metaphors 

of sense experience produce an immediate "Shakespearian" effect 

of unstrained power and forward movement - only later might one 

reflect "that was also a nature poem". Comýared with Wordsworth, 

it is also no doubt true that Keats, Shelley and Coleridge do not 

"announce themselves" as nature poets. 
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Emphasising the incorporation of observation or sensitivity 

does, it must-be admitted, elevate assessment, and, thereforep 

ideas of literary value above social and historical contextp in 

the manner described by FR Leavis in his two essays "Literature 

and Society" and "Sociology and Literature". One must be clear 

about the nature and purpose of such judgements for it is not 

the inevitable making of literary judgements that is so suspect 

today, but rather the hegemonic force and abuse of those 

judgements. In the two essays, Leavis describes: 

... the principle that literature will yield to the 
sociologist, or anyone else, what it has to give only 
if it is approached as literature, For what I have in 
minA is no mere industrious searching for "evidence" and 
collecting of examples, in whatever happens to have been 
printed and preserved. The "literature" in. question is 
something in the definition of which terms of value- 
judgement figure essentially and something accessible 
only to th 57 reader capable of intelligent and sensitive 
criticism. 

And againg v' 

no "sociology of literature"and no attempt to 
relate literary studies with sociological will yield 
much profit unless informed and controlled by a real 
and intelligent interest -a first-hand critical 
interest - in literature. 18 

Leavis analyses Dr Schticking's essay, "The sociology of Literary 

Taste" (1931), with its reference to Thackeray as "the greatest - 

English novelist of the nineteenth century" to prove his point, 

whereas Alexandre Beljame, Leslie Stephen, Walter Raleigh and 

LýC Knights are biought in to show the only useful kind of 

sociological comment on literature - that of theýsensitive and 

trained literary critic. Schticking hast of course, blundered into 

critical judgements without the resources-to give substance'to 

his pronouncements and very few would-disagree with Leavis when 

he suggests that you must be able to read before you can use, - 
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literary values in a text as evidence. But Leavis is dangerously 

misguided in his bidding for the territory of other disciplines: 

What one has to'suggest in general by way of urging 
on students of politics and society the claims of 
literary studies (I don't mean the ordinary academic 
kind) to be regarded as relevant and important is that 
thinking about political and social matters ought to 
be done by minds of some real literary education and 
done in an intelligtual climate informed by a vital 
literary culture. 

In Leavis' later writingst in The Human Worldo for examplev there 

is the same anti-democratic nonsense about a literary 61ite. The 

real dangerg thoughp is the extent to which such ideas pervade the 

institutions of English Literatu=e. Literatureg in fact, has no 

special claims on the attention of anyone, student of politics or 

society included. The proposition is the wrong way round: once 

having centred on literaturet students then need a social and 

intellectual culture to nourish their feelings for literature and 

to engage with the questions of the day. A feeling for literature 

does not develop in a vacuum: for many it may begin as 

psychological liberation and this private psychological attraction 

must surely persist, but if any attempt at comi)nication of response 

is to take placep if anything is to be said in the language of the 

day, it must be prompted by a sense of social situation. 
20 While 

I accept that to use notions of literary value as evidence a 

sociologist must also be a perceptive reader, this does not 

preclude investigations of the notions of value themselves. The 

questiong "this is so, isn't it? ", is admirable in dialectical 

discussiont but it has also been begged for too long by the 

Literary Academy, which its inert circularity serves to perpetuate 

in isolation from social needs. Something like Terry Eagleton's 

perception of the relativity of exitical judgement needs more 

attention: 
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What we judge in the plays (of Shakespeare) as relevantq 
what we actually see, is qped by what we see in our 
own culture, in ourselves. 

The idea of situation, how we are "situated" with regard to a work 

of art is crucial here. We are not able to make objective judge- 

ments about art, because our judgements depend on perceptions 

which are themselves socially derived. 

Bearing these limitations in mind, it seems soundp with the 

Leavisian notion of critical assessment as still fundamental to 

my study, to accept that the use I make of extra-literary material 

(though substituting. an awareness of the ideological and historical 

relativity of this assessment for the tendencies towards 

monumentalism in Leavis) must also be in terms of responding to 

the creative presentation of that material. This involves the 

close and intelligent reading Leavis demands and is a very different 

matter to saying there is no other possible approach to extra- 

literary considerations: literature can be approached as just 

another social institution, a cultural manifestation to be studied 

like any other. There is no threat to "the blossom and the 

fragrancy" in this, just as the blossom and fragrancy of religion 

were never really threatened in the 1860 British Association 

debate between Huxley and Wilberforce. What were threatened were 

historically determined doctrines and social controls reified in 

the Church as an institution. In any easel the critic cannot 

prescribe exactly what the sociologist should offer: no one can 

tell what impetus and insights religion, ethics, philosophyp 

sociologyj psychology or some other discipline may offer to 

criticism. But in relating literature to life, a critic's 

judgement must be informed by a sense of social and cultural 

situation and an intelligence kept vital by engagement in other 

fields. Without this wider engagementy criticismo like the work Of 
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writers or teachers who are similarily isolateat is likely to be 

sterile. 

My final introductory point about my terms of reference affirms 

the need to declare an interest in criticism. As Raymond Williams 

has said: 

so* I cannot help feeling that this culture is rotten with 
criticism, that is why I now think it is important to 
restore the sense that unless critical practice is related 
to some advocacy of literary practice, it is going to be 
much nearer to what is described in2S philistine way as 
merely nagging and fault-finding... 

There are many kinds of literary practice that I see as worth 

advocating: the committed theatre of contemporary playwrights 

such as Brenton, Bond, Harej Edgar and McGrath. ý immediately springs 

to mind as making a direct contribution to the struggle for a more 

humane and just society. But this, of course, is a struggle 

piL. ched at many levels: the growing understanding in England of 

the notion of cultural hegemony is returning academic life and its 

more obscure products to a. position of importance. For examplep it 

now seems vital to understand and combat the ideological character 

of sylla: bus-and teaching practice at degree level. As we perhaps 

always suspectedq there is something odd about viewing expensively- 

endowed, national institutions as powerless, irrelevant, fusty or 

ivory-tower. Apart from the two poles of clearly committed art 

and difficult hegemonic debate, I would want to sustain certain 

other levels of critical practice - firstly with regard to poetry 

in general and then with regard to nature and rural poetry. 

The current state of poetry forcibly illustrates the workings 

of cultural deprivation: serious feelings are still popularly seen 

as appropriately placed in verse or heightened poetic language - 

memorial verses in newspapers or on tomb stones, verses in greetings 

cards, the words of popular songs, "texts" for daily living to be 
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hung on kitchen walls, etc. Additionally, the comic forms of 

rhyme and limerick have an undisputed place in entertainment and 

social exchange. In contradiction, "Poetry" is despised and 

Tna ginal, which goes some way, incidentally, to explaining that 

extraordinary poetry reading atmosphere of camaraderiel brashnesso 

under-confidence, Belf-revilement and desperation. This is clearly 

much more than asymmetrical cultural development - harking back to 

just-recoverable forms in the absence of new ones. As every 

English teacher of young children knowst heightened language and 

organised rhythmical patterns are potentially very far from social 

alienation. There is an important role for criticism in all this, 

not just at the level of education in schools and for teachers in 

schools, but also with respect to the work of a 'public' poet like 

Adrian Mitchell. 

-Why, though, should critical practice adopt nature and rural 

poetry? Children's anthologies, no doubto feature such poetry 

for the same reason that kittens are featured on birthday cards - 

because of a built-in protection against painful or corrupting 

social reality. Purthermore, the privileged have largely bought 

up the countryside for similar reasonst whereas political 

commitment, in the Marxist tradition stretching back both to 

scientific progressivism (celebrating the mastery of nature) and 

to the primacy of the urban proletariat in bringing about 

revolutionary change, has often involved 'anti-ruralism'. Going 

a step further, the nature poetry of the Romantics must be understood 

at one level as bourgeois individualism turning to isolateds 

quasi-religious solutions to redress sociallý-derived feelings of 

unease and alienation. 
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In answer to such objections, it is first of all plain that 

nature and rural poetry need to be reclaimed asq I believe, some 

modern poets have been doing. For it is the importance of the 

basic attributes of nature and the poetry associated with it, 

that accounts for its colonisation by particular class interests, 

both economic and cultural. But Nature is more than a place for 

reaction. The Italian Marxist, Sebastiano Timpanaro, has worked 

theoretically in this area, returning materialism itself to the 

natural world. He is very far from biological reductionismt but 

he does claim that: 

we cannot ... deny or evade the element of passivity 
in experience: the external situation whicý4we do 
not create but which imposes itself on us. 

Both Terry Eagleton and Raymond Williams have commented on the 

"universals" involved in this proposition and I quote them both 

because although they are talking about much wider questions 

than nature alone, it is essential to locate the material of 

nature poetry, within the normal concerns of modern lifev urbanisedq 

industralised and collective though that'life is: 

And even an historically alien work may 'speak' to Um in 
the present, for human animalB (as Sebastiano Timpanaro 
has reminded us - "Considerations On Materialism", New 
Left Review 85, May/June 1974) share a biological 
structure even where they do not share a direct cultural 
heritage. Birth, nOUriBhment, labour, kinshipp Bexualityp 
death are common to all social formations and to all 
literature; and it is no rebuttal of this to insert the 
correct but 

, 
commonplace, caveat that the biological 

'infrastructure' is always historically mediated. So 
indeed it is; one merely repeats that what 2ý13 variably 
mediated is a common biological structure. 

For Williams, Timpanaro: 

... reminds us that certain works of art expressing 
feelings of sexual love, of fear of death, of grief and 
loss at the death of others, while undoubtedly varied by 
particular cultural forms, retain elements of common 
content which enable them to communicatel actively and 
not only as documents beyond and across historical 
periods and cultures. 

tb 
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Williams goes on to speculate that developments of this thinking 

might investigatet as art is made in a material process, the 

innate biological significance of such a quality as rhythm ins 

for example, music, dance and language. That it is necessary 

to quote such obvious statements is a measure of the 

distance of my subject mattert which is allied to, but even 

further out than the comments on Ynan's biological 

"infrastructure" made above, from the traditional concerns of 

leftist criticism. 

To move from a view of man situated in nature with the rest 

of nature providing legitimate concernsp to a fully-developed 

defence of nature poetry for metaphysical enquiry (the role I 

ascribe to the poetry of Hopkins, Hardyp Edward Thomasq Lawrence 

and Hughes) is much more problematic. At one level the facts of 

the displacement of religion and the bourgeois isolation of the 

individual (both important in this "enquiry") require not just 

explanation, but satisfaction. False consciousness, in this 

argumentp remains as a real physical appetite, a fact of existence. 

The habit of subjectivising our experience is strong: we may 

understand that a mystical feeling or "spots of time" result from 

peculiar psychological conjunctures and not from anything in 

nature but still we experience a sense of significance, much as 

we do with deja-vu. But beyond this level of explanation, there 

exists a rich and full responsiveness in humanity and it is 

here that we may find "universals" in which to ground 

"metaphysical enquiry". In this sense of creative superfluity 

we do not check out nature to see what's in'it for our epoch; 

instead we immediately inter-act with it creatively. I now want 

to place this argumentq easily acceptable to bourgeois liberalism, 

within more "socially conscious" critical traditionst for these 
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traditions lose heavily if they consign nature and rur al poetry 

to the other side. 
27 

Marxts theory of human nature is a theory of its creativity. 

Man must creatively objectify himself, but under conditions 

of deprivation, denial and exploitation, this objectification 

becomes alienation. Man does not then see himself in the product 

of his labour. In exploring Marx's development of Hegel's 

aesthetic, Adolfo Vazquez claims that the primary aim of art is 

"the satisfaction of man's general need to express and affirm 

himself in the objective world". 
28 This is a process of creative 

response and is seen as a higher form of labour; (how art must 

function under differing historical conditions is another matter). 

One needs, however, to go on to stress the reverential and the 

mysterious in the creative response, the sense of the separate life 

of created things. This aspect of human responsiveness is 

undiminished by scientific explanation and must be distinguished 

from false consciousness or mystification. When Lawrence writes 

about a snake, or MacDiarmid about stones or Hughes about 

skylarks, they are all mythologising their responses in the quest 

for poetic versions of those creative, sensory responses. This is 

what I have called nature poetry for metaphysical enquiry. It is 

not that Hughes will come up with a new version of God, though 

figuratively he repeatedly doeso but rather that he is able to 

clarify, through culturally mediated forms and ways of seeingg the 

inevitable and-universal human response to the full scope of our 

environment - an environment which includes the biological and the 

natural. 
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(iii) "Literature and Society 

In discussing extra-literary considerations and in stressing 

situation and historical relativityt I have been acknowledging a 

range of Xarxist critical theory and practice. We are, of courseq 

all Marxists now in the sense that we are all Freudians or 

Darwinians: Marx is indispensable for an understanding of 

industrial society. In George Steiner's words, 

Whether explicitly or unconsciouslyp our*whole 
contemporary view of art is penetrated with a Marxisýq 
awareness of social context and historical d amism. 

The "pre-Marxist" Raymond Williams, acknowledging the similarities 

to strands of Marxist thought in the independent conclusions of 

men such as Carlyle, Ruskin and William Morris, concluded that: 

The one vital lesson which the nineteenth century had to 
learn - and learn urgently because of the very'magnitude 
of its change - was that the basic economic organisation 
could not be separated and excluded from its moral and 
intellectual concerns. Society and individual experience 
were alike being transformed and this driving agency, which 
there were no adequate traditional procedures to understand 
and interpret, had, in depth, to be taken into consciousness. 
Others besides Xarx insisted on this and worked towards it 
but Marx, in giving a social and historical definition to 
the vaguer id of "industrialism", made the decisive 
contribution. 

The clear fonmlation that'Marx contributed, he siznma ised himself 

in the "Illrefa-Cell to A Critioue of Pure Economy-(1859): 

In the social production of their life, men enter into 
definite relations that are indispensable and independent 
of their will, relations-of-production which correspond 
to a definite stage of development of their material 
productive forces. The sum total of these relations of 
production constitutes the economic structure of societyl 
the real foundation, on which risesa legal and political 
superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of 
social consciousness. The mode of production of material 
life conditions the socialp political and intellectual 
life process in general. It is not the consciousness of 
men that determines their being, but on the contrary, their 
social being that determines their consciousness. 

3,1 
, 
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If this places art and literature in the superstructure, in the 

consciousness of men dete=ined by their social being, it does 

not imply a simple reflectionist or determinist model. To 

counter this traditional anti-Marxist implication (see Appendix 

A) I would place next to it a recent statement of Stuart Hall: 

I'larxism attempts to understand a social formation as 
a "complex unity", composed of different levels which 
exhibit their own "relative autonomy" while being 
determinate "in the last instanceo. 32 

A huge space is opened -up by "relative autonomy"and "in the last 

instance"but it is plain that any Marxist theory of literature 

and society (and heres even liberal critics33have admitted their 

dependence on Marxist theory) will finally return to the relations 

of production. This reveals a new and fundamental level to my 

preceding co=ents on literature and societyO as those comments 

mostly concerned questions of evaluation and judgement: it now 

remains for me to place the literature I am considering within the 

"complex unity"of the social fo=ation. 

This is especially difficult with poetryq a medium, as Terry 

Eagleton puts it, that parades the I'dominance of signifier over 

signified". 
34 Eagleton's structuralist definition of poetry iS 

useful in drawing attention to the temperamental difference 

between it and other modes of discourse such as naturalistic or 

realistic prose: 

The literary'textts lack of a real direct referent 
constitutes the most salient fact about it: its 
fictiveness ... the 'poetic' is characterised by ... a 
'disturbance' of the normative relations between 
signifier and signified. The effect of this disturbance 
is so to highlight and intensify the signifying practice 
itself as to produce, in formalist parlancet a 
Idefamiliarisation' of experience. This is not the case 
with every kind of literary discourse: it is not truev 
for example, of much realist or any naturalistic 
language. But. - 'poetic' language nonetheless reveals a 
relation between signifier and signified shared also '35 if less obviously, by the realist or naturalist text. 
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Those who handle this mode of discourse have generated the most 

potent literary myths, not because they have an inexplicable 

creative genius, but because their mode of discourse originated 

in magical processes and has evolved through history to maintain 

itself as a magical category. Though George Thomson's account 

of this evolution in The Prehistoric Aeg2an (1949)9 no doubt 

simplifies and reconstructs, he is surely right to associate 

poetical speech with the mimetic dance and other collective acts 

of ritual in traditional human societies. Poetic speech is seeng 

there, as part of the religious attempt to control or contain 

experience and feeling, and as such is "a medium more intense, 

appropriate to collective acts of ritual, fantastic, rhythmicalp 

magical". 
36 Thomson sees these processes as social maintenance, 

just as in his account of Keats Is sonnet "Bright Starg would I 

were steadf ast as thou! " the world is not changed, but Keats Is 

subjective attitude to it is changed - "that is the dialectics of 
37 

poetry, as of magic". 

This is illuminating and presents a broad functional view of T 

poetry which is particularly interesting in the context of a 

mode= nature poet like Ted Hughes: but the complexities of poetic 

form and style at a given moment in history remain - the 

conjunctiono for example, of English Romantic poetry with 

revolutionary chafige and ideology, which is both a gene ral 

theoretical question and a very precise matter of historical and 

literary detail. 

On the general question, one of David Craig's "hypothetical 

laws"38of literary development must be cited: 
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A change in literature and a change in history that 
resemble each other (e. g. an emphasis on control, a 
seeking after spontaneity) are likely to be relatedt 
not directly, but by derý3ing from the same cause, 
further back in history. 

Kindred developments are, therefore, likely to be "cognate": it 

seems to me that a book like L0 Knights's Drama and Society in the 

Age of Jonson (1937) exemplifies the sort of excellent criticism 

that can follow from this formulation. 

Turning to the precise matter of historic . al and literary 

detail, one 
is faced with daunting organic intricacies like those 

faced by Terry Eagleton when he rejects a reflectionist view of 

The Waste Land: 

To put the issue in more complex theoretical te=s: 
the influence of the economic 'base' on The Waste 
Land is evident not in a direct way, but in the fact 
that it is the economic base which in the last 
instance determines the state of development of each 
element of the superstructure (religious, philosophical 
and so on) which went into its making, and moreover 
determines the structural inter-relations between 

, 
those 40 

elements, of which the poem is a, particular conjuncture. 

In Criticism and 
ideology (1976), Eagleton bravely attem - pts to 

specify and schematise the material infrastructure of artistic 

'41 production but in practice this results in an algebra that he 

cannot use and does not use in the concrete critical analysis 

of text and ideology that follows in Chapter IV of that book. 

That concrete analysis of generic tension is pitched, in facto 

at a general theoretical lev6l. The attempt to found al'scientific" 

criticism by analogy with the methodology of the natural sciencest 

is seriously disabling the kind of historical fallacy that 

Eagleton himself, following Brecht, points out in Lukaoss' 

fetishising of nineteenth-century reaýism. 
42 The particular 

problem of the superstructural fibres of The Waste Land remains. 

It is here, I feel, that models of total explanation or reconstruction 
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should be put aside. Decisions must be made about which fibres 

to explore and how to explore theml as they must be made about 

which poems to read: so partial an application of theory is 

dangerously near to escaping theory, but particularity loses its 

significance if one makes it part of a mass "scientific" 

exercise, that is itself an illusion of our contemporary outlook. 

My own illusion, no doubtt is linked to my 'Ire-writing" of literary 

paradigms and to thevalue-laden selectivity. and partiality of 

my criticism as it tries to pin-point important interactions 

between literature and society. * 7he debt to Raymond Williams is 

clear, but I hope to show in the last se ction of this "Introduction" 

that particular causal descriptions of the literature and society 

relationship are possible within a critique of his concept of 

"structure of feeling". 

(iv) The relationship of this study to contemporary criticism 

Twentieth-century literary studies in England have 

continuously sought a responsible role within social debate. It 

is ironic, though, that the enormously influential Ieavispwhose 

theoretical work and social criticism stress the vital relation- 

ship of literature to lifel should be remembered, however 

unjustlyj as a critical puristj whose'concept of the trained 

reader engaging with the best texts has made the. literary critic 

into a specialist without a field. Me progressive humanism and 

the reactionary politics of Scrutiny have been explained by Terry 

Eagleton in whatl to me, is an admirably, clear and_, entirely 

convincing critique. 
43 

Eagleton shows. how Scrutiny's 61itist 

See above p 10 for a defence of 'this position. 
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and idealist solutionsg "the 'organic community' of a mythicised 

English past, the 'University English School' as the spiritual 

essence of the social formation", 
44 

do not threaten basic 

structures: 

e Scrutiny's historic function (complex and clanging ý; 
ough it wa-s7t was at one level reasonably plain: it 

was to bring about that drastic reconstruction of formst 
values, discourses and lineages within the aesthetic 
region of ideology which, at a point of serious 
historical crisis, would play its part in revital43ing 
and reproducing the dominant ideology ad a whole. 

Apart from Scrutiny, only the work of Raymond Williams has 

made a sustained case for the centrality of literature in * 

English social development. In Culture and Society_(1958), 

Williams himself1seems to follow the long line of eighteenth 

and nineteenth century writers discussed in that textj writers 

like-Coleridge and Arnold, who had a sense of the natural 

relevance of literature to the central intellectual concerns of 

the day. Relevance for themg as for Williamsl did not mean a 

bending of literature into public service# but a-bringing together 

in the consciousness of literary judgement with their deepest 

social concerns. The hostility to Williams ts desire-, for this kind 

of understanding was evident in the reviews of The Long Revolution: 

7he, agitated waving of flags, at one f rontier af ter 
anothert the announcement of property rights and 
local standards of cultivation in one, field after 
another, made me think for some years that I war. in 
a strangeg. even enemy countryl though it was of the 
particular4gxperience of that country that I was 
writing. 

If this can be explained as the territorial outrage of academic 

specialists g criticism of Williams ts effort from the Left has a 

more challenging premise. Again Eagleton is able to clarify 

complex historical developmentsq developments which Williams 

lived in and through by testing every impulse against his own 

experience. 
47 

It is refreshingl after the moral assaults 
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explanatory revaluation of Williams is a contribution to a 

common, developing tradition. 

In Eagleton Is account we see williams Is early work as a 

monumental reformist effort to salvage a place for the Left and 

for working-class culture, out of the essentially conservative 

"Culture and Society" tradition. The clearest example of this, 

perhapst is identified by the New Ieft Review editors in Politics 

and Letters when they point out that Burke and Carlyle receive 

the greatest honour in the first half of the book, but only 

because their reactionary writings and attitudes are deliberately 

excluded by Williams. Williams recants on them and on Arnold 

and Iawrence, but his essential defence is the reformist one - 

he was attempting to "recover the true complexity of the tradition 

... confiscated ... " by reactionary ideology. This allowed him: 

400 to refute the increasing contemporary use of the 
concept of culture against democracyq socialism, the 
working class or popular education, in terms of the 
tradition itself. The selective version of culture 
could be historically controverted by the writings 
of the thinkers who contribu4td to the formation 
and discussion of the idea. 

For Williamsq even subordinate classes already shared a common 

culture and could identify themselves within it'- the task was 

reclamation. Similarly$ "experience"always went beyond 

ideology and-people could create meaning and value through their 

own lived experience - an illusion, in Eagleton's view. In all 

of this it is important to stress that a book like Culture and 

Society becomes a, more valuable work when its argument receives 

historical comment and explanation. 

With The Country and the City (1972)1 which is clearly Marxist 

at last, Williams attacked the very myth of organicism that 
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supported his early work and, most recently, in Politics and 

Letters (1979)t PP 393-437p he has espoused "revolutionary rupture" 

- onlyt howevert because he sees reformism as a tool of the State 

actually delaying or working counter to the prospect of a solution. 

In the wider field of Cultural Studies, changes like those in 

Williams's own views have accompanied very significant developments 

of practicet as can be seeng for examplet in Dick Hebdige's 

first chapterg "From Culture to Hegemony" in-Subculture: The 

Meaning of Style (1979). By comparison, literary criticism is 

static, for in spite of Williamslssteady movement through the 

1970's towards a clear Marxist positiong it is quite appropriate 

for me to begin my next section with an account of passages from 

that much compromised book, Culture and Societyt and to find that 

those passages are not susceptible to the kind of critical charges 

encountered above. 

(v) Theory and history of the concept of "structure of feeling". 

7be final sections of this "Introduction" seek to derive a 

conceptually satisfactory way of considering nature and rural 

poetry's relationship to realitys from Williamstswork on "structures 

of feeiing". 

In Williams, the "structure of feeling" of a writer's class 

and time imposes a way of seeing the external world while the 

experiential imagination offers the possibility (not fulfilled 

in the examples below) of transforming this social "set" into 

new artistic structures of feeling. These criteria can be seen 

at work, in Chapter V of Culture and Society on the industrial 

novels. Williams is able to show the effect of "certain common 
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assumptions within which the direct response was undertaken" 

and to indicate artistic limitations directly related to that 

structure of feeling. In the passage on Mrs Gaskell's Mary 

Bartong Williams distinguishes between the conscientious 

documentary reporting which has "a slightly distancing effect" 

and "the genuine imaginative re-creation'. 
49of 

parts of the novel, 

such as the chapter "Poverty and Death". Williams proposes that 

the continuation of this combination of sympathetic obse M tion 

and imaginative identification might have made a gzeat novel of 

its kind, but he goes on to argue that John Barton is soon beyond 

the range of Mrs Gaskell's powers. The upper and middle class fear 

of violence at the time (John Barton was a political murderer 

appointed by a trade union) causes conflict between attempts at 

identification and imaginative recoil and the novelist's control 

is upset. end of the book is typical - cancellation of the 

difficulties and removal of everyone to Canada. 

The relevance of this model to my criteria is clear: the 

questions of attitudes and orientation towards social change and 

how they affect one's Judgement when they appear in the literary 

work are paralleled in my terms of reference (p. 6). 

A basic point here is that Williams is not advocating party- 

line literature: at the end of the chapterl he finds Felix Holt 

marred by George Eliot's surrendering of observation and conclusion 

to a structure of feeling that "she was at once too hesitant to 

transcend and too intelligent to raise into any lively 
50 

embodiment". The possibility of transcendencel which is 

imaginative, is there, as well as the unflattering possibility of 

a lively but unintelligent right-wing caricature. 
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My last example from Chapter V of the usefulness of this concept 

as a criterions is Williams ts criticism of Hard Times. It is in 

Dickens Is treatment of the working people, particularly Blackpool 

and Slackbridgel that his response is most clearly seen ass 

Laore .,.. a symptom of the confusion of 5 ýndustrial 
society than an understanding of it . 

Bounderby is a villain and an inhim-nan mastert Slackbridge is a 

villain because, he is a trade unionist; Slearyt though Dickens 

is turning to a world outside industrialism, is morally vital 

and a free spirit, Blackpool is a working-class saint because he 

is not a trade unionist. In Blackpool and Slackbridge, Dickens 

incorporates a structure of feeling without his accustomed zest 

and power: the break-down results from the imagination failing 

to transform and transcend somewhat shallow and hampered observation. 

Chapter V of Culture and Society does, 'then, make the case 

for the usefulness of the concept of "structures of feeling"t but 

in a genre where the connections between literature and society 

are an explicit part of the subject matter. To establish the 

concept in the analysis of different kinds of poetryq'it is 

necessary to explore its ramifications more fully. 

Williams first used the te= in Preface to Film (1954) in 

order to stress that'a period's "material lifeg the social organisation 

and, to a large extent, the dominant ideas" make up a unified' 

totality and "when one has measured the work against, the separable 

partsl there-yet remain some element for which there is no- 

extexnal counterpart". This element he called "the structure of 

feeling of a period and it is only realizablp through experience 

of the'work of art itself, as a whole". 
52 There are two important 

characteristics here - the idea of an essentially unanalyeable 

totalityl paralleled in Williams's subsequent insistence on filived 
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experience" and the centrality of the work of art in providing 

access to this totality. 

In Drama from Ibsen to Eliot (1952), another early and 

revealing source for consideration of the te=, Williams read Ibsen 

as "the dramatist of blockages'of liberation". 53 The motif of 

coming "to a tight place where you stick fast. There is no going 

forward or backward ... , 54,. 
matched Williams' own predicament: 

In his playst the experience of defeat does not (liTninish 
the value of the fight. That was precisely the personal 
'structure of feeling' withip, which I lived from 1945 to 
1951 at the deepest level. " 

Personal testimonyq here drastically limits the concept's potential 

to penetrate or destructure the experience of the past: the 

intrinsic "New Criticism" aspect, however (a circular process of 

saying you can only gain access to the sensibility of a period 

through its art, or its great art in LeavisIsformulation), served 

Williams as well in his critical account of Ibsen as it was to 

later in The English Novel-from Dickens to Lawrence (1971)- 

InThe Long Revolution (1961) Williams worked the term towards 

a theory of communicationt for communicationt as we knowp depends 
ýI 

on the most subtle and complex adjustments. He now stressed the 

unique "felt sense of the quality of life at a particular place 

and timellp claiming that it is "only in our own time and place 
I 

that we can expect to know, in any substantial wayq the general 

organisation". We learn about certain elements of the past "as 

a precipitate, but in the living experience of the time every 

element was in solution, an inseparable part of a complex whole, '. 
56 

In art we have an approach to such lived exp. erience with its sense 

of a shared understanding and Williams ultimately t=aces this to 

the "deep com=nity" on vhich communication itself depends. Again 
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"almost any formal description would be too crude to express this 

nevertheless quite distinct sense of a particular and native 

style". this "particular sense of lifet, a particular community of 

experience hardly needing expression". 
57 Williams goes on to 

locate structures of feeling in "generations"t having already 

talked earlier of his "personal" structure of feeling in 1945-51 

while later in Marxim and Literature (1977) he refers to a 

structure of feelinglinked to the "rise of a class (England 

1700-60)11.58 Access to past structures of feeling is via cultural 

artefacts, literature now appearing, as one of many possible forms: 

Once the carriers of such a structure diel the nearest 
we can get to this vital element is in the documentary 59 culture, from poems to buildings and dress fashions... 

But the cautions and limitations Williams voices about the concept 

in The Long Revolution are balanced byq for example, a chapter like 

"The Analysis of Culture" in which contradictions and tensions 

experienced in the 1840's are seen as articulated andq to some 

extentj resolved in the literature of the period. 

In The Country and the Citz, (1973), the concept of t'structure 

of feeling" becomes once again a powerful mode of active analYsis. 

I find this essential in dealing with the notion of pastoral and 

discuss it at some length in Chapter I (ppýj-+). Finally, Williams 

has attempted an explicitly theoretical account of "structure of 

feeling" in Marxism and Literature, though I find less clarity in this 

than in earlier references. There is still the creativep 

intangiblev i=educible quality: "structures of feeling can be 

defined as social experiences in solution, as distinct from other 

social semantic formations which have been ýrecipitated and are 

more evidently and more immediately available". 
6o 

Change Is in form 

and convention still "in art and literatureq are often among the 
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very first indications that such a new structure is forming1j. 
61 

The totality and specificity of the concept remains in opposition 

to the reification of analysis,, but there is still hope for some 

precision in the approach to language as a record of social and 

cultural change. Additionally# the concept remains "a cultural 

hypothesis ... derived from attempts to understand such elements 

(as impulset restraint and tone) and their connections in a 

generation or period and needing always to bereturned, 
62 interactively, to such eýridencell. In one respect, Williams 

signals a shift of emphasis. He says that "structures of 

experience" might be an alternative phrasep for he is describing 

"Practical consciousness of a pre I sent kindq in'a living and 

inter-relating continuity". 
63 The word "experience" does have 

over-tones of the analytical fixity Williams is resisting, but it 

also has a better sense of the fluxg process and idiosyncracy he 

wishes to preserve. 

Criti! LiLe of the concept of "structure of feeling" and its 

application. 

A "deliberately contradictory phraset with which I have never 

been happy" 
64 

_ Williams's own words have-been endorsed by Stuart 

Hall: 

One of the most important non-conceptual concepts in 
The Long Revolution is that of the "structure of 
feeling", which exactly poses the problem6qf whether 
a "feeling" can have a "structure". 

- 
Por Hall, Williams's refusal of Marxism means "the absence of the 

terms he is in dialogue with" and he goes on to describe Williams's 

"semi-silent dialogue with European ;6 
For Terry Eagleton 

the concept of structure of feeling I'designatesq in effect 
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ideology" 
67 (the exact conflation Williams wishes to avoid)p 

while for Michael Green it: 

-tries to capture (in fact too swiftlYt in a collapse) 
both subjective meanings and something of the objective6, 
social structures ýto which they are a response .- 

Williams's criticst all of whom pay tribute to his pioneering 

achievements9 unanimously identify the failings of this concept'and 

of much else in his work with the absence, of a thriving English 

Marxist tradition. Until The Country and the City Williams's 

literary-critical terms were largely those of. the conservative 

"Culture and Society" debate and it is not coincidental that 

Williams's gradual integration into the Marxist tradition has been 

takin place in step with the appearance in England of a whole 

range of Marxist channels of research and debateg such as Screen, 

New Left Review and the Working Papers from the Birmingham Centre 

for Contemporary Cultural Studies. Neverthelesst difficulties with 

the idea, of structures of feeling remain and these are generally 

ascribed to its inadequate and contradictory theorisation. 

As a precise tool in literary historyt for instance, the 

concept looks extremely weak, as the editors of New Left Review 

reveal in their probing of what kinds of group actually share 

such structures of feeling. (Is it a generation? Yes. Then how can 

it refer to periods of 60 years? What is the median of a 

generation anyway? How can a chronological notion accommodate 

eno=ous differences in class-ideology? etc, etc. 
69 

Purtherp 

though Williams insists on the correlation of real and literary 

experience, his criticism more often than not eschews such 

correlation in favour of the intrinsic historical evidence of the 

text. In any case, there are whole regions of economic reality 

which vitally dete=ine our lives but which are quite inaccessible to 
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personal experience. 
70 

To shift the grounds of the discussion to practice is to re- 

discover the success of the concept in, for example, Williams's 

excellent critical commentaries on the nineteenth-century novell 

the drama of Ibsen and Brecht and the English country-house 

poems. The quotation below picks up two points central to the way - 

I wish to use the concept in-(i) the notion of-internal literary 

evidence about human behaviour and feeling7l and (ii) the 

vindication of the concept's usefulness in practice: 

... it was a structure in the sense, that you could- , 
perceive it operating in one work after another which 
weren't otherwise connected - people weren't lea=ingý 
it from each other; yet it was one of feeling much 
more than of thought -a pattera of impulsesp restraintst 
tonest for which the best evidence was often the actual 
conventions of literary or dramatic writing, To, this 
day I find that I keep coming back to this notion from 
the actual experience of literary analysis rather than 
from any, theoretical satisfaction with the concept 

(emphasis added) 

In approaching poetry, I would add another point that (iii)j in 

Williams' swords, "some elements of a structure of feeling arer of 

course, only traceable through a rather close analysis of 

language ... 11 (though he continues that "the most normal evidence 

for such a structure is conventionsg which are, international"). 73 

In two ways, at leastp my use of the concept involves considerable 

modifications or alterations. One of these relates to Williams's, own vies 

that, as they ar6 socially derived, we should evaluate-the actual 

forms and conventions themselves: - "the crucial evaluative 

function is the judgement of conventions themselves, from a 

deliberate and declared position of interest,... Certain 

conventions do less than others. If there is still, place for - 
', 74 evaluation in literaturet then that is what, has to be valued . 
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Williams's belief in this has resulted in some of his best criticism - 

in The Country and - 
the City, for example - but in the literature I 

consider here ,I find it more significant to evaluate the use that is 

made of particular conventionst rather than the conventions themselves. 

Secondly, the concept of structure of feeling is unreliable in 

establishing direct links between literature and the historical record. 

The linkage between structures of feeling in reality and in literary 

products remains an essential part of the conceptt but not a part that 

can be relied upon in analysis. The reason for this is the insufficient 

theorisation of the linkage. Discussing the distance between Marxist 

and other theories of "mass communications" and Marxist and other 

theories of "imaginative expression", "art", Williams has commented: 

The short-cut solutiont in one powerful modern variant Of 
Marxism, has been to unify these theories within a theory of 
Ideology; but the only thing right about this is the 
realisation that the theoretically separated "areas" have to 
be brought within a single discourse. The main error of this 
solution is that it substitutes Ideology (a general, coherent 
and monopolizing practical consciousness, with its operative 
functions in institutions, codes and texts)t for the complex 
social relations within which a significant (including 
alternative and oppositional) range of activitiest in a 
significant (including dominating and subordinated but also 
contesting) range of situations, were being at-once exp=essed, ' 
produced and altered, in practice in contradictory as well as 75 in coherento di=ective. ways. 

Essentiallyp this rejection of Althusserian ideology clears a space 

for the "alternative'19 the "oppositional", the "contesting". - the 

space of "lived experience". But Williams does not want to out loose 

from some measure of determination. In "Base and Superstructure in 

Marxist Cultural Theory", Williams saw dangers in Lukaes's concept of 

11totality'19 parallel as it is to his own notion of totality: 

It is very easy for the notion of totality to empty of its 
essential content the original Marxist'proposition. For if we 
come to say that society is composed of a large number of social 
practices which form a concrete social whole, and if we give to 
each practice a certain specific recognitionj adding only that 
they interact, relate and combine in very complicated waysi we 
are at one level much more obviously talking about realitYl but 
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we are at another level withdrawing from the claim that there 
is any process of determination. And this I, for one, would be 
very unwilling to do. Indeed, the key question to ask about 
any notion of totality in cultural theory is this: whether the 76 
notion of totality includes the notion of intention. 

It was to just the opposite danger that the English Marxists succumbed 

in their critical engagement with ScrutiDZ, in the 1930's. The "received 

formula of base and superstructure" quickly led to a reductionism 

"which just will not survive any prolonged experience of actual works". 
77 

Williams's discussion of this debacle returns our attention to the 

literary version of "lived experience": 

Marxism, as then commonly understood, was weak in just the 
decisive area where practical criticism was strong: in its 
capacity to give precise and detailed and reasonably adequate 
accounts of actual consciousness: not just a scheme or a 
generalisation but actual works,, full of rich and significant 
and specific experience. 

It may now be clear why structure of feeling cannot be equated with 

ideology: ideology, however complex its mediationg implies the 

possibility of precise and complete explanation ing for example, the 

mhematic manner of Eagleton's Criticism and Ideology, while structure 

of feeling insists on scope for autonomous activity and intervention. 

In taking up those elements of the concept of structure of feeling 

concerned with the internality of the historical record and social 

relations in works of literature, I hope, nevertheless, through 

selective analysisq to throw some light on aspects of the general 

relationship between literature and society. I am also suggesting 

that in the absence of a theory that can do full justice to actual 

and to literary consciousness, personal judgements must be made about 

the most suitable places to implement structure of feeling as a 

critical tool and about the manner of its implementation. Whether this 

is a particularly subjective kind of formalism or a critical contribution 
that is genuinely dependent on social contextualisation, must. be 

judged by reference to the chapters which follow. In any event, at 
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a time when Raymond Williams's work in relating literature and 

society is increasingly receiving recognition, it is important 

to try to use and develop the tradition of that work. To do 

this, I have, then, taken the key concept "structure of feeling". 

It is a suggestive term, like sensibility or imagination, and 

though it may not have been fully theorized or satisfactorily 

delimited in Williams, it has served as a very effective critical 

tool in a range of situations. 

In this thesis I discuss a mode of literature (poetry) frequently 

associated with obscurantism. and unreality, and kinds of poetry 

(nature, rural, pastoral) which, for some three hundred yearso 

have themselves been associated with retreat and social irrelevance. 

The weakest poetry of this kind gives unambiguous ideological ex- 

pression to particular social and political values. Its structure 

of feeling actually derives from a particular class-related outlook 

and it is itself evidence of that outlook. It is, in fact, little 

more than outlook, for aes thetic or imaginative qualities are absent 

from it. 

At this levelp "structure of feeling"p whether in life or literatureo 

could be equated with ideology. I have been especially interested, 

however, both in literary transformations and manipulations of such 

structures of feeling and in the creation of new structures of 

feeling in imaginative writing. The concept permits continuity be- 

tween these levels of determination, transformation and creativity, 

whereas "ideology" disables imaginative autonomy and a non-specific 

term such as "outlook" carries none of the awareness of complex de- 

termination which is in "structure of feeling". More precise and 
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specialised terms, such as "poetic voice", are essential in 

criticism, but are not socially inclusive; they do not have 

those over-tones of literature within society that the word 

"structure" has in this context. 

"Structure of feeling" contains the ideological and the non- 

determined and it is the tension between the two that this thesis 

explores. Additionally, structures of feeling themselves, as they 

appear in poetry, are a subject of the thesis. While literary 

works are characteristic of particular contexts, the most interes- 

ting works express unique and complex states of feeling about those 

contexts and this is the justification for the essentially intrinsic 

kind of criticism practised in the thesis. Writing of the visual 

image, John Berger claims that: 

Gradually it became evident that an image could outlast 
what it represented; it then showed how something or 
somebody had once looked - and thus by implication how 
the subject had once been seen by other people ... No 
other kind of relic or text from the past can offer 
such a direct testimony about the world which surrounded 
other people at other times. In this respect images are 
more precise and richer than literature. To say this is 

not to deny the expressive or imaginative quality of art, 
treating it as mere documentary evidence; the more 
imaginative the work, the more profoundly it allows us 
to share the artist's experience of the visible. 79 

Imaginative literature does, however, produce a unique kind of 

"felt analysis"; its own "image" of "lived experience", and this, 

even in cultural milieux far removed from its origins, remains as 

a social artefact that may legitimately be used as historical evi- 

dence of values, norms, attitudes, beliefs and feelings. 

This whole position has been elaborated by the critic-sociologist 

Joan Rockwell who is actually much more interested in tangible 

normative sociology than the abstractions of ideology. in Fact in 

Fiction(1974), she describes two general categories of fact which 

may be revealed in fiction - specific information about the existence 

and. nature of particular social institutions or customs and, more 
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importantly, "... information about values, norms and expectations 

in (the) society which may be. inferred from the attitudes of the 

characters in fiction and their behaviour. " 
so 

The, case for this 

kind of inference is convincingly made through Rockwell's literary 

exemplars. Her social and psychological categories of normative 

influence (participation, personification and identification) are 

explored through fictional narrative, including poetry and drama 

as well as the novel, and the clearest demonstration of her views, 

perhaps, is the section on Negro slavery in America (pp. 122-134), 

which begins: 

Consider the institution of Negro slavery in America. 
How do we know it ever existed? If we had no other 
evidence than the following group of fictionaland 
personal accounts: the Life and Times of Frederick 
Douglass; Uncle Tom's Cabin; RuckleberrY Finn; 
various works of William Faulkner; Gone with the 
Wind; and the recent Confessions of Nat Turner, we 
would be in possession of a considerable body of 
factual information, despite the fact that these 
accounts are all biased one way or another and 
differ in origin in that they were written over a 
period of a hundred years by writers, black and 
white, male and female, living up and down the 
eastern seaboard from Maine to Mississippi. 81 

This "intrinsic method" depends on the same theory as that of 
Raymond Williams: 

... literature neither 'reflects' nor 'arises from' 
society, but rather is an integral part of it and 
should be recognised as being as much so as any 
institution, the Family, for instance, or the State... 
... Fiction, to be sure, is a social product; but it 
also 'produces' societyq 8ý ecause it has a normative 
effect on its members... 

Attention to historical and social context in this thesis 

is, then, largely through the internal evidence of texts them- 

selves and is also largely to do with feelings, beliefs, attitudes 

and values - the provirice of "structure of feeling". It should 

also be added that any poetry furnishes evidence of this kind ; 
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whereas the poetry of neo-classical pastoral writers or the English 

Georgians may provide an especially impressive kind of evidence be- 

cause it is collective, evidence from the poetry of a writer belong- 

ing to no particular group is equally valid, since all writing begins 

in the ideologies of its own times. I would argue that in the case 

of poets like Ted Hughes and Edward Thomas, recognizable forms of de- 

pendence give way to a mastering (and, in Hughes, a manipulation) of 
ideology : the concept "structure of feeling" allows one to trace 

such processes, as I have tried to in this thesis. 

(vii) The historical scope of this study 
I have stressed by debt to the work of Raymond Williams, 

especially to the'concept of structure of feeling, because Williams 

has provided a general set of reference points for a consideration of 
literature's relationship to reality and a particular set of reference 

points for ideas about the natural and rural world within that re- 
lationship. The historical scope of my study is wide, especially in 

Chapter 1.1 have looked there at the period 1600-1900 for two inter- 

related reasons: firstly, our current understanding of terms like 

"nature poetry" and "pastoral" was largely fixed during that period 

and secondly, the dominant culture of today is firmly based'in the 

social struggles of those centuries. Particular social/aesthetic 

questions within nature and rural poetry (about nostalgia, senti- 

mentality and escapism, for example) have a direct cultural continuity 

with contemporary forms of those questions. In dealing with the 

Twentieth Century, I have taken 1945 as an arbitrary date separating 

the "contemporary" from the "modern". In the earlier period a highly 

ideological and mostly sterile kind of writing is set against the 

achievements of Hardy, Frost, Edward Thomas and Lawrence while the 

natural and rural poetry of the contemporary period. is approached 

through a metaphysical/materialist polarity. (Particular claims 

are made for the poetry of MacDiarmid and Hughes: the existence of 

this polarity in the work of each of these poets is seen as a source 

of special interest and strength. ) The question of response to change 
is taken throughout in an evaluative context: it is the use of 

sensitivity to change, the literary structure of feeling itself, 

that bears the closestscrutiny. I 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE LITERARY TRADITION BEFOFE THE 7WENTIETH CENTURY 

(i) A conservative cultural tradition 

"Poetry of the natural and rural world" is a clumsy but 

unavoidable phraseq because this study is not just about nature 

poetry or country poetry but about the whole non-urbanj non- 

industrial milieu. This is not differentiated at a general 

level precisely because of the importance of noting shifts and 

modulations within it. In this chapter# for example, pastoral 

is seen in the process of transformation into "rural realism", 

while a nature poetry of metaphysical enquiry, that will later 

settle on living things, is seen to emerge from landscape. I 

am not interested here simply in poems defined by certain subject 

matter, but in the underlying questions of my "Introduction" - 

how does social change affect literature? How much does a poet's 

awareness of change count? Are certain forms and conventions 

politically aligned? How can socially derived ways of experiencing 

and seeing be traced into poetry and with what effects? And so 

on. Poetry of the natural and rural world is a particularly 

sensitive indicator in respect of such questions; it is also a 

favourite area for dismissive and dogmatic Judgements. 

We are dealing, of course, with a specific cultural 

interaction. Were this study to be concerned with American 

poetry, we would link into a different set of determinants. 

Ceoffrey Adkins, writing about the concept of nature in Bly, 

Snyder and Kinnelll comes to this conclusion: 

... these poets form part of a radical movement in 
American poetry during the fifties and sixties in favour 
of the concept of the "natural self". This movement was 
inspired by the Vietnam war and the political and social 
climate of the twenty-year period which led up to it. 
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British poetry of the same period is deprived of confidence in 

the self: often, a sense of self is absent altogether. When 

Adkins is discussing the wilderness in these American poetsp he 

sees that 

* its structure has a metaphorical relationship with ýhe 
organisation of the individual. But in a second 

use, wilderness is a figure for the "repressed! ' parts 
of the individual. Exploitation of wilderness is 
paralleled by exploitation of the natural self. They 
are aligned as victims of the culture 2 and at the same 
time as sources of its regeneration. 

Again, in a tradition with a literary manifestation traceable to 

Whitman, there appears to be a sphere of personal actiont which 
3 British poetry has been unable to locate. Our "beat" movement 

quickly subsided into the mere immaturity of the Liverpool poets 
-- 

and British poets of the old "movement" were self-effacing, not 

self-discovering. There was no regenerative wilderness to visit 

and anyway they preferred to look for a reasonable# ordereds 

cultured landscape. 
4 

With hindsight, it is easy to see the 

reformism of larkinp Amis and Davie as incipient reaction. 

Other writers, like Heaney, Hughes and Hill, perhaps sensing 

the difficulties of an American-style transformation of political 

into personal, have been able to take on the inert-weight of 

British cultural tradition more squarely. ". blature", in this 

cultural tradition, has carried a dominant sense of regulation 

for several centuries. ' (Williams has remarked that "Fature, in 

the eighteenth century and nineteenth centuryg was often in 

effect personified as a constitutional lawyer". 5).. In the process 

of philosophical conservatism shifting into ways of looking at 

the social order of the countryside, this sense of regulation became 

heavily inscribed on the literary tradition. The tension between 

received attitudes and changing social realities reached 
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breaking-point in the eighteenth centuryl when poets came to 

recognise that their craft; equated now with pastorals had lost 

its integrity. 

(ii) The last successes of English -pastoral 

Pastoral involves a deliberate separation of literary 

convention from social reality. Since Theocritus and Virgil, 

certain qualities, peacel plenteousness, innocence, simplicity; 

freedom from emotional constraint, have been consciously associated 

with country life. These are held constant to enable other matters 

to be brought into focus - the nature of court manners and behaviour, 

for examplet or, following Greg's "the very essence of the pastoral 

ideal is no more than 'love in vacuo 
6 

courtship and love. The 

country setting is incidental, though it may actuallyt like the 

trappings of'the Masquet absorb the whole attention: in 16639 

Pepys wrote that the popularity of Fletcher's The Faithful 

Shepherdess was "for the scenes' sake". 
7CS 

Lewis' thought of 

pastoral as a region of the mind and William Empson described "the 

pastoral process of putting the complex into the simple". He saw 

"the obscure tradition of pastoral. 
9 

eventually passing into Alice 

in Wonderland with the childs instead of the swain, as judge. 

Laurence Lerner, giving more attention to the emotion of pastoral 

(nostalgia) admitted a greater amount of escapist feelingi 

The wish to find in country life a relief from the 
problems of a sophisticated society formed itself, 

. 
in Renaissance timeso into a set of poetic onventions. 
These are the conventions of pastoral . 

18 

In Shakespearet Milton and Marvellp pastoral is handled with 

poise and ease. It is certainly not that they are unaware of 

social realities: Shakespeare's Corin in As You Like It explains 
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to Rosalindt 

But I am shepherd to another man, 
And ao not shear the fleeces that I graze: 
My master is of churlish disposition ... 

(11.4-75-7) 

Ten years later, in The Winter's Tale, -social reality and literary 

convention are fully complementary: in the long pastoral of 

Act IV Shakespeare combines the formal exchanges of lovers and 

courtiers (though even Perdita's garden is an ordinary English 

one full of practical herbs), with a quite different range of 

common experience and language. This is mostly centred on the clownj 

with his shopping-list of sugar, currants and rice and his humorous 

talk of wether tods; and the price of wool and Autolycust a cut- 

purse pedalling the trumpery of the day with parodies of 

contemporary ballads on his lips. There is a sense of pastoral 

serving the whole play, with no arresting indulgence or imbalance 

following from the form. In the yet more fantastic setting of 

The Tempest, $ Shakespeare has revolutionised the deepest structures 

and forms of pastoral. As in traditional fairy-tales, human conflicts 

and desires are thrown sharply into relief. Pastoral in 

Shakespeare, Marvell and Milton is deliberately chosen and exploited. 

The worldsof Milton's "LIAllegro" and "Il Penseroso" j for 

example, are fully conscious idealisations combining classical 

lyricism and the flavours of English folk-lore. When day is 

dawning in "L'Allegro", Milton is creating the same mood that 

Shakespeare creates in the song "Harkl hark, the lark at heaven's 

gate sings" from Cymbeline: 

To hear the lark begin his flight 
And singing startle the dull night 
From his watch-towr in the skies, 12 Till the dappled dawn doth rise; 
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This sets the bounds to Milton's pastoral. A general movement then 

follows away from realistic detail (the cock strutting before his 

dames, the plowman whistling over the furrowed land) towards the 

obviously conventional. We move on from the singing milkmaid and 

the mower whetting his scythe too 

And every shepherd tells his tale. 

There is no mystification about the "work! ' these shepherds do. ' Me 

development continues with the eye catching new pleasures from, the 

14 landscape around , finally leading to. the cottagel 

'Where Corydon and Thyrsis met 
Are at their savoury dinner set* 
Of Herbs and other Country Messes, 
Which the neat-handed Phillis dresses; -- 
And then in haste her Bowr she leaves# 
With Thestylis to bind the Sheavesi 15ý 

This savoury dinnerp like the work Thestylis does, is purely 

literary. in no disparaging sense., No economic dream has insinuated 

itself. But what makesthis pastoral exceptional is the breadth 

and-control of its vision - seent for e*mplej in the'Faery Mab 
16 lines 

. 
(11 

. 105-114) with their unity with folk tradition' 

Tells how the drudging Goblin swett 
To ern his Cream-bowl duly set, 
When in one nighto ere glimpse of morn, 
His shaddowy Plale hath thresht the Corn 
That ten day-labourers could not end, 
Then lies him down the Lubbar Fend$ 
And stretcht out all the Chimney-ýs-length 
Basks-at the fire his hairy strength- 
And Crop-full out of dores-he flings: 17 
Ere the first Cock his Mattin rings. 

Shakespeare has the same ability to share and use folk-lore. Both 

Writersp though economically separated from country life, have this 

as an important source of "inside" experience. Finallyl the 

famous couplet: 

Or sweetest Shakespear fancys childe is Warble his native Wood-notes wilde. 
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seems to epitomise the sophistication of Milton's pastoralp in 

which the language of the convention becomes the imagery of the 

emotions. 

What we discover in Shakespeare and Milton is a source of 

creativity deeper than the charms of setting. Pastoral is 

instinctively understood as a form of complexityt not a reduction 

of it. 19 

According to this view of pastoral, Marvell's poetry is a 

striking achievement. The social disruption of the second part of 

the seventeenth century places a particular burden on images of 
20 

rural stability with their built-in conservative tendencyl and 

such images are central to Marvell. DM Friedman admits that 

Marvell turns to the pastoral mode when he wishes "to pay homage to 

the deep-rooted creativity of traditions and institutions which 
21 

link man and the outside world in a fruitful harmony" *j but 

Raymond Williams discerns a fine expression of tensions in Marvell. 

He characterises "Upon Appleton House" as a transitional country- 

house poem which honestly meets and trie's to justify the Fairfax 

dispossession of a religious order$ while the sections on the 

working landscape and the retreat into the wood have an awareness 

that clearly goes beyond the economic mystification Williams finds 

elsewhere in seventeenth century poetry. Marvell writes 

dialectically. His historical determinism in An Horatian Odet 

for instance, is not nostalgieg but philosophical: 

ITis madness to resist or blame 23 
The force of angry Heaven's flame; 

But Heaven's power on earth itself obeys natural laws. "Ancient 

22 

rights" hold or break "as men are strong or weak"& 
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Naturep that hateth emptines3t 
A32ows of penetration lecap 
And therefore muat make room 24 Where greater spirits co=eo 

This characteristic appreciation of the tension between ideal and 

reality allows Marvell to write pastoral which is, like Milton'll 

and Shakespearelog a vehicle of expren3lon rather than a subjects 

the crisis of conscience of pastoral does not arises 

7he uses of paistoral in Marvell are religious and philosophical. 

When Donald Friedz&n discusses the importance of the garden figure 

in Marvenj he points out itz variouz functionz as 

an emblem of a legendary tize when zAn and the 
created world existed in une=ined harmonyj or as 
a figure for the spiritual perfection to be nought 
for in the contemplative life and to be found in a 
reunion with Christ that would craze 0-c rArkz of 
zental decay that resulted from the Fall , 

25 

26 In "The Garden", the sources of spiritual regeneration and 

the relationship of mind and knowledge to the raterial world tecoma 

the subject of the pastoral 
27* 7hough the retreat from passion in 

atrongly felt throughout the poem# the similarities to conventional 

poems of social ratirvaont, expressing loosely-connected sentiments 

of zoderationj disappear rapidly after the first two voroan. Me513 

exemplify the T-hilosophical trind of the poem's metAphorical 

nature: 

Casting the body's vact. aside# 
My coul, into the boughz does Clidel 20 1haral like a bird, it alto and sings oeo 

Yet Marvell# like Shakeelv-ara In tha 42ceoricAl garden scene of 

Richard 11 (111,4)0 easily novas bick to the social bace of the poome 

How wall the skilful Gard. 1nor draw 29 Of flowers and herb* this dial nowl 

The social patterns behind the tvautlas of the Carden ara hold 

artificiany constant but not ziorepratented, 
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(M) Pastoml In collapse 

Elsewher, e in seventeenth century writingi the fantasy life 

glimpsed in pastoral begins to merge with real social attitudes - 

a degenerating literary structure of feeling is read back into 

life. William Emp3on has described how such shifts towards 

harmonising the conflicts of reality occuri 

7be essential trick of the old pastorall which was 
felt to imply a beautiful relation between rich and 
poor$ was to =ke simple people express strong 
feelings (felt a3 the most Universal subSeett sozathing 
fundazentally true about everybody) in learr-ad and 
fashionable lanEuage (to that you wrote about the beat 
subject in the best way). Fr= seeing the two sortz 
of people combined like this you thought better of 
bothl the best Tarts of both were used* IIrA affect 
was in some degree to combine in the rvader or author 
the zeritz of the two zort3I he was rAde to mirror in 
himself more cozplatelv ttw effective clementis of the 
society he lived in. 30 

For Raymond, W1134am3t the dazage is done ty p4storal's eararAtion 

from a firm, social base. In Classical TAztoml he finds "AIX03t, 

invariably a tension with other Y. Indz of exTerience"t while "the 

achievement# if it can to called thatj of the Renaissance 

adaptation of Just these classical moden in thAtj stop by atepo 

theta living tomiona are excited# until tharv in nothing counter- 

valling and sclected ir. 3g*z stand at thazzolves I not in a living 

but in an enazelled world" s 
31 7t4 controvarzial, Tart of the 

argument comas inVilliazzlodincuzzlon of Jontont Caraw and 

I 
Iferrick, John Bull too& hic criticlazz 44 sinpla hi4toricAl hind- 

isight j 

auch an approach .. would raquirat anongst other 
thing*# that a reading of PArx van a part of the 
expected educa, on of any Cavalier gantlemn with 
aspiratio. m. 

11 

ButWilliazalculn point is 04t tho poems he concidars are 

astantially very okilful "cocial cozplinants", The 

&PPar'ontly Dtrcng idOAz Of "nAturml ordor" ara in fact contradictoryt 
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their effect comes from equivocal wit and this means that a limit 
i- 

on what/poems can achieve is imposed by their underlying structure 

of feeling. Williams's criticism of Herrick's "A Thanksgiving" is 

muddled for John Bull byWilliams Is personal testimony 
33 

, yet to 

argue that the poem suffers because of the poet's "play at abasement, 
34 

putting himself even lower than the porch and being so pleased abouto 

(i. e. through a structure of feeling unsatisfactorily absorbed and 

recreated) is not to deal in hind-sight. It is surely fair to hold, 

for example, that Shakespeare's structure of feeling in Henry V 

makes it less profound than Richard 11 or Henry IV (i) and 111). 35 

This is not to deny the possibility of heroic literature, but after 
I 

those earlier histories, even Shakespeare cannot 'write the Williams 

scenes and convince us that he has truly incorporated the 

militaristic structure of feeling into his imagination. 
36 

To summarise, RaymondWilliams Is idea about pastoral literature 

is that one can see "the conversion of conventional pastoral into 

a localised dream and thenj increasingly, in the late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries, into what can be offered as a 

description and thence an idealisation of actual English country 
37 life and its social and economic relations". I now want to 

trace the fate of pastoral in the eighteenth century, looking 

particularly at Thomson, Goldsmith and Crabbe. 

Popet in 1704, precedes his "Spring: The First Pastoralt Or 

Damon" with a quotation from Drydens 

My next desire is, void of care and strife, 
To lead a soft, securer inglorious life 
A country cottage near a crystal flood58 
A winding valley and a lofty wood. 

and Pomfret's "The Choice" (1? 00) begins, 
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If Heavln-. the Grateful Liberty, wou'ld givej, - 
That I might Chuse my Method how to Livel 
And all those-Hours,, propitious Fate should lend, 
In blissful Easeg and Satisfaction spend: 
Near some fair Town, I'd have a private Sealý, 
Built Uniform, not Little, nor too Great: 

Rural poetry in the eighteenth century shows a growing interest in 

this old retirement ideag at a time when fresh waves of enclosure 
40 

were taking place. In this new -phase of agrarian capitalism, 

signs of the labour force were tidied away from the parklands and 

landscapes of the country-houses. In these circumstances, the 

rural poet. finds that newt unintended meanings are beginning to 

cluster around old words, and pastoral conventions are separating 

from social reality; a crisis of conscience about the correct use 

of pastoral begins to appear in the poetry. Most. criticism of this 

poetry suggests in it a loss of balance, an inadequate response to 

the complexity of man's changing perceptions. Unimaginative 

sociological reporting, is seen as, one poetic extreme 
41 

and ., - 

sentimentality or obscurantism as the other. It is. not until, the 

Romantics that its intellectual and imaginative, §cope, is-generally, 

accepted as wide enough to produce great nature poetryl but the 

achievements of men like Thomson, Goldsmith and Crabbe, who sense 

complicated changes and struggle within the bounds of rationalt 

social thinking, have their own. considerable qualities. 

George C Williams 42 
. provides copious quotation to demonstrate 

the general prevalence of the town/country contrast and the 

"retirement theme" in neo-classical poetry, but, the early 

eighteenth century poem to have had the profoundest effect on,,, - 
country writing is Thomson's TheSeasons (1726-30)- 

-This long and 

varied poem expresses unresolved attitudes to, ýthezoral. integrity 

of the economic systemlattitudes which later in--the century, will 

nag for resolution in the very act,, of looking at nature and the 

cauntrvside. 
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In Thompson's poem it is interesting to see expansive patriotic 

passages, catalogues of England's writersq statesmen and men of 

science, interspersed through the seasons of the year. Britain's 

"solid grandeur" is based on agricultural. wealth. The hidden 

ideology is benevolent capitalism; social improvements and good 

wages depend on productivity and freedom is the free market: 

Heavens! what a goodly prospect spreads around, 
Of hills, and dalesp and woods, and lawns-, -andýspiresf" 
And glittering towns, and gilded streams, till all 
The stretchinglandscape, into smoke decays! 
Happy Britannia! where, the Queen of Artsp 
Inspiring vigour, Liberty abroad 
Walks, unconfinedp even to thy farthest cotsg 
And scatters plenty with unsparing hand ... 

On every hand 
Thy-villas shine. Thy country teems with wealth; 
And property assures it to the swain, 
Pleased and unwearied in his guarded toil. 43 

("Summer") 

Not that Thomson will not rebuke the unreasonable employer. Like 

the far-seeing businessman of today who recognises the dangers of 

poverty and is careful. not to cut his slice of profit too thickp 

Thomson knows charity as an investment as well as the dull prodding 

of theChristian consciencet 

Ye masters, then 
Be mindful of therough laborious'hand 
That sinks you soft in elegance and ease; 
Be mindful of those limbs in russet clad 
Whose toil to yours is warmth and graceful pride; 
And, 0, be mindful of that sparing board 
Which covers yours with luxury profuse, 
Makes your glass sparkle, and your sense rejoice; 
Nor cruelly demand what the deep rains 
And all-involving winds have swept awayll 

44 
("Autumn") 

It was not for nothing that the author of "Rule Britannia" became 

Surveyor-General of the Leeward Islands at X300 paq, duties to be 

discharged by deputy, having written in "Autumn" of "the pure 

pleasures of the rural life" as free of the avarice of commerce: 

Let some, far-distant from their native, soil, Urged on by want or harden'd avarice 1 45 Findother lands beneath another sun. 
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The poem's successes often occur in its clearly pastoral 

passages. The account, in "Summer", of the "latent Damon", first 

spying on Musidora bathing and then rushing off to "guard" her 

haunt from "each licentious eye", has a fine lightness of humour 

and insight . 
46Humour 

is often 
'an 

unexpected quality of the poem - 

sometimes as mild Scottish mock-heroic in telling the deeds of 

English sporting gentlemeng sometimes as whimsical renovation of 

poetic diction 
47 

, as in this description of sheep, just washed 

before the shearing: 

Heavy and dripping, to the breezy brow 
Slow move the harmless race: wherej as they spread 
Their swelling treasures to the sunny rayl 
Inly disturb'd, and wondering what this wild 
Outrageous tumult means, their loud complaints 
The country fill; ando toss'd from rock to rock, 
Incessant bleatings run around the hills. 48 

("Summer") 

The Seasons achieved almost, immediate popularity and ran to 

many editions, "Winter" goingthrough three editions in its first 

year of publication. In, addition, to the congenialiýy ofAhe 

economic and political views, expressed, but not resolved, by-the 

poem, there are two related aspects of its-popularity which are 

relevant here, one concerning its placing of Man in Nature and 

the othert its aesthetics. The first aspect appears in these 

frequently-quoted lines from "Spring"i 

Man superior walks 
Amid the glad creationt' musing praise, 
And looking lively gratitude. 49 

Man stands on the earthq superior to the natural creation yet below 

the angels? 
o Thomson endorses the Deistic and Newtonian version 

of Nature, with an ordered universe obeying natural laws. The 

social microcosm too, is present in that last phrase of the 

quotation. The eighteenth century reverence for Nature as a source 

of religious knowledge and wisdom, and belief in the rationall 

controlling powers of Ilan are historical and highly conservative 
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commonplaces and Thomson embodies both in The Seasons. 

The second aspect relates to a popular approach to eighteenth 

century landscape poetry - seeing it as reflecting the aesthetics 
51 

of landscape painting. John Dyer, who had been a landscape 

painter, describes the opening up of the view as he climbs 

"Grongar Hill" (1726). - 

Now I gain the Mountain's Brow, 
What a landskip lies below! 

Towards the end of the poemp the morality of retirement adds its 

mellow tone to the song of the wanton Zephir, the murmuring of, 

waters and the music of the birds: 

0 may I with myself agreep 
And never covet what I see: 
Content me with an humble Shade 52 My Passions tamIdj my Wishes laid. 

The moralised landscape poem is inevitably conservative. 7be 

reader is invited to see the order of things as they have become 

and to be satisfied. The pressure is on the Whig to abandon his 

bustling activity, not on the Tory squire to relinquish his land. 

If there is a conservative slant built into the traditions of 

landscape, it is surely there in the leisured inclination to view 

in the first place: 

When a sensitive 18th century gentleman went for a walk 
in the English countryside and came to a picturesque 
view, he turned away to contemplate its'reflection in 
a blackened convex mirror which reduced the rawness of 
the light and gave the scene the mellowness of a 
painting by. Claude. 53 

11 
John Ba=ell gives an excellent example of the way Thomson's 

approach to landscape influencedt or coincided with, that of the 

literate public: 

in a novel by Susanna Harvey Keir, The History of Miss 
Greville (1787) the heroine, out walkingt comes to "a 
height commanding one of the grandest prospects" she had 
ever beheld, and immediately takes out her pocket 
volume of Thomson - who would go for a walk without one? 
and finds in it "a livell description of the whole 
surrounding scenery 5 
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But for Barrell, 7homson's distinctive quality is to impose 

a structure on a view; the landscape resists through its own 

recalcitrant energy and this gives a sense of particularity and 

tension to his poetry. The case rests on an examination of 

Thomson's syntax: 

The crux of Thomson's method was, as we have seen (pp 6-7), the energy of his syntaxt arising as it does 
from the sense he communicates to us, that the 
landscapes he is trying to organise can challenge 
and, to some extent, resist his desire to organise 
them. It is possible to argue that in expressing 
this idea of nature, that it is hostile to man and 
must be subdued-p Thomson was using the pastoral to 
express a radically, different attitude to nature, 
from that which it had previously expressed. 
(i. e. the "aristocratic and pastoral" idea of Nature 
in harmony with Yan, naturally bringing forth 
abundance. ) 55 

But in all 7homson's landscape-formula writing, it is the author's 

first-hand experience of nature56and 'simple representation of it 

that is his most enduring quality. It was for this anti- 

artificiality and anti-literariness that Joseph Warton praised 

Thomson, using much the same terms as Johnson's when he praised 

Shakespeare, for holding a mirror up to Nature; 

Theocritus is indeed the great store-house of pastoral 
description; and every succeeding painter of rural 
beauty (except Thomson in his Seasons) hath copied his 
images from him, without ever looking abroad into the 
face of nature themselves. 57 

At its most direetp this particularity of description is so like 

Clare that it is easy to understand his appreciation of 7homson, 

Herel'Thomson is describing a redbreast, becoming tame in hard 

weather: 

then, hopping o'er the floorl 
Eyes all the smiling family askancep 
And peckst and, startst and wonders where he is; 
Till more familiar grown, the table-crumbs 
Attract his slender feet. 58 

("Wintee') 
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Thomson's particularity, whether in observation or response to 

the active nature of landscapep-partially counters the rather 

passive, conservative drift, of the poetics of the picturesque. 

In the second half of the eighteenth century, poems by 

Goldsmith and Crabbe force the reader to consider how the 

pastoral mode is to co-exist with the social realities of rural 

life. Goldsmith's poem "The Deserted Village" (1770) goes half 

way towards Crabbe: enclosure results in the destruction of 

community and the poetImeans us to respond to this as an actual 

social evil. Goldsmith's letter of dedication to Sir Joshua 

Reynolds at the beginning of the poem makes it clear that he is 

writing a polemical verse-pamphlet: 

I have taken all possible pains, in my country excursions, 
for these four or five years pasto to be certain of what 
I allege ... 

59 

Contemporary reviewers disagreed with Goldsmith about rural 

depopulation and its. causes but they praised the poem itself. John 

Hawkesworth concluded that "as a picture of, fancy" the poem had 

"great beauty"ý 
0 

It is the beauty of the poem, of course, along 

with its origins in the poet's nostalgia for the perfect rural 

harmony of his childhood memory and his desire for an unchanged 

place of retirement, that-made it such a popular work. Butg 

bearing in mind the, reasons I suggested for the popularity of 

Thomson's Seasons (see'above, p5Iff)9 popularity may well seem an 

unlikely condition for a. poem, of rural realism. 

The actual social order of the village as Goldsmith remembers 

it reveals familiar characteristics: 7homson's readers would have 

recognised and approved of the self-contained e. conomyj uncorrupted 

by the desire for those luxuries that lead to trade and its 

accompanying ills. Social relations, unthreatened by scarcityl 

are fixed forever. The independent "bold peasantry" gives the 
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village its identity and, in the absence of great land-owners-, 

the only other social group is'made up of book-learned mandarins 

who need their village audience: 

I still had hopes, for pride attends us still, -' 
Amidst the swains to show my book-learned skill oes (The, poet himself) 
While words of learned length and thundIring sound 
Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around ... (The schoolmaster) 
Truth from his lips'prevailed with double sway 
And fools, who came to scofft remained to pray 

(The parson) 

Coldsmith is disingenuous and there is naturally a kind of charm 

in this, but the indulgence of-harmless vanities and the'feebleness 

of this kind of "wisdom" (apart from its arrogance) weaken the 

whole structure of feeling of the poem. The social power of the 

great land-ownerp-one suspectsl is as dangerous to Coldsmith's 

oligarchy of wise ment as destructive commercial power. Mere 

historical hind-sight would want to expose the inconsistencies 

of Goldsmith's ideologyq but there is also a literary-critical 

relationship between this ideology and the sentimentality and 

lack of complexity of the verse. Yet within the weakness of 

its total vision, the poem has some sharpness in its evocation of 

the vivacity of the old Auburn community and the desolation of 

its present state. Goldsmith is also able to realise the 

inevitability of the fate of the dispossessed villagers, - this 

inevitability becomes a structural quality of the poem which does 

much to enliven the assumptions about rural virtue and the 

neatness of Goldsmith's didacticism. In one senseq Crabbels poem 

"The Village" (1783) finally explodes the notion that the 

pastoral and real rural life can be brought together, as Goldsmith's 

veiled Toryism attempts to bring them together. Yet if Crabbe's 

poem is one pole that persists in rural'poetry right into our 
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own day, the other is Goldsmith's and John Clare's celebration 

of rural community. Without John Clare's Helpston it is true 

that this celebration would have little credibility, but while 

Clare is joining in, Goldsmith is watching and meditating. It 

is significant that Goldsmith should have attempted to fulfil 

this role, because the experience of separation has been a 

recurrent problem for rural poets and readers since he wrote. 

In Crabbe, the question is no longer about containing a harsh 

reality within a pastoral convention. Crabbe faces the crisis 

by taking sides. He hangs onto nothing and dispenses with tainted 

poetic compromise: 

Yes, thus the Muses sing of happy swains 
,, 
Because the Muses never knew their pains: 

''000''6066 - *000 - 
By such examples taught, I paint the Cot, 
As Truth will paint it, and as Bards will not: 

No longer truth, though shown in versel disudain, 
But own the Village life a life of pain. 62 

Any nature or rural poet writing after Crabbe must. take account of 

this, point, yet as Crabbe is himself writing in verse, the point 

should also be seen as polemic, in its historical context. This 

polemic (in the cold certainty of his use of the satirical 

couplet) is Crabbe's greatest contribution to rural, poetry. 

But the voice of indignation is not evenly used. In the abstract 

and for character-types it works well, but the general dissolution 

described in the second'book of "The Village" inevitably comes to 

rely on special pleading. This is less satisfactory still when 

Crabbe turns from the all-corrupting effects of poverty to a 

blanket explanation located in human nature. He adds the reason 

that he makes "the poor as guilty as the great": 

So shall the man of power and pleasure se In his own slave as vile a wretch as he. 
163 
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The urge to 'solve limits the imaginative scope. It is not that 

eighteenth century humanitarianismo lacking a dynamic social 

dimension, ought to have miraculously found an alternative to 

this moral over-view that blur's the differences between rich and 

poor. The fault is in the frame-'of reference set up by Crabbe. 

His statements in the early part of the poem have that strength 

of indignation I was describing: 

Where Plenty smiles-- alasl She smiles for'few 
And those who taste not, yet behold her store, 
Are as the slaves that dig the golden ore, 
The wealth around them makes them doubly poorý4 

Yet this strength is finally under-cut by the poet himself, for 

the power of his own best perceptions relies on a refusal to 

dispose of the particularities of suffering by reference to any 

generalised scheme, platitudinous or not; the poem (and its 

protest) can only be weakened when Crabbe makes such a 'disposal 

himself. 
65 

The successes and failures of Crabbe and Goldsmith are 

especially relevant to modern rural poetry whichl not unreasonablyl 

criticism tends to judge against contemporary experience. We 

can see that Goldsmith and Crabbe are at their best when serving 

their causes, which means finding forms and language appropriate 

to their clearest feelings rather than trying to deal in 

complete solutions. They give most when tabling their experience 

and using their'expressive voice . 
66 
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(iv) The realism of Clare 

Through cultivation of this expressive voicet John Clare 

(1793-1864) avoided becoming a minor Romantic 
67 

and became instead 

a fine poet of nature and rural realism. His trust- of the 

personal and local, while bringing charges of thinnesst gives 

great strength to the structure of feeling, in his work. 

In Clare, sensitivity to change and the imaginative use of 

this in poetry is seen to be individual and undogmatic, for the 

traditional version of Clare (an authentic voice speaking for the 

organic rural community destroyed by enclosure) must now be 

modified. John Barrell, having studied the land-tax assessments 

and census returns for Helpston, finds that the enclosure of 

Helpston did not reduce the number of small owner-occupiers, nor 

is there evidence that some of them lost their strips of land. 

Furthermore, after the enclosure there was actually a population 

drift into Helpstons These findings, while pointing to the need 

to study the effects of particular enclosures before'making economic 

assumptions, are in line with the "optimistic" views on- the 

Agricultural Revolution in the work of historians like JD 

Chambers and G Mingay. 
68 

As Barrell recognisesl the tendency of 

literary critics to rely on'J L and Barbara Hammond's The Village 

labourer (1911) must be corrected - "a book which, for all its 

virtuesg does offer an unusually one-sided account of the economic 

effects of parliamentary enclosure and has a habit of presenting 

the exceptional case as the general one". 
69 

But Barrell also 

recognises the support Clare gives to the Hammonds' view, 'for 

Clare "is concerned with the new social situation of the poor 

af ter the enclosure, and not with how much better or worse off 

they have become "- 
70 

At this Point Clare's own emotional 
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recollections merge with his social sympathy: the experiences of 

his Helpston childhood and his boyhood love for Mary Joyce are 

as finally lost as the open heaths and their associated social 

patterns. ' The feelings are fused in Clare's imagination, which 

may seem to weaken his protest, but because Clare does not pin 

his protest down to single causes or try to solve what he 

expresses, the protest cannot be set aside by argument. It has 

been recreated imaginatively. Poems like "The Flitting" and "Decay" 

fully accept purely personal loss: 

I walk adown the narrow lane 
The nightingale is singing low 
But like to me she seems at loss 
For Royce Wood and its shielding bough 71 

"The Flitting" 

Me stream it is a naked stream 
Where we on Sundays used to ramble 
The sky hangs oer a broken dream 
The brambles dwindled to a bramble 
0 poesy is on its wane 
I cannot find her haunts again. 

72 
"Decay" 

Clare has not been diverted from his own emotional centre, no 

matter if mention of Royce Wood might be "reckond low and vulgar" 

by the standards of pastoral poetry73 7be anger of "The Mores" 

rInclosure came and trampled on the g'r'ave/Of labours, rights and 

left the poor a slave) is underpinned by Clare's acknowledgement 

of the subjective elemento the faded, "sweet vision of my boyish 

hours" : 

But paths to freedom and to childhood dear 74 
A board sticks up to notice "no road here". 

"The Mores" 

Similarly, Clare can celebrate the dignity of the labourer, 

enjoy rural festivities and praise the traditional pastoral 

comforts (see the end of "January. A Winter's Day" in The 
75 SheDherd's Calendar ) yet noneof this does anything but 

strengthen his rural realism: 
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The thresher dull as winter days 
And lost to all that spring displays 
Still mid his barn dust fored to stand 
Swings his frail round wi weary hand 
While oer his head shades thickly creep 
And hides the blinking owl asleep 
And bats in cobweb corners bred 
Sharing till night their murky bed 
7he sunshine trickles on the floor 
Thro every crevice of the door 
And makes his barn where shadonewell 
As irksome as a prisoner's cell 

am not arguing that Clare is "balanced! ', that temperanentally 

he gives both sides of an argument, but I am saying that truth to 

his feelings, both personal and socialt is Clare's basic 

standard. This is reflected chiefly in his language. He would 

not purify his Northamptonshire dialect for the benefit of his 

publisher and his public and though the modern reader may find 

this dialect. a source of beauty in itself779 Clare Is use of 

it represents accuracy and particularityi 

The foddering boy forgets his song 
And silent goes wi folded arms 
And croodling shepherds bend along 
Crouching to the whizzing storms 

78 

This exactness is naturally not confined to dialect: 

As noontide frets its little thaw 79 

80 
If Clare's language indicates the integrity of his poetic feeling, 

- it is not surprising to find that his sensibility is not divided 

into parts for countrymang writer and reader: 

for my part I love to look on nature with a poetic 
feeling which magnifys the pleasure ... 81 

and , 

I always feel delighted when an object in nature brings 
up in one's mind an image of poetry that describes it from 
some favourite Author ... 

82 
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John Taylor, Clare's publisher, encouraged Clare to abandon this 

interchangeability of literature and lifet 

I have often remarked that your Poetry is much the best 
when you are not describing common things, and if you would 
raise your Views generally, and speak of the Appearances of 
Kature each Month more philosophically (if I may say so) or 
with more Excitement, you would greatly improve these little 
poems; 83 

To argue against Taylor, to value Clare's most direct poetry and 

to hold that he makes the very best of his talent through truth 

to his feelings and preservation of his own structure of feelingp 

brings one round to the fallacious notion of unmediated Nature 

poetry. 

Certainlyg precise observation and exact expression are 

mutually dependent, and bad observation mars a nature poem, as 

Clare knew: 

the poets indulged in fancys but they did not wish-that 
those matter of fact men the Naturalists shoud take them 
for facts upon their credit - What absurditys for a world 
that is said to get wiser and wiser every day. 84 

The ground-work must be at least as careful in nature poetry as in 

any othert but is is surely a mistake to see nature poetry as the 

same thing as natural history or biology as Laurence Lerner appears 

to, 

For if pastoral is an illusion there is a book to be 
written on it in a way that there is not, for instanceg 
a book to be written on nature poetry. There are 
books to be written on Wordsworth and Frost certainlyl 
but to write on nature poetrys unless one is to stick 
to descriptive literary historyq is to write on natures 
This means to enter political economy (What was the 
social function of Wordsworth's beggars? ) or biology 
(Why do birds sing? ); and this seems too t, and too 
far from poetry to be feasible or useful . 

A poem "found" in a flora, to take an extreme example, using only 

the technicalg latinate vocabulary of botanyt would appear quite 

different when "found", marginally rearranged and reprinted, in a 

different context and manner by a poet. There is always, as in 
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photography, an organising imagination or process subject to 

context and structures of feeling at every level-, -- , 

For Middleton Murry it is the emotion of love that, effects the 

"alchemy" of life becoming literature: ýI-I 

'Frail brother of the morn I to a jetty snail is the tender 
cry of a passionate lover; there is a delicateness in the 
emotion expressed which not even Wordsworth could attain 
when he called upon the Iesser Celandine. It is love of 
this kind that gives true significance to the poetry of 
nature, for only by its alchemy can the thing seen become 
the symbol of the thing felt; washed by the magic tide of 
an overwhelming emotion, the object shines with a pure 
and lucid radiancel transformed from a cause to a symbol 
of delight, and thus no longer delighting the senses and 
the emotions aloneq but the mind. 

96 

later, in the same essayg Murry significantly stresses that it is 

the emotion that is: 

hardly mediated at all. The poetic creation is instinctive 
and impulsive; the love is poured outo and the bird, the 
beast, the flower is made glorious. It is the very process 
which Stendahl described as la cristallisation de 11amour. 87 

For Robert Graves the answer lies in analogy: 

His obsession with Nature made him think of a. poem as 
a living thing, rather than agartifact, or a slice cut-, 
from the cake of literature. 

Both critics are perceptivet for Clare's poems do enact his rapture 

or enthusiasm and do become "living things". The poems about 

particular animals and birds - the fern owl, sand martin, 

nightingale, crowp badger, martent fox, hedgehog and haret for 

example - are typical of Clare's technique. The Breughel-like 

rural landscapes are full of detail (like those of The Shepherd's 

Calendar), and man, in the vein continued by Henry Williamson and 

Ted Hughes, is interminably hostile to untamed creatures, 

And shepherd dogs are trained to hunt them out 
They hurl with savage force the stick and stone 
And no one cares and still the strife goes on. 89 
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Yet the colour and variety are not haphazardly crowded, in. - It-, 

is the energy of the naturalist/Countryman's response that is there, 

the perception of life inevitably counterbalanced 'by, waste and 

destruction. In a poem on the badger, Clare begins with a 

detailed apprehension of the creature's rough beauty: 

With shaggy hide and sharp nose scrowed with black 

Then he turns to the badger-baiting: 

The frighted women takes the boys away 
The blackguard laughs and hurrys on the fray 
He tries to reach the woods a awkard race 
But sticks and cudgels quickly stop the chase go He turns agen and drives the noisey crowd to* ,I. 

Such poems maintain the charge of childhood perception, iný their-,.,, 

adult expression, Clare's complete involvement- with this charge 

at all times gives a freshness even to the conventional-I'hermit 

joy" he feels at seeing the sand martin: 

Thou hermit haunter of the lonely glen 
And common wild and heath the desolate face 
Of rude waste landscapes far away, from me n 91 

Clare's poetry is very much affected by historical, context and, -, 

by notions of man as a creature within nature, ýbut it is also,, 

a poetry essentially rooted in a direct creative interchange with 

material nature. -ýThe poems "live" in a, way that corresponds to 

this interchange. 

To appreciate Clare's importance for modern nature and rural 

poetry, we need to summarise the two major impulses within this 

direct creative interchange with material nature. Both are 

related aspects of realism, the first arising from eighteenth 

century anti-pastoral and the second from the poetry of "accuracy" 

and "observation". 
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As realisml both aspects workfrom a fixed observation point 

within the text. Anti-pastoral aims to tell the truth suppressed 

by a convention: whether in the songs that conclude Love Is Iabour 

Lost or in Corin's speeches in As You Like It or in Crabbels 

depiction of the real "life of pain" in "The Village", we are 

being told what it is really like to live in a particular place and 

at a p*articular time. The language and experience of ordinary 

men and women is under-pinned by a sense of basic justice. 

Though the solution may too often be seen in terms of sentimentalised 

conservatism, there is still 'a desire for change and a disposition 

to argue that change can come about. In Clare, the anti-pastoral 

of Crabbe and of the "labourer poets" in the tradition of Stephen 

Duckj Robert Bloomfield and othersl modifies, as we have seen, 

into a subjectivised mode of rural realism but avoids the 

transition to Romanticism. 
92 

"Observation" and "accuracy"', the 

stylistic adjuncts of anti-pastoral, are just as much a part of 

rural realism; for Clare they are the marks of basic professionalism 

and it is in his work, rather than Wordsworth's, that they are 

preserved. In describing a primrose for example, Clare's 

precision connects directly with the work of eighteenth century 

naturalists like Gilbert White of Selborne: 

With its little brimming eye 
And its crimp and. curdled. leaf 04,93 

Iaterl in the nineteenth centuryg Tennyson's "'evolution" poems in 

In Memoriam (nos 53-55) continue this strand of scientific 

writing, though the poems also document a crucial theological 

divergence. Nature, formerly displaying God's design and 

expressing everywhere a moral purposel now seems harsh, indifferent 

and ungodly. It is now opposed to religious feeling: 
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Are God and Nature then at strife, 94 
That Nature lends such evil dreams. 

- 
The separation in sensibility is visible g but Tennyson is 

interested in both elements: on one hand there is the language of 

spiritual crisis, the dramatic and apocalyptic vision of conflict 

and chaosl and on the otherl the language of the new sciences. 

The contrast is between images of the moth '-'shrivelld in a 

fruitless fire", or "Dragons of the prime/That tare each other in 

their slime" and the wondering reflections that draw on a different 

register of language: 

So careful of the type she seems 
So careless of the single life; 

or$ 

And finding that of fifty seeds" 95 
Sheoften brings but one to bear. 

It is only # recent poetry that close observation associated with 

classificatory and descriptive natural history has resurfaced. 
Iý 

The works of Darwin and Himley and the great Victorian geologists 

seemed to leave the poetry of naturalistic description far behind. 

Scientific vocabulary had rapidly become differentiated and it 

is not until the work of a modern poet Uke Jon Silkin that we 

find any sense of a general movement back towards unification: 

Silkin's "flower poems" use, unselfconsciously for the most partj 

botanical terms like "perforate", "sepals", "stigma", "stamens"q 

Otaxial", "corolla", etc. 
96 

Hugh MacDiarmid, ahead of his time, 
il 

made an outstanding, single-handed attempt to establish a fully 

materialist poetry (see Chapter IV below), but the specialisation 

of poetic language runs very deep and British poetry does not 

seem likely to experience any re-integration of vocabulary on the 

scale of the American Black Mountain movement. 
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Wordsworth 

Wordsworth's dominant and largely unfortunate influence on 

nature poetry illustrates some of the central problems of the 
C 

genre. The simplistic idea that you can pull out from the texture 

of the poetry, Wordsworth's attitudes to Nature and his conclusions 

about its effects, is matched by the easy mythologising of rural 

life within British culture generally. Sub-Wordsworthian poetry 

conjures quick, appropriate thoughts and morals from the landscape 

or seeks to lull the reader into reverie with country moods, but 

the sub-title to "Michael" ("A Pastoral Poem") evince s'Wordsworth Is 

own sensitivity to the dangerous contradictions inherent in his 

subject matter. VG Kiernan is highly sceptical about the effect 

of Wordsworth's withdrawal into nature on the poet's actual 

social attitudes and awarenessl but his view of the poetry the 

withdrawal produced is more complimentary: 

His innovation and what made him great then and gives 
him meaning now, was his attempt to trace interacting 
influences of Nature and society on man's being. He 
was not withdrawing to the countryside in order to 
shut his eyes to the human condition, like many IlTature 
poets' before and since, but to seek a fresh 
comprehension of it. 97 

Kiernan rightly points out the social aspects of Wordsworth's 

innovation, but it is essential too to take on the mystical 

processes constantly present in Wordsworth, the sense of negotiating 

or reaching out.. It is not that Wordsworth wants an explicable, 

substitute theological order - rather the reverse, for this 

"metaphysical enquiry", in 'Which the process, the creative 

interaction with nature is everything, is not reducible to the 

physical or any other imagined reality. This is the most complex 

and suggestive aspect Of Wordsworth's influence and it constitutes 

a major reference point in my thesis. 7he active power of this 
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process was described in a famous passage by JS Mill: 

What made Wordsworth's poems a medicine for my state of 
mind was that they expressedt not mere outward, beautyl 
but states of feeling and of thought coloured by 
feeling, under the excitement of beauty. They seemed 
to be the very culture of the feelings, which I was 
in quest of., 98 

Tlie- phrase "culture of the feelings" ought to sound remote and 

self -indulgent; instead it suggests the controlled growing and 

storing so typical of Wordsworth. In "I wondered lonely as a 

cloud" 
9t9 for example, a perfectly regulated poem in which the 

lyrical impulse is caught and deepened while a sense of the joy 

of a moment plays against the frightening expanse of the mind, 

one is perhaps most struck by the conviction the poem carries of 

the spiritual power of "great creating Nature". Wordsworth seems 

to capture this feeling so frequently in his poems because of the 

underlying presence of life's pressures and compromisesloo Iiis 

imitators do fall into their beds of ease never to rise, 

dissipating as they do so'the quality of the moment$ but he gives 

a sense, always, of having weighed the moment before putting it 

into perfect balance in the setting of the poem. This almost 

physical understanding of the density of moments of time is 

complemented by a keen structural ability in contextualising them. 

The combination produces a dramatic mental experience, a sense 

of living process. These "moments" or "spots of time" seemAo 
I 

me to be crucial in nature poetry generally and in Wordsworth*in 

particular. When Leavis argues against emphasising this quality 

in criticism of Wordsworth, he is checking the view that 

Wordsworth is primarily a mystic poet and"is'trying to "lay the 

stress again - where it ought to rest - on his essential'sanity 

and normality". 
101 

Here is Leavis Ia reason f or directing attention 

away from these "moments": 
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If these "moments" have any significance for the critic 
(whose business it is to define the significance of 
Wordsworth's poetry), it will be establishedo not by 
dwelling upon them, in the hope of exploring something 
that lies hidden behind their vagueness, but 'by holding 
firmly on to that sober verse in which they are 
presented. 102 

Yet earliert holding that "he hado if not a philosophyp a wisdom 
103 

to communicate" , Leavis argued convincingly that in certain 

passages, Wordsworth "produces the mood, feeling, or experience 

and at the same time, appears to be giving an explanation of it,,? 04 

He went on to show how: 

By an innocently insidious trick Wordsworth, in this 
calm ruminative progression, will appear to be 
preoccupied with a scrupulous nicety of statement, 
with a judicial weighing of alternative possibilities, 
while actually making it more difficult to check the 
argument from which he will emerge, as it were 105 inevitably, with a far from inevitable conclusion. 

In other words, Leavis was dealing with the same difficulty of 

explication-that apparently the critic ought not to attempt on the 

"moments" passages. The traditional emphasis does not seem wrong 

to me and I believe that we should stress the movement, the culture 

of the feelings, that Wordsworth's technique and language bring 

about: 
the soul, 

Remembering how she felt , but what she felt 
Remembering not, retains an obscure sense 
Of possible sublimity 0#06 

106 

In these linesq Wordsworth has caught a mental process attuned to 

a physical and spiritual, experience. Something similar happens 

in Coleridge, in "Frost at Midnight" for example, and more often 
107 

than not it is Nature that provides the "moment" of seeing into 

the life of things for both poets. 
108 

It is-important to remind 

oneself that poetry responding so profoundly to imaginative 

I 
experience does not simply emerge from inspirational or generalised 

emotion (another sub-Wordsworthian assumption). Coleridge put 

it thus: 
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No man was ever yet a great poet, without being at, the 
same time a profound philosopher. For poetry is the 
blossom and the fragrancy of all human knowledge, 

log human thoughts, human passions, emotions, language. 

And Wordsworth's belief in the creative imagination was under- 

pinned by Hartley's psychological system of Associationism. 
110 

If it is hard to credit that poetry actually depends on such 

unpromising material p we may remember the philosophical hypotheses 

of the Creeks or the Medieval Theory of Humours. Yeats's involve- 

ment with the occult and with deliberately anti-scientific, cyclical 

theories of historyp is a striking, recent example. These ways 

of perceiving reality through mythologised theory and hypothesis, 

have to be converted into the communicative patterns of poetry. 

Without this imaginative conversiont we are left with a bare 

solution which we may or may not find convincing; and literature 

always has to convince. Shelley was not simply idealistic when 

he claimed that poetry "acts in a divine and unapprehenaed manner, 

beyond and above consciousness". The most partisan literature 

must still work beyond_and above, as well as "at", consciousnessl 

for if it is ever reducible to mere theory or argument it ran 

be refuted by mere theory or argument. In this way Crabbe and 

Goldsmith's "committed poetry" actually suffered from under- 

commitment, for their solutions cut across the structure of feeling 

of their own protest. 

Me Romantics' contribution to the crisis of conscience and 

practice, faced by the eighteenth century country poets, was to 

shift the grounds of the argument 
ý12 The deeply humanitarian 

tenor of their "withdrawal" cleared an impapse in feelingg an 

impasse related to a growing sense of impotence and paralysis 

within social reality. Following the Romantics we may note a 

reciprocal process: their positive withdrawal became the 
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foundation of an escapist traditionj while developments in the 

analysis of social reality opened fresh approaches to social 

realism. 
113 Imagination I in Wordsworth, comes to actually oppose 

solution. In Book VI of 2he Prelude he wrote: 

Imagination - here the Power so called 
Through sad incompetence of human speech, 
Mat awful Power rose from the mind's abyss 
Like an unfathered vapour that enwraps, . 114 At once, some lonely traveller. I was lost; 

U-525-529.1850 text 
quoted here .) 

It is the paradox of that "lost" j used of creative power, that 

concerns me and I want to go on now to suggest that this is at the 

heart of Wordsworth's rural real-ism. 

Raymond Williams sees human feeling in retrenchement when'he 

turns to Wordsworth's confidence in Nature - "which at least at 

the beginning was also a broader, a more humane'confidence in 

mento . 
115 

Wi3liams continues: 

Me old Cumberland beggar, in'the poem of that title, 
is a later version of the old man whom Crabbe had 
observed, but the change of viewpoiat Is remarkable. 
He is not now evidence of the lack of community - of 
the village as a life of pain. On the contrary; more 
truly separated from its life in any direct way, he 
concentrates in himself, in his actual vagrancyq the community and 
charity which are the promptings of nature. It is in giving to him 
fellow-feeling is kept alive ... Thus an essential isolation and 
silence and loneliness have become the only carriers of nature 
and community against the rigoursp the cold 116 abstinencet the selfish ease of ordinary society. 

So Wordsworth's figures become Man - humanity - affirming the 

coincidence of Nature's value and human value through the separation 

of these' figures from society. Williams's account of , Community,, 

is curiously static here, almost like Bradley writing on 

Wordsworth: 
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No poet is more emphatically the poet of community. 
A great part of his verse ... is dedicated to the 
affections of home and neighbourhood and country 
and to that soul of joy and love which links together 
all Nature's children and "steals from earth to mant 
from man to earth". 117 

We do not need a discourse on the relativity of "human nature" 
118 

so much as a closer look at the actual structure of f eeling in 

the poem Raymond Williams discusses - "The Old Cumberland 

Beggar". 

The beggar is good for the co=unity: 

Still let him prompt the unlettered villa r's 
To tender offices and pensive thoughts. 1ý5 

Wordsworth's neighbour who, "though pressed herself/By her own 

wants" sets aside every week "one unsparing handful "of meal and 

so "builds her hopes in heaven" is a precise illustration of Vew 
120 

Testament teaching. Yet Wordsworth does not argue the (still 

popular) obscenity that poverty Provides opportunities for 

charity and so should not receive a community solution, for 

Wordsworth sees hypocritical social provision as making the beggar 

worse off than before: 

The political economists were about that time beginning 
their war upon mendicity in all its forms and, by 
implicationp if not directlyp on alms-giving also. 
This heartless process has been carried as far as it can 
go by the amended poor-law bill, though the inhumanity 
that prevails in this measure is somewhat disguised by 
the profession that one of its objects is to throw the 
poor upon the voluntary donations of their neighbours; 
that is, if rightly interpreted, to force them into a 
condition between relief in the Union poor-house, and 
alms robbed of their Christian grace and spiritq as 
being forced rather from the benevolent than given by 
them; while the avaricious and selfish and all in fact 
but the humane and charitable, are at liberty to keep 
all they possess from their distressed brethren. 121 

In spite of this refinement of sensibility in Wordsworth, it is 

undeniable that the structure of feeling (like Crabbe's in The 

Village) is Christian humanitarianism. But where Crabbe undercuts 
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the power of his own statement through intellectual disposal 

Wordsworth's imagination keeps the feeling of the poem alive 

and, open. Not only is there a fuller sense of the difficulty of 

the Christian solution; there is also that direct' opposition of 

imagination to solution which is the strength of Wordsworth's 

rural realism. For the beggar is mysteriously perceived. 

Wordsworth first describes him scanning his scraps and fragments 
122 

"with a fixed and serious look/Of idle computýtion" and then lines 

22-43 detail the magical effect he has on those he meets. When 

he walks, his eyes'are kept to the ground: 

Instead of common and habitual sight 
Of fields with rural works, of hill and dale, 
And the blue sky, one little span of earth 
Is all his prospect. Thusl from day to day, 
Bow-bent, his eyes for ever on the ground, 
He plies his weary journey; seeing still, 
And seldom knowing that he sees, some straw, ' 
Some scattered leaf, or marks which, in one track, 
The nails of cart or chariot-wheel have'left 
Impressed on the white road - in the same line , 
At distance still the same.. -123 

There isa. powerfully created connection between his unknowing 

sight of those details in that "one lit+. Ie span of earth" and'his 

innocence; his transparency of being, communicated'by Wordsworthl 

is mystically derived: 

As in the eye of Nature he has lived, 
124 So in the eye of Nature let hiM die! 

Wordsworth seems to trust the Imagination's ability to approach the 

inexplicable. He finds direction when he admits he is lost and I 

take that living and dying "in the eye of Mature" to be such an 

admission. 

For Wordsworth's most explicit treatment of Nature and Man, 

we must turn to "Linesq composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey" 

which is finally much more the creation of an emotion andthe 

imitation of mental rhythms than an explanation. 
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125 
JP Ward , discussing Wordsworth's solitaries as "marginal men", 

convincingly sees them as "questioning" society in Durkheim's 

sense and Williams points out how they act as preservers of 

community values, but I would still stress the need to oppose 

imagination to solution in considering these perplexing social 

misfits of Wordsworth. (It is their life and latent power, a 

reservoir resisting explanation, that actually preserves them in 

their experience of hardship and maintains the possibility of future 

clange. ) 

"Resolution and Independence", for examples has a firm didactic 

line. Though beginning with dejection and its destruction of Joy 

(in Coleridge's words: "I see, not feel how beautiful they are. "')# 

a mood which numbs any force of logical solution, Wordsworth is 

soon seeing the leech-gatherer as "like a man from some far region 
126 

sent, /To give me hunan strengtho by apt admonishment". But the 

example of the old man's perseverance gives way at the end of the 

poem first to a disquieting image of the leech-gatherer pacing 

"about the weary moors continually" and then, in the very moment 

of accepting the example, to a couplet of the strangest emotional 

flavour: 

I could have laughed myself to scorn to find 
In that decrepit Man so firm a mind. 127 

This is a crowing of the intellecti thinking of the leech-gatherer 

on the lonely moor is plainly going to work in a mysteriousl not 

simply explicable or ponderously moral way, on Wordsworth's 

dejection. There are historical explanations for the "freedom" of 

the leech-gatherer and other solitaries, but for Wordsworth, the 

freedom they represent is that of the Imagination. When Wordsworth 

I 
refuses alms to two boys because he has just given to their mothert 

they reply: 
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"She has been dead, Sir, many a day*'$ - 
"Hush, boys! You're telling me a liel 
It was your Mother, as I say-l" 
And, in the twinkling of an eye, 
"Comes' Come! " cried one, and without more ado 
Off to some play the joyous Vagrants flew! 128 

The moralistic/rational dead-lock of the eighteenth century country 

poets has been broken and a source of life has been tapped. For 

Wordsworth, this is faithfulness to the full range of his own 

feelings. 

Vithout seeming equivocal, I hope, I am saying that Wordsworth's I 

Romantic response to social situation and change is to unblock 

channels of feeling and perception. I cannot see anything 

reactionary or mystifying in this achievementp which, though in the 

social context of our "round of ordinary intercourse"l never 

attempts to fob off the experiences of hardship and difficulty - 

Instead of providing technical solutions falling far short of the 

I 
perceived complexitiest Wordsworth maintains an openness of creative 

response. This in itself is a striking illustration of sensitivity 

to change transformed into poetry. It is also profoundly respectful 

of human creativity and its potential to resist oppression. 

A final aspect of Wordsworth should be noted because of its 

bearing on Twentieth Century nature poetry - it is his reinforcement 

of the idea of rural community as secure, and the city, or the world 

beyond the locality, as threatening, to family and village. One 

thinks of Wordsworth's abandoned and war-widowed wives and mothers 

and those parents of lost children, lost often to the temptations 

of the city, in poems like Book I of "The Excursion"t "The Mad 

Mother", "The Complaint of a Forsaken Indian Woman'll "Ruth", 

"Michael" , "The Affliction of Margaret" , "The Thorn" and "The 

Sailor's Mother". This easily sentimentalised theme was particularly 
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interesting to Hardy, Housman and a number of the Georgians. 

In the chapters that follow on the Twentieth Century, I shall 

be using an important polarity: the materialist . ', _-/metaphysical. 
The 

materialist 
.- pole owes much to rural realism and the break-up of 

pastoral; the metaphysicalg to Wordsworth's development of a poetry of 

process and metaphysical enquiry, with its mysterious spots of time and 

conjunctures of significance. Among others, Hopkinsq Lawrence, 

MacDiarmid and Hughes work with and against these polarities, for 

they find that in experience the metaphysical is concrete and 

the material is unfamiliar. 
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CHAPIER TWO 

YEATS, HOUSMAN AIM THE GEORGIANS 

(i) A dead-end for poetry 

At the end of the Nineteenth Century and in the first two 

decades of the Twentiethp British poetryp like the culture from 

which it came, seems to have been rummaging through the past in 

a desperate attempt to revitalise and renew itself. In Georgian 

poetry particularlyt there is a naive enthusiasm, an earnest 

desire to use the best of accumulated tradition to squarely 

confront social and moral dissolution. Remedies, of coursel must 

be personal: heroism and integrity, individually exercised, must, 

be set up against the blundering masses, who are philistine and 

cowardly and in need of firm, courageous leadership. Only then 

will society be healthy and purposeful again: "Now God be thanked 

who has matched us with this hour! " 

If this were just the tragic false consciousness of a few 

generations, unable to recognise the determining forces around 

them or what had actually happened and was happening to humanity 

under capitalism, I could refer to its stark documentation in 

the poetry of the period and pass on. But this consciousness is 

deeply dispersed through our culture, so that an essential 

refusal of human and social development is still very widely seen 

as the only political path open. Some literature, diagnosing every 

crisis, pin-pointing every contradiction and deflating every 

pretensiong seems able to understand the situation intimately and 

produces a complex, highly satisfying artiptic response. Early in 

the century, this literature came from the right: exact social 

observation and analysis was internally countered by an artistically 

inexpressible, reactionary ideology. Yeats, Eliot, Pound and 
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lawrience delved ever deeper for forms and language to bear the 

strain of this combination. 
1 They knew, though lawrence became 

increasingly impatient about itt that to lay their social 

solutions on the line meant the absence of a readership, even the 

absence of a language in which to communicate their views. 

Contemporary writers like Brenton, Hare and McGrath are engaged 

in formally similar developments, but from the left. More 

commonly, established writers are located within the liberal 

democratic conscience of the body politic: they try to reconcile 

and rationalise, generally using a "content-based . 2mode. Mis 

literature ,I would argue, in its vein of low-key modesty and irony 

that has replaced the old individualistic optimism, is attracted 

to essentially the same culturally-derived myths as the Ceorgians. 

Sceptical humanitarianism with rural correlatives, disguised and 

updated, as in the poetry of PJ Kavanagh, for examplep-is part of 

the wider association of literary activity and political liberalism 

described by Donald Davie in Thomas Hardy and British Poetry (1972). 

When Davie claims that Hardy has been the chief influence on 

modern British poetry rather than Yeats (or Eliot or Pound), it is 

because of Hardy's scientific humanism and his determination to 

make practical sense of a "world of historical contingency". The 

concerns of modern British poetryl described as insular and 

trivial by critics like A Alvarez and Donald Hall3, are seen by 

Davie as "an attempt to work out problems, especially social and 

political problems, which Hardy's poetry has posed for the 
4 

twentieth century" . The difficulty here is not with political 

liberalism, which everyone from reactionary to revolutionary is 

actually living out in their daily experience, but with the 

operation of political liberalism as a structure of feeling in 

literature, for it is forever pulling back in alarm, fore-closing, 
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censoring and solving in the very regions where imaginative 

literature has the freedom to explore. Larkin's best work is 

certainly concerned with problems p but when he tries to "work out 

problems" we get only the concluding bathos of "High Windows" t 

in that poem, abolition of reality is the solution. Iarkin always 

does work towards a resounding concluding verse, but In the 

conclusions of poems like 11yx BleaneY" and "An Arundel TomV' 
6 

he 

re-states the tensions of the poem at a more profound level, which 

is very far from working them out. 
* 

The poetry discussed in this chapter is of restricted literary 

interest, but relates closely to powerful ideas and images in 

our culture. In reproducing the dominant culture it turns away, 

from sensitive observation of changing reality and in its imaginative 

effort it lays claim to a kind'of realism through distorting and 

confusing the workings of literary conventions. In the early 

Yeats the "refusal of human and social development" is made in 

"imperially subjugated IrelanX7 and Yeats has to hand "the 

resources of an aristocratic Romanticism long since moribund in 

bourgeois England - the idealised cavalier, ceremonious lineage 

of the Anglo-Irish Ascendancy". 
8 

Yeats, of coursel rapidly 

moved away from these resources but not before, his example had 

given influential new life to post-Romantic effusiveness and 

withdrawal. 

(ii) Yeats - the Poetic Voice 

The emergence of Yeats Ia poetic voice is one of the most striking 

features of his Romanticism and of all the sources of influence on 

contemporary poets discussed in this chaptert it is the only one to 

have had a positive as well-as a negative effect. 

* See below p 169. 
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Most poetry following the Romantics fails to convey a sense of 

the poet's consciousness of self and imagination being extended 

through the unfolding of the poem, although it is this attempt to 

realise the self, and its poetic voicet that is the Romantic poets' 

most distinctive contribution. Such post-Romantic poetry, however 

accomplished artistically, draws attention to the lack of a speaking 

voice and to-the accompanying separation of its subject-matter, as 

that appears in the poem, - from its origins in the world. , The 

result is a kind of de-contextualised pastoral which becomes the 

matterl rather than'the setting, of the poem. We can see this in 

Robert Bridges' poem "There is a Hill Beside the Silver Thames" from 

Book II of The Shorter Poems (1890). The poet muses on possible 

figures for his riverside scene* an angler reading'a book, or, a 

figure "in ancient fashioned smock", but the main idea of the poem 

is to celebi-ate a secret bower where "he that wishes solitude is- 

safe" to bathe or lead his love. The tone ýof the final verse is 

confused, with its elaborate address and its vows to the vegetation. 

The poetic voice, which in the early verses -seemed derived from ' 

eighteenth century landscape description, evaporates in aesthetic 

enthusiasm. 7he language is technically competent but actually 

covers an absence of identity. Phrases like "Silver Thames"s 

"flowery thickets", "freshest foliage", "shades defile" and 

s ua "iniardian isle" act as a cover; Bridges is trying to shake the 

setting into participationj but the result is vague and vacuous ý 

rather than mysterious: 

Where is this bower beside the silver Thames? 
0 pool and flowery thickets, hear my vowl 
0 trees of freshest foliage and straight stems, 
No sharer of my secret I allow-. 
Lest exv-- I come the while 
Strange feet your shades defile; 
Or lest the burly oarsman tmrn his prow 
Within your guardian isle. '-7--- 
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The achievement of Yeats is his rediscovery of the vitality of 

Romanticism, through finding his own poetic voice and through 

easing his subject matter from "decorative" back to "actual" 

relations. The mature poems stand as evidence of this achievement, 

but more remarkable is the influence of the voice. This is a 

combination of musicality and social significance, which, in its 

echoes, has some of the primitive power of the prophet or bard. 

It is confident and authoritative, its tone having been achieved 

through endless revision and meditation. To modern poetry, still 

romantic in its desire for realisation of the self and for social 

position and authority, it offers as much as the tones of The 

Wast2ýknd. 

We know jf or example t that Hughes learnt Yeats 18 Collected 
I 

Loejýoby heart at Cambridge and I would attribute much of Hughes's 

verbal energy to the influence of Yeats, coming sometimes through 

DvIan Thomas. The search for an assured voice in the animal poems V- 
is partly philosophical, but owes a great deal too to the tone of 

certainty and the knowledge of social identity in the poems of Yeats. 

In Crow (1970)P, Hughes has achieved an authoritative and highly 

distinctive voice of his own. 

For RS 7homast working in the now de-centred material of 

Christianity, the struggle for a voice is harder. His usual 

. concern is to articulate for the inarticulate, whether that be 

landscape or man and once more the bardic voice of Yeats is sought. 

In the following extract from "Memories" it is not only the rhythm 

of the phrase "innocent of books" that is Yeatsian: the underlying 

ambition of the poetic voice is for that romantic significance that 

Yeats was the last to achieve - the achievement of making a mask of 

the ego so that the whole range of the poet's private experience 

becomes current coin f or his society: 
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Come, Iago, my friendg and let us stand together 
Now in the time of the mild weather 
Before the wind changes and the winter brings 
The leprous frost to the fields, and I will sing 
The land's praisest making articulate 
Your strong feelings, your thoughts of no date, 
Your secret learning, innocent of books. ir 

larkin, we are told in the "Introduction" to the 1966 reprint 

of The North Ship, turned from Yeats to Hardy in '1946: "Ifaiting 

for Breakfast" was written a year later and "shows the Celtic 

...,, 
12 

-in's language, emotion and fever abated Certainly Iark- 

subject-matter have all radically altered in his next collection, ý, 

The less Deceived (1955)9 but the function of the poet and the 

weight and structure of his pronouncements have all been deeply 

absorbed from Yeats and appear now with great clarity. I have 

mentioned the particular structural importance of larkin's 

concluding verses, when his language is often at its most Yeatsian, 

but it is iz4 the desire to make himself into a moral and social 

force that he reminds me most strongly of Yeats. His sceptical 

humanism is always on the look-out for transcendence, as in "Church 
13 

Going" and "High Windows", while at the political level trans- 

cendence has become a style. In his language patterns too, Larkin 

retains the imprint of Yeats Is voice - in the unexpected strength 

from the position of an adverb or a negative, the weight given to 

a demonstrative pronoun by its metrical position or the solid1l Y- - 

of a sudden detail: 

For you would hardly care 14 That you were less deceivedg, out on that bed. 

It is remarkable that the generally positive influence of Yeats Is 

voice that I have been describing# only seems'to have become 

available at a high level of poetic proficiency. 
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(iii) Yeats-- post-Romantic themes 

The pervasive mood of late post-Romantic poetry is pastoral 

enervation. At its worst it debases the themes of oblivion and 

imaginative trance that came from the Romantic poets through 

Tennyson (up to 1642) so that the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century post-Romantic seeks a mere verbal spell. Wistfulness 

escapism match a disinclination to deal with contemporary experience, 

which is left to the aggressive plainness of other writers - Kipling, 

Newboltj ýTatson, Koyes, Austin and Henley. Unfulfilled desires seem, 

contrary to the protestationsof the poetryl to be preferred, for out 

of them the poetry is spun. In Lionel Johnson's "To Morfydd" a 

firm identity for the poetic voice would destroy the delicate tone 

., 
eneralised longing that Johnson is after: of g 

A voice on the windsp 
A voice by the waters, 
Wanders and aries 
Oh what are the winds 
And what are the waters 15 Mine are your eyes. 

This is the poetry of a Rhymer, a craftsman in poetic technIque, 

whose aesthetics are clearly based on the attempt to distil 

beauty from language alone. 

As John Harrison suggests# Yeats saw himself as a poet before 

he had a subject 
16 

and it is in this phase that Yeats gives the most 

powerful expression to aestheticismo though his greatest poetry 

f ollows later from realising its limitations. 

The greatest diff erence between Yeats Is poetry and the other 

poetry of the nineties is that Yeats is already developing the 

techniques of symbolism. Decadent "aesthetic" poetry keeps its 

emotions secret, hinting at feelings but never bringing them into 

focus. It avoids declaring its own identity, preferring instead a 

mysterious and privileged corporate identity involved with emotions 
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forbidden to outsiders and the appreciation of beauties denied to 

the uninitiatedp whereas symbolisms in Edmund Wilson's wordst 

may be defined as an attempt by carefully studied means - 
a complicated association of ideas represented by a 
medley oflýetaphors - to communicate unique personal 
feelings. 

The tendency of symbolism is the opposite to that of aestheticism. 

Compare Johnson's chorus in "To MorfydX', 

Oh what are the winds 
And what are the waters? 
Mine are your eyes. 

with the chorus to Yeats' "'The Stolen Child": 

Come away, 0 human childl 
To the waters and the wild 
With a faery, hand in hand, 
For the world's more full of weeping than you can understand. 

Yeats himself with all the self-criticism of a developing writer 

is extremely harsh on this poem. In a letter to Katharine Tynan 

of 14 March 1888, he wrote that his own poetry was: 

almost all a flight into fairyland from the real world... 
The chorus to "The Stolen Child" sums it up - that it is 
not the poetry of insight and knowledge but of longing 
and complaint - the cry of the heart against necessity. 
I hope some day, ýo alter that and write poetry of insight 
and knowledge. 

In spite of this one can discern a clear perception in Yeats 18 

poem. Human life is sorrowful, but the enchantment of fairyland 

has undisclosed dangers. From details like "the stolen cherries" 

and the "unquiet Dreams" whispered into the ears of the trout a 

shadow is cast over the attractiveness of fairyland. The last 

verse sharpens the lines of this shadow. The familiar domestic 

comforts of human life, which soften the troubles of the element 

man was intended to live in, axe seen to be forfeit when the 

child succumbs to the bewitching power of the fairiest 



Away with us he's going, 
The solemn-eyed: 
He'll hear no more the lowing 
Of the calves on the warm hillside 
Or the kettle on the hob 
Sing peace into his breast, 
Or see the brown mice bob 20 Round and round the oatmeal-chest. 

7he symbolist communication of unique personal feeling is already 

emerging. The sudden pang of loss in the last verse# admittedly 

intensified by Yeats' touching on the tradition of the vanished 

pastoral childhoodis achieved by concrete detail and poetic 

skill - the spreading of the word "warm,,., " throughout lines 3-5, 

the effect of a gradual soothing in the kettle's song and the 

apt natural detail of the brown mice "bobbine' round the oatmeal 

chest. 

Yeats is usually sparing of precise detail and he rejects 

description. In "The Symbolism of Poetry" Yeats calls for a "casting 

out of descriptions of nature for the sake of nature "0 21 The general 

atmosphere of "The Stolen Chil(r', though, is that of the removed 

green world and it. is this that imitators have absorbed, ignoring 

the total impact of the poem. However iiear Yeats comes to 

conventional nature themes (in "To a Squirrel at Kyle-Na-No" or 

"The Hawk", for example) he is invariably concerned with something 

beyond - the personal feeling to be symbolised. The winti, ->r second 

verse of "Coole Park and Ballylee, 1931" veers towards a nature 

poet's theme, beloved of Hardy: 

For Vature's pulled her tragic buskin on 22 And all the rant's a mirror of my mood: 

Then, establishing the emblem of the swan in the third verse, 

Yeats leads up to the swan of the last verse drifting upon the 

darkening flood like "the last Romantics" in an age of dissolution. 

In addition to the influence of this general "green" background 

to much of his poetryl especially his early poetry, Yeats carries 
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through two other important aspects of post-Romanticism into 

the Twentieth Century. 

Most obviously, Yeats rejects modern science and the 

destructive effects of its application. Contact with nature and 

rural retreat become important themes in his work. In Auto- 

biograi: )hies he imagines a "mystical ordee' based on Castle Rock in 

Lough Key: 

All round it were the wooded and hilly shores -a place 
of great beauty. I believed that this castle could be 
hired for little money and I had long dreamed of a king, 
an Irish Eleusis or Samothrace. An obsession more constant 
than anything but my love itself was the need of mystical 
writing a retired system of evocation and meditation - 
to reunite the perception of the spirit, of the divine 
with natural beauty. I believed that instead of thinking 
of Judaea as holy we should (believe) our own land holy 
and most holy when most beautiful. Commerce and manufacture 
have made the world ugly. The death of pagan nature worship 
had robbed visible beauty of its inviolable sanctity and I 
was convinced that all lonely and lovely places were 
crowded with invisible beings and that it would be'possible 
to communicate with them. I meant to interest young men 
and women in the worship which would unite the radical 
truths of Christianity with those of a more ancient world and 
to use the Castle Rock for these occasional retirements from 
the world. For years to come I was in my thoughts as in 
much of my writing to seek alone 4-- bring again imaginative 
life in the old sacred places. 

2T 

The same desire to re-establish essential links with natux, -- is seen 

in Yeats Is essay "The Celtic Element in Literature" in which Yeats 

sees the modern way of looking at nature as "but friendly and 

pleasant, the way of people who have forgotten the ancient 

religion". for to Yeats literature must be "constantly flooded with 

the passions and beliefs of ancient times" or it "dwindles to a 

mere chronicle of circumstance, or passionless fantasies and ' 

v, 24 
passionless meditation He saw the Celtic movement as 

opening ways to the ancient passions and beliefs associated with 

ancient nature worship. In all of this Yeats looks backwards to 

the nature worship of Wordsworth and he also associates himself with 
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Stephen Spender's analysis of nature poetry: 

00" what is called nature poetry began with the Ind)4§trialised 
era ... untouched nature became a spiritual value. "-ý 

(For Yeats, however, "environmental" poetry would be descriptive 

and so incomplete. ) The full implications of this anti-modern 

trend in his thinking can only be rie-alised by turning to the second 

reason for Yeats Is importance to twentieth century rural and nature 

poetry - the social/political reason. 

"Red Han-rahan's Song about Ireland", Maud Gonne's favourite 

poem of Yeats , published in In the Seve n, Woods (1904), sets the 

figure of Cathleen ni Houlihant symbolic of a liberated Ireland, 

in a wild Irish landscape full of memories of Celtic folklore. 

The natural imagery of old thorn trees, fierce wet winds9 noisy 

clouds and flooded pools is correlated with the poem's stirring 

nationalistic themes. In fact Yeats Is whole attempt to -f orge an 

Irish consciousness out of Ireland's legendary past relies heavily 

on the elements and the landscape of Ireland and its creatures. 

The political aspect of this is that right social relations, to 

Yeats, are those of the peasant and the "aristocrat as public 

servant". The human spirit and human relations are invariably 

ignoble and impoverished in the industrialised bourgeois world (as 

in "To a Wealthy Van" in Responsibilities, 1914). This feudal 

society is agrarian at. base and Yeatsq though bolstering his ideas 

with many references to the great families of the Italian 

Renaissance, has a number of poems celebrating an Irish country. 

house version of it. However outdated and impractical, it is not 

an indulgent society. In "Meditations in Time of Civil War"l 

a sequence of seven poems acutely sensitive to the atmosphere and 

conflicts of the times, Yeats describes his own modest stake in 

this rural society in the section "My House": 
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An ancient bridget and a more ancient towerl 
A farmhouse that is sheltered2by its wall, 
An acre of stony ground ..... 

bo 

The whole political theory takes on a much more unthinking and 

sinister tone in "Hound Voice" in, last Poems (1936-1939). This poem 

is not just about women Yeats had known; it has an arrogant and 

restrictive structure of feeling about society in general that 

allows little more than self-dramatisation and the falsification 

of human capabilities. The medieval imagery is melodramatic and 

the diction of the last line aids in the general obscuring of the 

poet's voice -a mre thing in Yeats: 

Some day we shall get up before the dawn 
And find our ancient hounds before the door, 
And wide awake know that the hunt is on; 
Stumbling upon the blood-dark track once more, 
Then stumbling to the kill beside the shorez; 
Then cleaning out and bandaging of woundst 27 
And chants of victory amid the encircling hounds. (Final verse) 

Apart from indulgences like "Hound Voice"IYeats's political poetry 

has the awareness and complexity of Marvell's and it is sensitivity 

to change (whatever his personal view of it) that lends authority 

to his voice. "Hound Voice" gives the poet's own preferences 

their head, but "'Ego Dominus Tuus" is much more characteristic 

of Yeats - "We are but critics, or but half create", and, "Art/ 

28 Is but a vision of reality". 

For Yeats the ideal of the feudal rural society seems to 

act as stimulus and metaphor (like his interest in the occult or 

automatic writing) but it is still significant that a poet of 

Yeats's influence should have given such prominence to an idea 

that has done little else but ha= in British poetry for the last 

three hundred years. In my final comments on "The lake Isle of 

Innisfree" from The Rose (1893), however, which is often taken to 

be indistinguishable from retreat poems of the 1890's and the 

Ceorgian period, I want to argue that Yeats is distinctive in his 
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control of the poem's artificiality and in the nascent symbolism 

of his technique. 

Stephen Spender makes the charge of unreal social relations 

against the "false dream" of Innisfree: "It insidiously suggests 

that writing and reading the poem are a superior way of living"* 29 

I would argue thatYeats's lake Isle though originating in an 

actual desire for a life "in imitation of Thoreau on Innisfree"30, 

quickly becomes a place of the imagination. Though Yeats came to 

dislike the conventional archaism "arise and go" and the last 

stanza's inversion3l , because of their distance from common syntax$ 

the Yew Testament echoes are not incidental. I referred above to 

Yeats's association of retreat with primitive nature worship, but 

the language of "Innisfree" goes further than this. The descriptions 

of paradise in Revelation, 
l 

or in the medieval visionary poem The 

Pearlt for instance, have the same feeling of the weighý of 

contemplation. The vision is only won by apprehension of its 

contrast on earth. Yeats Is poem has a concentration -which emerges 

by putting it beside these directionless stanzas from Arthur 

Symons's "By the Pool at the Third Posses": 

I heard the sighing of the reeds 
In the grey pool in the green land, 
The sea-wind in the long reeds sighing 
Between the green hill and the sand. 

I heard the sighing'of the reeds 
Day after day, night after night; 
I heard the whirring wild ducks flying 
I saw the sea-gulls' wheeling flight. 32 

Half of these lines begin ": P't but no feeling of meditation gathers 

around the persona as inYeats's poem. 

"Innisfree" is not about a, way of living at all; nine bean 

-rows and a hive for the honey bee are symbolic of simplicity, 

certainly, but more importantly they pre-empt irrelevant questions 

about the actuality of the island. The poem is, xeally about peace 
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"dropping slow" into the heart's core while Yeats stands before 

a shop window "very homesick"" in Fleet Street. 33 In this sense 

"The Iake Isle of Innisfree" is directly descended from Wordsworth. 

Harold Monrols"Lake Leman" may be taken as typical of a 

poem under Romantic and post-Romantic influence - of. Keats and 

Wordsworth andYeats's "Iake Isle" in particular. Ilia traditional 

green mood is taken up, but the culture of the feelings is 

absolutely unachieved. The frame-work of a social daydream is 

substituted for the intellectual and emotional balance of its' 

originals: 

Oft have I seen home-going peasants eyes I 34 Lit with the peace that emanates from thee. 

In "A Coat", from Res2onsibilities (1914) Yeats warns against 

foolish imitation of his early work. The poem ends: 

Song, let them take it, 
For there's more en5ernrise 
In walking naked. 

The isolation of the Celtic wilderness is deliberately exchanged 

for the isolation of the individual voice in society; to emphasise 

his chosen alienation as a Romantic poet, Yeats turned increasingly 

to n. isfits for his poetic masks. In contrast to Housman and the 

Georgian poetst he took up a series of positions from which 

vigorous social criticism could be. made. 

(iv) Housman Is 32atria 

It is, no doubt p somewhat misleading to label Housman a 

topographical poet but the simple celebration of native. place 

becomes, as it were, a subject in its own right with Housman. 

Book I of The Prelude or Coleridge's "Sonnet to the River OtteV* 

pay compliments as they pass on to other concernst but in Housman 

the central feelings of the poetry settle on the. actual names of 
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Wenlock, Ludlow and Bredon. Contemporary poets as diverse as 

Geoffrey Hill, Roy Fisher, Basil Bunting, Douglas Dunn and the 

Liverpool Poets all use the metaphor of place, as, Housman does, 

but Housman's Shropshire, like Brooke's Granchester, has come to 

stand for a particular version of England. It is this sense of 

England in Housman that I feel to be the most important part of 

his influence on rural and nature poetry. Georgian poets clearly 

influenced by Housman in this way are Masefield (in the long 

na tive poems), Drinkwater, WH Davies and Brooke (see no 52 of 

A Shropshire lad). 

Stephen Spender uses the term "patria" for the ideal of a 

country realised in a writer's work36 and it seems likely that 

Housman's "patria" in A Shropshire Lad represented particular 

popular feelings of 1914 and after. Certainly the sales of A 

Shropshire lad, which were slow at first, boomed during World War 

I and then continued at a steady leve, 3?, 
perhaps keeping abreast 

of the post-mr fondness for the England that "went forever" in 

1914. The ideal-isations in Housman's patria may have made him 

popular, but his influence on later poetry has been unfortunatel 

largely perhaps, because of his faulty and confused use of pastoral. 

As pastoral, A_Shropshire Lad can sidestep the issue of 

sensitivity to contemporary rural conditions, for in pastoral the 

rural world is accepted as a constantýartificial background. The 

test is,, rather, -the pastoral's ability to investigate and 

express emotional complexities and for this the relationship between 

the poetic voice and its subject matter must be clearly conceived. 

There is also confusion in Housman's use of the convention of 

pastoral. He takes the familiar liberty of ignoring the 

conventional scope of pastoral when he sets up problems from the 
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real world (in the tradition of rural realism) and then "solves" 

them with what is only a simplified background. 

In turning to Housman's treatment of the emotional 

complexities within his pastoral, a certain vagueness appears in 

the definition of his poetic voice and its relationship to the 

subject matter. Housman's vision is fatalistic and pessimistic 

and even the relief of his rural Shropshire is only a temporary 

respite granted by a harsh Nature: 

For nature, heartlesst witless nature, 
Will neither care nor know 
What stranger's feet may find the meadow 
And trespass there and go, 
Nor ask amid the dews o58morning 
If they are mine or no. 

The political counterpart of this nature is the nation that uses up 

its sons so_that the species, signified by the queen, can continuei 

Get you the sons your fathers 390t And GoO. will save the Queen, 

The irony is tentative: there is s'ome ambivalence as though one 

must learn to like the bitter pill. The poem's flaVour of loss 

wryly accepted recurs- throughout the sequence, whether in 

connection with friends, beauty, love, youth, etc, and it is 

always presented enigmatically. In "The Carpenter's Son", in 

spite of a gesture towards the traditional interpretation of the 

Crucifixion ("the midmost hangs for love"), Christ's words of 

farewell to his friends are of the same puzzling kind as those 

of the other soldiers, lovers and criminals in A ShroPshire Iad. 

The "I will die" of the last line suggests this half-welcome 

extended to death and loss: 

Comrades all, that stand and gaze, 
Walk henceforth in other ways; 
See my neck and save your own: 
Comrades all, leave ill alone. 

4 
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Fake some day a decent endp 
Shrewder fellows than your friend. 
Fare you well, for ill fare - 
Live, lads and I will die. 

1*40 

This bitter-sweet flavour infiltrates the pastoral landscapeg so 

that the pleasure and the reminders of its transience are inter- 

twined. 

On the idle hill of summer, 
Sleepy with the flow of streams, 
Far I hear the steady drummer 41 Dr =, ing like the noise of dreams. 

Housman is usually concerned to express some aspect of this 

characteristic emotion. The form of the Greek elegy or the 

Border ballad serves to frame this emotion, but the poetic voice 

is uncertain, which in turn weakens the adopted form. In Number VII 

of A Shropshire lad, for instance, the poem in which the blackbird 

sings a song of despair to the "young Yeomen", the persona is that 

of a ploughman: 

When smoke stood up from Ludlow, 
And mist blew off from Teme , And blithe afield to Plowing 
Against the morning beam 4. I strode beside my team, 

The folk-culture exchange between man and talking beast is at 

variance with the feeling of the archaism "blithe afield! ' and the 

self-conscious "strode beside my team" and by the last verse, the 

credibility of the "ploughman voice" has been stretched too far. 

Even the rhythm, is symptomatic of the poet's discomfort with his 

disguise, for the vigour of the ballad'stanza seems overdone in 

the emotional loading of the fifth line. This line, rhyming with 

the fourth, often throws in a modern note of pathos or conscious 

effect which jars against, or takes too far, the feeling of 

directness and simplicity Housman is seeking in his ballad style: 
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I heard -the -tune he sang me, 
And spied his yellow bill; 
I picked a stone and aimed it 
And threw it with a will: 
Then the bird was still. 

There are* many poems, "The Lent Lily", for example, in vhich a 

similarly archaic diction and artificial action prevent Housman 

from finding an effective voice, but there are others in which 
1. 

the poetic voice is assured, like No II of A Shropshire ladr the 

famous "Loveliest of Trees", In this poem, the delicate balance 

beetween joy and loss finds an appropriately light lyrical form: 

And since to look at things in bloob 
Fifty springs are little room ... 

The other main weakness in Housman's adoPtion of a quasi- 

pastoral mode concerns his way of setting up problems within the 

tern, s of rural realism and then dealing With them through the 

convention of pastoral. Simplifications and misrepresentations 

are the inevitable result. For Housman this means using rural 

Shropshire as an untested positive which evades becoming part of 

the literary structure and acts as'deus ex machina for the poet. 

In Number XLI of A Shropshire Iad, for instancel sadness in the 

country is soon cured. The opening lines of lengthy pathetic 

fallacy explain how: 

In my own shire , if I was sad, 
Homely comforters I had: 
The earth, because. my heart was sore, 
Sorrowed for the son she bore; 
And standing hills, long to remain 
Shared their short-lived comrade's painj 
And bound for the same bourn as I, 
On every road I wandered by, 
Trod beside me, close and dear, 44 The beautiful and death-struck year: 

The first stanza goes on to describe the conforts of the different 

seasons. In the second stanza, Housman turns to the conventional 

city/country contrast: 
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Yonder, lightening other loads, 
The seasons range the country roads, 
But here in London streets I ken 
No such helpmates, only men; 
And these are not in plight to bear, 
If they would, another's care. 
They-have enough as 'tis: I see 
In many an eye that measures me 
The mortal sickness of a mind 
Too unhappy to be kind. 
Undone with miseryt all they can 
Is to hate their fellow man; 
And till they drop they needs must still 
Look at you and wish you ill. 

The verse describes Arnold's "strange disease of modern life" in 

the rhythms and tone of Blake's "London" . 
45 

Blake Is "chartered 

Thames" and "mind-forgId manacles" are part of an imaginative 

language symbolising the dehumanising and denaturing effects of 

the industrial city. The counterpart in Blake to Housman's 

pastoral first verse is not in "London", but in the "Preface" 

to Milton 
46 

,a prophetic poem that places the pastoral ; nemory of 

"England's green and pleasant land! ' against the image of "dark 

Satanic mills", as part of the action of a mental and spiritual 

war. Blake is using a pastoral metaphor, not nostalgia for some 

English Eden now vanished. Housman is plLinly identifying the 

misery caused by industrial cities in his poem but unlike Blake 

he imagines a cure for social realities by bringing his pastoral 

landscape to life. As soon as the actual rural world is invoked 

as a solution to the desperate conditions of industrialised 

England, Housman's poem rapidly comes into focus: it is a poem 

deeply frightened of responsel speaking mole of the author's 

projections than of observation or imaginative sympathy. Most 

tellingly, it is merely the absence of the country and its "help- 

mates" the seasons, that is wrong. 
47 

This structure of feelingp blundering through the subtle 

conventions of pastoral and quite inadequate to its subjectl is 

common in Georgian rural poetry. Political relief is obtained 
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through falsification - through gilding the "patria" , the idealised, 

old; lost, rural England, "the land of lost content". 

Such a patria lies at the heart of Housman's work and influence. 

It is always available as a quick solution to difficulties. In 

"The Recruit"48the human difficulty concerns feelings about the 

men who march away. Shakespeare's recruiting scene in Henry IV, 

Part II, as near as Shakespeare got to social satire in its harsh 

comedy, is one of many explorations of this theme. The weakness 

of Housman's treatment of it is that he wants a particular emotional 

flavour without the human tensions. The ballad form itself 

encourages a stoical response to the human difficulty and then the 

tensions are cut away altogether to leave a simple nationalistic 

emotion. "Ludlow" repeated seven times in seven verses represents 

the values of a certain version of English rural lif e. It is stable 

and dependable and it expects every man to do his duty. Every time 

the name "Ludlow" sounds, one hears the sentiment of "There'll 

always be an England... " 49 
Housman goes beyond nationalism to 

imperialism for he uses the recruit's way of life in a small 

English market town to challenge rival powers: 

And you will list the bugle 
That blows in lands of morn, 
And make the foes of England 
Be sorry you. were born. 50 

In this poem, and in many othersi Housman is using pastoral in the 

domain of rural realismg an example that most of the Georgians 

found all too easy to follow. The poet's distance from any sense 

of contemporary life in an agricultural community is accompanied 

by sentimental and politically loaded assumptions about the 

qualities of an idealised rural England. Such assumptions are 

frequently responsible for the feebleness of much twentieth - 

century nature and rural poetry. 
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(v) The Georgian Background 

7hree poets who were associated with the Georgian movement, 

Robert Frost, Edward Thomas and D H, Lawrence, appear in my next 

chapter as positive influences on contemporary rural poetry. 

In comparison with their work, conventional Georgian structures 

of feeling seem derivatives restricted and reactionaryt but-the 

movement was significant because 'of its f ormal opposition to 

Modernism and, at a popular level, because it helped to fix and 

sustain notions, still current, about what "poetry" is - romantic, 

imprecise, rural, gentlet nostalgic. 
51 Most disastrously, for 

British poets trying to use the natural or rural world seriously, 

it poetry" came to be identified with "nature poetry". Graham 

Hough has commented on the appeal of this amalgamation for "poets 

and poetically minded persons": 

There has probably been too much nature poetry in 
English since Wordsworth. A merely passive sense of 
natural beauty as a comforting, sustaining, more rarely 
an exciting influence, became too easy an 5 Indulgence 
for poets and poetically minded persons. 

Though nature poetry has never been without its weakly philosophical 

compositions, it is particularly suspect today because of the, 

direction taken in the fifteen or twenty years from 1910. 

Apologists for the Georgians53have argued that the five volumes 
54- 

published by Mlarsh between 1912 and 1922 began promisingly and 

- show only a gradual loss of vitality leading up to JC Squire's 

patronage of the Neo-Georgians of the Twenties through the pages 

of The London Mercury. But whatever poems of merit may be 

salvaged from the first few Georgian collections, it is clear that 

from the beginning nature poetry found itself in alliance with 

the traditional and conservative against the modern and experimental. 

While Pound and the Imagists were looking to French poetry, 

Marsh's contributors seem to have been closer to A Shropshire lad,; 
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and while Pound and Eliot (f or all Eliot's conclusion "that the 

division between Conservative Verse and vers libre does not exist, 

for there is only good verse, bad verse and chaos", 
55) 

were open 

to the idea of good verse quite possibly also being free verse, 

Harsh's taste, which was to be influential in forming popular 

ideas about poetry, remained more conventional, causing lawrence 

to write to him in exasperation, "you are a bit of a policeman 

in poetry". 
56 More importantlyt Marsh was hostile to difficulty 

and obscurity and also to the notion of a wide-ranging sensibility 

that could make use of literature of different cultures and periods 

alongside its own direct experience. He preferred realistic 

narrative to the psychological narrative of free verse and formally 

constructed lyrics to the lyric in fragmented or collage style. 

This technical conservatism became linked to the idea of 

"nature poetry" in the pre-1920 period, largely because the 

Georgian volumes were so dominated by the subject. Nearly two-thirds 

of the poems in Georgian Poetry 1, for example, dealt specifically 

with natuin. and many others frequently used nature Imagery. The 

late Georgians were christened "the Squirearchy" by Osbert Sitwell 

and he also referred to them as "the nature crew". 
57 Also, this 

was the poetry most widely read (Marsh estimated that by 19391 

Georgian Poetry 1 had sold 15,000 copies and Georgian Poetry II 

had sold 19,000). 58 There must have been temperamental links as 

well between Marsh's readers and certain attitudes of the Georgian 

volumes - the term "week-end! ' poets was widely used and accepted 

and suggests divisions into work and play, serious and entertaining 

which encourage art to be undemandingly recreationalt easily 

comprehensible and pleasant. Indeed, the only major popular 

objection to Georirian Poetry I and II was on account of the 
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unnecessary realism and brutality in parts of Brooke, Abercrombie 

and Bottomley, the assumption being that life is painful enough 

without art adding to it. 

The kind of rural poetry favoured by such a view of art is easy 

to anticipate and also associates itself naturally with a view of 

the country as a place of recovery and peace for the city-dweller. 

As the prime function of such poetry is to remind the reader of 

the countryside's pleasantness, itis particularly, prone to a lack 

of imaginative seriousness and thoughtfulness. These might interfere 

with the dream of peace. Harold Monro's "Week-end" 59 

is a fair summary of these attitudes. Perfectly reasonable 

as they may be in life, they form a very flimsy structure of feeling 

for poetry - particularly when they are imagined to hold hidden 

truths and values. 

(vi) Rural myths anci country attitudes in Georgian poetry 

In the pages that follow I shall consider the main 

characteristics of Ceorgian poetry which bear on this study - the 

interest in rural escapism and its association with reaction, 

the conception of the poet as isolated observer, the myths about 

the "heart and soul" of rural England and the idea (mediated in 

natural imagery) Of the physical and spiritual energy of those 

somost truly alive". 

Nature is the staple source of imaGery and subject-matter in 

the Georgian volumes, yet even here "pure-" nature poetry is rare, 

WH Davies and John Freeman writing the only real poetry of this 

kind in the first three volumes. A mixture of pastoralism and 

rural realism is more usual among the Georgians. Robert Ross is 

strongly inclined to place most of the blame for the degeneration 

of the Georgian pastoral tradition on the post-war Neo-Georgians, 

but Squire, Freeman, Turner, Monro and Drinkiiater were all well 
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represented in the early volumes and are largely responsible for 

establishing the character of the Georgian pastoral tradition. 

Though Neo-Georglans such as Shanks and Shove can be blamed for 

bringing rural and pastoral poetry still lower, one'should 

remember that positive contributions were made by Sassoonj Blunden 

and lawrence in the post-war volumes. In addition, though most 

of the criticism of Georgian nature poetry was to come later from 

Eliot, Huxley and the Sitwells and later still from Ieavis , 

Ross himself points out that., 

As early as 1913 Richard AldinGton had taken several, 
of the pre-war Georgians to task for their naivete 
in supposine that good poetry could be created out of 
the mere faqtp of botanical germinationj florescence 
and decay. OU 

In spite of Ross's reservations, he does speak of "the once 

fresh, vital Ceorgian nature lyric". 
61 

There are few enough 

poems that fit this description, though one would be "A Creat 

Tin, e" by Davi es -0 ' 

Sweet Chance, that led my steps abroad, 
Beyond the townj where wild flowers grow 
A rainbow and a cuckool Lord, 
How rich and great the times are nowl 
Know, all ye sheep 
And cowsp that keep 
On staring that I stand so long 
In grass that's wet'from heavy rain 
A rainbow and a cuckoo's song 
May never come together again; 
May never come 62 This side the tomb. 

The coirs and 'Sheep (and GeOrgian'sheep, in*Edith'Sitwell's 

description of them with their dreamy plaster fa'cesg "Alexandra 
63 fringes and eyes like the'eyes of minor German royalty", were 

frequently ridiculed as typical of the Georgian scene) are used 

whimsically and carefully by Davies, the good humour being a 

measure of his content and a fine accompaniment to the poem's 

serious conclusion. The lyric's vitality and freshness cone-from 
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its expression of the mom ent of "sweet chance", ' Davies senses the 

mystical quality of special moments in nature ("a rainbow and a 

cuckoo's song") and these area integrated with the poet"s own state 
64 

to of heightened awareness may never come/This side the tomb"). 

Yet even "A Great Time" is the poem glanced at by Eliot in his 

criticisms of the Georgians as caressing everything they touch, 

for, claiming that there were two varieties of Georgian "pleasant- 

nessO, he distinguished one as "insidiously didactic" and 

Wordsworthian addin, -, in parentheses, "a rainbow and a cuckoo's 

65 
song". In a way reminiscent of, but quite different to, 

Gerard Nanley Hopkins, Davies expresses the delight and energy of 

Nature. Certainly he often uses the conventional tricks of the 

Nature lyricist (the contrast between his mental state and Nature 

outside, the mind's ability to recreate from memoryt the recurrence 

or endurance of natural beauty, etc), but Davies is also capa-ble of 

a freshness of perception about familiar subjects, which makes him, 

among a multitude of "nature lovers" with a desire to enshrine 

their enjoyment of nature in verse, an original "nature poet": 
A butterfly from who knows where - 
Comes with a stagger through the air, 
And, lying downt doth ope and close 
His wings, as babies work their toes: 
Perhaps he thinks of pressing tight 
Into his wings a little light' 66 

John Fre-eman never achieves this quality., Two of his. poems in 

2P- 111, separated by a lyrical personification of Beauty, demonstrate 

the 
-limitations of so much Georgian poetry. "November Skies", 

67 

nineteen lines long, has "no sky lovelier", "that love- 

liness" and "the loveliest", while the poem "It was the lovely 

moorP, 68 has the same limitation of vocabulary and imagination: 

"lovely 
moon" occurs. three times, not coiLiting its appearance in 

the title, and then a fourth time in the final phrase, "lovely, 

thoughtful moon,, - all within seventeen lines, two of which are: 
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"Faintly, faintlier afar". It is this kind of labouredl adjectival 
69 

emotion in lieu of precision, that Imagism set out to cure*, 

Apart from DH Lawrence, Edmund Blunden is the only other 

Georgian to write successful nature poetry though of his six 

contributions to Gn,, four of which were also in The Shepherd (1922) 

none are, strictly speaking, nature lyrics. One of these, however, 
70 

"The Giant Puffball", indicates aýsuccessful direction for nature 

poetry. This poem makes a highly effective leap of the imagination: 

the rather curious, sometimes archaic diction gives the puffball 

a voice reminiscent of the giants and ogres of'allegory and it is 

remarkable how Blunden draws out the reader's sympathy without a 

touch of sentimentality. 

Blunden's more usual subject is the pastoral world of The, 

Shepherd. Though this collection is somewhat haunted by recollections 

of his war experienceg later poems like "The Midnight Skaters" and 

"October Comes" convey a sense of human uncertainty before the 

natu=al, -world which seems to lie even deeper than his, recollections 

of "war's agony". The rural feeling of The Shepherd goes back 

through Clare to the eighteenth century. Poems-like "Mole Catche=119 

"Water Sport" and "The Poor Man's pig" (the last-mentioned poem 

was also in QP V) are written in the confident tone of the observer 

who is integrated with his surroundings. Butq unlike Clare, Blunden 

does not have the resou=ces or experience to sustain or develop 

this rural realism andq in many poemal "Forefathers" for instanceg 

he is in the confused unrealistic relationship to rural life more 

typical of the Georgian poet* 

Blunden's later poetry wasp I feel, judged fairly bX Leavis when 

he said that the "something satisfying about the dense'richness'of 

his pastoral world, with its giant puff-balls and other evocations 
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of animistic fancy instead of nymphs and naiads" was replaced later 

by "a serious instability in Mr Blunden's art". 
71 Blunden's retreat 

into Arcadia increasingly favoured a kind of eighteenth-century 

meditative pastoral with its destructive insensitivity to 

surroundings. The poem "April Byeway" (which was in both The Shepherd 
I 

and GP V) shows Blunden taking this calamitous direction. The way of 

fantasy taken in "The Giant Puffball", as Walter de la Mare knew 

too, avoids the problem of the social relationships of the poet's 

voice; but neither this nor the skilfully adopted tones of John 

Claret satisfied Blunden. Ifq like the other Georgiansp he finally 

preferred the voice of meditative pastoralq which automatically seems 

to limit the potential of rural poetry, maybe it was out of honesty 

about his actual relationship to the countryside. The disaster of 

this choice for poetry is that such honesty stops short of recognising 

the imaginative dishonesty of importing all the accompanying rural 

mystifications and rationalisations to transform the exhilaration 

of the tourist or week-ender into acceptably weighty poetic feeling. 

According to Laura Riding and Robert Graves it was understood 

by the Georgians 11thato in reaction to Victorianism, their verse 

should avoid all formally religioust philosophic or improving 

themes". 72 Graves's ovn "A Ballad of Nursery Rhyme , 
73 

says much the same-thing. It attacks writers who try to throw 

1twebs of ink" over the utmost ends of human thought, "till nothing's 

left to think". Nevertheless, the morals and philosophical themes 

are there in the nature poems of the Georgians; God is revealed in 

his creation and moral lessons are instilled through observing 

Nature. Poems of this kind, like Davies's "The Kingfisher" and 

Gibson's "Geraniums" in GP 1, or Francis Brett Young's 

"The Leanin Elm" in GP IV have their redeeming qualities, 

but not so Francis Ledwige's "A Rainy Day in April" 
F 
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with Spring "hemming the woods and carpeting the wold ... the 
74 

spinning world her wheel" or Ralph Hodgson's "universal choir" of 

all creatures, including "mountains, moths and meal' in "The Song 

of Honourl, 75. Such poems support Hiddleton Murry's 

claim that a Georgiaa idea "is not an idea at''all, that it has been 

defaced, worn smooth by the rippling of-innumerable minds". 
76ý 

In place of ideas, much Georgian poetry has hidden ideologies 

and it is some of these, =elating to theýcult of vigour and energyp 

the theme of the poet's isolation and the'Georgian "patriall, that 

I want to examine now. 

To Marsh, in his "Prefatory Note" to GP I, English poetry was 

"once again putting on a new strength and beauty" and it is the 

feeling of a new airiness and vigour that attracted DH Lawrence: 

. *. we ere awake again, our lungs are full of new air, 
our eyes of morning ... In almost every poem in the 
book comes this note of exultation after fear, the 
exultation in the vast freedom ... 

77 

Throughout the Georgian anthologies there is a sense of spiritual 

and physical exultation and Nature is used to express it. It is 

an exultation in vigour and energy and at its crudest it becones 

a simple cult of masculine athleticism glorying in the power of the 

body. In this it is not so different from those glorifications of 

physical power in imperialistic poems by Newbolt, Henley and Kipling. 

One does not have to have been made wary of all this by the Fascist 

adoption of it in the Twenties and Thirties. It is damning enough 

that it becomes an untested point of reference in so much poetry. 

My quotation from The Everlasting Merej below shows clearly how the 

reader, ought to feel if he is decent and clean-living himself. The 

same pressure is in the work of Gibson, Turner and Brooke. 

Abercrombie's "Witchcraftz New Style" carries the tradition into 
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GP TV and DH Lawrence toov temperamentally so attracted 

to it, not infrequently bullies his reader in the same manner. 

This cult finds a champion in Vivian de Sola, Pinto. Discussing 

two sonnets of Wilfred Scawen Blunt he finds that Blunt "achieves 

a synthesis of thought and passion which is Elizabethan rather than 

Victorian". Remembering the Renaissance aristocracy Pinto claims 

that Blunt is "the last considerable poet produced by that societyv, 
78 

for which poetry was a natural part of a gentleman's activities. 

In the sonnet sequence "To Esther" he finds "clean sensuality" and 

Ileno=ous zest for life". All this is given little support by 

the poem Pinto quotes: 

Today,, all day I rode upon the Down, 
With hounds and horsement a brave company. 

The poem concludes with the poet riding after the quarry of hip 

love's face: 

For it, I rode, 79 My horse a thing of wings, myself a God. 

There is no synthesis of thought and passion here: ve have instead 

the ancestor of many breezy Georgian poems about vigorousp solitary 

wanderers who live for the open air. Such poems seem inspired by 

envy of the active life (in reaction against the liberal intellectual's 

desk-bound condition) and by literary fantasies about the old heroic 

life of hunting and courtly pursuits. Reminiscences of Blunt's 

attitudes come through into Masefield's The Everlasting Mercy (1911) 

a tremendously popular piece of hyper-realism that appeared in the 

year before the first Georgian anthology. Kanej about to fight his 

poaching rival and one-time friend Billy Myers, looks round the 

ring and observes the physical opposite of Pinto's "clean sensuality": 
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The five and forty human faces 
Inflamed by drink and going to raceBt 
races of men who'd never been 
Merry or true or live or clean; 
Who'd never felt the boxer's trim 
Of brain divinely knit to limbo 
Nor felt the whole live body go 80 
One tingling health from top to toe; 

The same sentiments recur throughout the Georgian volumes. Whole- 

somenesst beauty, health, strength and manly comradeship are 

opposed to coarseness, grossness and ugliness. Masefield'B 

"Biography" in CP I describes. talking all night with 

friends, 

Till the dim room had mind and seemed to brood, 
Binding our wills to mental brotherhood; 
Till we became a col2ege, and each night 81 Was discipline and manhood and delight; 

In Bottomley's "King Lear's Wife" in GP 119 the alliance between 

these ideas of vigorous beauty and physical force becomes explicit. 

The physical force is declared as cruelty and the language attempts 
ý2 

an unfeeling aestheticism to convey its beauty something also 

tried by Abercrombie in "The Sale of St Thomas" in GP I 

In Bottomley's poem, Queen gygd encourages Goneril (who likes to kill 

purely, to pierce a cony "eye to eye" yet leave it "untorn, 

unsullied, and with flawless fur" and not "to crush delicate thin 

to bloody mash"), telling her it's human to recogaise her nature's 

joys: 

Live you your fill of a harsh purity . 
83 

Brooke's pastoral England in "Granchester" in GP I is 
84 

"where men with splendid hearts may go" and his sonnet "Peace" 

shows that the exultation in his work is as flawed as Abercrombiels 

or BottOmley's. Youth and energy can only be expressed in violencer 

and-peace and love can only be known as co=aption: 
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Now, God be thanked Who has matched us with His hour, 
And caught our youth, and wakened us from sleeping, 
With hand made sure, clear eye, and sharpened power, 
To t urn , as swimmers into cleanness leaping, 
Glad from a world grown old and cold and wearyt 
Leave the sick hearts that honour could not move, 
And half-men, and their dirty songs and dreary, 
And all the little emptiness of love! 85 

Another example is the work of Gibson. In "The Harellin GP I 

PP 93-105), when attracted to a gipsy girl, he sees "a fat Tnan with 

dull eyes aleer" whom he wishes to send "spinning, 'mid the wheels/ 
86 

And stop his leering grin with mud". Gibson becomes totally 

absorbed in these Spartan thoughts in his verse-dialogue "Hoops" in 

GP II Gentleman John, hating his own body for "the 

mis-stitched, gnarled and crooked thing" it is, has many pages in 

praise of "Firm flesh, and supple sinew, and lithe limb", and he 

explains that though he is only a camel-keeper (and the camels are 

vile and ugly too), he wants to be in the circus: 

For in the circus-ring there's more delight 
Of seemly bodies, goodly in sheer health, 
Bodies trained and tuned to the perfect pitch, 
Eager, blithe, debonair, from head to heel 
Aglow and alive in every pulse, than elsewhere 
In this machine-ridden land of grimyq glum 
Round-shouldered, coughing mechanics. Once I lived 
In London, in a alum called Paradise, 
Sickened to see the greasy pavements crawling 
With puny flabby babies, thick as maggots. 
Poor brats! I'd soon go mad if I'd to live 
In London, with its stunted men and women 
But little better to look on than myself. 

87 

This is in the mood of No XLI of A Shropshire Lad with a pastoral 

of the body added to the pastoral of place. 

Sturge Moore's "A Sicilian Idyll" in GP I partly 

the story of Delphis (who "dreams not of the court, and city-life/ 
88 

Is what he rails at") is a parody even of Gibson. 

Drinkwater, too, is swept into this rhetoric of mind and body 

with its longing for sacrificial ministrations sweet/Of man to man, 

and swift and holy loves, /And large heroic hopes ... " 
89 
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There is a pastoral setting for many of these poems, sometimes 

the classical Greek world (see, especially, WJ Turner in GP III)v 

but more usually the hero is conceived as a red-blooded adventurer 

whose morals and tastes are sanctioned by his energy and spontaneityO-- 

He sleeps rough, roams the countryside and is an intimidating 

prospect to man and beast, and sometimes women too. Gibson, in "The 

Hare", has an elaborate dream-symbolism, full of sexual fears, which 

shows particularly clearly the common link between the cult of the 

physical and an immature or half-grasped conception of sexuality. 

Only at the end of the poem is the hero freed from his murderous 

fantasies and confusion, when he sees his gipsy-girl (captured from 

a fair-ground) with a "baby-hare'19 in the role of mother. The poem 

concludes with his maturityt safe from the terrors of adolescence: 

My foolish, fearful heart grew wise ... And now, I knew that never there 
I'd see again the startled hare, Or% Or needto dread the dreams of night. -'ý 

Masefield's Kane had suffered from essentially the same problems, 

only his wildness was finally sanctified by religious symbolism 

and the rejection of the impitrep instead of by the vision of the 

family, 

0 lovely lily cleant 
0 lily springing green, 
0 lily bursting whitep 
Dear lily of delight, 
Spring in my heart agen 91 That I may flower to men. 

The pastoral setting in such poems becomes an area free of 

social ties and controls. There is a typical Brooke reversal of this 

setting in his poem "The PishIIv where the "world of lips, 0 world of 

laughter" with its "strife of limbs, the sightless clinging" is 

over-powering and is gladly exchanged for a watery oblivion of 
92 darkness and closeness* There are many suggestions of the safety 

of the womb in the last fourteen lines and the whole mood is of richp 
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physical harmony, reminiscent of so many of Brooke's other poems of 

escapism. In "Tiare Tahiti,,, in GP II, he wittily rejects 

the ideal ParadiBe: paradise now, in Tahiti, is more satisfactory than 

a Platonic paradise 
?3 

"Heaven"t in GP 119 has a similar recogaition. 

that Paradise is made in human images 
?4 

Brookets wit and his refusal 

to be content with the expected or conventional give his poems a 

lighter and finer touch than his Georgian colleagues discussed above. 

For DH Lawrence, there is a different way out of this tangle 

of pastoralism and emotionalism. While the other poets seek refuge 

in vigorous fantasies and exaggerated enthusiasms, as though unable 

to cope with the complications of moral questions in an age with 

rapidly changing conventions, Lawrence turns to the actual feelings 

within relationships. Certainly he retained his Georgian exuberance 

about the physical to the end of his days as a writer, and with it 

that slightly obsessional imbalance that appears in "Meeting Upon 

The Mountains". 

Christ on the Cross! - his beautiful young man's body 
Has fallen dead upon the nails, and hangs 
White and loose at last .......... 

95 

Yet "Snapdragon", in GP Ip and "Cruelty and Love", in GP 119 

160) where Nature is used to approach human passion instead of to 

retreat from it, are striking exceptions in these Georgian 

collections. In "Cruelty and Love'19 the woman waiting at home sees 

love first in the woodbine "calling low to her lover" -a moth: 

She woos the moth with her sweet, low word, 
And when above her his broad wings hover 
Then her bright breast she will uncover 96 And yield her honey-drop to her lover. 

But this soft mood is soon replaced by the threatening appearance 

of a I'man from the farm below" who terrifies the swallow in her 

I'marriage-bed" when he looks into the shed and makes the water-hen 

hide her IIquaintq unfading blushes". Then his approach causes a 
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rabbit to spring into a sna e. Compare this verse with Stephen's 

"The Sna-rell in GP I. Georgian "animal poems" commonly 

share the approach of Thomas Hardy described below in Chapter III 

and Stephens too relies essentially on 11humanising" the animal 

Wrinkling up his little face, 
As he cries again for aid. 97 

Lawrence's snared rabbit is, "Piteous brown ball of quivering fears! " 

The man kills the rabbit, "yet calm and kindly are his eyes". 

The language of the last part of the poem is not altogether successful 

but Lawrence's treatment of the sexual encounter (using the image 

of a strangled rabbit as Gibson used the hare) draws its strength 

from the real and physical - just as in "Snapdragon" he "held the 

choked flower-serpent in its pangs/Of mordant anguish": 

he raises up my face to him 
And caresses my mouth with his fingers, smelling grim 
Of the rabbit Is fur! 98 

Her fear actually mingles with all that the man has made afraid in 

Nature, yet she finds "death good". For Lawrence, struggle and 

violence are implicit in the sexual relationship as poems like 
99 

"Cherry Robbers" and very many in the collection Look! We Have Come 

Through! make clear. 
100 

The emotion of "Cruelty and Love" is not yet 

placed as Lawrence places it in Gudrun and Geralats encounter with 

the rabbit Bismark in Women 
-n- ve: on that occasion Lawrence's 

whole novel with its exploration of the deathliness in Gerald and 
Gudrun themselvest provides a perspective by which to judge the 

101 incident with the creature. Nevertheless, "Snapdragon" and "Cruelty 

and Love" show Lawrence trying to penetrate experience and willing 
to accept the implications of his discoveries. Poet and readerg as 

well as the characters in the poems, are made aware of the loss 

inherent in choice. There are none of the free turns with violence 

or cruelty that Gibson, Bottomley, Abercrombie and Col award themselves. 
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To the Georgian reader, JC Squire' s sexual allegory "The Lily 

of Malud" (GP 111) was much more congenial. This once 

immensely popular poem describing a mystic, tribal initiation into 

womanhood, has a ridiculously obvious symbolism, yet one cannot 

imagine that Squire recognised it himself. The old colonial 

fantasies of "darkest Africa" and the voluptuous jungle are also 

given full scope. The English reader is invited to imagine the 

night when all the village's "black, small-breasted maids" steal 

out from their huts, "stepping over sleeping men", 

And stand curved and a-quiver, like bathers by a river, 
Looking at the forest wall, groups of slender naked girls, 
Whose black bodies shine like pearls where the moonbeams fall. 

Having the whole virgin population of the village to himselfq the 

reader then finds that the girls, in a frenzy, are compelled towards 

something 11... rising from the mud/A simple straight stem and a 

single pallid bud ... 11 Their "lips fall apart/And their glimmering 

great eyes with excitement dart" as the pale lily moves: 

0 it moved as it grew! 102 It is movingg openingt with calm and gradual will. 

After exercising this "will"ý finally "the heart of it breaks". 

The racial part of the fantasy is complete when "the surly thick- 

lipped men" of the tribe at work the next day, "chip and grunt 

and do not see... 11 One is tempted to surmise that this fantasy must 

have been an unpleasant Joke, even down to the punning I'Malud" of 

the title. 

The theme of escape in the Georgian volumes is varied according 

to the location - Greek beaches, "wizard woods" in Britaing boyhood 

dreams of Yucatan, Cotopaxi, Chimborazo, dark jungles, Arabian 

deserts, the mysteries of India - all serve their turnq but it is a 

rare thing for the poet to got beyond the excitement of finding 
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himself in a new place. One reason the figures in these poems seem 

to have for wishing to escape, is to be aloneg-for which there are 

precedents enough in the Romantic literary tradition. James 

Stephens' heavily Miltonic pastoral "The Lonely God" ý in GP Is 
103 

192), finds the perfect subject-for solitude --God'himself I but 

Tumert Abercrombie, Nichols, WH Davies and Sargent are all in 

the same search. At one level this escapism is that described by 

Pinto in Chapter V of Crisis in English Poetry. - an avoidance of 

"the essential England of 1912, the England of the great cities" 
104 

and a longing for the privileges of a country squire or. the 

fantastic tropical landscapes of dreams. The Georgian obsession with 

dreams, and the privacy of--the dream world, in factf is second only 

to its obsession with rural retreat and in JC Squire's "Rivers', 

in GP I, the'two axe, combined. He vrites of West Country 

rivers: 

I could cry as, -. I think of those rivers 
That knew my morning dreams. 105 

The poem finishes with the thought that these rivers are "beyond 

recall ... even in memory". Harold Munro's "Unknown Country" in 

ýGPV makes the same connection, as the poet dreams of 

the country and its people: 

Here in this other world, they come and go 1o6 With easy dream-like movements to and fro. 

Such personalised landscapes are surely a symptom of what Roy 

Campbell called Ile'lophantiasis of the soul". 
107 

1 
At another levelp the interest in solitude and the estrangvd man 

is a feature shared with modernists such as Kafka, Dos Passos, 

Beckett, Eliot and Pinter. David Craigo in Chapter 8 of The Real 
108 Loundations 

9 gives such an explanation when he suggests that modern 

I 
authors producing their, work as a commodity and never quite meeting 
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their public are objectively isolated themselves. Estrangement and 

the isolated individual life-style are seen as features of bourgeois 

society and its literary mouth-piece - modernism. IThe popular 

style of the Georgians is the opposite of what Craig sees as the 

rich but finally sterile modern style; unlike modernism it does not 

match its style to its theme, but the theme still comes from the 

same source - the position of the liberal artist in capitalist 

society. 

This "position" for the Georgian zi=al poet increasingly comes 

to look like a plight. Longing, to join the rural community that 

he sees as preserving traditional values, he finds that he has no 

"inside experience" or realistic role to validate his utterances. 

Nature lyrics like Davies Is or poems of fancy such as Blunden' s 

"The Giant Puffball" do not allow him-to write directly of the 

rural coTmunity and its values and the time has past when, like 

Housman, he could use the disguise of yeoman or labourer. It is 

not surprisingg then, to find that the poet's own sense of 

alienation and separation becomes the normal condition of the main 

figure in milmorous, Georgian poems. The archetype of these figures 

is Arnoldts Scholar Gipsy and it, is necessary now to take a closer 

look at this poem and Arnold's, links with the Georgians. 

Leavis agrees with Arnold that "every one can-see that a poetq 

for instance, ought to Imow life and the world before dealing with, 
, 109 

them in poetry ... 11 -but he finds Arnold quite unable to make a 

criticism of life in his own poetry: 

In spite of his intelligence, thong Arnold succumbs to the 
'Poetical' t dition and becomes in poetry a Victorian 
Romantic. 'T(ý 

In New Bearings in English Poetry Leavis arigues that the "poetical 

tradition"# examples of which he gives from Keats, Tennyson, Morris 

and O'Shaughnessy, requires a poetical response. It values the 

emotional not the intellectual, the power to "move" not the power of 
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wit. Though Leavis sees the Scholax Gipsy ("loitering about the 
115 

as the o posite of countryside" in "an eternal Week-end" p 

Arnold himself, he claims that Arnoldts poetry "comes between 
I 

'I. -iordsworth and the Georgian weekenders". This, seems just to me: 

my examples below of Georgian solitaries remind one in almost every 

line of Arnold's "Oxford scholar poor ... who, tired of knocking 

at Preferment's door ... went to learn the Gipsy lore, and roamtd 

1113 the world' . Like the search for. the "signal-elm" in "Thyrsis", 

the Scholar's search for the secret truths of the Gipsies is 

incidental: more importantly both Scholar Gipsy and sigaal-elm are 

symbols of values that remain unstated but that'out-last the life 

of a mere man (like Arnold's friend Clough, 'toýwhom "Thyrsis" is 

dedicated): 

Despair I will not, while I yet descry 
'Neath the soft canopy of English air 
That lonely Tree against the westem sky 
Still, still these slopes, Itis clear, 114 Our Gipsy-Scholar hauntsq outliving thee! . 

Somehow the expression of these unchanging values is, first II 

associated with and then taken over by a familiar nostalgic version 

of the English countryside. This is the Romantio degeneration that 

occurs between Wordsworth and the Georgians;, the culture of the 

feelings becomes the cultivation of stock responses. Arnold's 

own comment on "The Scholar Gipsyll is an honest revelation of what 

is often the real reason for the existence of Georgian n=al poetry: 

It was meant to fix the remembrance of those delightful 
wanderings of ours in the Cumnor Hills ... 

115 

The solitary persona is useful, even inevitable, in poems of this 

kind. 

In Georgian poetry the main figure is often plainly on the 

outside,, as Monro, is, watching "Man Carrying Bale" , in GP IV9 

or as in Drinkwater Is poem "The Midlands" 9 in GP 1119 

in which the Cotswold scene is described from the observerts view- 
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point. Eight lines of the poem' s fif ty begin "I see". In this 

Cotswold panorama there are: 

*** rosy men, cloth-gaitered, who can tell 
The many-minded changes of the yeaxq 
Who Imows why crops and kine fare ill or well; 

and, 

the lissom husbandman who knows 
Deep in his heart the beauty of his power, 
As lithely pitched, the full-ýheaped fork bids on 
The harvest home. 

At night the labourers return to their cottages: 

... happily to sleep, 116 Finding the loaves and cups of cider set; 

One is, of course, reminded of Rayriond'Alliams Is penetrating analyses 
117 

of the pastoral poems of Jonson, Carew and Herrick - immeasurably 

superior though their poems may'be. The political bones show 

through - watching poet and working peasantry (here actually providing 

the harvest). are totally dissociated and the whole poem is full of 

references to the godlike wisdom of the fore-fathers who planned 

the barns and manors (the 'social oZder)t the simple content of the 

working-folk (who are frequently glorified in the manner of Do la 

Mare's "Hod", as faithful dogs and Shire horses are, for their 

utterly dependable and affectionate labours), and the poet's own 

thankfulness at being English: 

And from this land of worship that I singt 
I turn to sleep, content that from my sizes 118ý I draw the blood of England's midmost shires. 

This pastoral view of England's "natural", rural Chain of Being, 

still one of the most potent conservative mytheq has been toned down 

since the time of Alfred Austin (1835-1913) but the structure of 

feeling is modelled'on his: 

Let hound and horn in wintry woods and . dells 
Make Jocund music though the boughs be bare, 
And whistling yokel guide his teaming share 
Hard by the homes where gentle lordship dwells. 
Therefore sit high enthroned on every hill, 
Authority! and loved in every vale; 119 
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Such blatantly thoughtless conservatism will not do for the anxious 

Georgian John Drinkwater, writing about his cottage in Gloucester- 

shire. In the poem "Habitation'19 in GP IV, he glorifies the place 

of holidays: 

It is a dwelling put by 
From use for a little, or long, up there in the sky. 120 

We must take seriously the suggestions of reverence mixed with 

fantasy in "up there in the sky", for at the and Drinkwater tells 

us that holiday moments are the real ones for our spirits are 

in them: 

But we are there - we are waiting ourselves, who come. 
121 

Drinkwater is earnest about this philosophical sally but looking back 

over the poem's entirely materialistic comforts, it seems 

ludicrously ponderous. There is no intellectual justification for 

the sweet-sounding thought about self-realisation in the last line. 

"Head in the clouds" is fair comment here. 

"Habitation" is pure sentimentality - it is so lost in its own 

response that the occasion and its context are smothered. The 

same thing happens in Monrols "Unknown Country", in GP V9 

where again the anxious Georgian poetq hating the insensitivity of 

Austin, yearns to be accepted by "the other world"'of the country- 

side but seems unaware that heavy tragic treatment of this Georgian 

theological bubble will make himself and his poem'ridiculous. 

The emotions are inappropriate throughout. Monro says: 

I am a stranger from the distant town 

and hets done all he can to-gain acceptance: 

Stood in the background not to interfere 
When the cool ancients frolicked at their beer eoe etc 

He says "my heart is true" but he is still rejected, 

Trust me a little. Must I always stand 122 Lonely, a stranger from an unknown land? 
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Back "within the dark of London ... my forehead resting on my hand" 

he cannot forget them. So as WO go deeper into melodrama and self- 

pity the memory of what the poem is actually about impishly 
, 

invites us to laugh at it; the treatment of the subject is in 

quite the wrong key. 

Another way round this alienation from rural life is tried by 

Martin Armstrong in "Miss Thompson goes shopping" in GP V. 123 

This "lonely spinster" lives "correct and meek" in "her lone 

cottage on the downs" above the town "mapped beneath her". Humour 

brings this poem nearer to a suitable tone (11slippers" rhymes with 

"kippers" in one couplet), but the poem's appeal really seems to 

lie in Miss Thompson's independence. There are few embarrassments 

about the economic relations of a single woman in the country 

provided she lives "correct and meek" and is a good house-keeper. 

Miss Thompson allows the Georgian poet a brief indulgence of 

favourite concerns, but more than an occasional appearance of such 

figures in the collections would give away too much about the under- 

lying ideology. In any case she would not allow Squires, Drinkwater 

or Monro to take their fantasies seriously. 

The remedy is not in simple anti-pastoral like Francis Brett 

Young's I'Lettermorell in GP IV 124 
or Abercrombie's "The End 

of the Wo=ld" in GP 11 125 
with its imitation yokels - 

loathed as "rather nasty efforts at cruelty" 
126 

by Lawrence. Seeing 

only the harshness of rural life is not necessarily any more 

perceptive than seeing only the beauty. Nevertheless, seeing only 

the beauty has a great deal to do with the feebleness of the "week- 

end" poems examined in the previous few pages. They are the poems 

of the gentleman poet, the visual land-ownerg, like Drinkwater in 

"The Midlands" in GP 111 127 
or Monro in "Real Property" 

in GP Vl 28 
-"I've fifty acres in my head". As these writers 
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look over England's countryside, nostalgia, affection and 

possessiveness blur their understanding Of the nature of their 

emotional attachments to rural affairs. They long for the 

lasting peace of secure, early retirement, but such peace depends 

on the exploitation of others. This is not peace as a natural 

right, like the peace imagined from the Front by Wilfred Owen 
129 

and Siegfried Sassoon. 

Owen uses pastoral images in "Exposure" to describe the 

hallucination of peace as he and his fellows sit through the 

misery of a night in the trenches: 

Our brains acheg in the merciless iced east winds that 
knive us ... 

130 

The ironic ambiguity of "iced" in this first line is taken up in 

the "brambles" of wire in the second verse, but it is not until the 

fifth and sixth verses that the pastoral imagery gives full 

expression to the weary longing of the soldiers: 

Palo flakes with fingering stealth come feeling for our faces - 
We cringe in holesq back on forgotten dreamsq and stare, snow- 
dazed, 
Deep into grassior ditches. So we drowse, sun-dozedl 
Littered with blossoms trickling where the blackbird fusses. 
Is it that we are dying? 

Slowly our ghosts drag home: glimpsing the sunk fires, glozed 
With crusted dark-red jewels; crickets jingle there; 
For hours the innocent mice rejoice-, the house is theirs; 
Shutters and doors, all clos@d: on us the doors are closed - 
We turn back to our dying. 151 

Compare the work done in this poem by Owen's phrase "forgotten dreams" 

with any Georgian poem using either of those words. Or, though the 

poem is not one of his better ones, consider the way that Sassoon 

uses natural imagery in "To Victory" in GP III, to purge his 

brain of all-too vivid memories: 

Return to great me, colours that were my, joyt 
Not in the woeful crimson of men slaint 
But shining as a garden; come with the sý5pming 
Banners of dawn and sundown after rain. 
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In the Georgian anthologies, as I have noted in this chapter, 

the "patriall or version of England very often acts as an ideological 

substitute for serious thought or imaginative sensitivity. Bernard 

Bergonzi, linking the Georgians' "little-Englander's vision" to 

Forster's Howards, End, says that the prominent characteristic of 

GP I (and it does not become less prominent in the subsequent 

volumes) was "the stress on Englandt both as a poetic subject and 

a state of mind". 
133 

The Georgian patria isq on the wholeg bucolic and feudal. 

Nature is seen as unchanging and the English country way of life 

as unaltered over the centuries. In this respect, the conventions 

of pastoral and rural realism become tangled, which leads in turn 

to much gauche and bathetic poetry. In this final section I want 

to look at EdwardThomas's "Lob" because this very Georgian poem 

shows Thomas's relation to the Georgians (though he was not 

represented in any of the anthologies) and how the Georgian patria 

could act as a sort of party-line suppressing even the sensitivity 

of a poet as talented as Thomas. 

In 1915, Thomas compiled This England: An Anthology from her 

Writers. He wrote in the "Prefacallp 

If I have reminded others, as I did myself continually, 
of some of the echoes called up by the name of England 
I am satisfied. 134 

Undoubtedly one of the pleasant side-benefits of literature is its 

power to call up memories and echoes but a poet cannot set out to 

write with the critical precepts of an anthologiserg which is how 

"Lob" seems to have been written. In the same "Preface" Thomas 

noted that he was building his book around "a few most English 
-135 poems like 'When Icicles Elang by the Wall", In "Lobit, tracing 

the essence of his character through every figure of English rural 
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literature and folklore, he shows that his poem was built on the 

same principle, 

This is tall Tom that bore 
The logs in, and with Shakespeare in the ýaýý6 
Once talked, when icicles hung by the wall. (Li 96-98) 

There are odd passages of beauty in "Lob", like 11-58-68 with their 

strange echoes of the flower poetry in Hamlet, but the poem's 

catalogue method prevents any real distillation of feeling. It 

encourages instead that "version of history which succeeds in 

cancelling history", the "sub-intellectual fantasy" described by 

Raymond Williams: 

.. a working man becoming 'my ancient' and then the casual 
figure of a dream of England, in which rural labour and 
rural revolt, foreign wars and internal dynastic wars, 
history, legend and literature, are indiscriminately 
enfolded into a single emotional gesture, Lob or Lud, 
immemorial peasant or yeoman or labourer: 

1V 
figure was 

now fixed and its name was Old England. 

There is as little of what Leavis called Thomas's "representative 

modern sensibility"138in "Lob" as there is in John Freeman's poem 

"The Herd" in GP IV. -Freeman's shepherd is the same at all 

times and in all places. The English embodiment is ancient and 

constant as England: 

The Roman Road hard by, the green Ridge Way, 
Not older seemed ... 

He is described as part of the landscapep as: 

eee standing stone 
Against the voinless, senseless sarsen stone. 

139 

This is the sort of indifference to contemporary conditions and 

surroundings that precludes any possibility of imaginative response. 

The Thomas who wrote "Lob" is the Georgian Thomas of the 

anthologies and prose guides to England; the. other Thomas is the 

lyric poet who recognised that "in one sentence" of The Compleat 
140 

Angler Walton caught a sense of "the antiquity and sweetness" Of 
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England, but it is the Georgian Thomas who wrote of Cobbett in 

his "Introduction" to the Everyman edition of Cobbett: 

It was an altogether Eýnglish name to begin with, thoroughly 
native and rustic; and English it remains, pure English, 
old English, merry English ... William Cobbett is the only 
Cobbett. in the Dictionary of Fational. Biograrhy, but 
through him speak a thousand Cobbetts, too horny-handed 
to hold a pen, hairy, weather-atained, deep-chested 
yeomen and peasants ... 

141 

I shall argue in my next chapter that Thomas's lyrics break through 

the sterile, romanticised patria of the Georgians which is also 

the patria of "Lob". A poem, that displays both aspects of 

Thomas (it is inappropriate to talk of "poetic development" in the 

context of his two brief years as a poet) is "The M. anor Fa ,,, 142 
rn 

which Thomas included in This England under his pseudonym Edward 

Dastaway. The last seven lines of "The Manor Farm" are a self- 

conscious attempt to explain, in the stereotyped imagery of Mlerry 

England, the exactness and profundity of mood created in the first 

seventeen lines. Together with DH Iawrence, Edward Thomas shows 

that poetry of the natural and rural world has a future beyond 

the Georgian daydream. 
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0 CHAPTER TH=I, 

HARDY, FROST, EDWARD THOMAS AND LAWRENCE 

(i) Thomas Hardy 

Discussed in terms of structure of feeling, Georgian poetry 

shows little ability to transcend or break through easily 

identifiable sets of class attitudes. Or, as Eagleton said of 

Trollope's woxýkj "(it) bathes in a sell -consistent, blandly 

undifferentiated ideological space". 
' Fa=ticularity of description, 

the ability to penetrate and symbolise mood, the self-consciousness 

to handle conventions without lapsing into self-indulgence - to 

find these elements in the nature and rural poetry of the 

beginning of this century, we have to turn to Hardyj Frost, Thomas 

and lawrence, though none of them fully develops the sense of a 

complete creative interchange with his environment that is 

characteristic of Wordsworth. lawrence comes closest to this 

profound metaphysical level, though he is always drawn towards 

substituting a theoretical metaphysic for the essentially 

exploratory and undogmatic openness of the Wordsworthian tradition. 

For Thomas Hardy, Nature provided the ideal medium for the 

moral and philosophical enquiry that he assumed was the major 

business of poetry: 

In any event poetry, pure literature in general, religion - 
I include 'religion, in its essential and undognatic sense, 
because poetry and religion touch each other, or rather 
modulate into each other; are '2 indeed, often but different 
names for the same thing ... 

Eliot had complained in 1917 that because the Georgian nature 

poet lacked a consistent philosophy of nature, he was confined to 

the object. 
3 In 1934 he had written of Hardy that he was 

"uncurbed by any institutional attachment or by submission to 

any objective beliefs: unh., ampered by any ideas ... " And: "In 

consequence of his self-absorption, he makes a great dcal of 
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landscape; for landscape is a passive creature which lends itself 

to an author's mood. Iandscape is fitted too for the purposes of 

an author who is interested not at all in men's mindsq but only 

in their emotions; " Eliot saw this emotionalism as "a symptom 

of decadence". 
4 Eliot's criticisms of the Georgian nature poets 

and Hardy are interchangeable. Yet it is precisely this alleged 

weakness of thought, this reluctance or inability to place the 

poem in a context beyond the individual's understanding of the 

problem facing him, that Donald Davie considers to be Hardy's 

importance for modern British poetry. 

In Thomas Hardy and British Poetry (1972), Davie argues that 

larkin is Britain's outstanding living poet. Prompted by Iarkin's 

own change of allegiance from Yeats to Hardy in 1946, Davie's 

book marks the most concerted attempt yet made to establish Hardy 

as the major figure for contemporary British poetry. He argues 

that Hardy's scientific humanism has weathered well and that the 

typical "'small British concerns" - "an apparent meanness of spirit, 

a painful modesty of intention, extremely limited objectives", 

characteristics of the Movement poets of the 19501s, for example, 

are derived from Hardy and show a sensible practicality, "an 

attempt to work out problems, especially social and political 

it problems, which Hardy's poetry has posed for the-twentieth century . 

Davie is understandably'impatient that "what we hear on every side 

is 'Hardy the countryman"', yet the poems concerned with Nature, 

and at least 200 of the short poems apart from long sections of 

"The Dynasts" are relevantp provide a fair test of Eliot's charges 

and Davie's own defence. 

Like the Georgians, Hardy uses rhyn. el regular metre and 

structuxed fornsl varied and inventive, though his technique may 

be. One thinks of his belief that "vers libre would core to 
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nothing in England" and that poets must write "on the old then, es 

in the old styles, but try to do a little better than those who 

went before ... "6 Ylarsh's view was identical. If the Georgians 

are one major element in the formation oýC the popular idea of a 

Twentieth Century nature poetry and Hardy is the other, then there 

is an obvious point of agreement on poetry's brief. 

It is important, first of all, to forget Hardy's riEht to be 

called a true nature poet because of his Wessex upbringing, his 

first-hand knowledge of the facts of agricultural depression in 

rural Dorset or his admiration for Joseph Arch, the trade Unionist 

who tried to organise the agricultural labourers. Such inf ormation 

certainly illuminates the poems, but clearly does not make Hardy 

safe from "week-end attitudes". Similarly there is no reason why a 

middle-class city-dweller should not write a nature poem that is 

fully aware of the social forces at work in the country. 

Wessex Poems appeared in 1898 when Hardy was'fifty-eight, and 

his last collection, Winter Words, came out in 1928, the year of 

his death. Hany of the greatest poems were written after 1912, 

when his first wife died. Though there are so many poems written 

over a long life-time, Hardy's sense of the finite gives a strong 

feeling of unity to the gollected Poems. This comes through in 

the form and development of the individual poems as much as in the 

subject matter. He woeks to his conclusion within his own set of 

rules, so that though the reader may not anticipate the actual end 

of a poem, its point will invariably be made within familiar country. 

His poems do not move sideways into fresh places or sudden 

analogiest though many of the ballads, particularly in Satires of 

Circumstance (1914), have ironical or comical conclusions. In- 

to Ah, are you digging on my grave", the lover, relatives and enemy 

of the dead woman have all quickly forgotten her. At last she 
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thinks the digging on her grave must be her dog, for - 

What feeling do we ever find 
To equal among human kind 
A dog's fidelity! 

But the dog replies: 

Mistress, I dug upon your grave 
To bury a bone, in case 
I should be hungry near this spot 
When passing on my daily trot 
I am sorry, but I quite forgot 7 It was your resting-place. 

Hardy is at his most predictable and most Victorian in his settings 

an(I subject natter. Something of the popular ballad or tale is 

often there and though the reader's imagination will not be 

caught out by the poem, his mindq plotting the next development, 

may: 

The rain smites more and more, 
The east wind snarls and sneezes; 
Through the joints of the quivering door 
The water wheezes. 

The tip of each ivy-shoot 
Writhes on its neighbour's face; 
There is some hid dread afoot 
That we cannot trace, 

Is it t1h-e spirit astray 
Of the man at the house below 
Whose coffin they. took in today? 
We do not know. 

There is much of this in Hardy, but his greatnesslies elsewhere- 

in the sudden deepening of the commonplace, the poem that takes in 

so much of life simultaneously that the usual lerspective is 

transformed, or the unexpected verse or line which adds its own 

dimension to the whole poem. This is what it means to write on 

"the old themes" and yet "do a little better". "The ]Urd-Catcherls 

Boy" benefits like this. The poem, which alludes both to 

melodrama and the ghost story$ is undistinguished as a narrative 

and runs close to sentimentality: a child, fearing his father's 

trade, runs away to sea and then the parents, who have never 

locked the house since, hear the mysterious noise of his apparent 
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return one Christmastide on the same night that a ship is wrecked 

at Durdle-Door and the body of a sailor boy is washed up on the 

beach. A transformation of the poem, however, is achieved in the 

sixth verse as the boy, having quarrelled with his fatherl gropes 

his way to the stairs on his way to bed, past the caged birds: 

Through the long passage, where 
Fang the caged choirs: 
Harp-like his fingers there 
Sweep on the wires. 

The similarity of the boy's condition and the caged bird's and the 

naturalness of the action itself prepare the way for the full 

associations of the harp-like music. As the months pass and the 

parents still hope for his return, 

Hopping there long anon 
Still the birds hung: 
Like those in Babylon 
Captive, they sung. 

Hardy has become specific ("By the waters of Babylon we'sat down 

and wept: when we remembered thee, 0 Sion. As for our harps, we 

hanged them up: upon the trees that are therein" -Psalm 137- 1-2)and 

emotional complex of the suffering birds, parents and son is 

unerringly assimilated. It is sharply focussed and yet none of 

the ramifications is curt: Uled. On the night when the parents 

think they hear their son entering the housel music sounds again, 

Thereat a groping touch 
Dragged on the wires 
Lightly and softly 

$- 
? uch 

As they were lyns, , 

Lightly and softly - no longer the harp, but the classical lyre. 

Many poems, of course, are not so enriched; "The seasons of 

her year" or "A wet August", for instance, are on familiar patterns, 

using the parallel of the seasons for encountering the emotions. 

Well-finished as they are, they have none of the intensity of a 

poem like "DLxing wind and rain". Davie has described the 

relationship between the metre and the flow of feeling in this poem 
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and he feels that here, as in all Hardy's best work, "repose 

transcends pain". 
10 That sense of transcendence (Leavis writing 

of "The Voice" talks of "that purity of recognition which is 

Hardy's strength"") also owes much to the rhyme and imagery. 

The poem's emotion draws near and is distanced again through a 

series of echoes and near repetitions. The second line of each 

verse ends either with "you" or "aye", light and song-like, and 

the f irst f ive lines of each verse seem to be f illed with the 

. CI 

family's life as the fifth line caps an almost completed quatrain: 

They sing their dearest songs - 
He, she, all of them - yea, 
Treble and tenor and bass, 
And one to play; 12 
With the candies mooning each face 

Then comes the sixth line ("Ah, no; the years 01" in verses one and 

three and "Ahl no; the years, the years" in two and four, with 

their alternating emotional. keys of resignation and yearning). 

Each verse has its present joys, "dearest songs", "garden gay", 

"blithely breakfasting", "brightest things" and its. family 

pastorals around the pianot, in the summer garden. Even their 

possessions brought out of the house onto the lawn for sale are 

sanctified, just as all those possessions in "Friends Beyond! ', 

while measuring the freedom of the spirits, still manage to 

characterise them-tenderly in their human life. 

Worked into all this are the symbolic Imagist lines at the 

end of each stanza. Hardyj as he so frequently doesq is turning 

to the natural world for correlatives, but the sick leaves, 

white storm-birds, rotten rose and rain-drop are especially 

forceful here because of their emblematic, hard-edged presentation, 

which works metrically and visually against the rest of the poem. 

They are the processes of Nature, change and decay, bravely 

challenged. Me force of the challenge depends on Hardy's use of 
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such conventional techniques ("the old styles") as those I have 

been discussing. 

In "The Bird-Catcher's Boy" and "During Wind and Rain", Hardy's 

response to Vature and wild creatures is essential for the success 

of the poems and it is an unobtrusive, integrated response. "'The 

*Daekling Thrush"' is a similar case. Elsewhere, Hardy attempted a 

more sustained treatment of the problems of life and Nature. 

Maybe the universe was "a tragic accident" 
13or God was not in 

control. Hardy f elt the need f or a persona to explore such 

questions, but a persona not to be held accountable for "inconsistencie., 

of thought: 

Of the subject-matter of this volume - even that which 
is in other than narrative form - much is dramatic or 
imPersonative even where not explicitly so. Moreover$ 
that portion which may be regarded as individual 
comprises a series of feelings and fancies written down 
in widely differing moods and circumstances, and at 
various. dates. It will probably be found, therefore, 
to possess I 4ittle cohesion of thought or harmony of 
colouring. 

In the poems that question the morality and involvement of 

Nature and God in the affairs of the earth, there is a parallel 

with Eughes'sCrow; Hardy's titles "God's Education" and "God's 

Funeral", for instances contain a similar aggressiveness towards 

traditional belief so but the experiences of Hughes's mutable and 

crude figure- of the Crow have an imaginative coherence so that 

each new poem enriches, and is enriched by, the whole, whereas 
I 

these poems of Hardy are limited by ponderous and conventional 

personifications and a dogged translation of prose thought into 

verse. Man's reasoned and earth-bound account of Nature is extended 

outwards into the metaphysical and though the process may be 

logical, this form of logic t urn s out to be a fruitless thing 
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for either philosophy or poetry. In "Nature's Questioning", pool, 

field, flock and tree are like chastened children as they wonder 

why they are on earth: 

Has some Vast Imbecilityp 
ýIighty to build and blend# 
But impotent to tendo 
Framed us in jest and left us now to hazardry? 

or come we of an Automaton 
Unconscious of our pains?. se 
Or are we live remains 
Of Godhead dying downwards,, brain and eye now gone? 

Or is it that some high Plan betides, 
As yet not understood, 
Of Evil stormed by Good, 
We the Forlorn Hope over which Achievement strides? 

15 Thus, things around. No answerer 1 000 

Such possibilities as these are explored in many poems. Sometimes 

God is forgetful or indifferent: see "Nature's Indifference" or 

"God-Forgotten! ' in which God says of the earth, "It lost my 
16 interest from the first" ,a line from a poem, incidentally, 

in which Hardy demonstrates his scientific knowledge about the 

mathematical certainty of life on "other orbs". Sometimes Nature 

is half-asleep: in "The Bullfinches" she "falls a-drowse" yet 

"works on dreaming"17, and in "The Sleep-Ilorker" she "hast wrought 

unwittingly 11 . 
18 In "By the Earth's Corpse"v God repents of his 

"too oft unconscious hand" and "That, I made Earthl and lifeg and 

man"19. In "The Nother Flourns", Nature regrets unreining Man's 

reason and his c'onsequent, ability "to read my defects with a 
20 

god-glance" . 

In one of the more interesting of these poems, "The Aerolite" j 

consciousness is "this stray, exotic germ" and Hardy musest 

"ThYbe now /Normal unawareness waits rebirtlY'21 . God can be cruel 

too4- a bird is blinded with a red-hot needle "with God's consent" 

("The Blinded 3il-d"22) though when Hardy so wishez, Man changes 

from victim to oppressor (see "Iady VV and "Horses'Abroad" in 
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which the horses are "war-waste" ... "wrenched awry/From the scheme 

Nature planned for them ... " )23. 

Many poems use creatures, trees, flowers or the elements as 

voices, usually well-suited to their messages - the thorn reminds 

the poet of a heart he has broken, the swallow, migratory by nature, 

regrets its own fidelity. 

Moral points are made in a different way when Eardy speaks 

directly for a creature. In "The Mongrel" a man cannot afford to 

pay his taxes and heep his dog, so he throws a stick into the strong, 

ebbing tide and the dog is swept out to sea. The economic pressures 

on the man are put to one side and the third verse focusses on 

raising pity by huzianising the dog: 

The loving eyes of the dog inclined 
To the man he held as a god enshrined, 
With no suspicion in his mind 
That this had all been meant. 
Till the effort not to drift from shore 
Of his little legs grew slower and slower, 
And, the tide still outing with brookless power, 
Outward the dog, tool went. 

The poem concludes, 

The faith that had shone in that mongrel's eye 
That his owner would save him by and by 
Turned to much like a curse 248 he sank to die, 
And a loathing of mankind. 

For Hardy, MIan and Hature are dependent on each other and he 

condemns the master for breaking his part of the bargain. The 

fault of the poem is not in the idea, but in the uncritical use 

of emotion which*weakens the whole case. There is the same blur 

of sentimentality in "Compassion", an ode in celebration of the 

RSPCA's centenary. The first verse opens with a solemn "legend! ' lit 

; r. by the "lonesome lamp" of "a few fain pione s,, 
25, 

we are in the 

wrong emotional climate from the start. 'Worse failures are "Dead 

'Wessex' the dog to the household" and "Iast word to a dumb friend! '26. 
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The emotion here seems to vary only in strength, not in kind. 

This subjective transference of human feeling is not particularised 

and does not do justice to the nature of the feelings that people 

have for animals: the section of Christopher Smart's poem on his 

cat Jeoffrey in "Jubilate"t is, by contrast, a fine example of the 

creation of a true and balanced emotion, unsentimentalisedt yet 

not at all lacking in feeling and admiration. It is a lack of some 

critical quality in Hardy that he must pull all into a scheme and 

cannot risk allowing anything to speak for itself unjudged by the 

poet. His "Bags of Meat" comes near to success, beginningo 

it Here's a fine bag of meat, ", 
Says the master-auctioneer, 

and a little later, 

"Now this young bull - for thirty pound? 
Worth that to manure your ground! " 
"Or to stand! ', chimed the second one, 
"And have his picter done! " 

But the ironies that could emerge from this resilient folk-style 

are not allowed to develop: 

Each beastj when driven in, 
Looks round at the ring of bidders there 
W-Ith a much amazed reproachful stare, 
As at unnatural kin, 
For bringing him to a sinister scene 
So strange, unhomelike, hungry, mean; 
His fate the while suspended between 
A butcher, to kill out of hand, 
And a farmer, to keep on the land; 
One can fancy a tear runs down his face 

27 'When the butcher wins, and he's driven from the place. 

We are back to "The Puzzled Game-Birds" of Poems of the Past and 

the Present, in which "treachery" was the key word and the poem's 

most destructive concept. The difficulty seems to be that Hardy's 

compassionate impulses tend to draw everything together and act as 

a restriction on his imagination. One may well agree with the ideas 

of "The 11ind Blew Words" and "The Last Chrysanthemum" but detail 
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and variety are sulnerged beneath the corimonplace, 

-I talk as if the thing were born 
With sense to work its mind; 

Yet it is but one mask of many worn 
By the Gxeat Face behind. . 28 

Hardy is very rarely content with pure song or observation, 

though when he takes the line of the Shakespearian pastoral song 
("Weathers") or the lyric style of WH Davies ("A Light Snow-Fall 

After Frost")q he writes extremely well. "Snow in the Suburbs" 

is another example$ its last four lines allowing the suggestiveness 

of the words to work for themselves: 

Me steps are a blanched slope, 
Up which, with feeble hope, 
A black cat comes, wide-eyed and thin; 

29 And we take him in. 

As Nature, though, is normally linked to Hardy's ruminationsl so 

do the poems that have a precise location relate to the emotions. 

Particular places in Cornwall are used to convey Hardy's feelings 

about his first wife after her death and in "At Wynyard's Gap" 

the lonely$ wild vantage point with its views over "half South 

Wessex" seems to match the intoxicating and dangerous feeling of 

the adulterous meeting that takes place there. 

Hardy's feeling for the relationship of the living tissue to 

the earth and its locality is well-known. "Drummer Hodge"t "To 

Flowers From Italy in Winter", " Transformat ions", "A Thought in Two 

Moods" and "Proud Songsters" are all good illustrations of the 

cyclical idea of'"earth to eartht dust to dust"g softened by the 

knowledge of generations experiencing the same life and belonging 

to the same place. "On An Invitation to the United States" Speaks 

for Hardy himself: as Death and suffering iaust come, he would 

have them in familiar places. 

Hardy's nature poetryp then, mostly serves to enable him to 

reflect on moral and philosophical questions. These reflectionsg as 
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Eliot pointed outo do tend to emotionalism and self-absorption 

"unhampered by any ideas"'. Eliot's view is typically paradoxical, 

for at first sight Hardy's poems seem overwhelmed with ideas, 

but in the numerous poems that are so predictably closed with one 

thought or another, the difference between a thought and an idea 

becomes apparent. "Thoughts". like Hardy's personificationso are 

almost endless and have little potentialo as ideas have, for , 

changing the reader's perspective. The finest poems of Hardy, to 

me, axe those which turn away from the system of thoughts for 

solving problems and become suggestive and comprehensivet like the 

end of "Snow in the Suburbs". The number of poems that really 

matter, then, would be far smaller than Davie, Van Doren and 

Iarkin 30 
consider to be Hardy's real achievement (ie. more or less 

all). And it is not a coincidence that debate keeps returning 

to the question of what poems matter (the whole collection or a 

relatively small number). Davie's view of Hardy, for examplej 

never comes to terms with the weak poems. It cannotg for these 

poems result from the overt and important part that Hardy's 

"scientific humanism" is allowed to play in his poetry and it is 

thisq of course# that makes Hardy great to Davie and larkin. 

I would suggest that Hardy's achievement is both more uneven and 

more distinctive than this. A way of characterising these contrastst 

is to look at the nature of his response to change. 

Any attempt. to argue that Hardy's nature poetry shows a 

beneficial sensitivity to change, must first admit Hardy's instinctive 

desire to establish the individual's power to resist change. This 

'withdrawal into the self is contrary to the'spirit of scientific 

hwnanism; indeedg Hardy's concentration on the stern inevitabilities 

I -led to charges of pessimism. These he always vigorously repudiatedt 
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but so gradual are the processes of evolution and so hampered is 

Man's progress by his lack of love that Hardy's meliorism more 

often looksq at the least, like stoicism. His poems of country 

life are full of the seepticalp conservative view that each person 

creates his own weather. Time and again Hardy describes a perfect 

summer scene which is mid-winter to a separated lover or a widower# 

and just as characteristically country life appears to depend on 

what you make it and how you learn to endure. -Hardy knows that 

in the country the first reality is the work to be done: 

That shepherd still stands in that white smock-frocks 
Unnoting all things save the counting his flock. 3 

but there are still lessons to be learned from the happy scyther, 

whose mental attitude transforms actual conditionst 

Though pleasure spurredp I rose with irki 
Here is one at compulsion's whip 
Taking his life's stern stewardship 
With blithe uncarej and hard at work 32 At four o'clock! 

A selection of Hardy's poems could be made to Put the case., 

that he idealises rural life. There is the romantic "Vagrant's 

Song" with its unrealistic: 

0a hollow tree 
Is as good for me 
As a house of a thousand pound133 

There is the city tree that has never "smelt the landscape's sweet 

serene" in "To a Tree in London"34, the pale, lame "provincial 

town-boy" who longs to own a green linnet in "The Boy's Dream"35 

and the London clerk; 

Who 
, 
sees no escape to the very verge of his days 

From the rut of Oxford Street into open ways; 36 

There is the poem "A Private Man on Public Men" praising the 

withdrawn life "'Shut from the noise of the world without" and 

"little endowed, not wanting more"sWa'nd perhaps Hardy's most 
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obvious pastoral, "Dream of the City Shopwoman" j, i- - 

We'd rove a truant cock and hen 
To some snug solitary glen, 
And never be seen to haunt again 
7his teeming yard. 

And, in the fifth verse, 

Our clock should be the closing flowers, 
Our sprinkle-bath the passing showersq 
Our church the alleyed willow bowers, 
The truth our theme; 

The poem finishesq howeverp with Death as the. only real', pastorals 

But all is dreaml 

0 Godg that creatures framed to, feel 
A yearning nature's strong appeal 
Should writhe on this eternal wheel- 
In rayless grime; 

And vainly noteg with wan regret, 
Each star of early promise set; -, 1- --r. 
Till Death relievesl and ýhey forget 

13 Their one Life's time 

These poemsj scattered thinly, through'Hardys work, are matched 

by others that deliberately reject, the "Georgian" pastoralf''-- "7he 

Milkmaid" begins as a perfect rural scene with-its "daisied bank"9 

*flowerey river ooze" and the milkmaid seeming "a very part"-of, 

Nature's "life, sentimentl/And essence",, but the last three verses 

send up all the bucolic pleasantries: 

She bends a glance of pain, 
And, at a moment, lets escape a tear; 
Is it that passing train, 
Whose alien whirr offends her country's ear? 

Nay'. Phyllis does not dwell 
On visual and familiar things like these;, - 
What moves her is the spell 
Of inner themes and inner poetriess 

-Could but by Sunday, morn 
Her gay new gown come, meads might dry to dung 

ýTrains shriek till ears wereýtorn, 
If Fred would not prefer that Other One 

, . 
39 

The mood is established in that shepherdess's name Phyllis 

followed by that of her lover in the last line Fred. The milkmaid 

is like the girl in "From Her in the Country"p who thinks of her 
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lover's *crassq clanging town" and, how. much sweeter one little bud 

is "than all man's urban shows". Howeverp. she finds, she is not a 

simpleýchild of Nature: 
" I- 

And strove to feel ray nature brought it forth 
Of instinct, or no rural maid was I; 
But it was vain; for I could not see worth 
Enough around to charm a midge or fly. 

And mused again on city din and sin 
140 Longing to madness I might move theýein 

Me anti-pastoral is witty but I would not claim. sensitivity to 

change as one of its qualitiesp nor would Lfollow,. Davie in trying 

to establish Hardy's modernity through supposing connections 

between his verse forms and the forms created by technology.. 

While one may agree that Davie, is perfectly right to-dismiss 

Douglas Brown's view of Hardys. work as an elegy forland 

celebration ofj pre-industrial values doomed by technology41, it 

seems quite arbitraryp for instanceg that Davie should look at 

"Lines to a Movement in Mozart's E-Plat Symphony" through the 

analogy of Victorian architecture and engineerine'. Why not 

through the analogy of Mozart's musical methoa? All four verses 

are on broadly the same pattern. Here is verse 1: 

Show me again the time 
When in the Junetide's prime 
We flew by meads and mountains northerlyl 
Yea, to such freshness 45airness, fulness, finenessl freenesst 
Love lures life on. 

The virtuoso fourth line takes up all the halted rhythms of, the 

verse: it is not difficult to hear Mozart's own method of 

composition in this., Davie's remarks on "Overlooking the River 

Stour" are similarly stretched. Supposedly it is, the mere presence 

of mechanisation that gives modernity. Commenting on the swallows 

in the first verse, he says. they are seen as crossbows, while, the 

moor-hen in the second is seen as "some sort of lathe": he,. then 

argues that live creatures are "transformed into machines". (HardY- 

writes elsewhere of swallows as arrows and the crossbow anyway 
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seems a suspiciously archaic kind of machine. ) In the third verse, 

however# the kingeups "are presented in normal organic terms" and 

Davie thinks the poem is faultily constructed: "The shift is 

notable. And yet the poet gives no indication that he has 

noticed it". 44 
The "shift" is not notable at all, even when 

pointed out. 

In his account of "The Wind's Prophecy", Davie actually admits 

some special pleading. 
45 

The attempt to show-Hardy's awareness of 

modern life penetrating his verse-forms, metres and diction has 

few examples to work with. Yet Hardy meets the modern with 

equanimity and does absorb it into his frame of reference. The 

lights of a car going on its own way, 'self-containedl can express 

his own isolation as surely as a deserted windy cliff or stretch of 

moor-lands 

A car comes upj with lamps full glare, 
That flash upon a tree: 
It has nothing to do with me, 
And whangs, along in a. world of its own, 
Leaving a blacker air; 
And mute by the gate I stand4ggain alone, 
And nobody pulls up there. 

This is sensitivity to change incorporated in poetry: the car appears 

unobtrusively in the poemp just as the phrase "pulls up" does not 

direct attention to the poet's supposed modernity. Hardy is relaxed 

and confident enough to make poetic use of the full variety of his 

experience. The voices in "Channel Firing"p for instance, range 

from God's to Parson Thirdly's and the diction ranges from "gunnery 

practice" and "mad as hatters" to the medieval tones of "Christes 

sake". 
47 

Formal and colloquial, anci 
I 
ent and modern, the mix is 

peculiarly Hardy's own. He does not make atheme of modernityp but 

his sensitivity to the climate of his times preserves him from the 

sterile, "literary" attitudes so often associated with his kind of 

subject matter. "The Darkling Thrush" 
48 

is so immediatet though it 
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works with words like "spectre", "lyres", "crypt"t "illimited", 

"plume"p "carolings", etc, because we sense Hardy's mind combining 

its own experience with an acute feeling for the present and all 

the present's difference from that experience. The date at the 

end of the poem (31st December 1900), like the thrush itself, 

resolves and contains the poem's two contrary areas of feeling - one 

associated with "the Century's corpse"'and the other with "'some 

blessed Hope". That date is'only the most obvious expression of 

the poem's unpretentious and assimilated modernity. 

Perhaps it is not surprising, in view of the directness and 

integrity of Hardy's response to change, that his poetry is generally 

free of the class illusions that blight so much Georgian nature 

poetry. Irving Howe decides that Hardy's work is shaped by his 

plebeian origins and values: 

He assumes the connection between poetry and ordinary 
life, and writes about those areas of experience 
Wordsworth proposed to enter but in 4ý hich he could never 
claim Hardy's knowledge or ease. 

This natural assumption of the connection between poetry and 

ordinary life gives Hardy's poetry its capacity to absorb change and 

make unselfconscious, imaginative use of it. Truet his is often a 

literal and bathetic poetry; its structure of feeling naive and 

unsubtle and its version of poetry as religion or philosophy 

tending to the prosaic and doggedl but it is also a poetry that is 

seriously applied to common experience and that avoids the ideological 

and artistic confusion of so much other writing of the same period. 

And in the imagery and technique of poems like "During Wind and Rain" 

and "The Darkling Thrush" it achieves a remarkable intensity of mood 

and feeling. In this area of the deepening. of the commonplace and 

the transforming of usual perspectivest Hardy has significant 

connections with Robert Frost and Edward Thomas. 
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(ii) Robert Frost and Edward Thomas 

The anti-modernist example of Thomas Hardy's poetry, in 

emphasising literal meaning derived from the phraseology and tones 

of speech (heightened though these often are) was followed by Frost 

in America and Thomas in England. Thomas's reviews of Frost's 

North of Boston, indicated the importance both poets gave to poetry's 

origins in common speech and in the process of making sense ofq or 

attaching straightforward meanings to, experience: 

Mr Frost has, in fact, gone backi as Whitman and as 
Wordsworth went backg through the paraphernalia of 
poetry into poetry again. With a confidence like geniust 
he has trusted his conviction that a man will not easily 
write better than he speaks when some matter has touched 
him deeply, and he has turned it 58ver until he has no 
doubt what it means to him ..... 

For Frostq a "sentence sound" connects the individual words 

of a sentence and for Thomas the living part of language is in its 

stress and "the postures which the voice assumes"51in speechl 

though Thomas was careful to explain how much more work the speech 

of literature, must dot than the speech of life: 

It (Literature) has to make words of such a-spiritp 
and arrange them in such a manner, that they will do 

, all that a speaker can do by innumerable gestures and 
their innumerable shades, by tone and pitch of voiceg 

, 
ýy a3-l that he is and, rall that by speech, by pausest,,, 

he will become 

To both menp while poetry's vitality comes from its roots in 

common speech, its richness depends on the power with which the 

whole context has been imagined or, in Thomas's words on Frostj 

the binding and beautifying of plain lines "by a calm eagerness 
53 

9f emotion". This poeticsq reminiscent of Wordsworth's Preface 
54 of 1798 is almost as inevitably associated with the poetry of 

the natural and rural world and its symbolism of the emotions. 

Frost and Thomas draw close when they charge the commonplace moment 

with significance - Frost, hearing the oven-bird in mid-summer, 

concludes "'The Oven Bird! ': 

The question that he frames in all but words 
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Is what to make of a diminished thAng. 

Thomas, reca=Lng the song of a bird in a wood, finishes "The 

Unknown Bire : 

Now straightawayg if I think of itg become 
Light as that bird wandering beyond my shore. 

What is "re3lgious" and Wordsworthian 
55 in both poets is their 

feeling that Nature# and the life and talk of rural peoplet have 

innate meaning which the poet catches and fixes in his poem56., 

Frost and Thomas share all this and a language and many idealsp 

but comparison of their work also underlines the great extent to 

which poetry's character is derived from structures of feeling which 

are themselves determined by the particularities of economic systems. 

It is here that their differences emerge most strikingly. 

Robert Frosto to Thomas "the only begetter right enough"57 

of his poemsj was in England immediately, before the First World 

War, a time when the Georgian poets were'aiming to develop Just 

those features that America had yet to recognise in Frost. He 

wrote in plain language based on the rhythms of speech yet contained 

in iambic forms, he expressed country wisdom and he championed 

country life against life in the city. Poetry was a matter of 

talking sense - basically a narrative art and not one where you 

"stand still and pirouette on one leg,, 58. 'Poetry should avoid 

obscurity and vers, libre was like playing tennis without a net. 

Yet in spite of his frequent contact with the Georgian poets and 

his close friendship with Thomas ("We never disagreed/Which gate 

to rest onr59) and whatever the actual influence on Thomas himself, 

Frost left little lasting impression on British poetry. He was 

essentially an American exile waiting to be recalled to become the 

national poet and sage and his structure of feeling is really quite 
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different to that of the English Georgians. 

The Georgian, searching for a lost spiritual home and anxious 

to be accepted in a local village community remains, in economic 

terms, a by-stander from the city. Unlike the commuter population 

arriving to set up its suburban Eden and recreating its own version 

of "village life". the English Georgian is a genteel country-dweller 

who wants to observe "authentic village life" and preserve its 

character. There is no American Georgian in this sense. Frostg 

even when he is not-writing wellq is still shrewd enough to avoid 

the treacherous structures of feeling so eagerly adopted by the 

English Georgians. Frost knows his real economic value in the rural 

community and where a Georgian would become maudlin, he becomes 

ironic. "New Hampshire"# Frost's "Lob"-, begins with a lady from 

the South boasting that none of her family "ever worked or had 

a thing to sell". That Frost's rural ideal is to be a wry and 

practical thing is made more plain in the beautiful second paragrapht 

I meta traveller from Arkansas 
Who boasted of his state as beautiful 
For diamonds and apples. 'Diamonds 
And apples in commercial quantities? ' 
I asked him, on my guard. 'Oh, yes', he answered, 
Off his. 

Me last section of "New Hampshire" shows Frost irritated with 

both the feeble-hearted "prude" romanticising Nature yet really 

hating it, and the dismissive "puke ... who cares not what he 

does in company"'t The poem finishes: 

Well, if I have to choose one or the other, 
I choose to be a plain New Hampshire farmer 
With an income in cash of say a thousand 
(From say a publisher in New York city). 
It's restful just to arrive at a decisionp 
And restf ul just to think about New 6ýaaPshire. At presentpI am living in Vermont. 

The irony here is a safety-net: sentimentality can't catch you 

Out. Frost is similarly guarded in actual social terms. His 
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grandfather bought him his first farm and his income from'teaching 

and writing meant he was never dependent on farming for profit, 

but in his poetry he does not strain to show he is a real farmer. 

He wants to be a slightly grumpy independent left alone to build 

walls and turn over the earth for his own satisfaction. He accepts, 

therefore, a rural society that is not self-contained. His poetry 

is wise and practical 
61 

, flavoured with the rural but not mistaking 

it for a complete way of life open to him or his readers. In an 

interview in 1931 Frost made it clear that though he thought 

industrialisation and cities are bad for people, he was "not 

interested in the Thoreav-business" of back to the land., 

We must use the modern tools at our disposal. I think 
we can get an analogy for our ways of living from the 
American Pullman car. There we are mostly alone, but 
there 's62PPortun'ty to step out and be a little with 
people. 

This is a commuter notion but nevertheless you must cultivate your 

garden or farm wellg for your spiritual replenishment depends on 

a real harvest: 

'Fill your cellar and fill your larder' so that you 
can go into the siege of winter with zest. Go to the 
cellar stairsl look at the preparations for winter. 
Smell the apples. Have a good cellar. That is a 
part of the good life. 
A person is always being pulled out of himself socially 
and it is always in the person, and up to the personp 
to take corrective measures. He should know when 63 
to saye 'I am too much out of myself - too overt'. 

This may be, largelyl conventional American conservative ideology 

ruralised and seasoned with fragments of philosophical and 

psychological truthg but in Frost's poetry it works in a more 

fundamental and telling way. 

In earlier chapters I have argued that'successful pastoral 

poetry depends on an understanding of the artificiality of the 

genre and that many failures in English pastoral from the eighteenth 

century onwards and, most obviously in the early twentieth centuryl 
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are due to poets expecting that the genre will also accommodate 

social realism. Frost, with his understanding of and confidence 

about his role, is not surprisingly the most successful user of 

pastoral since Wordsworth. He is able to set many highly dramatic 

poemsg essentially dealing with emotional complexity (poems like 

"The Death of the Hired Man") against the constant of a simple 

rural background. In Englandg Edward Thomas instinctively took 

English rural poetry in a different direction. from that of the 

pastoral of Frost. 

In discussing Edward Thomas as a Georgian (see above p 11911) 

I suggested that the failure of "The Manor Farm" was due to the 

explanation added to the poem. In the first section of the poem 

every detail strengthens the surely created February feeling begun 

in the first line, "the rock-like mud unfroze a little ... " Like 

all good nature poetry, the symbolism of the description is almost 

instinctive, though in the Frostian line "But earth would have her 

sleep outj in spite of the sun"', Thomas comes near to actually 

stating the human feeling the piece so unobtrusively symbolises. 

In the last seven lines Thomas gives his own "interpretation" of 

the poem's mood and the finely sensed Englishness of the first 

part of the poem loses its delicate tints in the crude rosiness 

of Olde England. A similar thing happens at the end of "The Combe"O 

which is "darko ancient and dark"' with its sides of "sliding chalk" 

and its "beech and yew and perishing juniper". The last line of 

the poem describes the badgert which has been dug out of the 

combe and given to the hounds, as: 

That most ancient Briton of English beasts. 
64 
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There is a destructive tendency to round poems off with simple 

explanationsl to fall back, in the Georgian manner, on comforting 

popular notions of Englishness. The same thing happens in 

"Haymaking"l for a mood is created ("After night's thunder far away 

had rolled/The fiery day had a kernel sweet of cold"), and then 

destroyed with heavy-handed explanation: 

7he men leaned on their rakes, about to begin, 
But still. And all were silent. All was oldp 
This morning time, with a great age untold, 65 Older than Clare and Cobbettv Morland and Crome 

There is a loss of balance. We are f orced to account f or the 

delicate essence created, in terms of what is at best a very dubious 

historical fancy. Other possibilities are closed off and the 

poet's intention suddenly breaks cover. He is proving a point and 

the poem now looks like a Georgian nature piece after all. So many 

of Thomas's poems have this essentially Georgian feeling that Leavis' 

remark that "only a very superficial classification could associate 

Edward Thomas with Mr Blundenj or with the Georgians at all,. 
66 

begins 

to look too generous. Indeed a recent editor of Thomasq Edna 

Iongleyo bases her case for his poetry's significance on its success 

with what I would see as second-rate Georgian material. She claims 

Thomas's poetry is "a gesture not of despairing nostalgia, but of 

cultural assertion" and believes that "the marshalling of English 

tradition in "Lob" epitomises Thomas's position as a crucial 

missing link" for "like Noah's ark, the poem is a cultural 'survival 
67 kits crystallising the goal of Thomas's anthology This EnglanV . 

Elsewhere she writes that "'Lob' is undoubtedly one of Thomas's 

finest achievements" . 
68 

Yet Thomas's reputation actually dependsý 

on distinguishing the mirage "goals" of his anthology This Englandl 

with its accompanying poetic satellites including "Lob", from poems 

like "lad's Love" or "As the Team's Head-Brass" which distil feeling, 

create a particularity of mood and incorporate an unforced 
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sensitivity to contemporary life. Poems like "May the Twenty-third"9 

"The Gypsy", "The New Year" and "Man and Dog" are interesting 

because they fall between these two extremes. Though they make 

a deliberate, and partially successfulp effort to enter into and 

express the full lives of particular country people# these poems 

remain friendly articulations on behalf of natives of the country- 

side. Maybe Thomas does understand his own relationship to the 

reality of their livesg but he has not incorporated this awareness 

into the poems and so their "modernity" of sensibility is more 

awkward and self-conscious than commendable. As with Hardy, the 

real incorporation of sensitivity to change is more subtle - more 

subtle even than Thomas's own scepticism about such traditional 

Georgian country comforts as pubs and property. 
69 

It can be seen 

at work in "As the Team's Head-Brass"70which, like Hardy's poem, 

"The Darkling Thrush" depends on a precise sensitivity to the 

historical moment. In Thomas's poeml ploughman and writer share 

a sense of the war's proximity and this gives the poem a vigour 

that could never come from the mere mention of such contemporary 

material. Rather, this sense of the war clarifies their relation- 

ship and allows the poem freedom to move beyond their relationship 

for there is none of that frequently encountered Georgian anxiety 

(the poet eager to show his credentials as a countryman), which 

evades economic realities and so narrows the range of sensitivity. 

The tone of the-poem is relaxed and confident. The very 

traditional situation of labourer and observing poet is not 

obscured or romanticised. The poet has moved through an impasse 

of feeling. He unselfconsciously asks the ploughman of the fallen 

elm, "when will they take it away? " The ploughman remarks that 

if one of his mates "had stayed here we should have moved that 
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tree". -The-casual "they" and "we"--indicate Thomas's understanding 

and acceptance of the relationship of poet to labourer and the 

poem is free to explore its own areas, of -feeling. The lovers are 

important here: like the work of ploughing and" the business of 

poetic reflectiong their love is continuously present in the poem. 

Three different perspectives co-exist without nervous self- 

justification and Thomas allows the mood he has created to speak 
-ýe 

for itself. Instead of an explanationt leaning on generalised ideas 

about traditional English culture, in the style of "7he Manor Farm* g 

Thomas ends his poem with, a'simple 're -statement of these three 

perspectives: 

7he lovers came out of the wood again: 
The horses started and f or the last time 
I watched the clods crumble and topple over 
After the ploughshare and the stumbling team. 

For readers today, "As the Team's Head-Brass" creates a particular 

feeling of the moment and quality of timet but this'actually 

works through Thomas's sensitivity *to the moods-of 1916. War's 

disruption of life is a disruption of time (the elm that-fell on 

the night of the soldier's -, Ieath is still lying therep thought 

circles and supposes with "ifs" and "coulds") but 'labour and love 

both counter this disruption with their own'persistence. -, Iabour, 

the actual work of ploughingo itselfsuggesting seasonal time, ý 

re-establishes normal time. Furrow after furrow is ploughed with 

- the regularity of a clock, each marked by the striking of, '' - 

conversation and thought: 

One minute and an interval of ten, - 
A minute more and the same interval. 

Love's counter to disruption is to move out of time. 7he lovers 

enter the wood at the start of the poem and do not come out until 

the endl 
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7he war setting alone cannot account for the modernity of 

sensibility in "As the Team's Head-Brass". It is something much 

more basic in the imaginative vision of the poem. When Ieavis 

wrote of Thomas's "representative modern sensibility" it was 

in the context of his depiction of "modern disintegration"71 . but for 

Coombess 

.. though the poetry does not take in much of the 
outward circumstance of the age he lived in, the 
mind and spirit in and behind it is modern in its 
delicately exploring tendency, its refusal to accept 
any cf the old sanctions and foxms simply because 
they are sanctions and fozms, its chastening but not 
overwhelming apprehension 72f time and eternity, its 
sense of isolation . 

In "Adlestrop", though there is more than usual of the "outward 

circumstance of the age"'Thomas lived in73, the poem. is mostly about 

rural beauty. But instead of an explanation of this in terms of 

Georgian cultural beliefso in the style of "The Manor Farm", Thomas 

has created a poem that is imaginatively independent. It is an 

imagist poem, two stanzas for the train in the station and two for 

the surrounding countrysideo with natural bird-song timed to 

mechanical pause, a pause just long enough for you to make out the 

fading concentric rings of sound. Through his understanding of both 

regions of the poem Thomas is able to use rhythms from industrialised 

life to express a traditional nature poet's perception. A writer's 

sensibility involves his most deeply bedded ways of regarding 

the world and it-is only at depths that seem to call relevance of 

the notion of modernity into question that Thomas's modernity of 

sensibility can actually be found. One must look behind the 

nostalgia ("it is hard not to suppose that the unadmitted craving 

for an adequate social group lay behind his most characteristic 

moods"74), the agonizing self-consciousness and self-doubt75, the 

restlessness, the roaming along lanes and over the countryside - 

strong features of both his life and work - for Edward Thomas 
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considered just as the Romantic figure of these terms, finally 

belongs with a host of other latter-day Romantic poets without 

intellectual or imaginative commitment. In poems like "'A Dreamr, 

"October" and, most typically, "Liberty", he is unsuccessfully 

attempting a Romantic fusion of his personal experience and his 

poetic voiceg but I would say that his greate'st qualities'as a 

poet are related to much less obvious Romantic characteristics - 

a Wordsworthian ability to record feelings that are obscure or 

difficult to define through tracing the tracks left in the mind, 

and the fixing of moments of mysterious significance by taking 

bearings from their commonplace surroundings. The something 

Thomas seems to be meticulously followingg the "somewhere beyond 

the borders of (his)'mind" where "there was a world he never could 

quite come at,. 
76js 

partly identified by his own tu=ing of "the 

here and nowg the ordinary moments"77through "uninfatuated faith- 

fulness to the strained mesh of experience', 
781 into those poems' 

expressing "moments of mysterious significance". Though "March" 

is not in the first rank of Thomas's poems, one can see this 

identification at worki "While still my temples ached-from the 

cold burning/Of hail and wine , the singing and screaming of thrushes 

is transposed from a physical to a'mental register: 

Something they knew -I also, while they sang. And 
after. Not till night had half its stars. 
And never a cloud, -was I aware of silence 
Stained with all that hour's songs, a silence 
Saying that Spring returnst per6 

79 
aps tomorrow. 

Silence, stained with all that hour's songn it is a typical gathering 

of the experience and deepening of the mood. There is a similar 

distillation of feeling and resolution of thought process in "The 

Unknown Bird" in which three notes become the mysteriously 

significant focal point and in "Old Man! ' or "Lad's Love" in which 

musing exploration is brought into sensory and semantic focus in 
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the bitter scent of the herbs 

I have mislaid the key. I sniff the spray 
And think of nothing; I see and I hear nothing; 
Yet seem, too, to be listeningg lying in wait 80 For what I should$ yet never cant remembers 

In "lad's Love" Thomas checks the tendency towards nostalgia and 

Georgian pastoral. The Childhood of Edward Thomas includes an 

account of the source of the poem, but the observation, "there remains 

in my mind a greenness, at once lowly and endless"8,1 becomes in the 

poem, "Only an avenue, darks nameless, without end". The recession 

from pastoral in that shift from greenness to dark, like the adult 

shadow over Eden cast by 7homas himself in the child's memory 

("and me/Forbidding her to pick") guarantees the poem a strange 

imaginative significances 

I cannot like the scent, 
Yet I would rather give up others more sweet9 
With no meaningt than this bitter one. 

What is the meaning? "I have mislaid the key" v Thomas says, but 

the poem functions as Wordsworth's "spots of time" function. It 

fixes a moment of mysterious significance by taking bearings from 

the common-place reality surrounding it and, like Wordsworth, 

Thomas achieves this by breaking through the backward-directed 

structuxes of feeling of the poetry of his day. The resonance and 

imaginative vigour of the result is a measure of his modernity of 

sensibility. 
r 
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(iii) DH Iawrence 

DH Iawrence's contributions to the Georgian anthologies used 

Nature very distinctively to approach and explore feeling (see above 

p loaff). In considering his poetry as a whole, one becomes 

aware of a great expansion in the scope of nature poetry, so that 

even the poems concerned apparently exclusively with animal and 

plant life plainly stand as part of lawrence's total outlook on 

human experiences And his underlying metaphysic both fuels his 

creative response and remains in tension with it. 

Following Hardy, Frost and Thomas, DH Iawrence rejects 

modernism in poetry and its most characteristic opinion - that the 

linear development of a primary literality actually restricts 

artistic meaning. He writes poetry because of what he has to say 

and he seeks a form and language that will allow the most direct 

expression of his feelings and ideas. His importance in this 

tradition is not lessened by his extremism (he is more "prophetic" 

and "iconoclastic" than "judicious" and "fair-minded! ) 
l which excludes 

him from a central positýon in Donald Davie's line of socially 
82 

responsible poets from Hardy on. Iawrence wrote that "the novels 

and poems come unwatched out of one's pen" as "pure passionate 

experience" but that finally "even art is utterly dependent on'- 

philosophy: or if you prefer' it, on a metaphysic"; 
83also, "the 

essential function of art'is moral"084 There is a chain of-intefisely 

strong beliefs underlying these andýsimilar statements which gives 

Iawrence's voice an exceptional seriousness and urgency. To Pinto 

he is, like Blake, a poet without a mask85and to Auden "it is 

doubtful if a writer ever existed who had less of an artistic persona 

than Lawrence; from his letters and the reminiscences of his friendsp 

it would seem that he wrote for publication in exactly the same way 
86 

as he spoke in private" . ", 
But, associated with these qualitiesp 
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there are difficulties for the poems which the novels do not share. 

The moral method of the Lawrentian novel, how "it can inform and 

lead into new places the flow of our sympathetic consciousness and 
(it can) lead our sympathy away in recoil from things gone dead... "87 

is well-known and many may feel that the discipline of dramatisation 

involved in the novel formp almost by definition ideas in novels have 

their coerciveness checked or removed, has artistic advantages far 

greater than those of poetry. Indeed most of the hostile criticism 

of Iawrence's poetry considers his voice too direct, too naked in 

its expression. This is found most strongly in Blackmur's formalist 

view that Lawrence, ignoring the technical resources that make poetry 

rich, expects "the bare indicative statement of experience" to be 

"equivalent to insight-into it". 88 Even a sympathetic critic like 

Hough, taking the force of Blackmur's argument, rather apologetically 

calls for the admission of "expressive and biographical'aims" 89 

into criticism of the poems. Certainly lawrence pays little attention 

to the poetic orthodoxy of the New Criticism. His 'poetry looks in 

a different direction-- towards the prose-poems of the Old Testament 

and the poetry of Whitman. It is of the present and fromýthe poet's 

demons "in free verse we look for the insurgent naked throb of 

the instant moment"q "it just takes place", and "for such utterance 

any externally-applied law would be mere shackles and death"o9o 

Amy Lowell confused the issue by calling Look! We Have Come Through 

"a great novel, perhaps greater than Sons and Lovers"91but she was 

right-to direct attention to the book's source of power and to its 

success. Pinto makes a worse mistake about the nature of genre in 

his reply: 

This, of courset is an exaggeration, but there is a grain 
of truth in it. The sequence contains the material for a 
notable novel or autobiographical work and I believe 
lawrence would have been well-advised to take a hint from 
Dante's Vita Nuova and cast it intoqýhe form of a prose 
narrative with interspersed lyrics. 
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Iawrence himself knew that his "pensees" needed the form of 

poetry not prose; prose thoughts he described as naggingp assertive, 
93 slightly bullying". Mere are, it is true, clear weaknesses in 

his use of poetic forms, such as frequent ineptitudes in rhyming 

words or the over-insistence of the Nettles poems - the "hammer, 
94 hammer, hammer of exasperation"' in Richard Aldington's phrase, 

but the poems should first be read on their own terms. I cannot see 

the case for law-making of this kinds 

Poems of personal emotion, like most of those in 
LookI We Have Come Through!, above all need the 

95 discipline of outward and predetermined form. 

In the same way that he insists that the novel is a means of 

change now, as it is read, so lawrence wants his poetry to arise 

from and relate 'to present experience. In the "Introduction" to the 

American edition of New Poems (1918) he defines his own poetry as 

of the'immediate present, quite different to the perfecied moments 

of the poetry of "the beginning" and "the end" with their "exquisite 
96 finality" . 

Laterv in 1928t he went beyond this: 

It seems to'me that no poetry, not even the besto should 
be judged as if. it existed in the absolute, in the vacuum 
of the absolute. Even the best poetry, when it is at 
all personall needs the penumbra of its own time and 97 place and circumstance to make it full and whole. 

There is, of courset another side to lawrence's modernity. 

Paradoxically, he can-be viewed as an artist wilfully avoiding the 

implications of change, as a reactionary in his stylej his structures 

of feeling, his philosophy and his politics. Though wanting to 

speak directly in his poetry, for examplet lawrence always puts 

his own language and style first. In an early poem ("Return", 

published in 1913) the result is Iawrentian archaic diction: 

Cease then from music! Does anguish of absence ýequeath 
But barbed aloofness when I would draw near? 

9 
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Odd as such poetry often is, Iawrence is trying to forge a language 

of feeling and purity. It is very far from simple reliance on 

earlier modes of expression. (7be ultimate form of this is the 

attempt to redeem the language of sexuality, in ladý Chatterley's 

Lover, first published in 1928. ) Similarly, in using myth, like the 

myths of leda and Persephonet Iawrence is again taking the nearest 

and best, though not the obvious modern, way for his art-99 

Much of his early poetry is, however, driven by unfruitfully 

Georgian impulsesse 

I remember perfectly the Sunday afternoon when I 
perpetrated those first two pieces: *To Guelder-Roses" 
and "To Campions"I in springtime, of coursep and, as I 
say, in my twentieth year. Any young lady might have written 
them and been pleased with them; as I was pleased with them. 
But it was after that, when I was twenty, that my real demon 
would now and then get hold of me and shake more real poems 
out of me, making me uneasy. 1 188 ver "liked" my real poems 
as I liked "To Cuelder-Roses". 

In "7be. Little Town At Evening", published in 1919t he-longs for 

the repose and protection, in all senses, given by the village 

church "gentle and great" to "children still playing in the hay" 

and the houses falling asleep like drowsy creatures "under the 

fleece of shadow"s 

Hardly a murmur comes from 
, 
the sleeping brood; 

I wish the church had covered me up with the rest 
In the home-place. Why is it she should exclude 101 Me so distinctly from sleeping the sleep I'd love best? 

Throughout his work lawrence looks backwards to a lost state of 

grace, to a time "long ago, oh, long ago": 

Before the glaciers were gathered up in a bunch out of 'the 
unsettled seas and winds, 

Or else before they had been let down again, in Noah's floodl 
There was another world# a dusky, flowerless# tendrilled world 
And creatures webbed and marshy, 
And on the margin, men soft-footed and pristine, 
Still, and sensitive, and active, 
Audile, tactile sensitiveness as of a tendril which orientates 

and reaches out, 
Reaching out and grasping by an instinct morlolelicate'than 

the moon's as she feels for the tides. 
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The same idea is elaborated in the "Foreword" to Fantasia of the 

Unconscious and in Etruscan Placesp published in 1927: 

And that is the true Etruscan qualityz 
ease, naturalness and an abundance of lifet no need 103 to force the mind or the soul in any direction. 

The Mediterranean world of 7he Man Who Diedl begun in 1927, becomes 

an Eden landscape too. Lawrence's whole account of human history 

takes the Fall very literallys only for him it is the rise of 

dualism and idealism in Plato and Christ that marks the end of Eden. 

He prophesies a new age, like the second Eden prophesied in "The 

Triumph of the Machine"l 104 but in spite of (or, perhaps as 

demonstrated in) The Plumed Serpent and The Woman Who Rode Awayt 

Iawrence knows there is no going back: 

I don't want to live again the tribal mysteries my blood 
has lived long since. I don't want tjoýnow as I have 
known, in the tribal exclusiveness. 

These pastoral metaphors, like all metaphors in lawrence, 

are expected to have real applicability. There is something 

fundamentally literal about them all, just as it is first of all 

through the flesh and the physical that lawrence believes we should 

live and know. When he asks the working man, theng to return to 

him (the intellectual) "the responsibility for the future" because 

it is a responsibility the working man "can't acquire, and which saps 

his life", the underlying Eden myth is actually expected to be 

realised: 

I would like him to give me back books and newspapers and 
theories. And I would like to give him back, in return, 
his old insoucianclognd rich, original spontaneity and 
fullness of life. 

Eden, as usual, is a code-word for conservative economics, only 

Lawrence refuses to associate his ideas with the bourgeoisie or 

aristocracy whom he sees, for the most part, as just as beastly, 

ignoble and corrupted as the proleteriat. Lawrence's revolution is 
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in the heart: you can be an "aristocrat" whatever your social class. 

It is not surprising that he does not write about such practical 

considerations as how good rulers should be recognised and selected. 

This deliberate impracticality, with its quasi-religious appeal to 

"the heart" j means that lawrence will not be able to talk to the 

politicians and reformers of his own day, as the short poem "The 

Way Out" in Mom Pansies indicates: 

7he only way to settle the property question 
is to cease to be interested in it; to be so interested 

in something else 107 that the property problem solves itself by the way. 

lawrence Is reality is always an autonomous p spiritual one: he rejects 

the basic Marxist claim that economic modes of production determine 

social relations. To himl social relations are mere symptoms of a 

people's state of spiritual health. Social conflicts can be solved, 

apparently, by being "interested in something else". His attitude 

to English industrial capitalism is consistent with this: it Is 

industrialism itself that has ruined England and, whatever their 

class, men are ruined by machines and property and money. Gerald in 

Women in Love and Ursula's Uncle Tom and Winifred Inger in The 

Rainbow are enslaved by machines and industry as much as the colliers 

are in the mines. Whatever the "ism" Iawrence sees the possession 

of property as the guiding principle of modern democracy. "Man has 

his highest fulfilment as a possessor of property: so they all say 

really". 
108 Bourgeois and Bolshevist, "this pair of property mongrels", 

109 

have the same motivation and suffer the same diminution of spirit. 

Men are formed by the machines themselves: 

Man invented the machine 110 
so now the machine has invented man. 

They are "the hooked fishes of the factory world" 
ill 

and: 

New houses, new furnituregnew streets, new clothes, new sheets 
everything new and machine-made sucks life out of us and 112 makes us cold, makes us lifeless the more we have. 
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For Iawrencet "it is ugliness which really betrayed the'-spirit of 

mang in the nineteenth century"'and if the'-Company had encouraged 

beauty and celebration in people's lives "there would never have 

been an industrial problem. The industrial problem arises from the 

base forcing of all human energy into a competition of mere 

acquisition"0113 Mellors puts the same point to Connie in Chapter 

V of IadY Chatterley's Lover 114 
and the thesis could be illustrated 

from many other sources. Against the main directiori-of Twentieth 

Century thinkingo lawrence gives religious answers to social 

questions: I 

What we want is some sort of communism 
not based on wages, nor profits, nor any sort of 

buying and selling 115 but on a religion of life. 

Practically, lawrence has no realistic social programme but artistically. 
I 

he mostly transcends the limitations of his habitual structuresof 

feeling. In Women in Lover as David Craig has shown, lawrence 

distorts actual events and conditions. Craig's use of historical 

researcht his quotations from Beatrice and Sidney Webb and his 

demonstration that lawrence has located his view-point in characters 

"estranged from any community 
116 high-light both the damaging, 

injustices of the novel (moral and artistic damage, comparable with 

Shakespeare's in his account of Jack Cade in Henry VI, Part ii) 

and the impossibility of its being comprehensivell7in its 

presentation of riodern civilisation. Craig's tribute to the book, 

however, raises the question of how Iawrence's art does transcend 

his structures of feeling2 

* .. it works for page after page at a depth in human 
experience which few other artists have even attempted. 
My experience of the book in discussion is that it 
gives off meaning more or less inexhaustibly, in a way 118 that only two or three other books approach. 

As Huxley said, "lawrence was not afraid of carrying his'id6as to 

their logical conclusions". 
119 With extraordinary integrity'and 
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thoroughness he stood against over-developed consciousness and 

rationality and against the directions taken by modern democracy and 

Utilitarianism. His achievement was to realise views in art which 

are inadequate or unbalanced in his own theoretical formulations. 

It was in this sense of artistic analysis that Auden was able to 

speak of lawrence as the greatest master who ever lived "as an 

analyst and portrayer of the forces of hatred and aggression which 

exist in all human beings" 120 
, but Lawrence's mastery goes far 

beyond this. Energies and responses that the compromises of. life 

inevitably check and frustrate, are revived and revalued in Lawrence. 

His novels, stories and poems do not cause those destructive and 

egocentric feelings associated sometimes with his thought, but rather 

a greater zest for and understanding of life and our own relationships. 

Perhaps Leavis was referring to this when he said that Lawrence 

"more than anyone else in our time, makes it possible to cherish 
121 

some faith in the future of humanity" . 

Lawrence's metaphysic, like Wordworth's, is grounded in Nature. 

His finest nature poems derive from profoundly held convictions and 

the scope of "the nature poem" expands in Lawrence from the emblematic 

illustration or philosophical parallel and becomes capable of 

accommodating the poet's finest insights. Man's life, for Lawrencep 

has the same origins and home as the other creatures and plants of 

the earth: 

I am Matthewl the man, 
And I am not that other angelic matter. 

So I will be lifted upq Saviour, 
But put me down again in time, Master, 
Before my heart stops beating, and I become what I am not. 
I`ut me down again on the earthp Jesus, on the brown soil 
Where flowers sprout in the acrid humus, and fade into humus again 
Where beasts drop their unlicked young, and pasture, and drop 

their droppings among the turf. 
Where the adders dart horizontal 
Down on the dampt unceasing ground, where my feet belong 
And even my heart, Lordl forevert after all upliftingi 122 7he crumbling, damp, fresh land$ life horizontal and ceaseless. 
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Just as human relationships need bodily expression, so fulfilment 

exists Primarily as a physical thingt 

It is our ratification, 
Our heaven, as a matter of fact. 
Immortality9 the heaven, is only a projection of this 

strange but actual fulfilment, 123 here in the flesh. 

Iawrence is not denying the spiritual. He is gathering it into the 

unity of living'things - "the soul's first passion is-for sheer life": 

If you will go down into yourself, under your surface 
personality 

you will find you have a great desire to drink life direct 
from the sourcel not out of bottles and bottled personal vessels. 

What the old people call immediate contact, with God. 
That strange essential communication of, 14fe 
not bottled in human bottles. 

And i 

I am part of the sun as my eye is part of me. 
Mat I am part of the earth my feet know perfectly,,,, 
and my blood is part of the sea. 

In "Bodiless God" lawrence makes it clear that he is not talking 

idealistical 1 y: 

Unless God has a body, how can he have a voice 126 
and emotions, and des! Lres, and strength, glory or honour? 

And in "The Body of God" it is in actual things, "poppies and the 

flying fish, men singing songs, and women brushing their hair in the 

sim ese" that God exists: 

God is the great urge that has not yet found a body 127 but urges towards. inearnation with the great creative urge. 

This doctrine is followed through in the stories of the bodily 

resurrection and in poems like "The Ship of Death"I "Bavarian 

Gentians" and (his finest poem? ) "Shadows", all of which show 

Iawrence's faith and peace increasing with the approach of death. 

In "Shadows" there is a form of nature mýsticism as still and 

majestic as Wordsworth's: 
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And if, as autumn deepens and darkens 
I feel the pain of falling leaves# and stems that break in storms 
and trouble and dissolution and distress 
and then the softness of deep shadows folding, folding 
around my soul and spirit# around my lips 
so sweet, like a swoong or more like the drowse of a lowl sad song 
singing darker than the nightingale, on, on to the solstice 
and the silence of short days, the silence of the year, the shadow, 
then I shall know that my life is moving still 
with the dark earth, and drenched 128 with the deep oblivion of earth's lapse and renewal. 

If the unity of life is Iawrence's underlying belief (think of 

Chapter I of The Rainbow), man's disunity with creation and his 

resistance to nature is a most powerful artistic motif for Lawrence. 

The Roman separation into body and mind (dominated by will and 

intellect) that Lawrence saw putting out the spontaneous, naturally 

religious existence of the Etruscansq is paralleled in the late poem 

"Only Man" in which the natural world has an unusual theological 

significance: 

Only man can fall from God 
Only man. 

No animal, no beast nor creeping thing 
no cobra nor hyena nor scorpion nor hideous white ant 
can slip entirely through the fingers of the hands of god 
into the abyss of self-knowledge, 11,30 knowledge of the self-apart-from-God. "' 

Here is the biggest'difference between Man and Nature and probably 

the most important reason for Iawrence writing nature poetry. So 

many of the qualities that Iawrence urges men to recognise in them- 

selves are already present in Nature. 

. 
First, "the' only reason for living is being fully alive" 

" 
1'130 

to have "the marvellous naked assurance" of the twigs of the fig- 

tree"13'and to feel at home in one's element like the fish: 

Quelle joie de vivre 
Dans lleau! 
Slowly to gape through the waters '132 Alone with the element; 

"The final aim is not to knowl but. to be ... 'Be yourself' is the last 

motto". 
133 There is no joy or satisfaction or blossoming for modern 
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man until he has learnt this, until he can sayp with the rest of 

Nature, "how splendid it is to be substance, herel .... Is I am 

royally here". 134 lawrence insists on extending this mysticism of 

self-hood into "the real world". In "Poverty"135he transfers his 

attention from riches and poverty to the "natural abundance" 

pluming forth from the pine-tree. This is a personals religious 

supports leavings by implication, institutionalised inequality 

intact and unquestioned* 

The corollary of this aloneness and separation of life from 

life is Iawrentian "otherness" 9 the perception that the God of the ý 

fish "stands outside my God"t 

I had made a mistake, I didn't know him# 
This grey, monotonous soul in the waterg 
This intense individual in shadowq 
Fish-alive. 

I didn't know his Godp 136 I didn 1 -1. - know his God. 

In loveg too, each person, having their separate being and liberty, 

should recognise the unknowable in others: 

She touches me as if I were herself, her own. 
She has not realised yet, that fearful thing, that 

I am the other, 
she thinks we are all of one piece. 137 It is painfully untrue. 

Iawrence's attempt to characterise the particular feeling and 

nature of things results in a marvellously expressive form of poetry. 

From the Blakean wonder'and physicality of language in "Michael 

Angelo" and the human vigour and variety of "Transformations", 

Iawrence went on to develop a unique and forceful nature poetry 

in Birds, Beasts and Flowers (1923). The energy of his imagination 

matches the mystery of the forms of life he writes about: 

Iawrence was by consequence of the type of his insight ý-" 
and the kind of experience that excited him, a religious 
poet. His poetry is an attempt. to declare and rehearse 
symbolically hi Y38'ous recognition of the 

- 
substance of life. 
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The sheer determination to catch the feeling of a creature is 

dramatically apparent in "St Luke"s 

Thudl Thud! Thudl 
And the roar of black bull's blood in the mighty 

passages of his chest. 
Aht the dewlap swings pendulous with excess. 
7he great, roaring weight above 
Like a furnace dripping a molten drip 
7he urgeq the massive, burning ache 
Of the bull's breast. 139 7he open furnace-doors of his nostrils. 

As psychological analogues the poems in Birds, Beasts and 

Flowers are unusually successful. Most nature poetry tries to draw 

parallels with human lifes but lawrence audaciously identifies common 

forces: 

Sexp which breaks us into voicet sets us calling across the 
deeps, calling for the complement, 

Singing, and ca3.1! Lngg and singing again, being answered, 
having found. 

Torn, to become whole again, after long seeking for 
what is lostp 

The same cry from the tortoise as from Christ , the 
Osiris-cry of abandonment, 

That which is whole# torn asunderp 
Mat which is in part, finding its whole again 140 throughout the universe. 

In The Rainbow, Ursula's soul tells the professor in his gown 

and spectacles that he is "a lurking, blood-sniffing creature with 

eyes peering out of the Jungle darkness, snuffing for your desires. 

That is what you are, though nobody would believe it, and you would 

be the very lastto allow it". 141 Again, this is not a comparisons 

Iawrence uses italics in "that is what you are". And when he writes 

at the start of-the fruit poems that "fruits are all of them femalep 

in them lies the seed" 
142 

, he is about-to talk directly in the 

poems that follow about female sexuality without "using" the figs 

and pomegranates and peaches. Though we shall know them better at 

the endo they will also be more mysterious. lawrence's poetry is a 

corrective to the familiarity resulting from scientific discovery, 

but it is much more than sentimental reaction because of its 
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philosophical co=itment. 

Iawrence calls for "belief in the blood"143rather than the 

knowledge of the intellect. In the "Forewordý' to Fantasia of the 

Unconscious he clearly regards modern science as only one possible 

sciencet he talks of "a great science previous to ours and quite 

different in constitution and nature from our science"144and in 

the rest of the book he develops his quasi-medieval physiology and 

psychology. In "Apropos of lady Chatterley's Lover"Ihe says: 

The universe is dead for us, and how is it to come to life 
again? 'Knowledge' has killed the sun, making it a ball 
of gas, with spots; 'knowledge' has killed the moon, it is 
a dead little earth fretted with extinct craters as with 
smallpox; the machine has killed the earth for us, making 
it a surface, more or less bumpy, that you travel over. 
How, out of all this, are we to get back the grand orbs 
of the soul's heavensl that fill us with unspeakable 
joy? How are we to get back Apollo and Attis, Demeter, 
Persephone and the halls of Dis? How even see the star 
Hesperus, or Betelgeuse? 
We've got to get them back, for they are the world, our 145 
soul, our greater consciousness, lives in. 

In Chapter XV of Me Rainbow, Ursula is aware of man's most 

complete consciousness lighting a little circle "wherein the trains 

rushed and the factories ground out their machine-produce and the 

plants and the animals worked by the light of science and knowledge", 

but "suddenly it seemed like the area under an arc-lamp, wherein 

the moths and children played in the security of blinding light, not 

even knowing there was any darkness, because they stayed in the 

146 light" 

Iawrence was, in facto intelligently responsive to scientific 

ideas as the playfully anti-Darwinian poem "Self-Protection"147 

shows, but the main concern of the poem is to praise panache and 

the "gay flicker of joyful life". He was excited too by Einstein's 
1 148 theory of relativity because it made fact fluid and provisional 

again. Generally, lawrence viewed science and technology as 

interferences in human development; certainly. he saw them as much 
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less constructive than his own scientific myths. But he was always 

sensitive. to scientific discovery; his rejection of it was 

primarily because of the carry-over of rationalistic habits of 

thought into the way human beings live and relate. In a period of 

scientific optimism, lawrence wanted to remind humanity of its 

mental limitations: 

I am not the measure of creationg 
14q 

and, in Birkin's thoughts at the end of Women in Love: 

Whatever the mystery which has brought forth man and 
the universe, it is a non-human mysteryt iJ58as its 
own great ends, man is not the criterion. 

It is true that some of Lawrence's nature writing is crudely 

post-Nietzschean, like the feeble end of "Man and Bat": 

But I am greater than he ... 151 I escaped him ... 

or the didactic parts of "Reflections on the Death of a-Porcupine" 

with struggles of conquest and superior mastering inferior cycles 

of life; Iawrence's more characteristic position, howeverg is to see 

life as opposites in balance and individual forms of life as 

independent and incomparable, each in its ecological niche. 

"Blossoming into being" cannot be a violently competitive thing: 

Nature does mean creatures living off one another, but like lawrence's 

mosquitot Nature does not put blood in the bank. 
152 

The wanton and 

unnecessary exertion of. power in "Snake" is human and mechanical, 

not natural. Aggression certainly bristles in Lawrence's natural 

world when interests conflict, but it is more usually a place of 

co-existence. It is, therefore, closer to modern biology's reading 

of the natural world than to the old violent stereotype of "Nature 

red in tooth and claw". 

The poem "Baby Tortoise"153 , the first in the fine series of six 

tortoise poems, shows all these'different facets of Lawrence's art 

at work. One is immediately struck by the imaginative powerl the 
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poet's ability to "become the subject" of the poem. This is partly 
el 

straight accuracy of observation and description (e* 
*"your tiny 

beak-mouth# that looks as though it would never open"). Much more, 

thoughp lawrence is able to use the resources of language directly 

because he does not patronise or sentimentalise. His encounter is 

full of instinctive respect: he says of the baby tortoisel "all. 

life carried on your shoulder", and simultaneously the poem focuses 

more sharply on the creature and suggests a free-ranging# undogmatic 

symbolism. 

lawrence places himself as patient observer ("whither awayt 

small bird? "o "you are so hard to wake" etc) and he openly states 

his emotional reaction. In all his animal poems this is always Just 

what he feels. Sometimes it is disgusto with words like "obscene" 

or "filthy" representing violent squeamishness or distastes but 

more often it is an amused tenderness and delighto as it is here 

with the terms of endearment ("tiny bright-eye", "slow one", "small 

bird", "tiny shell-bird", etc) and the typical anthropomorphic 

touch: 

Traveller, 
With your tail tucked a little on one side 
Like a gentleman in a long-skirted coat. 

Having declared his positions lawience ranges over our usual 

associations with-the creature (his ancient look, his slownessg his 

house on his back) and. works them to particularity of feelingt to a 

statement of the creature's othernesso through his poetic language. 

This happens in individual: words ("lapsed" in the-fifth line with 

its bemused feeling of being left behind a long time and its 

suggestion of the latin word for'a stone, "rowing" with its slightly 

absurd difficulty for'this is rowing across the ground, - "wimple" 

with its physical accuracy and its sense of calm and indifference 

to the world) and it happens'through the open resourcefulness and 

ease of the phrases ("Stoic, Ulyssean atom" with ancient myth and 
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modern science in conjunctiong "six times more solitary" with its 

sudden very colloquial tone). -Over the whole poem qualities-of, the 

tortoise's life are defined and then refined., For examplep Lawrence 

traces the sheer effort of life for the, creaturet through from-the 

early lines like "heave your feet little'-by1ittle from theýshell" 

and "move on your slow, solitary hunt"-to those later magnificent 

lines that match sense and sound as we speak them and that draw on 

our scientific understanding of the vast size and power of the 

universe: 

slowly pitching itself against the inertia 

and: 

What a huge vast inanimate it is, that you must row against$ 
What an incalculable inertia. 

There is great technical accomplishment in this. The poem creates 

both a sense of the extreme difference of the subject from us and 

a feeling of our co=union with it - we share life and the earth 

with it. 

Iawrence's art is, then, a constant and unflattering commentary 

on change and human developmento while his sensibility is -religious 

in a typically Twentieth Century manner - individual, disestablishedl 

unorthodox, reverent where tradition is irreverento and vice versap 

and firmly but ingenuously idealistic. 

In the early part of the Twentieth Century, all the figures of 

this chapter - Hirdy, Frost# Thomas and lawrence - contribute to 

the enrichment and enlargement of the material and metaphysical 

dimensions of nature and rural poetry, 7he former dimension includes 

accuracy of observation and responsiveness to change, directness of 

language and imagery and avoidance of ideological misreadings of 

genre and social situation; the latter concerns the figurative and 

mystical, the creation of "moments of time" and "conjunctures of 

significance", and the sense of the difference and profundity of 

nature. Brought togethers as in the best of Lawrenceg these 
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dimensions establish a vigorous, effective and exploratory mode of 

twentieth century nature poetry a mode that maintains the closest 

contact with material reality. Thus the demands of lawrence's under- 

lying metaphysic to receive theoretical, instead of imaginative, 

statement, are checked. In the work of these four poetsj nature 

and rural poetry is rescued from ideological inanity, as it turns 

decisively away from the idealised securities of country life 

back towards the suggestive and mysterious areas of nature. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE REAL WORLD OF PEOPLE AND PLACES 

(i) The Scope of the Chapter 

This chapter is centred on the materialist pole in contemporary 

poetry of the natural and rural world, for the fusion of materialist 

and metaphysical achieved by lawrence in the'early part of the 

century is not seriously taken up again until the poetry of Ted 

Hughes some 40 years later. More characteristic kinds of 

contemporary nature and rural poetry are those with clearly material 

concerns and declared historical and social perspectives. 7be 

chapter beýjns with Auden and larkin's humanistic antipathy to 

nature and rural poetry and moves, on to the neo-Ceorgianisml which 

some might defend as "realism", of writers like PJ Kavanagh, Ted 

Walker and Chris Torrance. This is then contrasted with the 

modernism of Hill and Bunting$ who have taken historical and topo- 

graphical approaches to contemporary'life and landscape. The last 

part of the chapter considers nature and rural poetry and political 

commitment: first, in the antagonism to nature poetry articulated 

by Douglas Dunn, then in the ambivalent aesthetics of Seamus 

Heaney ýind finally in the fully-developed materialist thought of 

Hugh MacMarmid. ýWithin the generally social and "applied" nature 

of this materialist poetry, there is also much that is drawn, towards 

the metaphysical-poles some. of. MacDiarmid's work#, in fact, 

operates within the field of tension between the two poles. 

The range of view-point and the range of quality in the poetry 

discussed in this chapter are both wide but one thing is. very 

striking: the continued importance of the naturaland rural world 

in British poetry. The old forms of ideological cover and retreat 

are still present and there has'been a resurgence in the religious 

and metaphysical tradition (see Chapters V and VI), but the 
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emphasis in this chapter will fall on the contemporary emergence 

of nature and rural poetry as a source of social and historical 

comment and criticism. 1 ý41 

(ii), The humanist poetics of Auden and Larkin 

In Auden and Iarkin, Nature finishes up where we might expect 

it to in mid-century Britain: tamed and understood, it is a fit 

area for recreation but not in itself a subject for'poetry. 

Though so different in their religious views, styles"and intellectst 

both poets write of human affairsq social and personalp and leave 

no space for symbols and apocalyptic visionsi 

To me art's subject is the human clay, 2 And landscape but the background to a torso. 

Their work forms a forty year social and political record of concern 

and disenchantment. It is a humanistic record of scepticalp -liberal 

enquiry, Wich, in spite of its social sensitivityt finally holds 

back from identification with any collective base or collective 

interest. 

In looking at modern Britain, Auden and Larkin agree about the 

realities of the landscape before them. For Audenj whose favourite 

landscape was the Black Country3and who "once said that the view 

of Lancashire Is mills from the top of the Pennines was one of the 

finest man-made sights in the world" 
41 

there is a special enjoyment 

of "all places heavily, engraved with the tortuous manifestations 

of social activity - 'My heart has stamped on/The view from 

Birmingham to Wolverhampton' - and especially with that activity 

in decline, with Idis-mantled washing-flows', 'ramshackle engines', 

'disused factories, worked-out mines'# 'derelict ironworks on 

deserted coasts't stramlines and slagheaps, pieces of machinery"45 

For Iarkin, gloomier and less travelled, England must be 

faced: 
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Living in England has no such excuse t 
7hese are my customs and establishments 
It would be much more serious to refuse. 6 
Here no elsewhere underwrites my existence. 

larkin takes a defeated delight in the "te=inate and fishy- 

smel-ling/Pastoral"70f Hull, or "the next town, new and nondescript, / 

8 Approached with acres of dismantled cars". In his heart, however, 

he has framed scenes of rural England9 - the loneliness beyond the 

last village in "Here" with its "unfenced existence: /Facing the sun, 

untalkative, out of reach"Oor the Edwardian landscape of "MCMXIV 

with "the place-names all hazed over/Ath flowering grasses, and 

fields/Shadowing Domesday lines/Under wheat's restless silence"; 

Alvarez accurately cited "At Grass" when discussing *the gentility 

principlellin English verse. 
12 Iarkin's nostalgial though realistic 

and up to datet is nevertheless very forcibly present. In.,, hi 
Is 

Most 

recent book, it is no surprise thenj to find "Going, Going! 'l which 

begins: 

I thought it would last my time 
The sense thatt beyond the townp 13 
There would always be fields and farmsq 

This is one of those "break-out" Larkin poems that mak, )s olbow- 

room for itself with the shock of bluntness or crudities. Unlike 

"The Old Fools", a poem in the same collection which makes good use 

of its ill-gotten elbow-room, "Going, Going" keeps piling on the 

pressure, hysterically lumping together more and more features of 

modern life as *all part of the same thing": 

The crowd 
Is young in the. M1 cafe; 
Their kids are screaming for more 
More houses, more parking allowed, 
More caravan sites, more pay. 

The crude, amusing hyperboles of the seventh verse take place at 

the poet's expense and attempt a justification of his crusty, Alf 

Garnett lack of rationality: 
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before I snuff itp the whole 
Boiling will be bricked in 
Except for the tourist parts 
First slum of Europe: ... 
... And that will be England gone,., 
Me shadowst the meadows, the lanes, 
The guildhalls , the carved choirs. 

larkin's churches, as we-suspectedg were country churches-all along. 

Where Auden is subtle and optimistic, seeing the emergence of 

new beauties and interests r larkin is wittily and self -deprecatingly 

defeated, though he certainly knows ýhow to enjoy defeat - at least 

in poetry. It is the same in all his poems about sexual relation- 

ships. Those critics who would debar larkin for his disposition 14 

however, underestimate the importance of these moods. As emotions 

in people's lives, they cannot simply be dispersed through encourage- 

ment ("what's the use of worrying") or by exhortations to, labour 

("We must work, Uncle Vanya,, work"). Indeedl the rendering and 

analysis of these moods in poetry, is a most positive thingp though 

larkin is at his weakest when he gives his "values" and "solutions" 

explicit recognition. At worst, as in the political solution of 

"Homage to a Government"150 he is, unbelievably banal and reactionary. 

At best, his solutions, are nostalgic and romantic: examples, of these 

dissolved and dissolving-valuesg commonplace in 7he North Ship, are 

the end of "Water"-("And I should raise in theýeast/A glass of -,. 

water/Where any-angled light/Would congregate endlessly" . 
)16 and, 

the end of "High Windows" ("Rather than words comes the thought of 

high windows: /The sun-comprehending glass, /And beyond itt the deep 

blue airg that shows/Nothing; and is nowhere, and is endless., ')17 

These final verses are quite different to those, of the end of# say, 

"'An Arundel TomV'j "Mr Bleaney"l "Dockery and Son", "The Whitsun 

Weddings"t "Faith Healing" 18 
and many others. The taut and 

Paradoxical conclusions to those poems maintain a strenuous effort 

to penetrate and map their material's complexities -what I have 

called therestatement of the tensions of-Ahe poem at a more, profound 
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19 level. 

Donald Davie's account of larkin rightly stresses his realism:. 

"the congested England that we have inhabited day by day is larkin's 

England ... violated and subtopianised and poisoned as it is", but 

Davie is, I feel, quite wrong to say that "Betjeman is the most 

nostalgic of poets, Iarkin the least" or to speak of larkin's 

"level-toned acceptance , 20of England's present landscape. larkin 

is a marvellous ironisto but there is nothing balanced about his 

irony. In, a very English way he experiences sympathy and compassion 

jostling against cherished images and memories: and, in fact# as 

he grows older, his humane, leftist ironies are increasingly being 

replaced by the abstract, political ironies of the right. 

"Church Going"210 with all its vague stirrings of unidentified 

spiritual memoriesl its sense of social fracture and its strangeness 

of place and architectural functiong typifies Iarkin's clearly 

contemporary reading of experience and his poetry's successful 

dramatisation of that experience. And yet the end of "Church, Going" 

is unsatisfactory. larkin nags repeatedly at the word "serious" 

without having the resources to deal with feelings so generalised 

and so foreign to the world of his poetry. 

As expected, rural and natural concernsp for all their hiddenp 

mythical value, are, peripheral to this poetry, which does, at one 

levelv match social reality and exclude all other landscapes: 

On the literal level at any ratel no'one denies that what 
larkin says is true; that the England in his poems is the 
England we have inhabited. We may compare Ted Hughesj who 
- in America especially - is larkin's chief rival for the 
unofficial laurels. We all know that England still has 
bullfrogs and otters and tramps asleep in ditches I yet 
because in the landscapes of Hughes Is poems these shaggy 
features bulk so largep it may 22trike us as more an Irish 
landscape than an English one. 

TedHughes's other realitiest whether the mythical one of Crow or 

the "scientific" ones of "May D ay on Holderness" andý'Thost Crabs" 

or the rural one of "Crow Hill", may not be as immediately relevant 
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as Larkin's, but their contemporary imaginative centrality should be 

enough to counter Davie's oddly literal view. 

Like larkin, Auden also shows a justifiable neglect of nature 

that is a measure of the directness of his involvement with social 

and personal daily living. The series of poems called "Bucolics" 23 

(Winds, Woods, Mountains, Lakes, Islandsq Plains and Streams) is 

urban and urbane. In a different style from larkin'st Auden too 

gives us Nature tamed and demystified. The aphorisms ("A culture 

is no better than its woods") and fastidious wit ("... weather/Is 

what nasty people are/lhsty about and the nice/Show a common joy in 

observing") and recreational ordinariness ("I know a retired dentist 

who only paints mountains") all reflect Auden's desire for the human 

scale and human company. He writes, "A civil man is a citizen" 

("Woods" begins "Sylvan meant savage in those primal woods/Piero di 

Cosimo so lcved to draw") and "Five minutes on even the nicest 

mountainAre awfully long". The title of the sequence, like Edith 

Sitwell's "Bucolic Comedies" before it, sounds like'an ironical 

last word on Georgian romanticism. A lake, in these poems, "allows 

an average father, walking slowly, /To circumvent it in an afternoon". 

The sequence provides a set of finely writteng anti-Romantic comments 

on the traditional associations of scenery, though its deepest 

concern, like "In Praise of Limestone" is with psychology (mostly 

social psychology) and'the art of writing about it wittily in 

delicate metaphors. In this stanza from "Lakes", the tactful light- 

ness of the psychology is still very perceptivet especially as there 

is such a telling, satirical understanding of the social question 

of the ownership of natural resources and access to them: 

Liking one's Nature, as lake-lovers do, benign 
Goes with a wish for savage dogs and man-traps: 
One Fall, one dispossession, is enough, I'm sorry; 
Why should I give lake Eden to the Nation 
Just because every mortal Jack and Jill has been 
The genius of some amniotic mere? 
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Each human being, seen mundanely as "every mortal Jack and Jill" 

by those who must rationalise their greedl does have a natural 

birth-righto which Auden characterises in terms of classical 

animism. 

Typicallyv the closing words of the last poem, "Streams", secure 

a deep and humane perception from the whole sequence t as they wish 

for "the least of men their/figures of *splendours their holy , 

places". The end of "In Praise of Limestone"., a poem which begins 

with the solubility of limestone linked to human inconstancy and 

insecurity, wins a similar humanistic value from its eloquent 

digression on natural scenery: 

; *0 when I try to imagine a faultless love 
r the life to come# what I hear is the murmur 24 Of underground streams 9 what I see is a limestone landscape. 

It is not that Auden is ignorant or indifferent - his wide learning, 

for example, included a thorough knowledge of mineralogy - but 

clearly his kind of modernity precluded reversion to Wordsworthian 

or Iawrentian approaches to nature. 

(iii) N, 3o-Georgianism 

In Auden and Iarkin, then, there is a valuable tradition of 

antipathy to nature poetry. This response usefully high-lights 

social questions and human values while checking the damaging popular 

ideas that nature and poetry are somehow inevitably connected and 

that both are, and should be, world-forsaking. There is a pained 

social isolation and helplessness about, for example, PJ Kavanagh's 

poetry of nature. His debility might be lessened if he cultivated 

some relationship with the human material around him instead of, as 

in "Eclogue , 25, 
succumbing to falsely-posed. questions of involvement 

(town) versus individual quality of spirit (country). The poetry 

of MacDiaxmid and Hughes shows the continuing presence of 

Wordsworth's original position on this, a position summarised thus 
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by Raymond Williams: 

What were seen at the end of the nineteenth century 
as disparate interests, between which a man must 
choose and in the act of choice declare himself poet 
or sociologist weret normallyr at the beginning of 
the century, seen as interlocking interests: a 
conclusion about personal feeling became a conclusion 
about society and an observation of natural beauty 
carried a necessary moral 2rference to the whole and 
unified life of man. 

You cannot blame the supposed limitations of the subject of Nature 

for your own irrelevance, as PJ Kavanagh does in "Eclogue" when 

trying to justify his withdrawal ("I didn't choose a role# the role- 

chose me"). 

Ted Walker, another writer with a considerable reputation as 

a nature poetq is as incapable as Kavanagh of taking nature poetry 

any further. He too projects his own ideological fantasies and 

rationalisations onto Nature: he fences Nature in ("I am thankful 

for the grass'I owe 
27), takes it over, grabs the reader by the arm 

and insists with first-person descriptions on the primacy of his 

own significance. (For sheer lack of poetic awareness, though not 

in this example in a nature poem, consider the pretentious "letter 

to Marcel" proust.. 28, 
a "sincerely" insensitive account of the '' 

author's commonplace reflections on his own embourgeoisement). - As 

with the worst of the Georgians, there is no injustice in critically 

reducing this poetry to what it essentially is -'class-based-day-dreams 

or in wishing that its authors had decided, 'like Auden and larkin, 

that nature is not an appropriate subject for modern verse; 

A more interestingt though only marginally more rewarding kind 

of neo-Georgianism, is that of Chris Torrance. In Torrance we encountex 

a quite different milieu, which is generally related to the complex 

of social re-groupings and initiatives that took place in the4est 

in the 1960's. The challengingg jeformist events of that decade 

should not be lightly dismissed as bourgeois ripples. CNDj Black 

Powert Women's Liberation, the anti-Vietnam War struggle and the 
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environmental and ecological movement are all evidence, of a,, 

substantial and widespread investmentý of human spirit andfeeling 

in progressive change. It is true that those involved in these 

organisations often wildly exaggerated- their own direct political 

effectiveness and that, they failed toýenlist and maintain any broad 

working-class support t but that does not mean that the social -ý 

upheavals of the sixties are-part of a trivial,, internal re-ordering 

of the-, bourgeois household. -In Britain and'America, where bourgeois 

hegemony is almost complete, such upheavals may be the only-available 

ways l'of 
bringing about changes in consciousness. I am harsh about - 

the nature poetry linked to these events only because,, as ever, 

nature is too -easily taken to be automatically -expressive of ý"the 

right" values and attitudes:,, this can entail the casual setting aside 

of complex reaction and careful assessment of one's own'structure of 

feeling and its implications. The problem would not arise were I 

writing about Nuttall, Dunn, Mitchell, Harrison or Pickard. 

Iee Harwoodr in the, characteristic way that underground poets 

have of reciprocally building, up their reputationsg'cla: Lms on the 

dust-jacketýof ýTorrancels Green Orange Purple Red (ig6s) that "if 

'nature poetry"is still possible today-AtIs, to be found in these 

poems"., Certainly Torrance's work isa confident attempt to make 

nature poetry the spokesman for a familiar, alternative lifestyle - 

and in this respect his. work raises many questions relevant to this 

study. Meanwhile one is waiting for the emergence of a more self- 

conscious, more-inclusive poetry of naturep, like that of Gary Snyder 

in America, rooted in this lifestyle. 1 1- 

Torrance's problems begin with the personality of the poet. ý- 
Like, for example, Andrew Crozier and Lee- Harwood-,, Torrance has 

heeded American demands that the personal voice shall be heard. 

POllowing Pound, he has tried to merge his life and his poetry and in 

Black Mountain style he has tried to make geographical/cultural maps 
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of his experience. . 
None of this works very well for Torran, ce. , In 

his personal display he lacks the toughness of a poet like Robert 

Creeley: in Creeley the personal experience cannot easily, be 
, 

, 
prised out of the poetry. As in Ginsbergt Lowell, Plath,, Roethke 

and Berryman,, private material has, been made public.,, This approach 

does not develop naturally in Torrance's, more protected, -stratified, 
home culture t where the introverted- group or individual seems, 

isolated, rather than representative. Black Mountain, by contrast, 

was inevitably watched by academics and artists; while Ginsberg, 

proclaiming himself, in his poetryt spoke in the justified belief that 

he was instantaneously embodying new, shared perceptions. 
29 Torrance 

picks up these tones andt assuming a significance,, not, attributed to 

him by his surroundings, tries to make an English version of,, them. 30 

In factp he is out on a limb. In his expectation that he will hold 

our attention and that his casual style will seem immediately, 

endearing or telling, he hopes that he has made his experience 

universal. Really# it is shiveringly particular. Confessional, poetryp 

the-personal, voice and open-field composition, intrinsic styles in 

American poetry, need to be re-created in Britain,, notýjust 

transferred... The. recent historical experience of the two countriest 

apart from traditional differences, really has affected the kinds of 

poetic authority available. In Britain, post-war culture has beýn 

shaped by the loss of Empire and demands for-material improvement 

and, at least initially, greater social Justice. Underlying these, 

concerns, howeverl have been powerful-ponservative myths (of social 

unity, war-time stoicism and, comradeships British quality, fairness 

and superiority, pride in the national, heritagel nostalgia for less 

complicated times, etc) and these have acted as guarantees or safety 

nets. You never really have to leave, the familiar; and the comfort 

of the status quo (even the misery'you know) is preferable to, the 

risk of assuming new responsibilities or appearing dissatisfied. 
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It is less distuxbing, or in the terms of Barthes' Mythologies less 

Ofunnatural"31, to allow received conditions and ideas to stand 

unchallenged. British dxama soon established a vigorous, broadly 

socialist reaction to this post-war world32 and the novel in the 1950's, 

with its personal testimonies to sharedl social experience, 

analogous to Hoggart's in The Uses of Literacy, also found appropriate 

modes of expression. In the ironies and reserve of "The Movement", 

however, mid-fifties British poetry stayed within the dominant 

ideologyj leaving risk and experiment to be re-kindled at a personal, 

religious level by Gunn and Hughes. 

American post-war experience has been altogether more polarised 

and more dangerous. The political hazards of a world-role, in Berlinj 

Cuba and Vietnam, have been matched at home by bitter divisions over 

civil rights. And in the self-modernising, mirage-world of a fully 

commercialisod societyr American intellectuals and dissidents have 

experienced the devastating possibility of the loss of meaning and 

identity more keenly than their counterparts in Britain. The-theme 

of suicide in'the lives and work of -artists like Plath 9 Lowell and 

Berryman, and the authentic power of Beat poetry, should both be 

related to the dangerous unpredictability of this experience. 

Mystical kinds of solidarity have been present, but the zeitgeist 

has essentially been individualistic. Artists have had to discover 

representativeness through self-excavation and self-appraisal. 

Artistic vigour in England, however, has generally been linked 

to socialism and the'critique of the status quo. Intensity in the 

drama, the novel and poetry has largely depended on the human values 

associated with this critiquel though there are othert more solitary 

and impersonal kinds of art, like those of Becketto Pinter and Ted 

Hughes, for example, which cultivate a more oblique relationship 

to contemporary life. Broadly I would see poetic authority or 
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"convincingness of tone" aligning itself with one or other of these 

approaches. 

In my remarks on Chris Torrance, I began by suggesting that 

the representative persona he has tried to assumeý, is lifted from 

an essentially American cultural context and that his failure to 

understan d the difficulty of transfe=ing this to an English 

r-dlieu-has led to pretentiousness and mundanity. Before taking 

this argument any further, certain aspects of the 'underground" must 

be considered, since I am arguing that in its nature poetry the 

underground readily fosters an unrecognised neo-Georgianism. The 

main distinguishing mark of this is the tendency to confuse 

attractive, but escapist, economic aspects of nature and rural life 

with quasi-philosophical "poetic" ideas. 

The Albert Hall Reading of 11 June 1965, attended by more than 

59000 people33, is usually taken as an indication of modern poetry's 

new, public personality - young, loving, lively# relevant (even 

revolutionary), performing, entertaining and in tune with current 

social and cultural change. American beat poetry and live rock music 

were both important pre-cursors of the new "underground"poetry, but 

essentially it should be seen in the general context of the radical 

milieu of the 60's - the milieu of Richard Neville's Playpower (1970), 

Jeff Nuttall's Bomb Culture (1968) and Timothy Leary's The Politics 

of Ecstasy (1970). All-are manifestoes from a cultural war and 

all adopt "friend or foe" divisions. Leary's "'Neurological Politics" 

gives the most systematic categorisation of the differences between 

the "old white rulers" and the New Left coalition of the young and 

under-privileged and disaffected. His "Declaration of Evolution" 

begins.. 

When in the course of organic evolution it becomes obvious 
that a mutational process is inevitably dissolving the 
physical and neurological bonds. which connect the members - 
of one generation to the past and inevitably directing 
them to assume among the species of earth the separate 
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and equal station to which the 3 ýaws of Nature and 
Nature's God entitle them 9.. 

For British underground poets 0 constituent members of Leary's 

new speciesq the prophet was-'Ithe William Blake of Mitchell's play 

Tyger (1971) and Michael Horovitz's anthologys Children of Albion 

(1969) and, the central conception of Man in Nature was a-Blakean- 

transformation of. Baiah Chapter XI. It was this harmonious, 

peaceable Kingdom (fromlsalah through Blake) that Tina Morris 

described in the collection, Doves for the Seventies: 

we created a new world that day 
away from all the evil and pain 
of men's petulant storms. 
We built a land of streams 
and mountains safe for man 
and animals. 
We coloured the sky the blue of peace 
and the land thewarm brown of joy. 
Waternourished the land 35 
and life surged forth. 

John McGrath's "Sorle'36 in Chi . ldren of Albion is another example of 

the kind of Blakean "nature" poem that looks to the New Jerusalem 

arising out of the "dark satanic mills"' of England. "Song" describes 

a time when foxes will glide up the Strandt golden orioles will 

"flash througgh Barnes and Clerkenwell", metalled roads will bo green 

and. children will hide in derelict factories overgrown by wild 

flowers and trees. 

In tfts embiematic use of Nature, which those poets often 

understand literally, the innocence and holiness of all life, * seen 

as self-evident, becomes a way. of high-lighting the particular 

sanctity of human life. In the 1960's it was interesting that the 

ideological rapport between East and West should have been matched 

by a similarity of approaches to Nature in Eastern religious 

philosophy and in such Westexn groups as the hippies. and the 

developing ecology lobby. 

Michael Horovitz# who gave up his establishment research (he 

was writing aB Litt thesis on Blake and Joyce) to edit and perform, 
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New Departurest is a central figure in the sector of British poetry, 

involved with this "cultural revolution". His two main editorial 

achievements, Children of Albion and New Departures 7/8 and 10/11 

are distinguished by an extraordinary vivacity. They contain much 

of high quality mixed up with some very idiosyncratic selections, 

but both books have a life and impact which is much greater than the 

simple sum of their contents. The source of this energy is a 

strongly-felt humanitarianism. Its underlying drive is towards 

international unity and the end of oppression and tyranny: 

The apprehension of a vast dread change which would 
blot out war and exploitation, and free the oppressed 
millions for brotherhood was as real for Blake as it 
(inte=ittently) is for us - 'the Great Harvest and 

It 
37 Vintage of the Nations . 

In a development of the English moral tradition from the Romantics 

to Leavisq poets are now seen as the prophets and spiritual 

legislators of a new commonwealth of peoples: 

And the race which matters most is not white or Russian 
or American or Chinese or British or Jewish or 
Hungarian or Afro-Asian or Black - still less any 
of the careering rat-races - but that of all mankindr 
chosen by birth in this age to shoulder the burdens of 
world citizenship. 

3tF 

Such a style, whether in editorials, poems or the structure and 

texture of anthologiesl is inevitably vulnerable to worldly, 

discerning criticismp as are its philosophical counter-parts in 

"alternativellculture. This vulnerability is a function of the 

untheorised and pentimentalised generosity of the underground's creedt 

as Horovitz expounds it. If your attitudes are those of Albion, 

you are a deserving friend. Horovitz's Albion is big enough to 

include many successful establishment figures and, as in Eric 

Mottram's useful polemical review of the British poetry scene, "'The 

British Poetry Revival 1960-1974-39, those who are "for us" are 

pictured as a united and uncorrupted front. Within the membership# 
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the divisiveness of literary judgements on individuals takes second 

place to the importance of mounting a general cultural offensive, 

but Art often develops through such coteries and cliques, 

necessarily setting up exclusive and, in retrospectg frequently 

absurd criteria. 

New Departures 7/8 and 1OZ11 is dedicated to twenty-eight 

artists and writers who died between 1966 and 1974 "and all the others 

'with the absolute heart of the poem of life butchered out of their 

own bodies'; toward the regeneration of their works and lives, this 

gathering is consecrated" . 
40 

Though he cannot avoid recrimination 

and in-fighting altogether, Horovitz strives to unite poets. In his 

essays he likes to be liberal with personal praise, to name artists 

in the ritualistic style of the Beats and to exhort writers and 

others to recognise their shared, creative morality: 

7be international community of surviving dissident 
intellectuals, pacifists, revolutionaries, and those 
committed to the practice of poetry and the arts is made 
up of small units which don't always interlock, But ... 
Poets do well, who absent their energies from internecine 
fussing and feuding and shoulder the responsibility for 
helping to bring back to life ... the broad 

-libertarian front I believe there are more and more 
poets and artists today, in deeper knowledge of the 
potential scope of our pens and profound [sic2; - and 41 
yet We are Few if pitted against the forces of darkness... 

This commitment is not always borne out in practice. The essence 

of committed writing is the forceful drazatisation of a particular 

. 
point of view: committed writing does not pretend to answer or make 

allowances for the opposition's case. The weakest underground 

poetrys however, counts on being on the right side. It relies on 

the SUPPort of its context and substitutes the diluted tones of 

imperfect dramatisation 
42 

for the difficult authenticity of real 

protest. The ideology of Albion, therefore, may be used counter- 

productively. No poet, surely, wishes to be received as an act of 
fraternal good-will, yet this is as much a danger to poets of the 
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underground as it is to the poets of the establishment. 

To his friendsl fellow-writer Barry YlacSweeney and publisher- 

writer Iain Sinclairs Chris Torrance is an explorer and an 

intensely serious and rewarding artist. MacSweeney comments, 

His cor. ununication with nature is a mutual one, 
"the hiding places of infinite power". A gathering 
which makes my real world spiritual and my 
spiritual world real ... we are increased by the 

stirring of the spirit, made generous in retklurn *0* 43 
a gentle openness abides which yields a real joy - 

And for Sinclair: 

Reading into Magic Door I am driven again on the fact 
that Chris Torrance is doing my work for me: Relation 

10 it) Ship ("who does the work becomes his own 'Lather or 
shaýti-figure, mattock on shoulder, in a parallel 
universe. He is aciive in that damp green valley that 
is my own d-ream; curse and cure. His work completes 
the imagined landscape of my eternally-reepeating 
childhood... Torrance ls-iýý- --working for so 

many. They would take4he same stepst but they do 

not, they read of it. 

Torrance's solitary effort ist then, something like an attempt to 

live out and write through the cultural values of Albion. When he 

discovered that he preferred DavidJonesIsAnathemata to Found's 

Cantos, Torrance was summing up the sense of fusion between 

"revolutionary humanism" and "the stirring of folk memory" 

experienced by a whole generationt from the admirers of Tolkien 

to the midsummer visitors to Glastonbury Tor: 
10 ' 

But here in Jones I find a continual warmth, a sacred, 45 
illuminative warmth, compounding history nearer to home. 

In his life and work, Torrance is a pilgrim who attempts to confront 

his own enervation and nightmare and self-loathing and dependency, 

with the symbols and beliefs of the underground's culture. This 

active, personal testing ("the tra-D is you, learning how to live 

with yourself" 
46 ) has clearly given Torrance a respected position 

in the unde-6-round. No doubt it is valid to see the lif e and the 

woex as one, a fusion Torrance him, self insists on in his poetrj, 

and no doubt he wi. 11 seem an interestingly typ. 4Acal figu---e to future 
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literary research, but the reader must begin with the offering 

of poetry and unlike Ginsberg, for example, Torrance cannot take 

the structure of feeling of his sub-culture into a wider arena. 

He writes with a dependence on ideology and a lack of self-conscious- 

ness which are matched by an apparent ignorance of the pitfalls of 

nature and rural writing. Only in his ability to use "found" lan- 

guage does Torrance achieve any distinctiveness. In the piece below, 

for example, he has some success in, his use of precise geological 

description: 

Subsidence was pulsatory 
the Neath Valley Disturbance 
soup-plate crack settling 
grinding edge 
of the Hercyian orogeny 
metamorphosis of deposits 
formation of the fine anthracites 
of the Vale of Neath 47 

Another example of the appropriation of scientific language is the 

end of "Banks of Tropic Air ,, 48 
with its felicitous handling of the 

terms of meteorology and its satellite-perspective on the European 

weather-scope: 

But should the wind veer Northwards behind a low, 
we meet the line of frost, creeping ever Southwards 
in the declining light, filling at first the 
uplands valleys with cooling pockets of air, then 
gripping the Midland plain, and the Southlands, 
blackening soft half-hardy vegetables and fruits, 
stripping flowers, stripping leaves. 

Another poem, "The Peacock's Tail, " ends with a similiarily ef f ec- 

tive passage: 

Nibbling at France, the inside lip of the cyclone 
rides up tyranically, thunder and hailforce Westerly 

an oak in the distributory at Pont Melin Each 
rain batters on the kitchen roof, the ears of the fungi 
listen out from the beam. 49 

Torrance's publications form a very personal record, from the 

gardening day-dreams of Carshalton in Green Orange Purple Red (1968) 

to the Wales of Citrinas (1977). It is the ideological location 

of this enterprise that I would like to go on to consider, for in 
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presenting the intersections of his own geographical and historical 

determinants, Torrance often seems, unhappily, unaware of the 

political and poetic repercussions. 

Acrospirical_Meanderings in a Tongue of the Time (1973), sub- 

titled in diary style "Glynmercher Isaf, June 1970 to October 1972", 

is a collection of poems, all dated and many dedicated to friends 

Torrance's readership, one feels, is an intimate circle and in 

Acros2irical Meanderings there are photos of the poet in various 

rural settings. At the start of the book there is a geological 

map of the Glynmercher Isaf area, while the covers display old 

wood-cuts of an astronomer looking through a telescope and a farm- 

yard with a woman apparently sieving grain and a man carrying sacks. 

The whole enterprise is put more explicitly in "Midsummer Sun 

Declining": 

writing by candlelight 
the most ancient strobe of man 
his firelight 
tables of his ancestors 

perpetuation myth identity 
1% 

ýthe faces of many friends pass before me in dreamy, procession 

I am so many people I am not I am everybody else 
but in singular order, not in plurality. 49 
I see myself as vestiges, backdrops, moods, images, casts 

But, the Romantic desire to incorporate himself in the discoverable 

truth of poetry can lead to that dejection which only a major 

talent can turn to good. In Torrance it is recorded all too 

honestly: 

- this is depressed talk, and I struggle 
with the need for honesty vs. the 
boredom and self-pity 

have to watch 
the ego, the nauseating 

polyglot, polyamous ego 50 "desirous of fame". 

We might begin to wonder why this should be communicated at all. 
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In "Letter to Barry MacSweeney", from Citrinas, Torrance, remem- 

bering the revelatory charm of the letters and diaries of the 

Lake Poets, self-consciously and prematurely enshrines his own 

daily life, but the process of "compounding history nearer to 

home" is more difficult than this. The poem begins with some 

geological description of landscape and mention of a cavern 

where King Arthur and his men lie "awaiting the clarion call 

that will signify to the sleeping warriors that the Britons need 

rescuing again": it goes on to describe the feel of the early 

summer evening. For the actual synthesis or "compounding" 
,, 

Torrance substitutes a complacent self-regard, a Georgian self- 

importance, about "the poet and his circle". That jokey reference 

to King Arthur typifies the comfortable insularity of Torrance's 

structure of feeling: like his own appearances in his poetry, 

King Arthur, King Brychan, the solitary stone Maen Madoc, etc, 

all appear as sources of unexplored value. The connections that, 

say, Geoffrey Hill would make between them and current experience, 

remain unexamined. Instead, they are possessively and mystifyingly 

respected as the magical property of the Albion community. 

Similarly unexamined, is the line "I am sunk in thoughts of my 

love" 51 
, thrice repeated in the course of a sonnet, and this blithe 

fancy about nature poetry: 

sitting in cherry blossom showers 
under a warm sky, who can sit 
in all this and 52 
not write poems 

In "Letter to Lee" he asks "what can I write to Lee? " and "what 

should I write to Lee? "; in "Chopping Water" he speaks of the 

sullen summertide and his "epidemic flashes of virus-gut infection, / 

lowering of spirits, the creative credibility gap/widening". 
54 

These characteristically and disarmingly ingenuous features of 

Torrance's poetry act, in my view, as debilitating escape-clauses 
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which damagingly allow him to assume an unearned sense of social 

representativeness and imaginative importance. 

Torrauce, as Sinclair and MaeSweeney indicate7, has taken the 

urban underground culture of the 60's and attempted to root it in 

rural Wales. The workings of the relocation are treated in "The 

Transforming Substance", 55 
which begins by setting the 60's 

culture-hero Jimi. Hendrix against the establishment's champion 

"Jimi's elderly white-haired English landlady". Torrance's next 

book, Citrinas, appeared to have less esoteric concerns. It is 

dedicated, not to a friend, but "to the inhabItants of the Vale of 

Neath and its tributaries", yet the tone of this book is set by the 

opening photograph of a pre-historic standing stone and the first 

poem's last verse defines the poet's rple in the limbo-language 

of romanticised legend and literary escapism: 

The Court jester 
by his artistry 
influences affairs 
of State 
in the drenched lands 
where an unbroken 
dynasty of Kings 
stretches back 
to a lone 
standing stone 
on a bald-headed 56 
conical mountain 

The people that Torrance is interested in, as "Coda" later makes 

clear, are the archetypal, pre-Saxon inhabitants of the area and, 

as in The Magic Door, he wants to search for those connections 

severed by modern life: 

and the moorland changes 
the moorland animals 
flee one by one 
from disinfectant 
coniferous tides 

but who are we? 
and are we still One 57 
with the Mother? 
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We are persistently reminded of the "underground" origins of 
these rural endeavours in cultural archaeology. Torrance can 
write well on geology and meteorology, but the integrated 

achievement he is seeking, in my view, will continue to elude him 
until he radically questions the social cocoon of the underground 
and the nature of the poetic voice he has inherited or assumed 
from that milieu. 

In terms of its structure of feeling, then, there is much in 
Torrance's poetry that is unaware. This unawareness is a measure 
of the distance one senses between the experience of "the inhabitants 

of the V, 211-- of Neath" and that of the migrants : Prom, th -I- a- .e covx... r 

cullt, ure of 1%lbion; Torrance writes, in effect, as a neo-Gaorgjan 

and this 1, -comes plain in his lack of understanding of his 0,, m 0 
economic *position within his ado ted community. Robert FtL-ostls P 

poetry demonat, 
_-atees that for rur-al poet=y to avoid ideological 

tasyt Poe . us ha tsr -1 ve ro illusions about "he naturee and value of 

any "woz'el, " they ray do wit, dn thal. - commwnity. In fact, the general 

awareness and und-1--r-standing oL mra ha f their econoric ole th t poetz -va, 
is a vital factor in t1-. eir strucItures of feeling. 7he clazzic right- 

wing view of "the poet in the econormy" is that of TS PýIio-t, who 
himself 1--gan wri-LUng -;,, h-ile working in a London bank: if you do not 

J 
becomae ezi-n. e-4 d an .. Lch throu,! ý! h your own l1_Jt--=z7 success, you ml: z; ý 

quiet!,.,.,, wol-k in an. of -A-lice or factory 11-ka anyone clse, unless, of 
COUZ-3e, yatz adlopt. a Bohem I tian s' -yle. 7, hat would be you, -- own 'z-air 
and. you h.. vý tco finance it accbrrdir ly. Eliot's 'w is vie 

s i, est. -atic theoz%ies aboult, the poet Is. 

o117 his oz her 0-4-1 pCrSOnaL ty, and it also Shom-ts a docc rt - zod 5n reg-1 
for the Place of the arts in bourgeois society.. 7he poet may 'Le a 
P_3rceP4`ive Sat-11A -It 

or social crit-ic, but not a trouble .. ý; ia. "er, a 
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For axtists off the C")O's, brl. '--dly alý, '-ned on 'khe lelf't, the riodel 

... -i I. ` Iýectamtt th-- poet as ýýOrke-. . E--,:: Motýram cluo., 

the a-r+. ist and scientist as both working "to discover tha ordem- and 0 

orgza-nlzation Off the universe *$ 
. 
5-3 is Zlo co? il-lzomlse : art is 

accordee, Occup"a. -tional Parity -with science . Earlier ill the same essay 

z z '=-assi! s that poatz7 is a job and poets are wor. kers. - 

But. poets have jobz wh. lc'-, l reestrict where they live. 
Like ol'L.!,, --_r wo. rka: =, they 'LIxy to reduce the amount of 59 Cor infor-maltdon, goods, rel-o" J ps. daily tra-vel -L U,. onzh- 

The poat consaaared a3 "workeer", however, is in an invidjou,,. I 

f-om re a-, '- position. the few poats who do liva entirely L., 

Publicaticn3 and gran-Its cannot p. -n-ass the comrarl-con with, productive 

industry too militantly. 
6o 

It is r, - Oýe i, -, Iportant that they sh: ), u! Ll 

undei-stand their economic 10CP-Iior, realistically, especia. y iff " 1- 

thelz poe+-ry seems conceznad to projecit. a con-s-Istent political vie, 4, 

In de0u'catinz- his poetry to -' k'a E, C) the ir-halibil n's of the 'v,,,,. Ia of 

and its tri*'V-T., ta2: -i--s,. Tol-ralrice is seeking to lbelong to the com... -munity 0 

and to b-- iven i-mrRer-poet status. in his fir t book, the poezi 

Grassclutters on the Green" 
61 

delilterately I 
pic'Cluxes the wo: ck of 

.L Gardenlnc- as a sturdent Pastoral. ", '. 'oh. -*LrZ happened" but the newly- 0- 

mawn g-r-ass was collected for horse-.. "ood, "Brj. aýn's girl was 

us in bright slac-Ics", they fiddled with 

motc-r-blke and talked aboult. rh. -yt*----i and blues and fl. -nishad early. 
7"" 4sa sL- A. 4. day "Go, -acha" 

all a, ., - , 4. - -ý woz, not j, 
rz a and -lay Mýi ke at r che-sý362 
the yeii -ý; -, -) 71 PIOVIr" Q 

To=ancel: ý, ),,,, ý, ajýty p- -A f -e. '/I, ' 1)ý; a, ICS a H,. ý! nrj/ 

-DIla- Vs " Cla. --gow 19'011 ould be a 'cet+e: - 

-no pczý try in, the ne This easy-going 

c U-, p is C, -eully r ul 11 - A,. - I. - 'Oor: 
th. e. last 

00 ihe fourday soup on -the st. ovp 64 YOIar smooth dxif tizig encircling n, y thoughts 
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Uninhibited sexuality and "taking it easy", both revalued by the 

underground, are offered as agreeable sensations to the fraternal 

reader. Freedom from criticism and over-bearing authority, as in 

pop poetry, is deliberately expressed in the uncensored, "this is 

melt style: 
I will continue to 

dismember sunsets and young girls fresh 
from school and listen disinterestedly 
to the Beatles whom you insist 
you like. 65 

Torrance is aligning himself with the Liverpool poets here. Unlike 

the Beats or Rimbaud systematically deranging their senses or 
flower people risking pacificism and "universal love", they provide 

no social critique. Their most serious value is a highly romanticised 

view of themselves as "poets", which turns out to mean that they are 

pop stars manque. 

When Torrance gets to Wales, the flip subversion of work gives way 

to earnestness about how much work he is doing. "Letter to Lee" 

attempts to impress us with the meaningfulness of the poet's working 

relationship with his surroundings, but unlike the farmer Rhys who 

can toss lamb carcasses twenty feet up into a thorn tree away from 

the dogs, 

I bungled the pitch, the lamb only 
crashing half-way into the thorn before 
falling back to within a few feet 
of the ground. Defeated and depressed, 
I left it where it hung, to the 
tender mercies of the crows and chasing 
ravens. 66 

The poem records a crisis of individual validity within the neigh- 
bourhood, though its spirits do pick up at the end by returning to 

Torrance's meteorological expertise. 
The next poem in -The Magic Door "0 Spirit of my Mother", brings the 

question of economic relations into the open but then subsides into 

a truly Georgian (except for the dope) bucolic dream: 

Sunday. Discontent. Lost last little bit of dope. 
Then Rhys came in again. "You're a gentleman of 
leisure Torrance" he said. "I'm not a gentleman of 
leisure Rhys I'm a poet", I replied somewhat 
snappishly .... .... At the other extreme lies, I 
know, a joyous, carefree happiness, associated with 
loving Val, being involved with friends, poetry, 
dope; living this dream. 
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A few pages further on, poet and farmer are working together, their 

separate aims declared: 

The farmer steadily works 
"fresh hay it is" 
a fingernail bent back 
in a bale "for a pound a day 
its ridiculous" says Chris 
a sharpened dock spikes-in 
regardless under the cuticle 67 "but it's service to Mother Nature 

Service to Mother Nature is not a farmer's reason for hay-making, 

but Torrance still has a basic need to identify with his adopted 

community 
68 

and to make his poetry adequate to the geological, 

historical and cultural variety around him. In "Rock Crazy , 69 

the effort to belong is strenuously made but the failure to belong 

is the poem's actual message. 

Its closing lines, with the mention of real working materials and 

substances and a cheerful little resolution about a bicycle, take 

us above the unopposed new road back up to the Georgian 70 
cottage. 

It is a telling separation: 

... have had this road march across their backyard 
without the evidential logic to resist 
acquired purchase 

on this and these I reflect 
as I leap back up the hill 
with paraffin & hammer .& nails 
to help build our new fence 
the brakes are failing in the dips 
I must see to them again. 

The questions remain: how do you belong, on whose behalf is your 

artist's life lived, how do you compound history nearer to home? 

Toirance's poetry does not have a certain tenacity, but it falls 

far short of achieving its most ambitious central attempt - the 

synthesis in'poetry of the lines of cultural, social and personal 

experience that converge in a writer's mind. 
(iv) The Modernism of Basil Buntina and GeoffreX Hill 

In the modernism of Basil Bunting and Geoffrey Hill, there are 

other ways of attempting this synthesis, without the personalisation 

and self-mythologising of Torrance. Briggflatts (1966) and Mercian 
Hymns (1971) seem to me to be strikingly successful achievements. 
The musical form of the first allows thematic development, while 
the persona of the second permits the formation of many layers of 
meaning and suggestion. Both maintain a high level of verbal in- 

tensity: concentration of image and rhythmical craftmanship make 
these poems with no dead spots. Bunting and Hill have the basic 

poetic requirement of hearing the sound-values of language and the 
-rhythms of speech. 

71 The opening lines of Briggflatts and 
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Mercian Hymns given below, quite apart f-rom the emblematic 

suggestiveness of Bunting's dancing bull and background of white 

may and the wit and scope of Hill's cultural and historical linkst 

should be read aloud for their sound qualities. These are musical/ 

rhetorical forms of address that carefully set up expectations 

about the nature of the poetry to follow: 

Brag, sweet tenor bull 
Descant on Rawthey's madrigal 
each pebble its part 
for the fells' late spring. 
Dance tiptoe, bull, 
black against may. 
Ridiculous and lovely 
chase hurdling shadows 
morning into noon. 
May on the bull's hide 
and through the dale 
furrows fill with may, 72 
paving the slowworm's way. 

King of the perennial holly-groves, the 
riven sand-stone: overlord of the 115: 
architect of the historic rampart and 
ditch, the citadel at Tamworth, the 
summer heritage in Holy Cross i guardian 
of the Welsh Bridge and the Iron Bridge: 
contractor to the desirable new estates: 
saltzaster: money-changer: commissioner 
for oaths: martyrologist: the friend of 
Charlamagne. 

'I liked that', said Offal 'sing it again'. 
73 

As modernist poetry, neither Briggflatts nor Mercian Hymns is 

primarily about nature. Nature and rural location are, rather, 

important, integrated parts of both, though one can still try to 

identify their significance in these poems and attempt to measure 

the e. xtent to which Hill and Bunting avoid the ideological snares 

associated with their use. 

Basil Bunting, born in 1900, began to attract a real 

following in Britain in the 1960's. At a time when regional poetry 

was defining itself in opposition to literary activity in London, 

Bunting, a native of Northumbria and friend of Pound and Zukovsky, 

became the elder statesman of a poetic "revival" in the north-east 
involving young writers like Tom Pickard and Barry MacSweeney. 
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This enthusiasm, however, has not been widely shared. Bunting has 

not been hailed as a significant English modern and he has not 

received any degree of critical interest. Anthony Thwaite's puzzling 

non-assessment is typical ("Bunting's real standing seems to be that 

of someone who has survived with lonely integrity"74), while for a 

full-blooded, and typical, attack on Bunting one must turn to 

WE Parkinson: 

Bunting's work ... must be mentioned because of its 
harmf ul influence on the work of the younger poets. 
His work and theirs reveals a lack of modern sensibility 
... BriEgflatts, a clumsy poem in the heroic mood, contained 
a hodge-podge of poetic styles ... a meretricious display 
of erudition ... an elitist view of life and art ... the 
facile rejection of modern society; contempt for modern 
man, present in Briggflatts ... over-weening pessimismo-proud 
cynicism and the dishonest use of history conjuring 
up a former Northumbrian Colden-Age*that cannot be 
recovered ... apparently considers himself an embattled 
intellectual engulfed and threatened by hostile events 
while struggling to be the bearer of real cultural 
values ... ofteý urgid rhetoric ... other elitist 
symptoms as* 

As in Hugh MacDiarmid (quite apart from Yeats, Eliot and Pound)p 

Bunting's elevation of cultural values is a mark of his anti- 

imperialism. He expects us to honour other cultures, whether latin 

or Persian and he has always refused to elevate English concerns into 

a standard against which to measure the significance of the concerns 

of others. MacDiarmid and Bunting challenge those who think 

socialism is about levelling down or "cashing-in our cultural 

heritage" and they reject the idea that only the Right should be 

associated with quality. In their account of our society, 

individuality is stunted not by socialism but by the status quo of 

the capitalist money ethic. One of Bunting"s poems' on the effects - 

of the agricultural depression around 1930l. given complete below, 

is a better indication of his basic moral disposition than all 

Parkinson's accusations of elitism: 
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The ploughland has gone to bent 
and the pasture to heather; 
gin the goodwife stint, 
she'll keep the house together. 

Gin the goodwife stint 
and the bairns hunger 
the Duke can get his rent 
one year longer. 

The Duke can get his rent 
and we can get our ticket 
twa, pund emigrant r , 76 
on a CPR packet. ' 

The charge that Bunting is derivative or has no mode of his own is 

especially misplaced. Certainly Briggflatts has Eliotic echoesl 

at the start of the second section for example, but Bunting's 

distinctive method in this poem (in which there is, incidentally, 

little trace of Found) can be appreciated by contrasting it with 

Eliot's in Four Quartets (1944). Both are poems about time, 

utilising the musical imagery of the quartet and the sonata, but 

where Eliot is impersonal, philosophical and --eligious, Bunting is 

autobiographical# sensuous77and very much grounded in mortality. 

Even when considering the material cycle of earth, Eliot 

characteristically tends to the euphemistic and abstract ('dung and 

death') while Bunting is the opposite ('Wheat stands in excrementl)o 

'Dung' excepts human involvement, while 'excrement' insists on it. 

Both poems explore the present's containment of the past78 , but 

where Eliot's poem is a masterpiece of meditative philosophy, 

Bunting's is a direct evocation of the feeling of the past within 

the present. At the point where Eliot's language becomes 

deliberately archaic ("The association of man and woman/In daunsinge, 

signifying matrimonie "79_), Bunting brings Viking Northumbria i nto 

his own experience of early love (Part Ij'verses 5 and 6). Eliot's 

imperzoml and comprehensive use of his own present experience 
(from the socially rarified feelings at the start of "Burnt Norton" 

to the imagery of the London underground and the Blitz) is certainly 

paralleled in Bunting (from the "poet" section at the start of Part II 
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to the sudden modern chill of "Stone smooth as skin, /cold as the 

dead they load/on a low lorry by night"80), yet their attitudes to 

the poet's presence in the poem are very different. Compare the 

ironical distance of "Prufrock" with the beautifully lyrical end 

of Brigýrflatts: 

Finger tips touched and were still 
fifty years ago. 
Sirius is too young to remember. -, 

Sirius glows in the wind. Sparks on ripples 
mark his line, lures for spent fish. 

Fifty years a letter unanswered; 
a visit postponed for fifty years. 

She has been with me fifty years. 

Starlight quivers. I had day enough.., 
For love uninterrupted night. 

Parkinson's other main criticisms# about Bunting's lack of a 

modern sensibility, rejection of modern man, pessimism, cynicism, 

heroic manner and glorification of a former Northumbrian Golden 

Age, are generally connected, in the terms of this thesis, to 

questions of structures of, feeling, sensitivity to change and its 

incorporation in poetry. Bunting's work, then, should perfectly 

exemplify break-down, and failure in these areas. Yet if it is 

right to argue that such failure in poetry is basically a matter of the 

substitution of ideological fantasy for imaginative sensitivity, we 

can find no case against Briggflatts. To illustrate this, we may 

turn to the two areas of the poem superficially most open to such 

charges: the Bloodaxe passages and the parts about the poet's role 

in modern life. 

The first point about the pre-Norman world-of Briggflatts is its 

textural relationship to present Northumbria. As Peter Brook, when 

directing King Lear in 1962, sought to discover the practicalities 

of our elemental dependence on clothes and shelter and fire", so 

does Bunting approach the conditions of physical life through the 
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historical landscape. The cultural identity of Northumbria (and 

the poet as lover) in the stanzas below is certainly achieved by 

mention of the violent militarism of the past, but not by 

romanticising it. The sexuality of the lover, in Iawrentian style, 

is discussed in historical metaphors (copper-wire moustache, sea- 

reflecting eyes, Baltic plainsong speech, etc) but I find no call 

to a Viking revival or hint of "Colden Age" nostalgia in the 

evocation of a "placed" recollection of love:. 

Stocking to stocking, jersey to jersey, 
head to a hard arm, 
they kiss under the rain, 
bruised by their marble bed. 
In Garsdale, dawn; 
at Hawes, tea from the can. 
Rain stops, sacks 
steam in the sun, they sit up. 
Copper-wire moustache, 
sea-reflecting eyes 
and Baltic plainsong speech 
declare: By such rocks 
men killed Bloodaxe. 

Fierce blood throbs in his tongue, 
lean words. 
Skulls cropped for steel caps 
huddle round Stainmore. 
Their becks ring on limestone, 
whisper to peat. 
The clogged cart pushes the horse downhill. 
In such soft air 
they trudge and sing, 
laying the tune frankly on the air. 
All sounds fall still, 
fellside bleat, 83 hide-and-seek peewit. 

Bunting's interest in the moments of love and their swift departure 

("Love is a vapour, we're soon through it,, 84 
and the effort to 

recreate and hold them in poetry (for the mason in Briggflatts f 
"pens are too light. 

/Take 
a chisel to write"85) are based on his 

apprehension of an"inescapable fact": 

Obviously the one which has got to be taken into account 
almost first of all, but certainly all the, time, is the 
fact that we don't live very long. The minute you begin 
to consider it, the fact that you're going to the is 86 almost the only thing that makes life worth living at all. 
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When, in Part II, he describes the death of Bloodaxe at Stainmore87, 

Bunting is not covertly longing for a past heroic age. He is, 

rather, using a strongly-coloured historical moment to fix his 

theme of tempus edax rerum: the whole section is directly preceeded 

by the " repro ache d/uneasy mason//shaping evasive/ornament/litters 

his yard/with flawed fragments" 
88and is directly followed by a set 

of "musical" readings of nature ("Starfish, poinsettia on a half- 

tide crag, /a galliard by Byrd"89, etc), both of which direct us to 

the reading of Bloodaxe I have been suggesting. 

In presenting questions of the poet's role, Bunting, againj 

could be characterised as a world-f orsaker, abandoning modern life 

to return to the comf orts of the past. This would be to take the 

, start of Section IV, concerning the Welsh bards Aneurin and 

Taliesin, at face value: 

I hear Aneurin number -the dead and rejoice, 
Being adult nale of a merciless species. 

Aneurin and Taliesint cruel owls 
for whom it is never altogether dark, crying go before the rules made poetry a pedant's game. 

This mood of savagery ("runts murder the sacred calves of -the sea 

by rule"91) is the opposite of the other poetic mood of Britegflattso 

that of self-disgust and degradation: 

Poet appointed dare not decline 
to walk among the bogus, nothing to authenticate 
the mission imposed, despised 
by toadies, confidence men, kept boys 
shopped and, jailed, cleaned out by whores, 
touching acquaintance for food and tobacco. 

In this mood, "secret, solitary, a spy": 

He lies with one to long for another, 
sick, self-maimed, self-hating, 
obstinate, mating 92 beauty with squalor to beget lines still-born. 

The conOtant objective, however, is above both these moods - to 

first of all convert experience, physical and mentalt into verbal 
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music, which is itself the creation of mood. (In the words of the 

poem just after the Aneurin/Taliesin passage, "it is time to 

consider how Domenico Scarlatti/condensed so much music into so few 

bars"93). If this sounds like aestheticism, any section of the 

poem willillustrate that it is the opposite. The poem's semantic 

(though not narrative or explanatory) content is everywhere dense 

and concrete and emerges from the landscape of Northum. bria. There 

is no desire to restore this landscape to some past wildness or 

retreat from modern life into its isolation, though there is the 

very strong desire to use its reality in creating the emotion of 

Briggflatts. This emotion has much to do with a personal love that 

is characterised through a detailed, particular location, mapped in 

time as well as in space. My last quotation is intended to show. how 

the collapsing of history ("'Then is diffused in Yow"), as long as it 

16 not done to obscure the eff ects of change or subvert the urgency 

of present problems, can be a valid technique in poetry: 

Shepherds follow the'linkst 
sweet turf studded with thrift: 
fell-born men of precise instep 
leadi. ig -demure dogs 
from Tweed and Till and Teviotdale, 
with hair combed back from the muzzlet 
dogs from Redesdale and Coquetdale 
taught by Wilson or Telf er. 
Their teeth are white as birch$ 
Blow under black fringe 
Of silent, accurate lips. 
The ewes are heavy with lamb. 
Snow lies bright on Hedgehope 
and tacky mud about Till 
where the fells have stepped aside 
and the river praises itself, 
Silence by silence sits 94 and Then is diffused in Now. 

7be reader is in the culturally and geographically detailed location 

that Bunting has chosen for his "sonatallon love and death - his 

fol" or Meditation on time. 

ThL' King Offa of Mercian Hymns (1971)9 Geoffrey Hill tells us in 

his notes to the poems, might "most usefully be regarded as the 
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presiding genius of the West Midlands"95. The first line of Mercian 

Hymns begins With that area's rock and vegetation, "the perennial 

holly-groves, the riven sand-stone", as though to delineate the 

physical base and location of the cultural exploration that is to 

follow. In "The Crowning of Offa", a similarly physical basis is 

established for the autobiographical/historical bonding of the 

sequence's persona: "I was invested in mother-earth, the crypt 

of roots and endings. Child's play. I abode*therep bided my time .. " 96 

As in the opening address (quoted in full above, p 19 4 with its 

theme of the unbroken importance of money and the historical changes 

in the landscape brought about by human labour, so here humanity' 

is "invested"and, consistent with the experience of control and 

potency traditionally shared by Kings and children (think of Dylan 

Thomas's "Fern Hill") the persona is said to bide his time. His 

emergence from the earth is grub-like in its purposefulness and 

indifference to existing culture whether "barbaric"or refined 

("scrollwork"): 

I wormed my way heavenward 
for ages amid barbaric ivyl scrollwork 
of fe: rn , 

97- 

In "Offa's Coins"t this native earthiness is pictured in the rooting 

snout of the boar: 

Crepitant oak forest where the boar 
f urrowed black mould p hi- 8 snout intimate 
with worms and leave s0 

At a more generalised level, the natural imagery is soon extended 

to historical experience. The whole sequence is full of fragments 

sinking back into the earth - coins, brooches, bits of broken toysl 

it splinters of habitation". later in "Offals Coins", anything so 

buried is transformed into treasure: 

Their spades grafted through the - 
va-riably-resistant-soil. They clove to 
the hoard. They ransacked epiphanies, 
vetebrae of the chimerat armour of 
wild bees' larvae. 99 
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The fecundity of autumn, rich and rotting, the "golden and stinking 

blaze", re-absorbs and re-bonds the artificial and natural: 

The garden fes-ters for attention: 
telluric cultures enriched. with shards, 
corms, nodules, the sunk solids of 
gravity. i have accrued a golden 100 
and stinking blaze. 

Culture pictured as a deepening thickness of earth and mouldy teeming 

with'animal and plant life, is an essential metaphor in Mercian 

HE21! s. The creatures are earthy: snailso wood-lice, compost wormsp - 

irasp grubs and. 
I bee-, 11arvae; there are moles badgers 101 

, boars# adders, 

frogst crayfish and eels and the plant-life is the indigenous one of 

ancient heath, wood-land or marsh - holly, ýcharlock, marsh-marigold, 

wattle, pear, catmint, apple, nistletoeg iVyj nettles, chestnutsp 

hemlock, thorn, scutch-grass, yew, privet, crab-apple, strawberry. 

Historical connectedness is not nostalgict but literally organic. 

We Pee hist. ory as the prolific, but decaying reality around us and 

the narration of history as an account of the operation of powera. ' 

The poem's persona is multiple, probing and suggestive, as it moves 

fluidly through its metamorphoses. Here is "The Kingdom of Offe'l 

quoted in full. followed -by comments intended to clarify the function.. 

of merging an heroic and cruel part of history with present 

experiencet both personal and social: 

Casholders, russet among fields, Milldams, marlpools 
that lay unstirring. Eel-swarms. Coagulations of 
fro. ff. S: oncel with branches and half-brickst he 
battered a ditchfull; then sidled away from the 
stillness and silence. 

Ceolred was his friend and remained sot even after 
the day of the lost fighter: a biplanep already 
obsolete and irreplaceable, two inches of heavy 
snub bilver. Ceolred let it Spin through a hole 
in-the classroom-floorboards, softlyp into the 
rat-droppin,,,,, s and coins. 

After'school he lured Ceolred, who was sniggering 
with frightp down to the old quarriest and flayed 

, 
him. 

. Then, leaving Ceolred, he journeyed for hours, 
calm and aloneloln his private derelict sandlorry 
named Albion. 
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The preceZing poems, with their early memories of coronation 

celebrationsg coach outings and the childhood territory of playground 

and cloakroom, have prepared the reader for the precise recollections 

of childhood here. The sense of guilt disowned after the frog- 

battering ("then sidled away from the stillness and silence")v 

echoed in'the childish vengefulness over the lost model plane, merge 

smoothly into the cruelty of Offa: the treasure of the biplane 

("obsolete and irreplaceable, two inches of heavy snub silver") 

spinning into the rat-droppings and coins immediately links with Offals 

money, which*stands for his power. In "Offals Coins" the moneyers 

who have displeased Offa become "swathed bodies in the long ditch; 

one eye upstaring". Like Offa, the school-friend Ceolred who is 

lured to the old quarries where he is 11flayed'19 occupies present 

and past simultaneously. As in "Offals Journey to Rome" where the 

motorist is able to separate himselfq th=ugh the mechanical isolation 

and power of his car, from the responsibilities of a road accident 

("His maroon GT chanted then overtook. He lavished on the high 

valleys its haleine". ), so here the "private derelict sandlorry 

named Albion" represents a Kingdom magically and egocentrically free 

of social connections. Blamefree lunacy and indifferenceg associated 

with coino treasure and fertilityp persist from Offals day into the 

present. Some of the hymns re-cast the theme into a modern Porsyte 

setting - "the three mute great-aunts borne away down St Chad's 

Garth in a stiff-backed Edwardian Rollsti. 103 In "Offals Laws"104 t 

it is the directorial cigar that now threatens malefaetorsq though 

the country home near Malvern with its orchard and hammer-pond 

shimmering with trout-fry maintains the sequence's basic dependence 

on rural imagery and symbolism. The "elvesl. wergildg the true 

governance of England"105has clearly become a class concern with 

weighty legitimation preserving power: 
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Processes of generation; deeds of settlement. 
The urge to marry well; wit to invest 
in the properties of healing-springs. Our 
children and our child-rents children, 1'06 
o my masters. 

Complementing this bourgeois experience is workingý-class labour. The 

ancientý'rich embroidery of, "Opus Anglicanoruml, ',, was worked in 

"treacherous thread" of gold and silver by people who "trudged out 

of the dark, scraping their boots free from lime-splodges and phlegm. 
107 They munched cold bacon". In modern timesp this labour appears in 

the setting of the Black Country nailshop. The harshness of the 

grand-mother's work is filtered through Ruzkin's criticism of 

industrialisation: 
Brooding on the eightieth letter of Fors 
Clavigera. I speak this in memory. of 
my grandmotherg whose childhood and 
prime womanhood were spent in the 
nailer's darg. 108 

The Iývmns began with a quotation from Sisson re-affirmingo however we 

are distractel by technical, questions of meanBt the coincidence of 

personal and social integrity: "the conduct of governments rests 

upon the same foundations and encounters the same difficulties as the 

conduct of private persons". The sequence concludes with the personal 

identified with the historical (or social) once more: 

... Gran lit the gasl his dice 
whirred in the Indo-cup, he entered into the last 
dream of Offa the King. 

And the final words: 

And it seemed, while we waited, he began to walk to- 
wards us he vanished 

he left behinq, Boinsp for his lodging, and traces of 
red mud. 

The "presiding genius of the West Midlands'19 ironically expressed 

in the religious imagery of the resurrected Christp leaves behind 

the tangible substances of money and red mud. I have only been 

following two of-the themes of these very resonant poems, both of 

which re-appear very strikingly-in this last line. The sense of 

historical continuity is, then, not an escape ("things have always been 
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the same' human nature will never change") but an attempt to under- 

stand, and by implication controlv the present'in terms of the past. 

The child's delight in war-time evenin ("The wireless boomed its 

commands. -- I loved the battle-anthems and the gregarious news. // 

Thenv in the earthy shelter, warmed by'a blue-glassed storm-lante=t I 

huddled with stories-of dragon-tailed airships and warriors who took 

wing immortal as phantoms". 
"') is, over-lain by adult perspectives ý 

and knowledge. It is all looked full in the face, just as the use, of 

Offa is not simple romanticism or simple condemnation. Part of our 

child-like view of ancient history remains, counter-balanced by 

sobering insights into its dynamics9 but both serve a more penetrating 

over-all effect. Jon Silkin, in his useful essayg "The Poetry of 

Geoffrey Hill", points to Hill's understanding of the way people 

are implicated in history, as touristsp voyeurs, participators. He 

quotes these lines from "Ovid in the Third Reich" (King Log, 1968): 

I have learned one thing: not to look down 
So much upon the deamed. 112 

The Ely=st mining autobiographical and shared cultural experienoeg 

are a kind of "mirror for magistrates" although their strength lies 

in their lack, of didacticism. Like Ted Hughes, Hill enters 

treacherous territoryfor England's ancient landscapeog pre-No=An 

historyt local industrial archaeology, are all highly susceptible 

to the escapist treatment Hill avoids. He is equally wary of 

indulging in anti-pastoral or "shock versions" of history, preferring 

to see inter-connectedness and continuity: 

Coiled entrenched England: brickwork 
and paintwork stalwart above stalwart 
marl. The clashing primary Qolours 
'Ethandune', 'Catraethlo 'MaldonIq 
'Pengwern'. Steel against yev. and 
privet. Fresh dynasties of smiths. 

Anglo-Saxon battles have become the names of suburban houses,. 

stalwartlY erected "above hacked marl". The warrior imagery is 
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humorously continued with "the, clashing, primary colours" - andý steel, 

hed, ge-clippers of the housing estate and its inhabitants - the 

"fresh dynasties of Smiths". Tlds,, ý it -seems to me,, ý is six appropriately 

suggestive way of writing about the historical determinan B of "coiledt 

entrenched England" and its culture. ý The - next poem,, "The Kingdom of 

Offallp deals with cultural continuity with-ithe same sureness: - the, 

excitement of the charabane outing is - approached . 
throughthe, gentlep 

mock-heroic stirring, of popular notions of Camelot. Mroughout the 

book,, Hill follows-Ahe "tracks of ancient occupation" left o4 present- 

day West, Mercia. He has scratinised the, -cultural identity. of an 

English locality and has 
I used the Amagery of ý history, to approach its 

contemporary situation and character. 

Political commitment in nature 
-and 

gi=al poetEX: towards MaeDiarmid 

The simplest "committed", approaclý to nature and n=al poetry is 

to treat it as hopelessly coxxuptedt a category beyond redemption to 

be exposed and discarded. Taking this view, Douglas Dmm goes a 

stage further than Brecht (see above p His poem "Socialist 

Nature" sets out to discover the full cost of our habitual, ways of 
looking, at Nature. He,,, b, egins: 

Money was spent to make the world like this. 
All the things of the world have'been sold, 
This. precious, landscape strains its loneliness, 
Through ideologies. What it'kiiins id 
Lookers muot forgetland is a price. 

In the second verse, traditional "nature emotion" is replaced by 

COriOlanian determination: 

Wet eyes before 
A'sunset or' a wide view of low hills 

'ire 'mansion" turrets An antique'bridge, a sp 
And I almost weep that this most beautiful 
Eriemy is not on my side, nor-neutral. 

115 

For Du=, "Nature' is, our eyesqý-and what we make/with'thimll and'the 
Nature we make stands between ourselves and "a better world". I He is 
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asking for more than just land. He is asking us to acknowledge and 

repay,, the human cost of our idea of "natural" beauty: we, must erases 

not liberate. If only things vere as simple as thatt it is a price - 

we might willingly pay. 

The same effort to demote the category or mode itself occurs in 

Eagleton's essay "Myth and History in Recent Poetry" in which mYtho 

an essential mode for the nature poetry of Ted Hughes, is weighed 

against legend and is found to offer merely mystifying solutions to 

historical contingencies. In the essay, Eagleton has little 

difficulty in disposing of Donald Davie's Essex Poems 116 
,a volume 

of relaxed indulgence from a normally accomplished and subtle writer. 

Eagleton neatly shows the avoidance tactics and prevarication of 

Davie's myth of transcendencep though he only glances at the more 

significant case of Black Mountain ideology vhich achieves "a, kind 

of global liberation won at the possible cost of a reverence for 

routine causality". 
117 Is the essay developsq the argument tightens. 

Whereas "examining modern experience through m7tht in the case of 

poets like Gump Creagh and Montgomeryt takes the form Of timeless 

universalisations achieved through symbol and archetypet 'legend' works 

in an opposite directiono excavating the substance of a spegifio, 

time and place remote from oursq salvaging it for re-inhabitation". 

Legend "is still able to accommodate a sense of historicityl in ways 

which myth isn't". 118 Analysing the last verse of Thom Gunn's I'Loot"t 

Eagleton. identifies "a sub-Lawrentian myth of the individual as 

passive transmitter of primordial forces which fill and possess him 

with their, own richness". Such a, "primitivistic vision emphasises 

man' s rootedness in the cosmos: it offers - in my view, in a 

mystifying and merely assertive way -, a natural solution to sooial 

breakdown". 119ý - our present sense of estrangement from the universe, 

or the possibility of, our reintegrationg is explained 
, mythically 

'Without reference to historical accounts of alienation. Purthermore, 
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says Eagleton, myth throws up individuals with "a freshly 

representative significance" 
120unrestricted by the contingencies of 

time and space, with history as their kingdom: in this "compensatory" 

myth, we get false solutions to actual problems. For Eagletonj- 

like Dunn weeping that "nature emotion" is not on his side, myth 

has become the enemy and must be rejected on ideological grounds. 

Eagleton is right to criticise myth as falsification, just as 

pastoral must be attacked when it behaves as realism, but myth can 

also be imaginatively progressive. Mutations and anti-heroes like 

Hughes's Crow and Nicholas Lumb, with their oblique relationships to 

social reality, actually satirise fantasy solutions and transcendency. 

Hints of the truly anti-human and falsifying solutions of, say, parts 

of lawrence's mythologyp have been absent from Hughes' work for 

over twenty years. Eagleton's timely criticisms of the use of myth 

in Gunn and Davie have hardened into a dogmatic against myths per se. 

It is true that certain modes have a better chance of communicating 

with a given audience than others (in this respect myth may actually 

be a more progressive mode than legend), but every mode has several 

aspects: realism, for example, can foster a sensuous attachment to 

present reality which it may take the self-conscious narrator in'the 

contemporary novel or the stripping away of the fictional casing 

in a Beckett play to dispel, and apparently engaged realism can easily 

be used for effective escape into a fully self-referential worldt 

"Coronation Street" soon became an urban pastoral. 

Neither Dunn nor Eagleton finds the right kind of polemical I ýý 

practice t Eagleton's article is on myth and legend but all the poetry 

he quotes is mythical and negatively characterised. The case for 

legend is assiraed, not made. And Dunn's misplaced rationalism might 

more convincingly have been channelled into anti-pastoral. 

Dramatised protest poetry, manifesto-style criticisml a positive 
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backing of other modes of writing would, I feel, have done more 

justice to the structure of feeling within which Dunn and Eagleton 

were writing. 

Seamus Heaney's naturee poetry provides a further challenge to 

Dunn and Eagleton's position, for Heaney writes as an "inner emigrg". 

He assumes that redemption and reclamation are his business and that 

the body and nature of the Irish countryside are essential material 

for poetry in his historical and cultural situation. He takes up 

an ambivalent attitude to the aesthetics of commitmento wanting 

always to dig deeper than the known analysis that follows from an 

identifiable position. This is certainly not the only literary 

re sponse to political crisis, but the interesting and valuable thing 

in Heaney is his avoidance of any kind of escapismi his liberal 

scepticism cannot be simply annexed by the Right or dismissed by the 

Left. 

As an Irish writer, Heaney can turn to rural experience and still 

remain very obviously engaged with contemporary social and political 
121 

issues. Indeedq an excellent poem like "At a Potato Digging" 

exposes the bitter appropriateness of contemporary agricultural or 

natural imagery to the political history of Ireland. Certainly, in 

poems such as "The Diviner" and "Docker" in Death of a Naturalist (1966) 

and "The Forge" and "Thatcher" in Door into the Dark (1969), he might 

be charged with romanticising the rural work and craftsmanship of 

which he had direct personal experience in his Derry childhoodo 

but the main impact of his early poetry may be ascribed to the clarity 

with which he presents that rural childhood. There are few pleasant 

fantasies here: his experience of naturep often frightening and 

full of the pressures exerted by the outside world, or "naturelf, on 

his own hopes and desires, is presented in direct symbolic terms. 

The sensuous detail of the language in Death of a Naturalist 

indicates the richness of Heaney's imaginative reserves: a plucked 
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turkey is "just another poor forked thing, /A skin bag plumped with 

inky putty . 122and in "Death of a Naturalist" the frogs invading the 

flax-dam are described thus: 

The air was thick with a bass chorus. 
Right down the dam gross-bellied frogs were cocked 
On sods; their loose necks pulsed like sails. Some hopped: 
The slap and plop were obscene threats. Some sat 
Poised like mud grenades theiy2ýlunt heads farting. 
I sickened, turned, and 

ýan. 

later he extends the child's Wordsworthian fusion of wonder and dread 

into mature meditations on the state of Ireland herself. 

Heaney's poetic method, consciously Wordsworthian 124 
, begins with 

the personal ordering of memory: 

I was aware that my inspiration, for 
want of a better word, lay in the 125 
energies that sprang from remember ng. 

In "Digging" 126 he determines to dig with his pen Just as his father 

and grandfather dug with spades; in many other poems he consciously 

quarries the experience of his father and family or the older heroic 

figu---s of his childhood. It is a short step to the public 

excavation of Ireland that Heaney has carried out in other poems9 

particularly the "bog poems" of Wintering, 2, ýt (1972) and North (1975)- 

"orcefully imaginative These poems of externalised feeling are as 4. 

as his more personal poems and have the same direct symbolic power. 

In a comment on "Bogland", the last poem in Door into the Dark, a 

poem about the accumulated relics in the bottomless wet centre of 

Ireland 127, Heaney expl . ained: 

'Bogland' is an attempt to make the preservingt shifting 
marshes of Ireland a mythical landscape, a symbol of the 
preserving, shifting consciousness of the Irish people. 
History is the soft ground thal2bolds and invites us into 
itself, century after century. 

At worst, Heaney pursues this to the hocus pocus extreme of an 

article that appeared in The Listener of 7 December 1972. 

Seemingly taking his cue from Ted Hughes Ia cultural theory of 

Calvinism* Heaney saw "very satisfactory imaginative parallels 

See below p 287 
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to the history of Ireland at the moment" in vegetarian cults 

involving human sacrifice in Iron Age Europe. At best, Heaney 

comments more historically; 

... when I think about my territory and my hinterland 
and my past I am thinking in terms of Ireland as a 
whole and the history of the famine and the-rebellion. 
Within Northern Ireland having that set of myths for 
yourself anS2ý our nation is what it means to be a 
Catholic. 

In the t1bog poems"themselves, these rather loose notions are 

exchanged for firm images and emotions linking past and present - 

the "hooded victim, /slashed and dumped,, 130in "The Crauballe Man" 

or, most strikingly, the dead adulteress in "Punishment". Her 

2,000 year old body$ found in a Jutland bog, the face blackened 

through the action of water and the head shaved, suggests the tarred 

and feathered girls humiliated in Derry and Belfast: 

I who have'stood dumb 
when your betraying sistersq 
cauled in tar, 
wept by the railings, 
who would connive 
in civilized outrage 
yet understand the exact 131 
and tribal, intimate-revenge. 

Some reductionism and sentimental blurring of unresolved conflicts 

must be admitted here ("My poor scapegoatHI almost love you/but 

would have cast, I knowq/The stones of silence"132), but the poem's 

dominant emotion, -its conniving civilised outrage mixed with a guilty 

understanding of revenge,, arises from-Heaney's representative 

position in everyday experience. It is "the rituals of, co-existence" 

and the constant flow of specific and contradictory feeling that 

his poetry dramatises. A fine example of this is the poem - 
"Whatever you say, say nothing"133. As in "Punishment". this, poem's 

contextualisation (in its criticism of voyeurism)-works at a 

political'level*- these are Irish problems within an Irish destiny. 

Seamus Heaney's view of literature does avoid co., mitment in the 

senseýof, active support and "message"134: his view is held in full 
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knowledge of the paradox that his literary/emotional response to an 

horrific fact135is best mediated through "cool" historical material. 

(It is the use of sensitivity to change, that counts in a writer. ) 

Heaney never retreats into this position: his involvement is not 

in question though he does avoid the unproductive agonising a 

mainland poet might have to work through. At the end of North he 

describes himself thus: 

1 am neither internee nor informer; 
An inner enigrfý, grown long-haired 
And thoughtful; a wood-kerne 

Escaped from the massacre, 
Taking protective colouring 136 From bole and bark ... 

In three poems towards the end of Wintering Out (1972) - "Maighdean 

1,11aralf, "Limbo" and "Bye-Child"137 - his humanist position-is 

justified through full identification with the suffering around: 

I'm cauterized, a black stump of home. 138 

Heaney is liberal but deeply aware. He identifies with Everyman 

and uses poetry as a way of revealing common experience - whether 

in the early childhood and nature poems or in the later work where 

the natural landscapes of Ireland axe used to explore present reality 

imaginatively and suggestively. The last piece in North, the six- 

poem autobiographical sequence"Singing School"139, shows how 

penetrating this exploration can be. It is an acute political poemp 

though it refuses alignment or a theoretical over-view in favour of 

concrete detail and recollection: consider No 3, "Orange Drums, 

Tyrone, 196611 as an example. In his latest book, Field Work (1979), 

the values and tones of Robert Lowell are present; in a poem like 

"Ugglino" 140, the final one in the book and a translation from 

Dante, Heaney's scope and range have perceptibly widened. The 

values of liberal scepticism are seen to be far from exhausted. 

Nature is still important in some parts of the book, but it is 

significant that nature is playing a decreasing part in Heaney's 
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increasingly assured political poetry. 

(vi) The materialist poetry of Hugh MaoDia=id 

As poets of material natureq three contemporary names come to 

mind - Charles Tomlinson, Jon Silkin and Hugh MacDiarmid. Tomlinson, 

who is probably better known in the USA than in England, is an 

accomplished, conservative writer, impressive technically and 

intellectually and very much interested in the aesthetic aspects 

of nature-presence, form, spacet texture, colour. The following 

recent poem (quoted complete) illustrates some of these interests 

and also speaks for Tomlinson's generally mundane structure of 

feeling. He is too wary and too good to lose himself in neo- 

Georgianism, but the Augustan measures of the poem, its general 

aestheticism and its parodic Shakespearian finale all substitute 

for close contact with the rural material and its context: 

The air at evening thickens with a scent 
That walls exude and dreams turn lavish on - 
Dark incense of a solar sacrament 
'61here, laid in swathesq the field-silk, dulls 

and dries 
To contour out the land's declivities 
With parallels of grass, sweet avenues: 
Scent ýiangs perpetual above the changes,, 
As when the hay is turned and we must lose 
This clarity of sweeps and terraces 
Until the bales space out the slopes again 
Like scattered megaliths. Each year the men 
Pile them up close before they build the stack, 
Leaving against the sky, as night comes on, 
A henge of hay-bales to confuse the track 
Of timeq and out of which the smoking dews 141 Draw odours solid as the huge deception. 

As a contemplative poet or as a kind of contemporary imagist, Tomlinson 

no doubt deserves attention, but I do not feel that his poetry 

offers any si . gnificant dimensiong critical or cultural, to the 

concerns of this thesis. 

In Jon Silkin's nature poetry, there is an earnest attempt 

to dxaw poetry back towards natural science. At first sight he 

appears to offer precisely the kind of materialist., - nature poetry 
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to which I was alluding in my Introduction*. Silkin deliberately 

titled his fourth book Nature with Man, implying in that "with" 

the essential connections stressed by Sebastiano Timpanaro142. I 

But the book, to, mej explores very little: it fails to find any 

"common denominator that will pull together these two kinds of 

life,, 143(flowers 
and humanity). When I compare Silkin's nature 

poetry with the humanity and poetic power of his most famous piece, 

"Death of a Son (who died in a mental hospitalp aged one)II, I 

conclude that specifically human situations suit his talents better. 

Like Tomlinson, Silkin is always rewarding to read - he is a seriouso 

careful, writer - but in a poem like "Dandelion" (quoted below in 

full), he does not actually make imaginative advances nor does he 

bear out the claim made in the notes that the poem "sees its subject 

as a seizer of space$ and asks for political parallels to be made". 
145 

Silkin carries out his observation responsibly, using : both poetic 

and botanical language; the rewards are certainly there 

(particularly the image of the dandelion leaves as "riveted" into 

the earth) but there is no crystallisation or concentration in the 

poemt such as one finds, for. example, in Ted Hughes Is "Snowdrop" . 
146 

Here is "Dandelion": 

Slugs nestle where the stem 
Brokeng bleeds milk. 
The flower 

* 
is eyeless:, the sight is compelled 

By small, coarse, sharp petalso 
Like metal shreds. Formed, 
They puncture, irregularly perforate 
Their yellow, brutal glare. 
And certainly want to 
Devour the earth. With an ample movement 
They are, a foot highý as you look. 
And coming backt they take hold 
On pert domestic strains. 
Others' lives are theirs. Between them 
And domesticityp 
Grass. They infest its weak land; 
Patten, hide slugs, infestate. 
They look like plates; more closely 
Like the first tryingst the machineo, qf nature 
Riveted into her, successful. 147 

* See above page 16. 
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Tomlinson and Silkin are' original' enough to'make contemporary 

neo-Georgian poets seem like mere bearers of ideology, but in Hugh 

MacDiamid one encounters a major poet. In the terms of this thesis, 

MacDiax! mid has shown a practicalp positive engagement with social 

change and he has'also consciously "placed" poetry's metaphysical 

function in relationship t6 other functions of the art. In 

discussing MacDiarmid as a, poet of the natural and 'rural world I am 

not trying to absorb such'an'essentially Scottish writer'into an 

English tradition. I do, however, want to point to MacMirmid's 

affinities with many of the other Poets'discussed in this thesisp 

to illustrate the distinctive development of his own use of nature. 

MacDiamid's'achievements as a committed poet were mostly, 

-published between 1926 and 1935 (1 would single out'the'Lenin 

poems and "Lo! aI child is born" as among the'finest of these), but 

like Picissols, ' his art is also remarkable'for its virtuosity and 

diversity. It is no surprise that "the'eharacteristic attitude" of 

Britain's greatest socialist poet should be identified by Leavis 

as "that of the inspired poet - the nobly indignant genius - of the 

Romantic tradition"148t as MaeDiarmid himself often discusses the 

imagination in Romantic terms: 

00 . the principal question 
Aboot a work ol art is frae hoo deep 
A life it springs - and syne hoo faux 
Up fraelt it has the pooler to leap. 

And hoo muckle it lifts up wilit 
Into the sunlicht lik 345 saumon theret 
Universal Spring! 

For MacDiarmid, "consciousness springs frae unplumbed deeps". He 

speaks 'lot a wilder, fount than they (most men) daur watch/Free- 

springinl,, in its-native force/Against the darkness ol its source,,. 
150 

In "The War with England", referring to his life, on the lonely 

island of Whalsay,, MaoDiarmid accepts his time in the wilderness as 
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an opportunity to come to terms with himself before re-entering the 

world re-charged and more able to intervene productively in its 

affairs: 

I was better with the sounds of the sea 
Than with the voices of men 

And in desolate and desert places 
I found myself again. 151 For the whole of the world came from these ... 

The tendencies towards Romanticism are notable. In common with 

Eliot, Yeats and Poundt we can also see MacDia=id (though it is 

a very partial picture) as an elitist, a late Romantic with a 

near-religious belief in Genius, High Culture and a Global 

Civilisation of the Intellect. 152 He agrees with, Lenin that 

"communism becomes an empty phraseg a mere facade and the Communist 

a mere bluffer, if he has not worked over in his consciousness the 

whole inheritance of hinnan knowledge". 153 CertainlY, his theoretical 

Marxism has its eye on the withering of the state and harmonious 

ana chy so that true human individuality may emerge at lasto free 

of the stunting relationships of capitalist production154. He is 

a "Bolshevik before the Revolution" but not when Bolshevism is ruling 

155 the roost I which is a way of insistmg on the primacy of a 

personal point of view. In no way does any of this make a case 

against MaoDiarmid's consistent devotion to social refo=t though 

it may help one to understand both the wide diversity of his 

achievement and the paradox of his involvement with nature poetry 

as metaphysics. 

In the first part of my discussion of MaoDiarmid's poetry of 

the natural and rural, I want to indicate the abundance of his 

response and the sense of effortlessness that it gives. The lyrics 

from the Twenties have a qualityp chara&teristic of folk-lore or off 

for example, medieval religious art and literature, of combining 

the mystical and the familiar: 156 
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The skinklant stars Sýin 
Are but distant dirt. 157 

E ing 

Or. in the Imagist mode: 

The moonbeqTnq Kelter iI the, lift undulate 
An' Earth, the bare auld staneg E 
Glitters beneath the seas ol Space 158 White as a nnmmothts bane. 

In a poem like "The Watergaw", 159the look on a dying person Ii ý'face 

is permanently"and mysteriously associated 'with "a-wateigaw'wit 

it's chitterin' licht" (indistinct rainbowq 'Shivering light), seen 

11ae weet forenicht il the yow-t=ummle" (wet early evening, cold 

weather after sheep-shearing). 'Hardy might well have e*nvied'such 

a direct and economic fusion of a profound emotion-and a particular 
16o 

atmospheric mood in nature* 

For"MacDiarmid, Scotland itself is a reservoir of natural, 

experienceand poetry as an art is either automatically religious 
161 ("As a poet I'm interested in religious ideas" )ýor it competes 

openly with religion for spiritual experience: 

In truth, it is ridiculous to call even the 
nominally believing poets religious ... The fact 
is that there has been, and remains, an 162 
unbroken enmity between religion and art ... 

Even in his most virulent attacks on the"Church or'in the rarer 

moments when he-'attacks Christian doctrine-itself (as in "First 

Hyma to-Lenin"), MacDiarmid is never reductionist. He does not 

want to deny any of the sense of wonder that religious thought may 

have crystallisedt though he is always scornful of the mystification 

and mis-use of religion in the tangled affairs of Church and 

State. The short poem "At the Gravesidellq in fact, points up the 

vanity of those who witlessly explain "huge conundrums": 
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There is no stupid soul who neither knows 
The rudiments of human history 
Nor seeks to solve the problems of this life 
Bat still must give his witless testimony 
On huge conundrums - Faithless in small things# 
Let all such cease their fond imaginings. 
The eyes of fools are on the ends of God, 163 I postpone all such thoughts beneath this sod. 

That postponement is ironicalv but it is also an act of reverence. 

In religious terms it is a weighty challenge to those who have 

constracted an omnipotent God from the human life of Christ. The 

chimera hunted by MacDiarmid from the mid-1930's onwards, that 

process of-"making one's own the treasures of human knowledgellt 

might with advantage have seemed further off had MacDiarmid 

meditated more often on his own poem, "Light and Darkness". Ilerev 

individual attempts at comprehensiveness are dwarfed by history: 

Mav I never lose these shadowy glimpses of unknown thoughts 
W That modify and minify my owng and never fail 

To keep some shining sense of the way all thoughts at last 164 
Before life's dawning meaning like-the stars at sunrise pale; 

In "Whuchulls", he asks: I" "I-, 'I, ll, ý , 

-What-is oor life that we should prizelt-abune' 
Lichen's or slug's ot which we ken scarce mair 
Than they ot oors when a' thing's said and dune 

Furthermoret his belief in poetry as a creative'absolute is not 

coincidentally expressed in apocalyptic language: 

Poetry is, h-uman existence come to lifep 
The glorious energy that once employed 
Turns all else in creation null and void, 166 The flower and fruitt the meaning and goal ... 

Once recognised, this basic religiosity associates itself very 

naturally with MaoDiarmid's love of detail and difference and-- 

variety: , ''. Iý-, 1, -, V, ý ý 

I find inexhaustible riches in the life of everyday ý 11 
Nothing is ever commonplace to me that is imbued with 167 life. 

The writer cannot afford preconceptions or the blur of familiarity 

and generalisation: 
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W4'=st look at the harebell as if 168 We had never seen it before. 

The "naming" and "categorisiriel. that. characterises so much, of 

In Memoriam James Joyce works particularly well whent for examples- 

MacDiarmid is writing a kind of "found" sound poem using, the old 

Narn expressions for "the various names/Applied to allIthe restless 

movements of the sea". 
169and there is considerable appeal too in his 

listing of the qualities and origins, of different woods in", 'The 

World of Words "170. MaeDiarmid's later work, does become 

indiscriminate (to David Craig it ends in "a vast graveyard of 
, 

ideas"171), but this "poetry of facts" does yield preciseq 

scientific writing, like "On the Ocean Floor" or "To a Friend and 

Fellow-Poet" or "Dytiscus"172 or the 11haemolytic streptococcus" 

comparison173in In Memoriam James Joyce. Throughout his work 

XacDiarmid has, with similar ease, made fine symbolic and emblematic 

use of ordinary elements and organisms - stone, water, trees, plantsp . 

fish, birds. His creative control is assured and his responses to 

nature are integrated and undifferentiatedg so'that MaoDiamid can 

illustrate_th=ou, gh nature withouty like the self-deceived "nature 

poet", purporting to explore it174. "Crystals like Blood" shows 

this. The poem is "about" its last six lines: 

So I remember how mercury is got 
'When I contrast my living memory of you 
And your dear body rotting here in the clay 
- And feel once again released in me 
The bright torrents of felicityO naturalnes and faith 
My treadmill memory draws from you yet. 

175 

The previous twenty-one lines work m the nature of the mercury ore 

- its heavýness, its roughness ("one face was caked/With brown 

limestone")t its precise colour and crystalline 'Variety; "- , and the 

process of extracting the mercury - the iron machineryp-the 

mechanical force, " the relentless, dumb intensity and the , marvellous 

scale and purposiveness of the operation. But alongside''this'an 
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emotional mood is plottedout: the poem begins with an old, 

personal memory and the uncanny intimations of "crystals like blood 

in a broken stone". Then a "broken chunk of bed-rock" is turned 

over ruminatively in the handl before the stone-works are described 

with their marching,, pounding "double ring of iron piledrivers/Like 

the multiple legs of a fantastically symmetrical, spider ... 11 Out 

of this grim earthiness the bright mercury is released. The last 

six lines weave all. these aspects into a single, profound emotion 

of lifel death, decay and salving memory. 

The "hawtho=" passage in In Viemo=iam James Joyce 
10 

though 

in the less structured, slacker manner of that poem., (the line "Even 

at considerable distance" is wilfully matter-of-fact and anti- 

lyrical), achieves a similarly fine synthesis of nature, in this case 

the 11ruddily bright" haws, and idea - the durability of poetry: 

And when the leaves have passed 
Or only in a few tatters remain 
The tree to the winter condemned 

Stands forth at last 
Not bare and drab and pitiful, 

But a candelabr= of oxidised silver gemmed 
By innumerable points of ruby 
Which dominate the whole and are visible 
Even at considerable distance 
As flame-points of living fire. 
That so it may be 
With my poems too at last glance 
Is my only desire. 17 

(One is familiar with this strikingg emblematic bloomingp which is 

both physical and mystical, from the passage on the General Strike 

in "A Drunk Man, Looks at a Thistlettl77 therep the rose leaping 

from "the thistle's ugsome guise" directly recalls AI'The' Dream of 

the Rood"). 

178 "On a Raised Beach" takes this synthesis-of nature and 
thought further than any of MaoDiar-mid's other poems. In it, 

MaeDiarmid comes closest to those poets who have used nature-for 

metaphysical enquiry, but simultaneously he'tests to, breaking-point 
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the tension between this enqi; ixy and the stonyp material conditions 

of life. In "The World of Words"t he put this tension in bluntt 

personal terms: 

,, 
I fancy the manner I have allowed 
Itr natural impulses towards romance and mysticism 
To dominate me has led to the formation 
Of a curious gap or I'lacimall 
Between the innate and almost savage realism, 
Which is a major element in my naturet 
And the imaginative, poetical cult 
Whereby I have romanticised and idealised my life. 
In this realistic mood I recognise 
With a grim anirnal acceptance 
That it is indeed likely enough that the 'soul' 
Perishes everlastingly with the death of the bodyp 
But what, this realistic mood, into which 
My mind falls like a plummet 
Through the neutral zone of its balanced doubt, 
Never for one single beat of time can shake or disturb 
Is my certain knowledge, 
Derived from the complex vision of everything in me, 
That the whole astronomical universe, however illimitable 
Is only one part and parcel of the mystery of Life; 
Of this I am as certain as I am certain that I am 1.179 
The astronomical universe is not all there is. 

"On a Raised Beach" is a very earnest poem. Its tone and manner 

are initially unappealing, yet its ratiocinationp imaged in the 

"stupendous cairnll of shingle flung up by the sea, is a careful 

and consistent statement of the full implications of MacDiarmid's 

intellectual position. The style of "On a Raised Beach" seems 

almost deliberately uncongenial, but once absorbed the poem soon 

appears as an obvious monument of modern literature. 

The poemt arguing that stonesq not bread, are the unpalatablel 

philosophical realityt is fittingly harsh in its thinking and 

diction. It speaks with the grimmest of conviction. MaoDiarmid 

turns the lights of science and history on human hopes and 

pretensions with lugubrious authority: 

Though, of course, I still keep an opbn mind, 180 A mind as open as the grave ... 

There is no way out through style or philosophising, as the poem 

builds up its impression of an overwhelming, unsympathetic reality 
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("all is lithogenesis"). The pebbles that the great Athenian orator 

Demosthenes placed in his mouth to cure his stammer, become a 
A, 

grotesque gargantuan image of the facts of existence negating human 

falsifications: 

And all who speak glibly may rest assured 
That to better their oratory they will have the whole earth 
For a Demosthenean pebble, to roll in their mouths. 181 

I have argued earlier that NaeDiarmid outflanks religionp maintaining 

a sense of agnostic wonder through exposing "fond imaginings" that 

reduce "huge conundrums" to the limitations of the human brain. 

"On a Raised Beach" takes a similar stancep while consciously 

subverting the Biblical frame of reference. Like Jacob or Joshua 

raising heaps of stones to inar great events, MacDiaxmid creates 

his own vast raised beach of modern thought. He speaks as 

authoritatively as an Old Testament prophet: the tones of "I would 

scorn to cry" and "I would fain accept it all" refer to the 

isolation of the prophet and of Christ himselfg in the wilderness 

of stones - like the b=en shingle beach: 

Nothing has stirred 
Since I lay down this morning an eternity ago 
But one bird. 182 

183 
There are more than a dozen quotations from the Bible and several 

of the poem's themes build directly on biblical ideas. The most 

important of these are "the Christophanic rock that moved", on 

Easter Day and "bread from stones" with its dual associations with 

the Temptationand the Se=on on the Mount. The first is used in 

the poem's r=ing, materialist challenge to idealism and religion, 

a challenge that the reader is still hoping to evade, even at the 

end of. the poem: 

'Ah! I you sayl 'if only one of these stones would move 
- Were it only an inch - of its own accord. 

This is the resurrection we await, 
- The stone rolled away from the tomb of the Lord. 184 
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In the second idea, corollary to, 
-, 
the first, are the poem's political 

roots. The intellectual poet is brought back from an interesting 

speculation on de Bary's and Schwendener's discovery of the dual 

nature of lichens: "These bare stones bring me straight back to 
185 

reality". Such indecorous prompting is. well-known in working-class 

experience, if not (and this is the poem's political point) in 

working-class consciousness: 

(The masses too have begged bread from stones, 
Prom hvman stonesp including themselves ' 
And only got it, not from their fellow-men 186 
But from stones such as these here - if then. ) 

Grasping the roughness of stone, MacDiarmid (like Wordsworth) is 

saved from "the abyss of idealism". The hard, inedible fruit of 

this philosophy, the poem holds, is better than falsely hoping for 

the miracle of bread from stones. Yet the poem's argument is 

refined; Creation is stupendous and holy and "God" is inscrutable: 

The moon moves the waters backwards and forwards. 
But the stones cannot be lured an inch further 
Either on this side of eternity or the other. 187 Who thinks God is easier to know than they are? 

l'urthermore, the poem's intellectual effort springs from a 

religious longing ("Bread from stones is my sole and desperate 
188 

dearth") though its placing of that desire severely curtails 

the mystifying, traditional social freedom of the Church. If the 

poem attacks the pivotal Ch=istian concept of "the stone that moved"t 

it also goes on audaciously to make its own challenge to Death and 

to assert, in revised scientific language, that Death has no sting, 
189 ("Death is a physical horror to me no more. 11)As in the Christian 

concept of Deathq we have nothin6r to lose but, illusionst though 

here the illusions are reversed and a bitter political irony is 

added: 
190 And in death - unlike life - we lose nothing that is truly ours. 
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To understand the development of the materialist argument of 

"On a Raised Beach", we must move on from MacDiarmidls manipulation 

of basically Christian ideas. (He does glance too at the mystical 

Islamic black stone in the sacred Caaba. Like "the Christophanic 

rock that moved"t this stone also has supernatural properties: it 

was white on falling from Paradise with Adam but became black from 

the kisses of sinful, but faithful pilgrims. ) 

The next feature of the argument concerns the translation of 

the laws of the physical universe ("the ordered adjustments ... 
191 

forever taking place on the Earth") into poetic and metaphysical 

truths. 

Like other modern nature poetryq this-poem too traces both 

the variety and difference of the Creation and man's sense of 

alienation from those rhythms all other things seem to share. 

Particularly in the poem's first two dozen lines, MaeDiarmid's 

"poetry of facts" is brought in to meet the Duns Scotus/Hopkins 

"haecceityll around him. The colours and textures are desultorily 

categorised and he "glouts" (frowns) at his work; his tools seem 

inadequateg he feels "like a blind man' and his perception ("bringing 

my aesthesia in vain to bear" falters. The vast scope and 

intractability of the material seems to result in this necessary but 

false opening (like Eliot's "That was a way of putting it - not very 

satisfactory'". ), though several fundamental themes are beguno 

including materialism's challenge to religion and the universality 

of the process of lithogenesis. These come together in the fine 

second-line ("Carpolite fruit of the forbidden tree"), in which a 

Biblical myth is actually commandeered for service by materialism. 

MacDiarmid repeats this "fossil" conceit to seal his own 

materialist,. -,, --. 
/scientific case, right at the end of "On a Raised Beach": 

his pioneering poem, apprentice to the open truths displayed in the 
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plaing popular (enchorial) "writing" on every stone, is 

characterised as a fossil flower scanning the Universe like an 

astronomical instrument. Like the "carp olite fruit"t MaoDiarmid's 

poetry too is subject to the universal process of lithogenesis. 

The end of the poem is as obscured by technical terms from 

rhetoric as the opening is by mineralogical language and MacDiarmid 

does give one other muscular display of brash verbal energy 

(limbering up with psychological brow-beating and strenuous latinate 

exercises- "I must get into this stone world now. /Ratchel, striaep 
1? 2 

relationships of tesserae efore, some astonishing and short- 

lived shadow-boxing in Old Norse and the final collapse of "And 

lay my world in Kolgref"). But these passages are essentially 

alienating devices. In all the bluntness of the philosophical 

argument, we are not allowed to reducet by analogyq the 

individual haecceity and variety of either the stones or human 

language and culture. Though Time reduces everything ("Not so 

much of all literature survives/As any wisp of scriota that thrives/ 
193 

On a rock"), we remain situated in time with "the humanity no 

culture has reached" and MacDiarmid does not mean his poem to 

justify withdrawalp the "infinite longing rather than manly will" 

of the Romantics. On the contrary, he calls the, "intelligentsiall 

to its "impossible and imperative job". 

The second traditional concern of "nature" poetry is man's 

alienation from those rhythms the rest of Nature seems to share. 

Here MacDiarmid indulges in a "prelapsarian" example of human 

spontaneity and adjustment to life, but one 

*a* not yet as my Muse isq with this ampler scope, 
This more divine rhythmg wholly at one 
With the earth, ridinf the Heavens with itq as the stones do 
And all soon must. 94 

/ 
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The whole drift of the poemt however, is to explain the sense of 

alienation in Marxian terms: we cannot be as the stonesp because 

we prefer falsificatims to the realities facing us. Near the end 

of the poemq in an illustration that acts as a political metaphor 

for mankind's social in umanity as well as a description of our 

general alienation from Naturet MacDiarmid indicates that our 

unpreparedness for death is a mark of our alienation from the 

rhythms of Nature: 

-I lift a stone; it is the meaning of life I clasp 
Which is death, for that is the meaning of death; 

So let us beware of death; the stones will have 
Their revenge; we have lost all approach to theml 
But soon we shall become as those we have betrayedg 
And they will seal us as fast in our graves 195 As our indifference and ignorance. seals them; 

The Romantic sense of alienation from modem life is still present 

("It is a frenzied and chaotic age" and "We have lost the grounds 
196 

of oir being"), but 110n. a Raised Beach" depicts the change-over 

from an individualistic/religious to a colleotivist/materialist 

analysis of this alienation. In our Art and Literature we are so 

accustomed to the sensitive exploitation and enjoyment of the pain 

of alienation that we prefer it, perhapst to the socialist re- 

integration that MacDiarmid is describing. In Iluxley'B Brave New 

World (and I don't mean to imply any parallel with socialist society) 

the price of a happier society was incomprehension before King Lear. 

Ted Hughes, toov believes in the need for mankind to re-locate 

his sense of belonging in the Universe, and his work, in sticking 

to an imaginative exploration of contemporaneous lifet avoids 

solutions that might be judged to be yet more falsification and 

mystification. "On a Raised Beach'19 however, goes a step beyond 

imaginative exploration. It breathes a rarer atmosphere; it is harsh$ 

almost masochistic and frequently sounds notes of bitterness and 
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vindictiveness. But its almost inhuman tone and the withering'of 

its enjoyment of variety and haecceity are only temporary: it-is 

revolutionary in that its violence of sensibility is designed to 

facilitate a vision of a fuller life beyond the trivialised 

enslavement that MacDiarmid sees most men living in now.. A: s nature 

poetry, it is unique in its rejection of mysticism and "moment" and 

obscure significance all the characteristics of the Wordsworth 

to Hughes tradition though if we become as the stones it does 

tell us that these things, freed of their false accretionst will be 

added to us again, once we are prepared to lose them: 

My disposition is towards spiritual issues 
W Made inhumanly clear; I will have nothing'interposed- 197 Between my sensitiveness and the barren but beautiful reality; 

This is not equivocation. M= and Engels, discussing 

materialism as "the natural-born son of Great Britain" and Baton, 

Hobbes and Locke as the fathers of the Enlightenmentf claim that 

for historical reasons linked to the rise and maintenance of 

bourgeois prosperityq Britain thinks materialist but prefers to 

describe itself as agnostic or sceptic (terms elastic enough to 

include an unspecific religiosity). Engels gives a good example 

of the operation of thist when he remarks on how astonished foreiga 

"freethinkers" visiting England in the middle of the nineteenth 

century were to, find "that even geologists like Buckland and 

Mantell should contort the facts of their science so*as not"to clash 

too much with the myths of Genesis". MacDia=idIs feelings about 

"huge conundr=s" are-exactly paralleled in Engels: 

But nowadays in our evolutionary conception of the universe, 
there is absolutely no room for either*a Creator or a'Ruler, 
and to talk of a Supreme Being shut qut from'the whole 
existing world implies a contradiction in terms andp it seems, 198 to me, 'a gratuitous insult to the feelings of reiligioUs-ýpeople. 
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We may hypothesise that scientific progresst however much we feel 

that the unknown actually increases before it, may finally explain 

and leave the thing itself: 

But, then come the, Neo-K=tian agnostics and say: We may 
correctly perceive the qualities of a thing, but we cannot 
by any sensible or mental process grasp the thing-in-itself. 
This thing-in-itself is beyond our ken. To this Hegel, long 
since, has replied: If you know all the qualities of a thing, 
you know the thing itself; nothing remains but the fact that 
the said thing exists without usý and when your senses have', 
taught you that fact you have grasped the, last remnant of the 199 thing-in-itselft K=t1s celebratedg unknowable Ding-an sich. 

For MacDiarmid, apart from the nature poet's strongly developed' 
200 

tendency. to attribute significance, "the fact that the_,, said, thing 

exists without us" is marvellous enough. He is religious in his 

humility before Nature -a truly devout materialist refusing the 

reductions of_institutionalised, religion.., ý 
Truth, then, in the context of the historical materialism 

"On a Raised Beach" seeks to exploreg cannot be approached in the 

casuistic terms of Pilate's rhetorical question; on the contraryg 

Truth is philistine and brutally obvious: 

Do not argue with me. Argue with these stones. 
Truth has no trouble in knowing itself. 
This is it. The hard fact. The inopTeFidble realityp 
Here is something for you to'digest. 

All ideas are capable "of being replaced by other things" and: 

all the religious, 
All the mý; erial sacrifices and moral restraintst 
That in twenty thousand years have brought us no n earer God 
Are irrelevant to the ordered adjustments 
Out of the reach of perceptive understanding 
Forever taking place on the Earth and in the unthinkable 202 regions around it; 

Stones become thi' timate realityq existing according to inerrable 

historical and scientific principles: 
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But the world cannot dispense with the stones. 
They alone are not redundant. 2 

11.9thing can replace them 
Except a new creation of God. U-ý 

And: 

Their sole concern is that what can be-shaken'- 
Shall be shaken and disappear 
And only the unshakable be left. 204 

This stony dialectic, a natural metaphor that bridges social and 

natural science, leads us to the poem's fundamental commitment to 

a scientific point of view. The poet "must begin with these stones 

as the world began" for all the world's colour and variety are 

secondary: 

Varied forms and functions though life may seem to have shown 
They all come back to the likeness of stone, 205 

Ultimately we came from the stones, earth's oldest and most basic 

materials which is also "one with the stars". Their world is itself 

under-lain by material tension and change: 

And beneath them all a stupendous unity, 
Infinite movement visibly defending itself 
Against all the assaults of weather and water, 
Simultaneously mobilised at full strength 
At every point of the universal front, 

Always at the pitch of its powers ' 206, The foundation and end of all life. 

Diman limitations show very clearly against this process. Men are 

flawedq proud and weak, while stones (IIcoldq undistractedý eternal 

and sublime") are the real protagonists -a feature of the poem 

that can easily lead to the bathos of "What have they not gone 

through already? " or "These stones have the silence of supreme 
207 

creative power". The boldest and most problematical feature of 

the poem is the attack on humanism. Usually the diplomatic 

mediator between contrary ideologiest humanism must here take 

its place in a larger universe: 
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What happens to us 
Is irrelevant to the world's geology 
But what happens to the world's geology 
Is not irrelevant to us. 
We must'reconcile ourselves to the stonesq 
Not the stones to us. 
Here a man must shed the encumbrances that muffle 
Contact with elemental things, the subtleties 
That seem inseparable from a humane lifet and 'go apart' 
Into a simpler and sternerp more beautiful and more 

Austerely intoxicating. 208 oppressive world, 

To "be ourselves without interruptiont/Adamantine and inexorabletit 

to combat the "torments" of the age: 

It will be ever increasingly necessary to find 
In the interests of all mankind 
Men capable of rejecting all that all other men 

Think, as a stone remains 
Essential to the world, inseparable from it, 

And rejects all other life yet. 209 

Feeling and response are placed well below rationality: 

Hot blood is of no use in dealing with eternity, 
It is seldom that promises or even realisations 
Can sustain a clear and searching gaze. 
But an emotion chilled is an emotion controlled; 
This is the road leading to certainty; 
Reasoned planning for the time when reason can no longer avail. 
It is essential to know the chill of all the objections 
That come creeping into the mindq the battle between opposing 

ideas 
Which gives the victory to the strongest and most universal 
Over all others, and to wage it to the end 
With increasing freedom, precisiong and detachment 

210 A detachment that shocks our instincts and ridicules our desires. 

The Lenin poems praise just such qualities of control and clarity and 

detachmentq but moclified by the human figure of Lenin. This poem is 

more stark: the poet who in "The Second Hymn"t I'maun see in althingf/ 

EvIn what looks trumpery or horridjAsubject equal to ony/ -A star 
211 for the forehead! " must here beware of the fancies bred by IInon-- 

being", 'for "On a'Raised Beach" is committed to issues beyond even ' 

life and death and the existential question of suicide - "It is 
212 

reality that is at stake% The poem's neglect, or criticism, of 

I 
humanism is further compounded by its adoption of, and claimed 

preference for, the extra-human perspective of geological principles: 
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I have still to see any manifestation of the human spirit 
That is worthy of a moment's longer exemption than it gets 
From petrifaction again - to get out if it can. 
All is lithogenesis - or lochia; 213 

As it is itself an artefact of the human world it mininises, one 

might well ridicule the poem, were it not for the artistic and 

philosophical success with which it debates reality. We are 

dwarfed and threatened as the poem strips away all mental and 

religious comforts; there is only stone, the materialist alternative 

to idealismv but may not things in themselves, to ask a question that 

is poetically valid and philosophically fallaciousp be more 

wonderful without the subjective over-lay men provide? 

... The widest open door'. is the least liable to intrusion 
Ubiquitous as the sunlightv unfrequented as the sun. 
The inward gates of a bird are always open. 
It does not know how to shut them. 
That is the secret of its song, 
But whether any man's are ajar is doubtful. 
I look at these stones and know little about them, 
But I know their gates are open too, 
Always open, far longer open, than any bird's can be, 
That every one of them has had its gates wide open far longer 
Than all birds put togetherg let alone humanity, 
Though through them no man can seeg 
No man nor anything more recently born thyli themselves 
And that is everything else on the Earth. 4 

MacDia=id's simultaneous religiosity and 

paralleled in his approach to nature. He 

as we have seen, but he is wary of nature 

tradition: 

A pretty tribute to the old rur al sc 
Can mark a base betrayal of mar3lcind. 

denial of religion is 

is a fine poet of nature, 

as an institution or 

T5 

"By Wauchopeside" cla=ifies the matter: the poem has precise and 

lively descriptions of nature and it shows full knowledge of poetry's 

unidentifiable debt, to the world and the senses, yet its last comment 

is that thereýare more important things to-do: 
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For civilization in its struggle up 
Has mair than seasonal changes ol ideasp 
GlidJnl through periods ot flooers and fruit, 
Winter and Spring again; to cope wil these 
Is difficult eneuch to tax the patience 
01 Methuselah himsell - but transformationsp 
Yont physical and mental habits, symbols, rites, 
That mak' sic changes nane, are aye gaen onp 
Revolutions in the dynasty ol live ideals 
- The stuff wil which alane true poetry deals. 
Wagtail or water winna help me here, 
(That's clearer than Wauchope at its clearest's clear! ) 
Where the life ot a million years ig 

1 geen 
Like a louch look in a lass's een. 

To really respond to contemporary lifet XacDiarmid sayst poetry 

must turn from "wagtail or water". He is not a poet whose work 

just incorporates sensitivity to change: he is a poet of that change 

itself. 

MacDiarmidls life-work was to remove the marring I'lou'ch look" 

from the lassts eyel to make a society fit for people to Itblossom" in. 
217 In "Happy on Heimaey" ,a beautiful and witty reaction. against the 

destructiveness of modern technology, he relaxed enough to show the 

depth and the permanence of his enjoyment of the natural worldg but 

generally he rejected the straight use of nature in poetry as he came 

to reject lyricism. In spite of this, "On a Raised Beach" is a great 

religiousq as well as a great philosophical poem. Intellectually it 

goes as far beyond its natural setting and imagery as anything in 

Wordsworth, but it. remains rooted in a deeply sympathetic and 

scientific knowledge of nature. This is what I meant by suggesting 

that MaeDiamid's poetry operates within the field of tension between 

the two poles of materialist , and metaphysical. 

"Kandym" is a plant that fixes sand dunes; MacDia=id chose it 

to represent the extension of consciousness a socialist poet might 

bring about in a dust-bowl society: 
218 My songs axe Kandym in the Waste Land. 



CHAPM FIVE 

NATURE AND RURAL POEMY POR METAPHYSICAL ENQUIRY: THE LIMITS TO 

CELEMUTION AND ORTHODOXY 

(i) Problems and 32otential of "the meta-physical" in nature and rural -PoetM 
The "metaphysical" pole in modern British nature and rural 

poetry involves, as I said in my Introduction*, a culturally- 

meýiate'd mythologising of sensory, creative interaction with the 

environment. Explanations may be fully understood,, but supererogatory 

wonder and reverence persist as a fundamental part of this mode of 

11metaphysical enquiry". A more particular aspect of this metaphysical 

enquiry concerns the basic ontological sense of tracing the first 

principles of things. and this operates in two ways - in an orthodox 

religious way (the Creation as manifestation of the Creator) and'in 

a metaphorical way, where "CoX' becomes energy, life-force, the 

Aristotelian'ýrime Mover I or iihatever's 'but there" .2 The first way is 

tied to organised religion and morality, which the second actively 

rejects, being concerned to continuously re-create its own metaphors 

of God. Neither of these ways is strictly philosophical, in the way 

that 14acDiarmid's "On a Raised Beach" is often philosophical, as both 

choose to work almost exclusively through symbolt myth and image, but 

both are essentially exploratory - If, then I the firat important 

aspect of metaphysical enquiry in nature and rural poetry is 

ontological, the second is the derivative notion of individual "be ing" , 

the "e'ssence" oi irredUclbility'of things of Aristotle , the, 

"haecceitas" of Hopkins, the "otherness" of Laý: rence, the specificity 

of Ted Hughes. 

Most poetry around this "metaphysical pole" is anti-rationalt 

anti-scientific and sceptical of human significance and achievements 

man is not the measure of all things and the mystical# the 

inexplicable and the unexplained are revalued accordingly. It is 

easy to see how reactions defeatism, irrationality and mystification, 

take root here% the possibility of social change can be denied withk 

* See above pp 17-18. 
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a dozen different myths. The answer is noto of course, to simply 

decide that the whole metaphysical category is superstitious and 

dangeroust nor is it true that spiritual and imaginative experience 

are mere functions of false consciousness. It is, rather, a question 

of recognising the general non-literality of poetic "truth" and then 

investigatingv using devices such as "structure of feeling", the 

poetry's attitude and orientation towards the real, changing 

conditions of rural life and the significance of these in literary 

value judgements. 

It is argued, of course, that religious sensibility (and here I 

am assuming considerable over-lap with the metaphysical) is by 

definition equivocal. Williams has commented on his own "tone- 

deafness" to religion in Culture and Society: 

I think I was unconsciously making 
the assumption, characteristic of a 
Marxist tradition which has been effectively 
criticised by Christopher Hill, that if 
religious terms occurred in a'discourse 3 they 
were a transposition, of social terms. 

Williams went on to suggest another kind of transposition: 

A later phenomenon that I didn't emphasise enough 
was the crucial role that the idea of literary value 
played in 4 substituting for religious and ethical 
values 

Before tracing the Marxist origins of the anti-religious and 

anti-metaphysical-temperamentl it is important to separate the 

institutional performance of'religiont the Christian Church in this 

casel from its wider spiritual appeal. 7he dominant culture tends 

to transfo= all revolutionary and, progressive tendencies and the 

Church has not escaped this process. Religion and the Church are 

no different, -in this, to other ideological formations - in the 

Arts and Education, for instance. And yetj as with them, authentic 

reactions to experience are perfectly possible from within. In 

Anglican theology, a recent, exaýmple of "authenticity" internally 
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differentiating itself from the institutional'structure, is the 
............ - 

collection of essays titled The Myth of God Incarnate. Its central 

controversial point is that much of what Christians hold to be 

divine truth, including the Incarnation itselfj was in fact 

culturally determined and validated at particular times in history. 

Like Roman Catholic "Liberation Theology" in-South Americat The Myth 

of God Incarnate is a striking response to broadly Marxist thinking, 

though the book doest of courset redefine the place of Christian 

beliefs in the light of such thinking. Don Cupitt's contribution 

"The Christ of, Christendom"p brilliantly supported by iconographic 

evidence (the cultural "fossil record" of the Christian church) 

gives for the layman, perhaps, the clearest formulation of the book's 

main position. This passage is an example of the direction of its 

arguments 

What we have been taught to call 'orthodoxy' was in 
fact merely the form of Christianity which happened to 
triumph over the others. In retrospect, the Christ of 
the Eastern Church looks all too like the Hellenistic 
king, exalted to heaven to become the ideological basis 
of the Christian, Empire; and the Christ of the Western 
Church looks like one who died to seal the authority of 
the patriarchal family as a model for the organisation 
of church and state. Neither Christ was Jesus, and 
neither reveals the one true God as Jesus didl and the 
political order with which conciliar orthodoxy as 
associated has now passed away for ever. 

As Ted Hughes sees Christianity as "just another provisional myth 

of man's, relationship with the Creator and the world of spirit"6, so 

does this group of Anglican scholars see the Incarnationg one of the 

traditionally unchanging articles of the Christian Faith, as "a 

mythological or poetic way of expressing his (Jesus') significance 

for us". 
7 The reason for their stress on historical relativity is 

their desire to preserve values which might otherwise be discredited 

by association with indefensible positions. In this they are trying 

to avoid the kind of confrontation the Church experienced over 

Darwinism. Paralleling Ted Hughesq for whom the mysterious energies 
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of the Universe ("whatever is out there" t which he is happy to call 

the Creator or God) are the sine qua non of poetry, is Don Cupittt 
8 for whom Christology "must be theocentric, not christocentric"t 

i. e. the specifically religious values to which Christ bore witness 

must not be trapped in time: 

Precisely because they command us to the to the self, 
to the world which is passing away and so on, they 
assert the possibility of transcending relativity. As 
principles of transcendence they are the only non- 
relativistic criterion of the subsequent. development of 
the tradition. 

In history, a, man proclaimed the possibility of 
transcending history; and we, in history also, can 
verify his claim in practice. How can we depend upon 
the uncertainties of historical tradition for our 
knowledge of, and our power to attain, a history- 
transcending truth? Here the doctrine of Christ and the 
doctrine of man coincide; fcr this 9 is not just a problem, 
but the human condition itself. 

There is an obvious similarity here. If poetry and religion some- 

times are different ways. of understanding the same kinds of experiences 

we can see that the metaphysical enquiry of nature poetry and that 

of the theologians-of The Myth of God Incarnate both assume that 

the movement or energy of the universe can be constantly re-encountered 

and re-interpreted in changing scientific and social circumstances. 

Both assume, tool that mythical expressionsloare the shifting, 

temporal imagery of this underlying physical reality. It is 

opportune, at this point, to return to the anti-religious corrective 

of Marx: 

MOralitYt religionp metaphysics, all the rest of ideology 
and their corresponding forms Of consciousnessl thus no 
longer retain the semblance of independence. 7bey have 
no historyt no development; but menp developing their 
material production and their material Intercourse, alter, 
along with this their real existence, their thinking and 
the products of their thinking. Life is not determined 

11 by consciousness, but consciousness by life. 

And, of'religion!, s'irrelevant or escapist functioning, he wrotei 
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The religious and theological consciousness has all 
the more religious and theological force in the 
complete democracy as it is without political 
significance and earthly aims. It is the affair of 
minds that are shy of the world, the expression of 
a limited understandingt theproduct of arbitrariness 12 
and fantasy, a really other-worldly life. 

In "Theses on Feuerbach" Marx cammented that: 

Feuerbach resolves the religious essence 

, 
into the human essence. But the human essence is 
no abstraction inherent in each single individual. 
In its reality it is the ensemble of the social 
relations ... Feuerbach, consequently, does not see 
that the "religious sentiment" is itself a social 
product, and that the abstract individual whom he 13 
analyses belongs to a particular form of society. 

This is a more intellectual statement of the revolutionary version 

expressed in Capital: 

The religious reflex of the real world cang in any 
case, only then finally vanish, when the practical 
relations of everyday life offer to man none but 
perfectly intelligible and reasonable relations with 
regard to his fellow-men and to Nature ... 
The life-process of society, which is based on the 
process of material productiong does not strip off 
its mystical veil until it is treated as production 
by freely associated meng and is consciously regulated 14' by them in accordance with a settled plan. 

It is plain from the last quotation that for Marx "the religious 

reflex! ' cannot wither until a very advanced historical moments 

complex spiritual feeling, though "a mystical veil" is also a fact 

of contemporary life. Neverthelessl these quotations add up to a 

determinist or reflective view of religion not found in Marx's 

writings on aesthetics. I have been using the word "religious" 

in an admittedly literary sense, but the Marxist challenge is a 

powerful one that good "religious" and "metaphysical" poetry does 

not in fact ignore: this poetry is aware of its ideological framing 

and is formed by minds the opposite of world-shy. Fantasy solutions 

and invented realities are the very things it eschews. There is# 

however, one point of unresolved disagreement - Marx's Nineteenth 

Century scientific optimism about man's eventual "perfectly 
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intelligible and reasonable relations with regard to his fellow- 

men and to Nature"' is not something that lawrence and Hughes could 

ever share. In fact, they blame such optimism for mankind's 

present alienation from nature$ for the mind outgrowing the body and 

for consciousness dominating physical being. But in their most 

characteristic writing, they do not present material and metaphysical 

solutions to what they see as the disorientations and excesses of 

scientific materialism, for their analysis of contemporary sickness 

and disease involves only the traditional religious remedy wherein 

"the patient must minister to himself"15. 

In identifying modern misdirection and guilt, neither is entirely 

free from mystification, meaning here the use of religious terms to 

explain the results of economic conditions, but the conservative 

flavour of their alienation is not usually accompanied by -dogmatism 

and hardly ever by class reaction - in the manner of the Georgians 

for example. They wish, insteadq to address and "culture" the 

imagination and the psyche. It is helpful at this P'ointj I believe, 

to consider parallel formulations' in the thought of ýhr'l Jungp 

whose diagnoses and ideas can be placed in the same anti -materialistIc 

anti-rationalist. historical moment as that of Iawrence and Hughes. 

He too sees social and individual denial of the inner life as 

responsible f or our collective and private "neuroses", our "social 

sickness" 
16. 

He talks of "the over-valuation of consciousness". 
17., 

and of modern man's "almost fatal shock" 
18 

on recognising the 

failures of rationalismi 

He has seen how beneficient are science, technology 
and Organisation, but also how, catastrophic they can be- He has likewise seen that well-meaning governments have -so thoroughly paved the way for peace on the 
principle "in time of peace prepare for war", -that Europe has-nearly gone to rack and ruin. And as for 
ideals, the Christian churchl the brotherhood of 
man, international social democracy and the "solidarity" 
of economic interests have all failed to stand the 19 baptism of fire - the test of reality. 
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For Jung, too, orthodox religion can no longer satisfy man's 

spiritual needs; 

But as soon as he has outgrown whatever local form 
of, religion, he was born to - as soon as this 

, religion can no longer embrace his life in all its 
fulness - then the psyche becomes something in, its- 
own right which cannot be dealt with by the 20 measures of the Church alone. 

And: 

The various forms of religion no longer appear to 
the modern man to come from within. - to be 
expressions of his own psychic life; for him they 
are to be classed with the things of the outer 
world. He is vouchsafed no,, revelation of a 
spirit that is not of this world; but he tries on 
a n=ber of religions and convictions as if they 
were Sunday attire, only 2 jo lay them aside again 
like worn-out clothes. 

Jung's work in psychoanalysis recognises, in somewhat 

uncharacteristically ominous terms, the "dark stirrings of the 

unconscious,, 
22 

and the need for a new science to interpret psychic 

life. His high evaluation of Art and Literature derives from his 

belief in their psychological foundations and relevance: 

... even in our midstf the poet now and then catches 
sight of the figures that people the night-world 
the spirits, demons and gods. He knows that a 
purposiveness out-reaching human ends is the-life- 
giving secret for man; he has a presentiment of 
incomprehensible happenings in the pleroma. In 
short, he sees something of that psychic world that 23 strikes terror into the savage and the barbarian. 

In Jung 
' 
the pole t is a seer, or leader, who 9 like Hughe sIs shaman* , 

is able to over-come, the-"limitations of conscious outlook" in a, 

particular epoch with its requirement for: 

... a compensatory adjustment., - 
This is effected by, 

the collective unconscious in that a poet, a seer 
or a leader. allows himself, to be guided by the 
unexpressed desire of his times and shows the by 
word or deed, to the attainment of that which everyone blindly craves and expects - whether this attainment 
results in good or evil, 24he healing of an epoch or its 
destruction. 

* See below p 295 ff 
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Jung's romanticism is as apparent here as it is in his notion of 

"the modern man" as a solitary figure - "he alone is modern who 

is fully conscious of the present" 
25. But "romantic" will not 

adequately describe the theory of*the societal origins of art, 

the production of a particular work of art by its context, that 

Jung puts forward in "Psychology and Literature" (Chapter VIII of 

Modern Man in Search of a Soul). Jung sayst 

It is not Goethe who creates Faustp but Faust which 
creates Goethe. And what is Faust but a symbol? 
By this I do not mean an allegory that points to 
something all too familiar, but an expression that stands 
for something not clearly known and yet profoundly 
alive. Here it is something that lives in the soul of 
every German 2gnd that Goethe has helped to bring to 
birth. 

Here the artist is a kind of mid-wife and in Jung generally 

the artist has an essentially "health-giving" 

becomes the medium for restorative imaginings 

He brings back the psychic equilibrium of the 

"upon the healing and redeeming forces of the 

underlies consciousness with its isolation an 

function in that he 

or creative fantasies. 

epoch as he draws 

collective psyche that 

d its painful errors 

he has penetrated to that matrix of life in which all nen are 

embeddedl which imparts a common rhythm to all human existence , 27 

These quotations from Jung make up a rather more explicitp though 

still essentially metaphorical, statement of the views of lawrence 

and Hughes. It is plainly a thin line that divides this Jungianj 

. 
humanitarian function for art from a conveniently conservative kind 

of function that absorbs present differences and problems into 

comforting myths of solidarity. The critical task is to 

discriminate between ideological fantasy and imaginative exploration. 

Edwin Muir's early Twentieth Century poem "Horses" (1925) is 

interestingly caught between a conservative literariness derived from 

Tennyson and Wordsworth and a more modern archetypal way of feeling 
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that adopts a heightened child-like mode of perception in order to 

explore adult metaphysical questions: 

Perhaps some childish hour has come again, 
When I watched fearful, through the blackening rain, 
7beir hooves like pistons in an ancient mill 28 Move up and down, yet standing still. 

And the final, seventh verse: 

ýAhs now it fadesi it fadesl and I must pine 
Again for that dread country crystalline 
Where the blank field and the still-standing tree, _ Were bright and fearful presences to mee 

In "Horses", the terrain of psychoanalysis and the (albeit 

expressionistic) pastoral of childhood 
29come together in a typically 

modern conjunction; the "redeeming forces of the collective psyche" 

and the search for the lost "common rhythm" of human existence are an 

intimate part of this conjunction and point directly to the Dylan 

Thomas of "Fern Hill". 

(U) Dylan Thomas: metaphysics and celebration 

At one extremet Muir's "dread country crystalline" with its 

supercharged memories of childhood, becomes in Thomas a cherished 

mythical region as firmly fixed and known as DickensteChristmas. 

This is consistent with other popular aspects of Thomas's appeal 

(the bardic rhetoric of his voice and the 'romantic self-destructive- 

ness of his life3P) but the structure of feeling from which this 

writing emerges cannot be simply identified with escapism, nostalgia 

or class fantasy* Thomas-writes a kind of pastoral in that the 

world and its relationships are held. artificially. constantg though 

for celebration and not for, the examination of emotional complexity. 

Dickens and Thomas understand their convention well and generally 

do not fall victim to their own charm. Their celebration is not 

privatiseds in Under Milk Wood, humour and tolerance participate in 

a celebration that includes no symbolic appropriation of property or 
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people. At the same time, economic questions and -realities in 

Under Milk Wood are not blurred: they are part of the -context held 

constant, but this should be seen as a dialectical technique. Fables 

and parables, in a similar way, finally return the reader to the 

surrounding context, for it would be as much missing'ýthe point not 

to return to that context as it would-, be to question it during the 

telling of the tale. The celebration of Dickens and Thomas, in 

other words, is a very moral thingp as Christian/humanist in its 

drive as the parable of the Good Samaritan. 

In many ways Thomas is an isolated figure: no modern poet 

has so clear a genius and yet is so clearly open to-criticism. He 

is enigmatic, toog as a "nature poet". He side-steps questions of 

social reality and he is not obviously part of the tradition of 

unorthodox metaphysical enquiry from Wordsworth. Thomas is 

eminently a religious poet3lyet in disparate ways and with no 

particular leaning towards exploration. "Celebratory" is a convenientp 

though vulnerable word to describe Thomas's religious impulse. As 

32' Kershner sayst it's not always clear what is being celebrated 

though WS Merwin's general view of Thomas as celebrator is useful: 

... the religious artist is primarily a celebrator. A 
celebrator in the ritual sense: a maker and performer 
of a rite. And also a celebrator in the sense of one 
who participates in the ritel and whom the rite makes 
joyful. That which he celebrates is 35 reation, and more 
particularly the human condition. 

Thomas's famous note to the Collected Poems'(1952), though incorporating 

a fittingly ambivalent attitude to "God"# indicates the, poet's own 

view of his work, with "love"and "praise"'as, the operative'terms: 

... I read somewhere of a shepherd who, when asked, why 
he madet from within fairy rings, ritual observances 
to the moon to protect his flockst replied: "I'd be 
a damn' fool if I didn't! " These poems, with all their 
crudities, doubts and confusions, are written for the 
love of Man and in praise , God, and I'd be a damn' 
fool if they weren't. 

Rf 
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Stuart Holroydts conflation. of this love and praise into a basically 

unmetaphysical "Religion of the Instinctive Life" ("Whereas the 

pantheist normally sees God in all things, Thomas saw sex in all 

things,, 35) 
may seem extreme, but this physical "celebration" in 

early Thomas is the central motifs Discussing "The Force that 

through the green fuse drives the flower/Drives my green age #00,, 
36 

GS Fraser wrote; 

This equation of the human and the natural and the 
celebration of both as divine, are Thomas's central 
themes and they enable him to confer on the 
adolescent sexual turbulence out of which mostof 
his earlier poems grewt a surprising impersonal 
dignity (in his later poems he was often more 
concerned to recapture a childish, non-sexual vision 37 
of nature as the Carden of Eden)., 

Certainly, in poems like "Fern Hill" and "Poem in October" , Eden 

imagery is prominent but as part of a complex of feelings moving 

towards age and deathg rather than as a rejection of sex and the 

confusion of sex. Celebration is still the key-note and the'poems 

operate withinAts protection. The mythologised personal response to 

nature is foregrounded - in fact Thomas makes this into a whole, - 

mode of perception and a style. His'need to "express and affirm 

himself in the objective world" becomes a religious-, rite and a 

sacred celebrations his poetic versions of his creative sensory 

responses to nature, make him a true metaphysical poet of nature# 

but because his work is. primarily endorsement not enquiry-, it must 

play a very marginal part in my argument. Thomas mastered 

celebratory poetryt but he never left the'bounds'of himself, never 

attempted any negotiation between his own historical and,, cultural 

moment and the enduring'rhythms of human existence. This may account 

for the common ambivalence of attitude in Thomas's critics and the 

* See above 
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frequent allegations of immaturity: at the same time as one is 

struck by his greatnesso one is also struck by his inability to 

reach out beyond immediate experience. Thomas's last work, in fact, 

is grounded even more persistently in the self s if it is true that 

he chose to reduce his experience of nature to several "versions 

of pastoral", instead of following it into regions and questions 

beyond himself 0 it is also true that the result is magnificent, 

celebratory poetry, 

(iii) Nature poetry and religious orthodoM: Gerard Manley Hopkins 

Metaphysical enquiry in the Wordsworthian tradition has an 

imaginative freedom denied to orthodox religious poetry, which must 

stop short of Hughes'sCrowt who can walk "Letting the translucent 

starry spaces/Blow in his ear cluelessly". 
38 Crow's self- 

abandonment and indestructibility (the sun could not burn "Limpid 

and black -/Crow's eye-pupil in the tower of its scorched fort"39) 

represents a free-rangingg-irreverent mode of exploration unavailable 

to Twentieth Century Christian poetry. Nevertheless there is good 

nature and rural poetry working within an orthodox Christian system 

of thought and Gerard Manley Hopkins (considered as a "modern" writer) 

is obviously the main point of reference for such poetry and its 

accompanying difficulties. 

Stylistically, Hopkins anticipates contemporary nature poetry's 

concern to detail- the movement and character of its subject mattero 

The compressed energy of "mealed-with-yellow sallows" 
40 

or "time's 

vastl womb-of-all, home-of-all, hearse-of-all night.. 
41, 

has come 

through Dylan Thomas into contemporary nature poetry, but more 

interestingly (in view of lawrence and Hughes) Hopkins emphasised 

his own subjective centrality: ý 
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... my selfbeing, my consciousness and feeling of 
myself , that taste of myself, of I and me above 
and in all thingst which is more llstirG-tive than 
the smell of walnut leaf or camphor and Is , 
incommunicable by any means to another man (as 
when I was a child I used to ask myself: What 
must it be to be someone else? ). Nothing else 
in nature comes near this unspeakable stress of 
pitch, distinctiveness dnd selving, this 
selfbeing of my own. 

In "As Kingfishers catch fire" he wrote that each mortal thing: 

Selves-goes itself; myself it speaks and. spells43 
Crying What I do is met. for that I came 

. 
inscape" that This notion of "selving" j of the unique pattern or 

makes a thing distinctively itself , was theologically justified 

for Hopkins in Duns Scotus' doctrine that haecceitas (thisness) is 
44 the "final perfection" of any creature. At one level it gives 

Hopkins's nature poetry vitality and frerhness and at anotherl a 

profound philosophical engagement. Ultimatelyt however, these levels 

are contradictory, for Hopkins basically follows St Ignatius: "Man 

was created to praise, reverence and serve God Our Lord"- Man is 

"Earth's eye , 
45while 

the Creation itself in all its variety and 

individuality, essentially proclaims the Glory of God. Within a 

Christian framework this is perfectly acceptable, but it does mean 

that finally all perspectives and all differences are predictable 

and determined. The line to lawrence and Hughes is thus terminated, 

as for them a creature's end lies finally and mysteriously within 

itself. In this. basic disagreement we can see modern nature poetry's 

bid for religious territory. However much Hopkins works to 

ParticUlarise and differentiate, his own underlying religious 

assumptions under-cut the independence of the enquiry: 

All things counterg original, sparep strange; 
Whatever is ficklet freckled (who knows how? ) 
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim; 
He fathers-forth whose 4ýeauty is past change: 

Praise him. 
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A sense of these restrictions may have led Austin Warren to claim 

that Hopkins Ia "thinking about beautyp man and Nature is unimpressive". 
47 

For Thomas Blackburn, Hopkins's excessive nervous sensitivity safe- 

guarded the poet's perceptions of Nature: 

But hyperaesthesia was his faithful wife 
And selved him into novel ways of seeing, 
He pruned stale nature with a verbal knife 48 To expose the scape and stress of green leaves growing. 

Yet most of Blackburn's poem (he does have it both waysl) deals with 

just that denial of imaginative freedomp that "clinching moral"t 

that critically limits Hopkins Is influence on the metaphysical 

direction taken by nature poetry in the Twentieth Century: 

But he wrenched his vision of things as they are 
To piebald images of Jesus Christ 
And so did violence to metaphor. 
For the Windhover, Oxford, Inversnaid 
Could never be illustrations of dogma 
Only themselves: It seems he was afraid 
Of letting creatures be just as they are. 

For Iawrence and Hughes, modern man has to re-define his animal 

relationship to Nature. The poet explores and his conclusions are 

not pre-determined. Like Beckett's Maloneq there is only one's 

"present state . 
49to 

work from. Malone can hear people moving 

about and he knows he is in a room of some kindp but there 

certainties end: 

But all. things considered I would be hard 
set to say for certain where exactly they 
are, in relation to where exactly I am .... There is naturally another possibility that does 
not escape me, though it would be a great 
disappointment to have it confirmed,, And that is 
that I am dead already ... , ýV 

For Hopkins, modern man's estrangement from Nature is an image of 

the loss of Eden, which itself mythically illustrates man's 

estrangement from God. In "The Sea and the Skylark", he marvels 
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How these two shame this shallow and frail townV 
How ring right out our sordid turbid timet 
Being pure. ' We, life's pride and cared-for crown, 

Have lost that cheer and charm of-earth's past primes 
Our make and making break, are breakingg down 51 To man's last dust, drain fast towards man's first slime 

Creation becomes a weight on the poet. It must always illustrate, 

always tend towards Christ: 

As we drove home the stars came out thick: 
I leant back to look at them and my 
heart opening more than usual praised 
our Lord to and 5 In whom. all that beauty 
comes home. 

As Nature must function for Hopkins in this wayq so must his own 

nature, despoiled like any industrial landscape, be forcibly 

restored to the service of Cod. Donald McChesneyj discussing 

Hopkins's"destructive ruthlessness with himself" has said: 

Perhaps because of his ingrained English puritanism 
he forgot, most of the time, the dictum of St Thomas 
Aquinas that grace is built 5ý pon nature, not upon 
the abolition of nature. 

This tendency towards harshp solitary religious experience finally 

sets up abstraction against concreteýphysical life. "That Nature 

is a Heraclitean Fire" can resolve this contradiction (worthlessness 

v. abundance and richness) only because it is a poem, about death. 

Man, Nature's "bonniest, dearest to hero-her clearest-selved 

spark"t is resurrected out of Natures 

Flesh fade, and mortal trash 
Fall to the residuary worm; world's wildfire, leave 

but ash: 
In a flash, at a trumpet crash, 

I am all at once what Christ is, since he was 
what I am, and 

7his Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patchl matchwoodo immortal amond, 
Is immortal diamond. 

The problem of "Nature-denying" puritanism in Christian nature 

poetry is thus solved when the subject, is death and decay, for 

puritanism and death make the same reductions. 
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Reduction of one's own nature is one thing# but when, inevitablyt 

it is extended to mankind and used in the analysis of social 

phenomena# we shall be left with reactionary generalisations instead 

of the inscape of individual lives. Hopkins's thinkingr in "Tom's 

Garland"55t for example, returns to the traditional argument of 

Menenius in the "belly" speech of Coriolanus or Henry VIS "Upon the 

King" speech in Act IV of Henry_ V. In a letter to Robert Bridges 

(February 10 1888), he explained: 

It means then that, as St Paul and Plato and 
Hobbes and everybody says, the commonwealth or 
well ordered human society is like one manj a 
body with many members and each its function; 
some higher, some lowert but all honourable, from 
the honour which belongs to the whole ... The 
foot is the day-labourer .... But this place 
still shares the common honour, and if it 
wants one advantagep glory or public fame, makes 
up for it by anotherp ease of mindi absence of 
care .,. The witnessing of which lightheartedness 
makes me indignant with the fools of Radical Levellers. 

He goes on to regret: 

that the curse of our times is that many do not 
share it (the Common weal) that they are outcasts 
from it and have neither security nor splendour; 
that they share care with the high and obscurity 
with ihe low, but wealth or comfort with neither. 
And this state of things, I say, is the origin 
of Loafers, Tramps, Cornerboyslgoughso Socialists 
and other pests of society. 

The argument of equal honour is, in itself, as unexceptionable as 

the notion of human equality in Ch: rist# but the constant abuse of 

these argumentsl by those who have done very well out of their 

misinterpretation, puts a special responsibility on a poet to 

redefine the contemporarY condition of men. In "Tom's Carland" and 

"Harry Ploughman", however, Hopkins sentimentally falls back on the 

stereotypes of "Tom Navvy', "Tom seldom sick" and "Sturdy 11 Mck"57 

and sub-Biblical, bookish images of a working-man ("as a beechbole 

Is e 58 firm" with his "barrelled shank" and "liquid waist 9 etc). From 
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his vantage-point the poet indulges his technical appreciation of 

"form" ("He leans to it, Harry bends, look") though unlike "Felix 

Randal" the poem "Harry Ploughman" has no professional ministerial 

duty to justify its patronising intrusiveness. Individual rhythms 
I 

are denied here, just as Hopkins denies the rhythm of "Poor 

Jackself" - "My own heart let me more have pity on., 
59. 

These denials are more profoundly, if more controversially* 

linked to the "countert originalt spare, strange" texture of Hopkins's 

language. Often this language has great imaginative densityg but 

it also, frequently, acts as a display of muscularity subduing the 

deeper rhythms of the material. One is led back to those earlier 

objections toHopkins's nature poetry. Hopkins certainly seeks 

natural rhythms, advising us that his verse is: 

as living art should beg made for performance and 
that its performance is not reading with the 
eye but loud, leisurely poetical (not rhetorical) 
recitation, with long rests, long dwells on the 
rhyme and other marked syllables and so on. 
This sonnet ("Spelt from Sibyl's leaves") shd be 6o 
almost sungi it is most carefully timed in tempo rubato. 

He also knows the difficulty his verse presents: 

Indeed, whenp on somebody returning to me my 
Eurydice, I opened and read some lines, reading, 
as one commonly reads whether prose or verseq 
with the eyes, so to sayt onlyt it struck 
me aghast with a kind of raw nakedness 
and unmitigated violence I was unprepared 
for; but take breath and read it with 
the ears, as I always wish toAýe read, 
and my verse becomes right, 

These are compelling arguments. Harold U%itehall,, quoting them in 

his essay "Sprung Rhythm" f goes on to linkHopkins Is poetry to 

alliterative verse 
62, but there is a determined mentalism in 

Hopkins's language that cannot, I would suggest, finally be 

accommodated by the voice. Perhaps the isolated conditions under 

which he worked- his lack of contact with an audience or reading 

public - facilitated the separation of his poetry from a speaking 

voice. In New Bearings in English Poetryl Leaviso taking up Bridges' 
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phrase "continuous literary decorum" 9 makes the case for setting 

Hopkins "with Shakespeare t Donne, Eliot and the later Yeats as 
65 

opposed to Spenser, Milton and Tennyson" . Certainly, Eliot's 

and laterLeavis Is restoration of an active 9 critical/verbal , 

dimension to the reading of poetry was a momentous achievement 

very relevant to the appreciation of Hopkinso but Leavis' s 

identification of the Shakespearian mode in Hopkins is pushed beyond 

its allowable significance, in that leavis makes much of the "read 

it with the ears" argument while actually concentrating on the -, - 
(perfectly appropriate) similarity between Hopkins's "imagery and - 

his way of using the body and movement of the language" 
64 

and 

Shakespeare's. Shakespeare, even in (or especially in) "cabin'd, 

cribb'd, confined", one of Leavis's examples, never loses touch with 

his speech base, his performabilityt whereas Hopkins is always 

subject to this danger: 

Soul, self; come, poor Jackself, I do advise 
You, jadedl let be; call off thoughts awhile 
Elsewhere; leave comfort root-room; let joy size 

At God knows when to God knows what; whose smile 
Is not wrung, see you; unforseen times rather -6ss skies 
Betweenpie mountains - lights a lovely mile. 

I am certainly not returning to the defence of "continuous 

literary decorum" but I am claiming that Hopkins Is limitations as 

a nature poet, and as an analyst of changing social relations, 

spring from the same source as the limitations in the "speaking 

voice" of his poetry. These could be summarised as an over-cerebral 

controlling of rhythm and the processes of poetic exploration. Put 
66 " more positively, poems such as "No worst$ there is none and "I 

wake and feel the fell of dark, not day"67, overcome these 

limitations, discovering rhythms appropriate to the delicacy and 

fineness of their exploration of spiritual desolation. 7be language 
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is just as "difficult" s in Brechtian terms it still alienates. still 

draws critical attention to the issues , but now there is dramatic 

structure and a speaking voice providing rhythmic continuity. 
68 

It is in poems such as these that Hopkins Is real importance lies 

f or if it is argued that nature poetry is best unmapped and not 

predeterminedt then Hopkins's nature poetryjwhatever fleeting autonomy 

his imagination may establishgý remains an undeveloped body of work. 

He should be seen, rather, as a great "devotional poet of a' 

dogmatic Christianity" . 
69 

Devotional poetry is illustrative and, does 

work to uncover a given framework. As in George Herbert's devotional 

analogiesl Hopkins's illustrations are bold and direct, but this 

actually increases their acceptability. They do not purport to be 

exploring the individual life of a thing while really enlisting that 

life for their own ends. The emblematic use of Nature is now fully 

conscious anC. fully separated from the poetic discovery of inscapes 

As a dare-gale skylark scanted in a dull cage 
Man's mounting spirit in his bone-house, mean house, dwells 
That bird beyond the remembering his free fells, 70 This in drudgeryp day-labouring-out life's age. 

At the opposite pole to thisp Hopkins can fully integrate 

natural imagery with his religious intentions. There is no "clinching 

moral" in his "0 the mindq mind has mountains; cliffs of fall/Fright- 

ful, sheer, no-manrfathomed"71or his Blakean, lionlimbed Despair 

scanning "with darksome. devouring eyes my bruised bones". 72 There 

is a freedom ofassociation hereg just as there is, for examplet 

in the unambitious descriptive poem "Inversnaid", which echoes 

Tennyson's "The Brook". The last verse of "Inversnaid" indicates 

the deep attraction towards Nature that Hopkins felt: 

What would the world be, once bereft 
Of wet and of wildness? let them be left, 
0 let them be left, wildness and wet; 73 Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet. 
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Hopkins's response to Nature is much more remarkably developed in 

"Binsey Poplars": in my Introduction (p. 2) I quoted this as an 

leenvironmental" poem that produces a profound image of destructive- 

ness. But Hopkins was too devout a Christian to allow his response 

to nature to continue to open up in this way. If nature poetry 

provides a mode of re-stating humanity's sense of place within the 

universe, then Hopkins finally chose to use this mode within the 

imaginative constraints of established religion. A similar dilemma 

about the use of nature poetry f or metaphysical enquiry appears half 

a century later in the work of RS Thomas. 

(iv) Nature poetry and religious orthodo2SXt RS Thomas 

Hopkins and RS Thomas share many characteristics, from a degree 

of social reductionism and puritanismp to the use of nature for 

devotional and emblematic purposes: they are particularly interesting 

in their attempts to retain autonomy for nature and for poetryl within 

a formal religious scheme. For Hopkins, the fundamental purpose of 

life is the praise of Cod, with the result that the exploratory 

function of poetry (so important in his version of nature poetry) may 

come to appear somewhat artificial. RS Thomas's stated position on 

this is unequivocal: 

... to me anyý form of orthodoxy is just not part of a 
poet's province at all. A poet must be able to claim a 
certain amount of poetic licence, freedom to follow the 
vision of poetryl the imaginative vision of poetry ... in 
any case, poetry is religion, religion is poetry. The 
message of the Vew Testament is poetry. Christ was a 
poet, the blew Testament is a metaphor, the ResuiTection 
is a metaphor; and I feel perfectly within my rights in 
approaching my whole vocation as priest and as preacher as 
one who is to present poetry; and when I preach poetry 
I am preaching Christianity, and when one discusses 
Christianity one is discussing poetry in its imaginative 
aspects. The core of both are imagination ... My work as a poet has to deal with the presentation of 
imaginative truth ... Of course I'm using the word 
imagination in its Coleridgean sense, which is the 
highest means known to the human psyche, af getting into 
contact with the ultimate reality; 
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This passage alludes to many matters of importance for this thesis: 

RS Thomas's Romantic understanding of the truths of the Imagination 

modulates into Hardyesque ideas that "poetry is religion, religion 

is poetry", while he defends the inevitable unorthodoxy of poetry. 

His understanding of Christianity, "the Resurrection is a metaphoe't 

sounds as radical as The Myth of God Incarnate essays. In all this, 

Thomas is close to the unorthodox line of metaphysical enquiry from 

Wordsworth to lawrence and Hughes: one has to remind oneself that 

these are the views of an Anglican priest. The poetry, in'fact, 

dramatises the deep spiritual conflicts of Thomas's imagination at 

the same time as its use of nature poetry for metaphysical-enquiry 

stretches religious orthodoxy to the limit. 

RS Thomas is not concerned with "selving" and individual 

fruition"* Everything in the world is taken to be impure , but through 

the imagination these impurities may be made to reveal permanent 

truths. Even the overtones of liturgical language speak of that 

reality ("Overtones, those signals from an ever present realityt#75), 

while Thomas's familiar anti-pastorals may be seen as temptations 

to deny the underlying religious reality. In "The labourer", having 

sought to bear faithful poetic witness to the region his poetry leads 

him into (where the labourer i's more of a tree than a man)t 7bomas 

affirms the metaphysical values'of Christianity: 

Bend down and peer beneath the twigs of hairl 
And look into the hard eyes, flecked with care; 
What do you see? Notice the twitching hands, 
Veined like a leaf, and tough bark of the limbs, 
Wrinkled and gnarledg and tell me what you think. 
A wild tree still, whose seasons are not yours, 
The slow heart beating to the hidden pulse 
Of the strong sap# the feet firm in the soil? 
Not no, a man like you, but blind with tears 76 Of sweat to the, bright star that draws you on,. 

Enormous assumptions are made here about the reader, but what is not 

in doubt is Thomas Is determination 1 like Ted Hughes, 
. 
"to f ollow the 
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vision of poetry". Time and again in reading RS Thomas's poems 

of the 1940' s, and early 19501 s, Ted Hughes ts world is anticipated. 

Phrases like "the moor's/Pitiless commentary and the wind's veto', ' 

and notions like burying a "still-born" cry or the moor as an active 

personality (in "The Minister"), have the same harsh vigourp stemming 

(as in Hughes) from full recognition of the realities of life and 

nature. 

If the nature poetry of lawrence and Hughes is successful as 

metaphysical enquiry because of its lack of any religious orthodoxyg 

in RS 7homas we have a Christian poet claiming that he can discover 

metaphysical reality through nature. 
77 Though he believes in a hidden, 

unchanging reality, RS Thomas is determined to approach this 

reality entirely through contemporary experience. This means, among 

other thingsp acknowledging the near-hopeless conditions of faming 

in the Welsh hills and the comfortless isolation of the rural 

Anglican priest today - in an alien, non-conformist culture to boot. 

In exploring the poetic difficulties and successes encountered by 

RS Thomas, as he attempts to understand God through týe social and 

natural reality around him, it would be easy to argue that he has 

actually abandoned his Christianity. It would be more accurate to 

see him as a kind of Job (to whom he specifically compares himself 

in "Priest and Peasant,, 78 
9 while the title Stones of the Field (1946) 

is from Job 5.23)9 whose most optimistic moments are either 

pantheistic (e. g. "The Moor"79) or stoical ("The meaning is in the 

waiting . 80 ), but who will not deny God even though HIm (1972) 

certainly takes us near to a radical re-statement of divine morality. 

There is as ense of impasse in HIm -a feeling that the poet who 

had anticipated so much of Ted Hughes, is now actually being 

influenced by the mood and methods of Crow (1970). For Thomas cannot 

follow the vision wherever it may go: he is a priest-poet like 
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Hughes, but he is accountable to his own Christian faith and in this 

his basic impulse is towards devotion. 

The structureof feeling associated with Thomas's devotional 

poetry involves at least two major weaknesses - one is a tendency to 

a ratherportentous Yeatsian/Biblical language ("I'will cease now/ 
81 - 82 

My long absorption with the plough", "One night of tempest I arose" 

etc) and the other (as in the excerpt from "The Labourer" above) is 

the unthinking adoption of a class stand-point. This really means 

-that the poet's duty of faithfulness to experience has tricked him 

into setting up aparticular -kind of social experience as normativo. 

Though Thomas's chronicling of his spiritual Journey must involve the 

social role of the priestt it does become another kind of Ceorgianismv 

or anti-Georgianismp when the poet mistakes his own lack. of self- 

awareness for vigorous- honesty. Probinghis disgust 0, which is ' .' 

sanctioned by Christian dualism 9 Thomas - entirely omits ý live analysis 

of his, own social role. I would argue that the dramatic method of 

"The Minister" has internal correctives to this failing, though Thomas's 

later work unfortunately settles for the very different style "of 

firs-IL. -pe--son apologia and, in his case, its accompanying limitations. 

I shall try to support these assertions about RS Thomas's poetry 

through a consideration of Song at the Year's Turning_(1955)', the 

book which collected Thomas's early publications (less twenty-three 

poems) into one volume. Following this. I shall consider 7homas's 

subsequent development in terms of his attempt to rocordp often 

through nature poetryg his own metaphysical explorations the 

titles of two of his recent books, Iaboratories of the_Spirit (1975) 

and Freguencies (1978) with their over-tones of scientific method 

and radio communicationt speak of his feeling that ho, like Hushesp 

is at today's metaphysical frontier. 
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John Betjeman, in his "Introduction" to Song at the Year's 

Turning, strikes the right tone in describing RS Thomas's role as 

a country priest: 

He went with a keen interest in 
natural history and birds, in scenery, 
agriculture and the agricultural way 
of life. By talking to his parishioners' 
in their own language about the things 
they knew, he would win the souls 83 
to the Christian faith and the sacraments. 

Betjeman seems to anticipate the inevitable sense of let-down. 

Traditional Christian texts ("a prophet is not without honour save 

in his own country", "he came unto his own and his own received him 

not"t etc 
84 ) stand behind this rejection and failure of trust# but 

in RS Thomas's case one is very conscious of cultural discrepancies. 

The Bardic invective of "A Priest to this People" j those people "who 

have not yet shaken the moss from your savage skulls, /or prayed the 

peat from your eyes,, 
85, is based as much on behaviour and art as 

religioni 

How I have hated you for your'irroverenceg your scorn even 86 
Of the refinements of art and the mysteries of the Church. 

The "savage skulls" in this poem# or the narrator's description, in 

"The Minister", of a chapel as "religion's outpo'st/In. the untamed 

land west of the valleys"87, are consistent with anImperialist 

outlookp whicht though superficially separated from economics and 

legitimised by Christian respect for the immortal human souls belongs 

to a rigid and restrictive structure of feeling. This objection is 

not based on assumptions that RS Thomas's personae really speak ' 

directly for the man and that Thomas stands condemned by his own 
0 

reactionary attitudes. 'It is clear, howevei, that Thomas can really 

only feel as an alien in the Arnold/leavis tradition. "'He imports a 

I set of culturally specific attitudes which he takes'to be eternally 

true p, - and, is then unable to use them to penetrate the 'new situation, 
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Contemporary work on youth sub-cultures, to take a parallel case , 

demonstrates the discrepancy between the alarmed ignorance of the 

dominant culture and its media and the ordered reality of life 

- 88 
within those sub-cultures The dominant culture tells us only of 

its own fears. A poetic structure of feeling unwittingly locked 

into a class view-point cannot p for similar reasons, offer a 

rewarding response to unfamiliar experience. At best, that 

experience will be presented as "a crude tapestry" 89 
except for those 

occasions when the poet risks his own values on equal terms - as in 

"The Minister". 

Typically, as he points out the native way of life, Thomas 
.1 Ir 

encourages the reader to accept common ground with his poet/guide. 

The view-point is privileged: extreme "straight-talking" is 

permissible because of the writer's priest/anthropologist role and his 

commitment to the soul within. Yet only by an act of faith does he 

keep alive his sense of peasant humanityj 

Consider this man in the field beneathl, 
Caitered with mud, lost in his own breath, 
Without joy, without sorrow, 
WithoA children, without wife, 
Stumbling insensitively from furrow to fu=owp 
A vague somnambulist; but hold your tearsl 90 For his name also is written in the Book of Life. 

As if we doubted it, Thomas warns us'against the error he actually 

experiences himself: 

, Don't be taken in 
By stinking-garments orqjn aimless grin; 
He also is human ... 

Invitations to examine specimens of this questionable humanity are 

widespread in Song, though underlying them all is the d ogma of 

infinite, personal value ("Listen, listen, I am a man like you"92). 

In "Out of the Hills", he gives a typically'isolated reply to his 

own question about the farmer going down to the town ("Shall we 

follow him down, 'witness, his swift undoing/In the indifferent streets.. ") 
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with the answer "No, wait for him here ... The earth is patient; he '- 

is not lost". 93 

Thomas is requesting our loyalty to a set of generalisations and 

assumptions that stand between us and the human complexity of his 

material. We are expected to concur 'ý7ith the picture of degradation 

he draws as he looks steaclily into the desperate'human reality. '' - 

in "Silmmer" the farmer's "blood uncurls with the slow sap" and "grows 

hot., 
94, 

while in "Soil" "the hedge defines/The mind's limits" of the- 

labourer whose "blood seeps home/To the warm soil from which it came,, 
95 

when he cuts himself while topping swedes. The final poem in §qnR to 

be omitted from Selected Poemsq talks of the cold, grey ash and the, 

dark and bare interior of "The Last of the Peasantry": 

What does he Imow? Moving through the fields 
And the wood's echoing cloisters 
With a beast's gaito hunger in his eyes 
Only for what the flat earth supplies; 
His wisdom dwindled to a small gift 
For handling stock, planting a few seeds, 
To ripen slowly in the warm breath 96 Of an old God to whom he never prays. 

The evocation of unregenerate animality97and Dark Ages ignorance (note 

the weight of 11the'flat earth") in today's fall from grace, insists 

on cultural and class norms that limit the poem's interest. The 

scornful question about Imowledge and the'assertion about wisdom are 

not balanced by any other resources within the poem and there is no 

sense of self-awareness in the tone of voice. It is as though Swift 

were to drop his artful manipulation of the reader and, asking 

one finalg blunt question about humanityp exchange the process of - 

literature for our simple support or rejection of his views. 

The Eden myth in "The Last of the Peasantry" is-typical of 

Thomas's anti-pastoral and complements such other myths as those of 

natural grace (e. g. "Farm Child"98) and youthful innocence (e. g. 

"Lament for Prytherch"99) and men as unified with their environment 

(e. g. "The 'Poacher"' 00). Against this background (much of it, tinged 

with loss)t Thomas articulates on behalf of a diminished and deprived 
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people: he sees himself as their sense organs and their intellectual 

and spiritual interpreter. "Enigma" beginsp "A man is in the fieldsp 

let us look with his eyes"101and in 1114emories" he offers, on Iago's 

behalf whose "lips are sealed/* a natural reticence", to "sing/the 

land's praisesq making articulate/Your strong feelings, your thoughts 

of no date". 102 This is a very familiar modern social attitude, full 

of paternalistic good will but ultimately incapable of allowing 

self-realisation because it insists on a relationship of dependency: 

the "means of production" stay out of communal control. 

In "Cynddylan on a Tractor", "The Hill Farmer Speaks" and , Ire,, 103, 

Thomas attempts varying degrees of dramatisation. and the awkwardness 

and dullness are somewhat mitigated, but for a structure of feeling - 

more adequate to the subject-matter one must turn to a poem like 

"The Airy Tomb". 104 In the opening lines one immediately, 
-senses 

a 

greater acceptance of difference and variety and this is reflected in 

the tone and "personality" of the narrator. He may have his own viewsq 

but this does not out the material down to size: 

Twm was a dunce at schoolq and was whipped and shaken 
More than I care to sayt but without avail, 
For where one man can lead a horse to the pail 104 Twenty can't make him drink what is not to his mind ... 

Even the bitterness and alienation of Thomas's characteristic voice 
("And what is love to an uncultured youth/In the desolate pastures, 

but the itch of cattle/At set times and seasons? ")105 is accommodated 

by the poem's larger framework. It is only towards the end that 

Thomas's confidence and interest seem to flag as the narrator's voice 

begins to turn on the "hypocrite readerg at ease in your chair ... 11 106 

The tone and scope of Wordsworth's 'Michael" and Frost's "The Hired 

Man" are finally not sustained but"the poem has notable successes: 

consider, for example, the two dozen lines of, the third verse paragraph 
("So his shadow ... 11 to "land he trod"107). The Wordsworth-Prost line 

is clear but Thomas develops it very distinctively with his priest's 
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understanding of mortality and his sure feeling for the harsh conditions 

of life on "the lean patch of land, /Pirmed to the hill7tOPt and the 

cloudy acres ... 11108 

Of these ea=ly poems, "The Minister" provides the main evidence for 

this line of arg=ent on RS Thomas'B "structure of feeling" for in 

this radio play broadcast in 19529 Thomas consciously Bets oit to 

exploretobjectivise and dramatise the problematic roles of priest, poet 

and parishioner. 

At one level "The Minister"-records the education ofýa minister 

as he comes to understand the trap of parish life. It deals almost 

cruelly with his little vanities - his, licensed space ("I was good 

that night, I had the hwyl" log 
and "It was my, biggest funeral of all"llo). 

The minister learns that he cannot actually break into the people's 

way of life and in his final, lines in the play he seems compromised 

and powerless. Real religious issues have not been touched, 

a failure that is pictured in "the-blood of God" wasting as though 

from a wound: 

Although I never pried, I knew it all. 
I knew why Buddug was away from chapel. 
I knew that Pritchardq the, Pron, watered his milk. 
I knew who put the ferret with the fowls 
In Pugh's hen-house. I knew and pretended I didn't. 
They listened to me preaching the unique gospel 
of love; but our eyes never met. And outside 
The blood of God darkened the evening sky. 

The portrait is bitterly humorous. The minister's first words are: 

The Reverend, Elias Morgang B. A.: 112 I am the name on whom the choice fell 

In his black coatp "fresh from college'19 Morgan "was the lamp which 

the elders chose/To thaw the darlmess that had congealed/About the 

hearts of the hill folk". 113 The ironies arq heaped up (Morgan's 

Calvinistic preaching actually stimulates lechery. 1)q but there are 

warmer moments - the pathos of the Sunday School episode and the day 

when a child makes Morgan a gift of an egg. In the section where he 
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returns from his holidaysq the poetry achieves a synthesis of these 

extremes of tenderness and irony: 

When I returned, strengthened, to the bare manse 
That smelled of mould, someone had broken a window 
During my absence and let a bird in. 
I found it deadt starved, on the warm sill. 
There is always the thin pane of glass set up between us 
And our desires. 
We stare and stare and stare, until the night comes 
And the glass is superfluous. 
I went to my cold bed saddened, but the wind 

in the tree 114 Outside soothed me with echoes of the sea. 

Within the poem, Morgan must compete on equal terms with Job Daviesp 

"a master/Hand at choosing a nag or a pastor". 
115 For all the 

crudity and the loaded "logic of the Smithfield"' 16 in this portrayalt 

Davies is given a kind of life and energy. The structure of the 

verse drama allows him space. He persists, as the social reality of 

which he is a part. persists. 

Thomas's interest in social complexity in "The 11inister" ist no 

donbtt undeveloped, for the whole piece is very top-heavy with the 

narrator having well over half the lines in the play. But though the 

narrator's role often dramatises the "poet's opinion" (displayedt I 

have argued, so damagingly elsewhere in Song) there is a strong 

feeling that Thomas is trying to fit the narrator's part into that 

complexity. In the narrator's first speech, for instance, Thomas 

achieves a neutral, folk perspective on life in the hill country 

("This is the land where they burn peat/If there is time for cutting 

it ... 
017) 

and much of the narrator's subsequent co=entary occurs 

within this perspective. Finally, it is true, the narrator does 

define the play's structural weakness, as dramatisation gives way to 

summary and moral: 

Need we go on? In spite of all 
His courage Morgan could not avert 
His failure, for he chose to fight 

118 With that which yields to nothing human. 
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As the na=ative crumbles, however, the metaphysical importance of 

"The Minister" becomes apparent, for the poem's conclusion is that 

Calvinism is doomed to failure bef ore the primary truths of nature: 

We will listen instead to the wind's text 
Blown through the roof, or the thrush's song 
In the thick bush that proved him wrongt 
Wrong from the start, for nature's truth 
Is primary and her changing seasons 
Correct out of a vaster reason 119 The vague errors of the flesh. 

So the poem returns to its initial attempt to-explore without 

imposing orthodox limits. At the start, the philosophical position 

was similar to that of Hughes: 

'Beloved, let us love one another', the words are blown 
To pieces by the unchristened wind 
In the chapel rafters, and love's text 
Is riddled by the inhuman cry 120 Of buzzards circling above the moor. 

later, again recalling Hughes, Protestantism is described as "the 

adroit castrator/Of art; the bitter negation/Of song and dance and 

the heart's innocent joy -" 
121 In the course of "The Minister", 

Thomas tries to bear witness to reality and to follow his poetic 

visiont without the controls of orthodoxy. Morgan can never achieve 

harmony, it is suggested, because he will not listen to the moor or 

the thrush. His knowledge, 

Would have been completep had it included 
The bare moor, where nature brooded 122 Over her old, inscrutable secret. 

Morgan, it is said at the end, "never listened to the hill's/Music 

calling to the hushed/Music within; but let his mind/Fester with 

brooding on the sly/Infirmities of the hill people" . 
123 This, in 

'the spirit and partly in the tones of Wordsworth, is both a human 

and a mystical response to nature. -In "The Minister", Thomas comes 

near to the lawrence/Hughes tradition of using nature for metaphysical 

I enquiry, although God remains an unchanging, insbrutable-and 

trusted "given" exempt from the grim implications of the enquiry. 
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In this way, the enquiry turns back onto the human and physical, 

producing a negative analysis relying on such doctrines as original 

sin, "the strange disease of modern life" and the inability of men to 

perceive religious reality. "The Minister" admits "primary truths" 

Morgan himself will not accept and its structure of feeling and level 

of dramatisation are correspondingly and suitably complex, but the 

poem does not follow those truths back towards its idea of God. 

This unresolved contradiction runs through the poetry of the 

next ten years - Poetry for Supper (195s), Tares (ig6i), The Bread of 

Truth (1963) 
, Pieta (1966) and Not That He Brought Flowers (1968) 

though there is a sense of truce in these volumes, which permits a 

brief celebration of the human qualities Thomas admires. The 

objective structure and style of "The Minister", however, is not 

repeated and only a very few poemst "Gospel Truth" (Pieta) and "On 

the Farm" (Not That He Brought Flowers) are the clearest examples, 

attempt to formally check that reductive structure of feeling 

associated with the bourgeois priest's apologia. Sometimes, as in 

"The Muck Farmer" (Poetry for Supper), Thomas simply repeats the 

alienated vituperation of Song at the Year's Turning, but in Poetry 

for Supper particularly, and the subsequent volumes generally, his, 

view of humanity h6 softened - unless that humanity is an English 

week-ender, for whom Thomas has reserved his most bitter contempt. 
124 

In "Portrait" and "Which? "l both from Tares, he approaches the 

familiar Iago Prytherch with a new respect, while in "Servant" (7be 

ne Bread of Truth) with its opening line "You served me well, Prytherch" 1" 

he revalues him altogether, acknowledging that through Prytherch he 

has actually obtained "the bread of truth". * "Absolution! ' (Poetry for 

Supper) admits Prytherch was right the whole time and asks for his 

forgiveness. In the first two verses of "Iago Prytherch" (Poetry for 

Su-P-Per), too, Thomas confesses and explains his earlier attitudes$ 
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'but the poem's final 'Verse describes the change more eloquently t 

passed and saw you 
labouring there, your dark figure 
Marring the simple geometry 
Of the square fields with its gaunt question. 
My poems wers'nade in Its long shadow 126 Falling coldly across the page. 

The: re is, imaginative trust here. The poet distances himself from the 

image, as he does in "Evans" (Poe-try-for Supper) and "The Figure" 

(The Bread of Truth) and so leaves room for the human figure to 

bstablish itself. Elsewhere, especially in Tares$ Thomas exchangei 

named personalities for generalised examples of humanity the 

labourer in "Hireling" and the old people in "The Survivor" p 1111inetieth 

Birthday" -and "An Old Manr. Admiration tips over into Manley lfopkins', ' 

romanticisation in "A Cardenee' (PoetKy for Supper) and "Lore" (Tares) 

while "'Too Iale" also in Tares, regrets the servility that accompanies 

economic imirovement: 

I would have seen you poor and in rags 127 Rather. than wealthy and not free,, 

In this poem, Rcyther-ch's old content with his "accustomed ration/Of 

bread and bacon" is very like the Tom of Holk-ins Is "Tom Is Garlan(V. 

In. place. of the more tortured earlier poetry wo have g in such 

work, an easy-going reliance on conventional attitudes. 
.. 

There are-, 

many poems iihere the' striggle with language is similarily abanaoned. 

The short lyric ",. Song" (The Bread of Truth) , for example, speakitig 

"the Unguage/Of sweetness ana light"t sarambles a sories of clicb. 6s 

together; 

Take my hand 
That has grown wise 
In truthOs service, 
Crippled*with stone 128 That asIced bread. 

Thomas does not always take these easier paths in language and the 

development'of subject -metter: "Encounteel fthe Broad of Truth) 
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engages with the problem of the priest's role and function and with 

the paradox of timelessness within change. The second verse presents 

these as tensionss 

He saw me then, my tall shadow 
Fell with the old ambivalence 
Of the priest over his slow path 
Skyward, and our glances met 
Over the mows, the weeds, the years 
With brute glumness, while history passed 129 Noisily by us on steel wings. 

Once again the Imagist manner liberates Thomas's poetry and indicates 

the great strength of which it is capable. 

In his approach to Nature, too, Thomas seems to be going through 

a softer, less critical and frequently feebler period. In "The View 

from the Window" 
-(Poetry 

for Supper) we are almost in Patience Strong's 

world: 

All through history 130 The great brush has not rested .. 

This off-key religious aestheticism is at its most mundane in Tares 

(e. g. "The Maker", "The Conductor", "The Musician") and debilitated 

lyricism (e. g. "A Day in Autumn" or "Fable" in Poetry for Supper) is 

also not uncommon. 

Stillness, resignation and patiencep the dominant notes of Pietal 

lead, finally, to benediction though the image is familiar and ready- 

made t 

I walked on, 
Simple and poor, while the air crumbled 131 And broke on me generously as bread. 

"Pieta"s the book's title poem, expresses the ambiguity of Thomasts 

position: II 

And in the foreground 
The tall Cross, 
Sombre, untenanted, 
Aches for the Body 
That is back in the cradle 112 Of a maid's arms. 
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Almost from exhaustiont it seems, 7homas turns in this period to "the 

czadle of a maid's arms", but "In Church" indicates that the stoicism 

and acceptance of the book is only temporarys 

Thexe is no other sound 
In the darkness but the sound of a man 
Breathing, testing his faith 
On emptiness, nailing his questions 133 One by one to an untenanted cross. 

The search for an absent or hidden God is acknowledged to be the poet's 

typical concern. Belief is crucifixion ("The Journey" in Poetry for 

Sup-per describes "the tall/Tree to which the believer is nailed" 
134 

and life is essentially a thing to be endured: 

What I see: the golden landscape 
Of nature, with the twisted creatures 
Crossing it, each with his load. 135 

In "This To Do" (Pie-týa) 
p Thomas writes 

I have this that I must do ... 
.... go down into the green 

Darkness to search for the door 136 To myself in dumbness and blindness ... 

Thomas sees this search, naturally enough, as a privatep intellectual 

commitments 

It was the mind's weight 
Kept me bent, as I grew tall. 137 

Or, again from, The Bread of Truth: 

The real fight goes on 138 In the mind; 

In Frequencies, (1978), the idea is still very much present: 

The best journey to make 
Is inward. It is the interior 

139 that calls. 

I have argued that RS Thomas's effectiveness as a poet recording 

the spiritual battles of his day and using the nature and rural 

environment of Wales to do this, is much curtailed by comparison with 
140 Ted Hughes. Thomas is restricted in the very places where Hughes 

has freedom of role and persona. Hughes manipulates bourgeois 

structures of feelingl as in Gaudetet while Thomas, apart from 

experimental exceptions like "The Minister"# chooses to work within 
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such structures. Though, in 1958, we find him writing occasional 

expressionistic poems like the excellent "On a Line from Sandburg" 

(Poetry_for Supper), it is not until HIm (1972) that Thomas really 

tries to allow his poetic search or vision to define its own style. 

In his three main publications of the 1970'st Hm (1972)p 

Iaboratories of the Spirit (1975) and Frequencies (1978), Thomas 

closes with the question of the nature of God as though to resolve it 

once and for all, while the firm, local context of priest and people 

is replaced by a more shadowy technological world in which Thomas's 

dissenting voice finally comes to speak for his version of God. 141 

"Once", the first poem in HIm, opens in a challenging manner as 

though to establish a fresh tone capable of dealing with any meta- 

physical paradox: 

God looked at space and I appeared 142 Rubbing my eyes at what I saw. 

The poem has a relaxed familiarity with Evolution ("... the many faces/ 

Of life, hungry for birth") and ends by introducing the Frankenstein 

of the book: 

We went forth to meet the Machine. 143 

Neither God nor "the Machine" ever takes on full, independent dramatic 

life within the book, but there certainly is a-new energy abroad 

pressing against the confines of traditional structures of feeling. 

In "He"t for example, the tension isýplain. Nature is used freshly 

and convincingly, while the more familiar register of religious 

language ("holds -out his two hands" p "take my life", "yields him"144) 

is smooth and inert. 

7homas's basic philosophical position, with Cod as "that great 

absence/In our lives" 145, is unchangedt but*stYlistically HIm reaches 

out to a free, experimental mode. In poems like "PazT7", "Making" and 

"Female", RS Thomas uses a "gaming" approach like that of Hughes in 
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Crow. The poem becomes a try-out in sparsel expressionistic forms of 

language, an exercise that might, it is impliedv lead anywhere. But 

for all his daring (in "Repeat" God turns from Man "as from his owri/ 

Excrement" 146 ), Thomas gives the impression of working against his own 

temperament. As a Christian, he wants irreconcilable questions 

brought together, even if that means the grim dead-lock of the book's 

title poem. While his Cod remains involved with human moral concerns, 

Thomas is unable, for all the experimentationj to imaginatively re-cast 

his theological foundations. However rebellious and heretical the 

poems ("Rough" in laboratories is perhaps the most extreme example), 

the underlying attitude is one of unalterable faith. Such poems, 

consequentlyt mostly express incomprehension and anger. They strain 

at the fixed point of their belief and a sense of impotence overcomes 

the quality of their insights. It is only through mysticismg in which 

faith is undiminished by uncertainty and ignorance, that Thomasp in 

the volumes following HIm, is able to retain his convictions and bear 

witness to the harsh realities he sees around him. 

In its use of nature, Thomas's poetry in the seventies is highly 

sensitive to change. His old-style conservativism (see "Period" or 

"The Times") means he rejects fashionable reference to the contemporaryt 

but his determination to meet and think through the real conditions 

around him gives his poetry some of its best features. Even "No 

Answer" from HIm in the early seventies, in which 7homas is still 

formally opposing Science to Religion, incorporates a striking image 

of nuclear fall-out before its more derivative conclusion: 

The nucleus 
In the atom awaits 
Our bidding. Come forth, 
We cry, and the dust spreads 
Its carpet. Over the creeds 147 And masterpieces our wheels go. 
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In "Nuclear" fromThe WaV of It (1977) Thomas, discussing our inability 

to hear or recognise the speech of God, t=s to the same theme, 

though this later poem very easily diverts the material to its'own use: 

What word so explosive 
as that one Palestinian 
word with the endlessness of its fall-out? 

"Praise", also from The Way of Itt ends with a similar combination of 

calm theological sophistication and contemporary natural (here, 

microbiological) imagery: 

You speak 
all languages and none, 
answering our most complex 
prayers with the simplicity 
of a flower, confronting 
us, when we would domesticate you 
to our uses, with the rioting 149 
viruses under our lens. 

Thomas's poetic imagination presses him to respond to such scientific 

concepts and incorporate them in his thinking, although his evaluation 

of Nature stays much as it was when he wrote in his "Introduction'l to 

Selected Poems of Edward Thomas in 1964: 

Those who are mindful of the vanishing features 
of the English country-side and anxious to preserve 
them, will find in Edward Thomas one who loved 
them as they do. But there are more 
lasting aspects of country living, the ever- 
changing moods of nature and weather, which 150 
can say deep things to the human spirit. 

In "Postscript" and "The River" from Him, for example, "among the 

forests/Of metal the one human/Sound was the lament of/The poets for 

deciduous language"15'and Nature is traditionally conceived of as a 

source of refreshment and strength; while in Laboratories of the Spirit 

he can still write a complete poem, "The Bright Field", which reduces 

his response to the level of "messages and lessons from Nature". 

It is not only in his nature poetry that Thomas shows this strange 

combination of traditional values, usually expressed in second-hand 

imageryg and a critical contemporary awareness, usually presented with 
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imaginative originality: 

One voice, quieter than the rest, 
Was heard, bemoaning the loss 
Of beauty. Men put it on tape 152 For the futureq a lesson in style. 

Thomas's most trenchant criticisms of modern life, which derive from very 

clear convictions, are frequently and unobtrusively made in imagery 

which is full of an awareness of change. Any disappointment, as in the 

first pazt of the verse abovet is very much to do with his attempts to 

go beyond criticism and positively state his value position - just as 

his attempts to justify his role as priest undermined the complexity of 

much of his earlier poetry of rural society. 

Even in his most recent poetryt Thomas turns too easily to a 

traditional stock of language and sentiment to indicate his basic 

religious values. "The Hand", in drawing on the story of Jacob 

wrestling with the Angell fails to find its own words and feelings: 

But the hand wrestled with him. 'Tell 
me your name', it cried, land I will write it 
in bright gold. Are there not deeds 
to be done, children to make, poems 
to be written? The world 
is without meaning, awaiting 153 
my coming'. 

11 Rhetoric and preacher's cliche run throughout this poem and the next 

one in Laboratories of the Spirit "The Word". 

Other poems using the theological variation and inversion of Crow 

and HIm (e. g. "Amen", "Godts Story, 19 "The Tool", "The Problem" in 

Laboratories of the Spirit and "The Woman" and "Play" in Frequencies) 

still do not constitute a departure from a traditional structure of 

feelingg though I would see them as straining Christian theology to 

breaking-point. As answers to "the problem of pain" or the 

reconciliation of the idea of a loving God with the facts of the 

Creation, Thomas's poems often point to the Devil or to a non-Christian 

God, yet unlike Hughesp he can never really re-cast the whole world of 
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the poem to present such conclusions. Christianity can neverg for 

Thomas, be what it is for HugheB - "another provisional myth of man's 

relationship with the creator and the world of spirit,,. 
154 For Thomasp 

the Incarnation is history's major event as he makes clear in the fine 

poem "Those Times" in The Way Of It,. Thomas's calling of his God to 

court may be an exercise of integrity and necessity but finally it is 

fretful and sterile as much of his other poetry admits. AE Dysons 

however, sees such poems as crucial for modern Christians. He is 

determined that "Amen" ("I am tempted to wonder what poet or sceptic 

could write a more effective anti-Christian poem, if he wanted to, '155) 

shall be constractive, though this involves a panic-stricken kind of 

analysis - is it "another trial exploration ... on the very edges and 

outer boundaries of faith" or does Thomas "offer this poem as a 

temptation to the fashionable reviewers who still igaore his workt but 

might swallow this?, '156 He concludest "'Amen' seems to me to be a 

poem poised at a cross-roads. Either you do not come to it, preferring 

a view of life which bypasses the territory; or you go past itj to 

join those who Imeel in prayer". 
157 But Dyson can only bring the poem 

to this extrinsic conclusion ("Amentlends "God needs his ma tyrdom. / 

The mild eyes stare from the Cross/in perverse triumph. What does he 

care/that the people's offerings are so small? "158) by over-raling it 

with its own context: 
i 

I would suggest that "Amen" along with all these poems, 
should be read as an artefact; and the "meaning" 159 
searched in, and through, the volume as a whole. 

"Amen" is the bitter and deliberately unenlightened reading of a 

tormented Christian and in that sense is a poem of feeling not 
'160 intellect, 

It is not on the strength of such poems that AM Allchin endorses 

Dyson's high evaluation of RS Thomas. 161 Allchin's article In Theolo; v' 

welcomes Thomas back as a Christian poet: 
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And then quite suddenly it was as though we had 
emerged from a long t unn el ... It becomes clear 
in Laboratories of the Spirit that we are encountering 
a major religious poet, one who is rightly to be 
compared with the greatest of his predecessorso a162 
George Herbert, a Gerard Manley Hopkins. 

Thomas arranges the order of his poems very carefully and 

Allchin. rightly points to the significance of "aaerging" 9 the first 

poem in Laboratories of the Spirit. To look ahead, brieflyt "PilgrimageOg 

the last poem of Frequencies, ends: 

Was the pilgrimage 
I made to come to my own 
self, to learn that in times 
like these and for one like me 
God will never be plain and 
out there, but dark rather and 163 
inexplicable, as though he were in here? 

This quiet mysticism, plainly expressed and likely to be of most interest 

to believers for its content, confirms Thomas's return to the fold. 

It promises more of the hermetic Christianity 164of Laboratories of the 

Spirit, as in "The Moon in Lleyn" ("You must remain/kneeling" 
165) 

or 

I'Llanannoll - more of the renunciation of "The Flower". it is probably 

heret as a devotional poetq that Thomas's importance will eventually 

be granted, but in read-ing the excerpt below from "Emerging", which 

fore-shadows the conclusion of "Pilgrimages", it is worth noting the 

familiar mix of worn values and language and sharp, contemporary 

response: 

Hear my prayer, Lord, hear 
my prayer. As though you were deaf, myriads 
of mortals have kept up their shrill 
cry, explaining your silence by 
their unfitness. 

It begins to appear 
this is not what prayer is about. 
It is the annihilation of differencet 
the consciousness of myself in you, 
of you in me; the emerging 
from the adolescence of nature 
into the adult geometry 
of the mind. I begin to recognise 166 
you anew, God of form and number. 
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After the tired, creaking phrases (I'myriads of mortals", "shrill cry") 

and the easy, pulpit tag ("myself in you... you in me") comes a 

dense*and precise phrase - "adult geometry of the mind". The way, the 

poem concludes, is "onward to the tall city/of glass'that is the 

laboratory of the spirit". 
167, Whenever laboratory, crucible - or 

microscope occur, and whenever Thomas uses the imagery of molecules or 

viruses, his poems seem to revive and sharpenp for such material has had 

to force its way into the poem almost against the poet's will: 

I am where 
I am, a being with no 
view but out upon the uncertainties 168 
of the imperatives of science. 

The acceptance of partiality and uncertainty is under-pinned by 

recognition that our limited knowledge is nevertheless the only element 

we have to exist in. In "Roger BaconlIp science, "the hole in God's 

side", 
169 is a way of believing in Godq but the irony turns herev as, it 

did for Doubting Thomasl on the limited usefulness of physical evidence 
I 

of the Resurrection. In other poems, "Dialectic" in Frequencies most 

obviously, Thomas ranks the sciences with the traditional power of 

language: 

They spoke to him in Hebrew and he understood 
them; in Latin and Italian and 
he understood them. Speech palled 
on them and they turned to the silence 
of their equations ... 

... They are speakin to me stills 
he decided, in the geometry 
I delight in, in the figures 
that beget more figures. I will answer 
them as of old with the infinity170 
I feed on. 

The end of the poem indicates once more the mystical core of the poemý 

- the ==eachability of God: 

the truth that with much labour ! Wborn 
with them and is to be 171 

sloughed off like some afterbirth of the spirit. - 
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Science is acknowledged to be vital ("the truth") but relative 

("afterbirth of the spirit"). 

Thomas is able, in such poems, to maintain his traditional 

convictions because mysticism is non-dogmatic'. In the lines belowq he 

is wryly suspicious of his own I'modernisations", but, significantly 

enough, his imagination turns to'-contemporary resources, to express a 

mystical view. - 

I modernise the anachronism"' 

of my language, but he is no more here 
than before. Genes and molecules 
have no more power to call 
him up than the incense of the Hebrews 

at their altars. My equations fail 
as my words do. 1rhat resource have I 
other than the emptiness without him of my whole 172 being, a vacuum he may not abhor? 

In RS Thomas, conservative political and religious Ideas undergo 

constant questioning. His imagination"resists the constraints of his 

orthodox religious beliefs, but like'Gerard Manley Hopkinsq he responds 

uneasily to social and cultural change. At the centre of, both poets 

is the need for an unchanging metaphysical reality'and in this, respect 

they are temperamentally cloS4 to Dylan Thomas; for thoi4ýh Dylan-Thomas 

never identified his'Godp his poetry of celebration and praise-gives a 

similar effect of a known''centreG' The great difference to note in 

turning to Ted Hughes is the sudden importance of the unknown and the 

unexpected. I'Negotiationllýis the key-note'and asýone works through, 

Hughes'spoetry it'becomes clear'that what is being negotiated isý the 

relationship of an historically specific moment to the powers'of the 

universe, in the language of Hughes, or the"common rhythms underlying 

human existence, in that of Jung. ' Hughes, Hopkins, Dylain Thomas, and 

RS Thomas shaxe' the desire to reconnect, restore and heal through 

metaphysical nature poetry, but only Hughes puts the specificity of 

present being and perception une4uivocally before belief, 
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, 
CHAPTER SIX 

TED HUGHES 

(i) Disposition and development 

At the end of Chapter VI suggested that in Ted Hughes, the 

unknown, the unexpected, the "specificity of present being and 

perception" are all of prime importance: in Hughesq the poet negotiates 

"the relationships of an historically specific moment to the powers of 

the universe". To do this, Hughes mythologises, in culturally mediated 

terms, his "sensory, creative interaction with the enviroment". * 'In 

this kind of pluralistic, unorthodox metaphysical enquiry, myth is used, 

not as a system, but as multiple#-free-ranging imagery. Hughes brings 

coherence to this diversity through the seriousness of his enquiry, an 

enquiry that is to do with adjustments to human feeling and responsev - 

not with articulated explanation. In Hughesp we feel the centrality of. 

human concernst freed of incidental connections and messages, and this 

is characteristic of the religious use of nature in the Wordsworthian 

tradition. Wordsworth's own poetry matches and expresses "states of 

feeling and of thought coloured by feeling" experienced before naturet- 

both our llobstLnate questionings" and "blank misgivings" -and our "sense 

of the indomitableness of the Spirit within us". 
"As 

metaphysical "' 

enquiryp Wordsworth's poetry explains man's paradoxical sense of ' 

personal -belonging and control g, and his feeling of insignif icance and 

powerlessness before Nature. The enquiry functions to place-humanity 

within Nature, to-reconcile and adjust. I have been claimin that 

poetry of the natural and rural world has been written within this' 

Wordsworthian tradition in the twentieth century, by Hardy, Prostq 

Edward., Thomas and Lawrence. In contemporary poetryl Ted Hugim s-is'the 

living continuation of this tradition. 

It is true that-only a few of-the poems in The Hawk in the Rain (1957) 

and Lupercal (1960) are nature'ppems, but as these-are mostly the best 

* See above pp 17,1& 
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poems in those collections it is not surprising that Hughes- gained an 

early reputation as a nature poet. Poems such as "The Hawk in the 

Rain", "The Thought-Fox" and "Wind" in the first collectiong and 

"November'19 "Pike'19 I'Snowdrop'19 "Bull Moses" and "Crow HillIlp in Lupercal 

are matched by, very few of the non-nature poemsq perhaps only by "Six 

Young lien" and "The Martyrdom of Bishop Farrar". 

, 
In Poet;: y in the Making (1967) Hughes describes his childhood 

absorption in wild-life and nature2and it is tempting to link his advice 

to young writers to write'about what they Imow ("you cannot write'about 

something for which you have no feelingl, 3) 
with the success of theseý 

nature poems. The observation is acute and individual and the language 

has a very concrete task which the poet keeps under strict surveillance. 

In "The Thought-Fox'19 capturing the essence of the fox and tracing the 

analogyýwith the creative process is perfectly harmonised. The fusedt 

poised title-speaks for this. In "Wind" Hughes shows, the same control 

in his animationýof the landscape and the house. The ship comparison of 

the first verse, right for the darkness and night# is modulated at noon 

into the image of scalirg the house-side as far as the o, )a, 2--house door: 

we still think of a ship but the poem does not insist the mind stay there. 

Then, in the last two stanzasp the psychological point of the poem is met 

direct as the strain on the house measures the tenacity of the people in 

it ("The house rang like some fine green goblet in the note/That any 

second might shatter, it" and "the roots of the house-move'9 but (we) sit 

onI, 
4). These early nature poems are very much within Hughe's Is capabilities; 

good but not urgent poemsp like"Esther's Tomeat", and "View of a Pig"%* 

became favourite poems in school class-rooms. They-are satisfying and 

delightful but, they'are undisturbed by any attempts to locate new * 

meanings. Hughes, though, was bound to move beyond such poemsq bound to 

take'risks and to follow*thought and hyperbole through --sometimes into 
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obscurity and strain. 

Hughests view of the poet's task is single-minded and traditional: 

The poet's only hope is to be infinitely sensitive 
-to what his gift id, and this 5 in itself seems to be another 
, gift that few poets possess.. 

In the same short essay he praises Yeats for "pursuing those adventuresq 

mentalq physical and spiritualp whatever they may bell. 
6 

It is a view of 

the poet that owes much to Eliot, for in it the poet is answerable only 

to himself, not to his auddence or society at large. When Sagar wrote 

that "in the case of Hughes his faults are very closely related to his 

strengths and perhaps inseparable from theml, 7, he was not making a tiresome 

defence that could equally well be applied to any poet, for all the attacks 

on Hughes as the extremist with a relationship of I'sniggering voyeurism to 

his themes" 8 
miss the point that throughout his work so far, Eughes's first 

principle has been to follow his gift - and his feeling for violent (or 

vital) energy, "as I hope to show later, is a big part of this gift. 

Calvin Bedient fs switch-back account of Hughes Is work does not pay enough 

attention to Hughes Ia consistency and determi nation. As Hughes has said 

of one of his booksq "A lot of my second book Lupereal is one extended 

poem about one or two sensations". 
9 Beclient's explanation of Lupercal's 

success, on the other hand, is that after the voyeuristio The Hawk in the 

Rain, Hughes is now "a fearful lover of the will to live ... the 

rhetorical fumes have lifted" and Hughes now looks out on a pristine 

world "matured by awe". 
10 'By Crowt howeverl Bedient, thinksHughesis energy 

"has largely dwindled to a nagging thing of the voice"lland "where the 

Wodwo manner confesses anxietyv the new manner reeks of disgustj races 

with horror". 12 ButHughes's work is much more of an organic who2e than 

this view admits and in moving now to a consideration of the inadequacies 

of The Hawk in the Rain and Lupercal I shall argue that the failures are 

worth looking at because they Mimi nate Hughes Is later' successes. 
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"October Dawn'113seems to me to be a typical transition poem. The 

grounded experience is there and Hughes's imagination is beginning to 

transform it into a strong area of emotiont a poem "that makes an effect,, 
14 

but something distracting comes in: probably it is the grim delight of 

Mammoth and Sabre-tooth celebrating reunion or the poster-sized "fist of 

cold" squeezing the fire at the core of the world and the heart. The 

feelings emanating from these last stanzas arise by chain reaction and 

do not return one to the poem's centre or "effect". "The MartyrJamof 

Bishop Farrar" is a fine poem somewhat ma rred, in the same way, by 

figurative language chafing at the bit. The marvellous phrase "annuities 

of hours" (the secure and comfortable old age that the martyred Bishop 

gives up) leads to a chain of money images that gets farther and farther 

from the poem's densest feelings: 

When they'saw what annuities of hours 
And comfcrtable blood he burned to get 
His words a bare honouring in their ears, 
The shrewd IV -ownsfolk pocketed them hot: 
Stamp was not current but týey rang and shone As good gold as any queen's crown. 
Gave all he had, and yet the bargain struck 
To a merest farthing his whole agony, 
His body's cold-kept miserdom of shrieks 15' He gave uncounted ..... 

One detects in these gunpowder trails of imagesq Hughes'sadmiration for 

the improvising energy of early seventeenth century language. He feels 

that, 

In spite of i* ts Elizabethan ruff, Shakespeare's language is 
somehow nearer to the vital life of English, stillo than 
anything written down since. One reason for this is that it 
is the virtuoso development of the poetic instincts of English 
dialect. 16 

And he praises Shakespeare's language for its, 

air of being invented in a state of crisis, for a terribly 
urgent job, a homely spur-of-the-moment improvisation out of 17 whatever verbal scrap happens to be lying around **oe 
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The most important thing Hughes'sown childhood taught him "was to 

speak West Yorkshire dialect, which is really what I write"' 
8, 

yet his 

own voice, which is strikingly dialect-based, ' does not easily acco=odate 

that seventeenth-century roughness of style with its confidence that the 

thought will come through the allusive imagery or violated syntax: 

to 
, wit and lucky looks 

were a ring disabling this pig--snout, 
And a tin-clasp on a diamond". 

Bv this he meant to break out of the dream 
0 Where admiration's giddy mannequinjq 

Leads every sense to motley-, 

Other critical precepts receive too literal an application in Hughes's 

poetry, like his belief that a living poem -is made up of "words which - 

belong directly to one of the five senses. - Or words which act and seem 

to use their muscles, like 'flick" - or 'balance' j,. 20 
- There are the over- 

loaded ends of poems, for example,: with sense -impressions heavily 

superimposed cn each other: 

Hearing the horizons endure, 
("The Horses") 21 

Hearing the stones cry out'under the horizons. 
("Wind" 22 

Over the roofs go his eyes and(OUtcry. 
11 23 "Esther's Tomcat ) 

And there is the obtrusive quantity of nouns used as verbs ("whale- 

monstered", "Englished" "polestars", Iltigering1l, etc) and the technique 

of very deliberately separating things through using a contraction, that 

has become a cliche" of HughesIsstyle - "my each featherllp "my each step"t 

"their every thought", etc. As recently as 1975 he can still write 

"his each wing-beat" of a falcon. These characteristics of Hughes'swork 

should not be viewed as emotionally crude or bullying. They are (albeit 

unsuccessful) early attempts to depict the particular feel of things and 

the processes of life. There axe many parallels with Lawrencev but a 

big difference betwe'en the two is that Hughes does not place himself in 

emotional relationship to his subject as Lawrence does. There is always 
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an overt human slant to Lawrence's observation whereas Hughes generally 

maintains emotional neutrality; it is the thing itself that he is after. 

Later he develops this into an impersonal rhetorical style which is 

frequently cinematic. 

For Eughesp the humanist positiong that to do anything constructive 

at all we must accept man as the measure of all things, has nothing to do 

with poetry, for a writer's poetic gift "has none of the obvious attachment 

to publicly exciting and seemingly important affairs that his other'mental 

activities have and in which all his intelligent contemporaries have such 

confidence". 
24 

"Obvious attachment" is the key phrase, for Hughes does see'all good 

art as inevitably sensitive to its age. He advises us to look to the 

superficially unlikely poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge and Blake if we 

wish to see the important issues of the 20 years following the French 

Revolution, fcr the spirit of the age "chose them for its parables. And 

looking back nowp if we wish to see the importent issues of those two 

decades, we see nothing so convincing and enlightening to so many of us, 

as the spirit which seems to touch us openly and speak to us directly 

through these poems". 
25 

Hughes rejectsv theng the single humsa perspective which humanist 

criticism such as Donald Davie's or Ian Hamilton's apparently requires. 
26 Hamilton talks of testing literature against reality and Davie talks of 

the real landscape of modern Britain 27, but for Hughes there are as many 
I 

"realities" as thinking and sentient creatures. This is stated very 

clearly at the end of "A Woman Unconscious" in Lupercall and in "The Man 

Seeking Experience Eaquires His Way Of A Drop of Water", the man expects 

the drop of water to "read us a lesson, a plain lesson", and he waits 

in vain to receive a message as he I'listered for himself to speak for 

28 the drop's self" This listening to oneself speaking in everything one 

experiences is the most frequent human arrogance, to Hughes. It is a crime 
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against the variety and difference of the world: 

This droplet was clear simple water still . 

Hughes is resisting here the frequent contemporary formula of "sharp 

description and pertinent reflection - effective nature lyric". In this 

model, credibility is established according to the quality of details the 

energy and ingenuity of presentation and the appropriateness of the 

concluding moral. The amateurish philosophy of these poems represents a 

kind of neo-Georgianism directly opposed to the organic lyrics of Hughes. 

As examples, I have taken two poems from the seventies anthology Poetry 

Dimension. Gail Robinson's "Ram Dying" (1972), goes for a shrewd mixture 

of "poetic" language - traditional/Georgian ("loom", "palls", "bellows"), 

sensuous/muscular ("sea-washing blood rush", "rancid-wet"), contemporary/ 

relevant ("goose-step") etet 

Ram dying 
on his Imees, head buttressed 
between horns emptying 
of the sea-waking blood rush. 
Wool also dying (shears will not 
now mount the gloss on the loom) drips 
rancid-wet from the body's fringes. 
Palls of ravens 
goose-step and strut 
intent upon the cooling liquid 
of devil-slit of eye; the flanks 29 have ceased their bellows pant. 

The concluding section dallies with thoughts of the old order yielding 

place to new as a younger ram (suggestively called a "Juggernaut") enters 

the mountain kingdom laid out below him. The philosophical "response", 

then, is a gentle 'strumming of selected chords, partly modern and partly 

traditional. 

In Edward Lowbury's "Peacock"t published some five years laterg the 

opening descriptive section is not dissimilar in its attempted exploitation 

of language: 

As if the ultramarine of crest, breastv 
Neck and the cry of "rape! " were not enough 
To startle oneq 
The peacock hoists an emperor's parasol 
Inset with irridescent pastel fringed 
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With flakes of sun, 
Sparks, flames ... Tread-ing the moist lawn 
He nods absurdly with each weighty step 
Impossible - 30 Were it not for the evidence of a hundred eyes. 

Description then gives way to a meditation on natural selection ("he 

looks/More like a last fling before the extinction/Of all such tricks 

with a Concluding Thought abo-ut Ilan: 

Like man who outreaches death, but 
knowing the end 

Is near, makes preparation for that departure 
His gaudiest feat. 

Hughes's poem "The Bull Moses" in 1, by contrasto presents a 

fusion of meditation and description. There is no simple extraction of 

message or moral. Hughes is wary and respectful, so that the bull emerges 

as much in its own right as 'a part of Hughes Is meditation on the mysterious 

potency of consciousness, locked-up but just approachable. The movement 

of the poem ie-a welling-up and sinking back played'all týe time against 

the lumbering, deliberate nature of the bull. There is some strain here 

and there, it is trueg but as with all Hughes's animal poemsj Lawrence's 

too, the creature emerges unscathed. From their beginningsp poems that 

use nature effectively for metaphysical or philosophical enquiry are 

marked by caution - they keep their distance, becoming self-reliant as 

their enquiry seems to be accepted by the "host". It is this cautioust 

integrated approach that distinguishes Hughes and Lawrence and not 

Just that they have a weight of imaginative/philosophical interest behind 

their nature poems, though they have that too. 

In his poetry, Hughes is not reading Nature for humanistic messages 

but for its range and quality of life processes (his first concern being 

to grant independence to the natural world colonised by humanism)9zIthought 

because these processesare mediated through his human faculties,, we are 

always aware of analogues with human life. Hughes hasq thereforet always 

been on trial for covert fascism, admiring violence and mindless powert 
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being prepared "to say farewell to the Civilisation on which would 

depend (a moral judgement of his work),, 
32 

and "turning the poet once more 

into the world-loser and world-forsaker". 
33 Counsel for the defence has 

pointed to the liberal reformist poem "Wilfred Owen's Photographs" and 

has countered the prosecution's reading of poems like "Hawk Roosting" 

with its own explanations: 

The poem opposes, in a moral-political 34 
sense, the violence which it dramatises. 

JD Hainsworth described "Hawk Roosting" as another anti-violence poem. 

He read it as making fun of the limitations of the creature's 

consciousness and wondered how the last verse "can fail to provoke 

laughter at the hawk's expense". 
35 (Hughes himself has described the 

poem as the monologue of a hawk "preening internally" to "boost his 

hawkish morale". 
36 ) The case for Hughes could be strengthened by quoting 

from Poetry in the Xaking wheret as educationistv, he is clearly though 

guardedly on the side of the progressives: 

In these talks I assume that the latent talent for self- 
expression in any child is immeasurable. As I sayo 
this is very likely false, and even if it were true no teacher 

, could arrange for the psychological crises and the long 
disciplines that awaken geni 

, 
us in an otherwise ordinary mind. 

But by showing to a pupil's imagination many opportunities and 
'few restraints, and instilling into him confidence and a natural 'motive'for writing, the odds are that something - maybe not 
much, but something - of our common genius will begin to put a 
word in. 37 

There is an optimism about human creativity underlying the whole book 

which is found too in Hughes' s involvement with other educational 

enterprises like the Arvon Foundation. 38 

Hughes himself, determined only to discover and follow his giftf is 

not very concerned about the outcome of this debate (which flares up 
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fiercely again over Crow) but he always does assume that poetry is 

basically philosophical or religious: 

But poetic imagination is determined finally by the state of 
negotiation - in a person or in a people - between man and 
his idea of the Creator. This is natural enoughl and everything 
else is naturally enough subordinate to it. How things are 
between man and his idea of the Divinity determines everything 
in his life, the quality and connectedness of every feeling 
and thoughtg and the meaning of every action. 39 

How the poet perceives and explores this metaphysical relationship 

depends on social factors - the language and styles available and current 

structures of feeling and ways of seeing reality - in his essay at. the 

end of A Choice of Shakespeare's Verse and in his contribution to 

"Context" (the poets' forum in the London Magazine for February 1962)1 

Hugheststhought is under-pinned by this relativistic view of artistic 

perception. I would also argue that Hughes ts best poetry incorporates 

great sensitivity to contemporary conditions and change, but Hughes's 

main reactions to modern life, like Lawrence'sq are still mostly 

unsympathetic and critical. Much in modern, lifep to Hughes, prevents 

negotiation between man and his idea of the Creator. There is a senset 

too, in which the early Hughes refuses the scale and complexity of 

modern life: in "A Woman Unconscious" there is impatience and a lack of 

resourcefulness in, the rbdUctio: 

And though bomb be matched against bomb, ' 
Though all mankind wince out and nothing endure 
Earth gone in an instant flare 
Did a lesser death come 

Onto the white hospital bed 
Where one, numb beyond her last of sense, 
Closed her eyes on the world's evidence 40 And into pillows sunk her head. 

But if thIs poem refuses to help redefine the sensibility of the aget 

almost any page of Crow will compensate for its shortcomings. 
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Hughes's poem "The Ancient Heroes and the Bomber Pilot" is often 

cited as another such fantasising withd=awalv as one of his 

"outbursts of hero-worship,, 41w=itten 
about "almost girlishlyl, 

420 

but this poem does comment very finely on the fearfulness of mechanised 

warfare and the enormity of suffering obscured by the film-view of 

clistance: 

Even though I can boast 
The enemy capital will jump to a fume 
At a turn of my w=ist 

And the huge earth be shaken in its frame, 43 

Beneath the poem runs that familiar contempt for the arrogance of the 

man who lives physically separated from the implications of his mental 

development. There is no such redeeming subtlety in "The Retired Colonel" 

in Lupercal, which is content to lapse into merely extravagant nostalgia. 

Prom a whimsical opening verse, the poem gradually slips into straight 

identification with the presumed values of this I'Mafeking stereotype,, $ 

a type more penetratingly considered by John Osborne in his Colonel 

Redfe=44. Hughes takes his own 
- 
exaggeration too seriously: 

And wh, -, t if his sort should vanish? 
The rabble starlings roar upon 
Trafalgar. The man-eating British lion 45 By a pimply age brought down. 

There is a reluctance to reinterpret inthis.: where we can appreciate 

the colonel's gruff'dismissalg the poet's importunate "and what if his 

sort should vanish? " marks an inadequacy of thought and feeling made all 

the more obvious by the poem's final claim to be playful: 

Here's his head mounted, though only in rhymes. 

Hughes quarrels with modern science and materialism because they 

appear to reduce our (religious) apprehension of the wonder and force of 

life. In the poem "Childbirth", 

Miracle struck out the brain 
Of order and ordinary: bare 

46 Onto the heart the earth dropped then ... 
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The Anglo-Saxon inversion at the end of that third line is one of the 

poem's ways of marking the amazement of birthq that time when "the 

commonplace became so strange,, 
47. The line contains, too, the start of 

a conceit that runs throughout the poem and that forms the philosophical 

base for Hughes, ' s poetry - the idea that subjective experience dwarfs 

objective reality. Hughes Is imagination does not just work on behalf of 

peoplep creatures and thingsq (the "woman unconscious" etc): instead, he 

speaks out of their experience. This is essentially dramatic, as the poem 

"Wodwoll is or as the Crow poems axe. Because of this philosophical 

principle, his nature poetry remains unsentimentalg though providing 

psychological analoguest and he is able to establish the dignity and- 

difference of every-thing he writes about. 
48 No poet has sensed so finely 

the nuclear power of life, its ability to hold off the inert masses 

around it: 

this harebell, 

That tremblesq as under threats of deathq 
In the summer turf's heat-rise, 
And in which - filling veins 
Any known name of blue would bruise 
Out of existence - sleeps, recovering, 

The maker of the sea. 
49 

("Still Life") 

Mege beautiful lines bring home, as the poem "Snowdrop" in Lupercal 

does, how extreme even the most gentle form of life must be, but they 

belong completely to our age. In them science has autonomy: the 

potency of the lines is only there because, however vaguely9we refer 

them to our knowledge of rain-cycles and the hydraulic force of plant 

cells. In'this wayq Hughes'spoetry actually complements science, though' 

science normallyq he seems to feel, lulls us into a false and sacrile ous 

security. For the Western world this is the age of control, with birth 

and death appeacing as statistiesp the life-'struggle taking place 

scientifically in hospitals often. far beyond the individual's influence, 
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and day-to-day survival - the caution and food-gathering - replaced by 

huge, predictable, taken-for-granted systems. To Hughes, we only partially 

know and experience existence. His poems revive our sense of life's 

marvellous extremity, which is usually obscured and unknown to us in spite 

of our flesh and blood: 

What humbles these hills has raised 
The arrogance of blood and bone, 
And thrown the hawk upon the wind 50 And lit the fox in the dripping ; ýound. 

("Crow Hill") 

Hughes hates man the egg-head's illusio n of understanding with his 

"braggart-browed complacency" stopping "the looming mouth of the earth 

with a pin-/point cipher" and "opposing his eye's flea-red/Fly-catching 

, unti. 
51 He hates the intellect outstripping fervency to the whelm of the r 

the body's interaction with its physical environment, and mental man with 

the "skull-splitting polyp of his braino on its tiny root,,. 
52 (1111ings" 

from Wodwo. ) His work is full of desk-people shocked out of their 

computer-like mental controlq city-people made to confront the physical 

terms of life with its fear and threat, and secure people upset by 

unfamiliar experience. 
53 For these uncertainties' of life and complacencyý- 

breaking upheavalsq the First World Wax exists in the poetry as a vast 

metaphor, more vivid and personally meaningful for Hughes himself because 

"his father, William Hughes, a carpenter, was one of the seventeen men 

from his entire regiment who returned from the Dardanelles" . 
54 

Much of the critical, debate about English poetry since the Second 

World War has revolved'around the rather disarming question of what 

life is really like. Robert Conquest's 1956 "Introduction" to New Linest 

the Movement poets' anthologyp gave one answer which produced the quietp 

domestic, sceptical, Little England kind of poetry so despised by many 

American Po ets and critics of the fifties and sixties and so successfully 

developed and refined by Philip Larkin: 

I believe 
... it (this poetry of the fifties) submits 

to no great systems of theoretical constructs nor 
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agglomerations of unconscious commands. It is 
free from both mystical and logical compulsions 
and - like modern philosophy - is empirltdin its 
attitude to all that comes. 

55 

Donald Davie would agree that life is like that: whereas Larkin's 

landscapes. and weathers are literally and metaphorically true to the 

England we all know "violated and subtopianised and poisoned as it islIp 

Hughes gives us "more an Irish landscape than an English one". 
56 But 

Davie's real criticism of Hughes is that he will nott as Larkin doest see 

the English landscape as symbolising the greyo "subtopianised" mood of 

modern Britain. For Larkin there is a melancholy pastoral in the ravagedq 

industrialised landscape and there is comfort in surrender ("Not give me 

my in-tray ... Help me down Cemetery Road"57). but his reality. is 

monolithic and can only mean one thing, For Hughesj life is perpetually 

adaptable and self-renewing and holds many realities and meanings. 

In "Mayday on-Holderness", Hughes too sees today's England: 

From Hull's sunset smudge 
Humber is melting eastward,. my south skyline: 
A loaded single vein, it drains 
The effort of the inert North - Sheffield's ores, 
Bog pools, dregs of toadstoolst tributary 
Graves, dunghillsq kitchensq hospitals. 58 The unkillable Nor%h Sea swallows it all. 

He also sees the hidden world of the llcreepya-crawly and the root", the 

"eye-guarded eggs in the hedgerows, /Hot haynests under the roots in 

burrows" and the teeming life of the pond: 

I look down into the decomposition of leaves 39 The furnace door whirling with larvae. 

In Wodwol in poems like "Ghost Crabs" and "Wodwoll itself, Hughes 

intensifies his effort to experience and express what he sees as the 

multiplicity of reality. 

PJ Kavanagh's attack on Hughes goes, a step beyond Davie's argument 

that poetry's prime responsibility is to the social and-. political reality 

we all recognise ("Are not Hardy and his successors right in severely 

curtailing for themselves the liberties that other poets continue to 
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take? Does not the example of the Hardyesque poets make some of those 

other poets look childishly irresponsible? " 
60). 

In his vicious poem 

"The Famous-Poet" 
61 

, Kavanagh accuses Hughes of brutalism., pride and 

self-deception. Yet Kavanagh himself wants to take on the same issues 

as Hughes. His countryside is decorated with scrap-metal and refuse and 

ravaged by pheasant shoots. Its plants and creatures are laid to waste 

by poison and he too cannot forget for long the violent and destructive 

aspects of life. Look at his effective poem "Like the Heron" or the 

start of "Just Now": 

A mole on its back with its belly roundly eatene, 
Like a red jewel on a black velvet cushion. ur_ 

I do not want to mount a spurious counter-attack on Kavanaghp but his 

poem "All I Want" does show a Movement sensibility wilting and retreating 

before just those realities that Hughes will not ignore. Thý poem begins 

self-indulgently: 

All I want to do is sleep 
(Anything to-stop me smoking! ) 

Years and nightmares grow: 

Something has been murdered in my head, 
Lucky hugs and kisses helped me then, 
Now I only hear the choking 
Voices of the children. 
The banked horrors have been a-stoking. 
I tried hard. Underneath 
They burnt me hollow in my sleep. 

The poem ends with no resources, artistic or otherwiset to turn to: 

i ao not like-myselt at all. 
Only a shortý way to fall. 
I wantea to make a thing for you to keep. 
I cannot ao it. A hole rots through it. 
I wantea to make a thing for you to keep *63 All I want to ao is sleep. 

Hughes, in contrast, just as he accepts "the devilishness of many of the 

greatest passages" 
64of 

Shakespearev accepts the devilishness of his own 

imagination in its effort to be adequate to the metaphysical terrors, of 

our time. He sees these te=ors as part of the actual conditions of all 
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human existence though it may take the dangerous social reality of the 

worlds of poets such as Holub, Herbert, Popa and MilosZ to make us 

acknowledge these conditions. We "holiday" in our reality, but 

artists in other parts of the world: 

have had to live out, in actuality, a vision 
which for artists elsewhere is a prevailing shape of 
things but only brokenly glimpsedo through the 65 
clutter of our civilized liberal confusion. 

We are "the spoiled brats of civilization disappointed of impossible 

and unreal expectations and deprived of the revelations of necessity 

but "they have got back to the simple animal courage of accepting the 

odds" . 
66 

The most famous piece of criticism supporting Hughes in this 

l1extremist" position is A Alvarez's 1962 essay "Beyond the Gentility 

Principle": 

What poetry needst in brief, is a new 
seriousness. I would define this seriousness 
simply as the poet's ability and willingness 
to face the full range of. his experience 
with his full intelligence; not to take the 67 
easy exits of either the conventional response or choking incoherence. 

Alvarez argues that twentieth century "mass evil", coinciding with the 

revelation of psychoanalysis that "the same forces are at work within 

usl1p cannot be answered by "the gentility principle" with its"belief 

that life is always more or less orderly, people always more or less 

polite, their emotions more or less decent and more or less controllable; 

that God, in short, is'more or less good" . 
68 

This theory, however, best illuminates the work of Eughes Isf irst 

wife, Sylvia Plath: Hughes's extremity is more traditional and much 

less contemporary and "generally relevant, to such things as Hiroshima 

and Dachau, and so on". 
69 

Anyone reading Hughes's translation of 

Seneca's Oedipus, for instance, might well protest that Hughes had 

really over-reached himself at last. Turning to the original he would 

find everydetail in Seneca. 70 Hughes's historical theory, which echoes 
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Lawrence but mostly it is not something he has the interest to develop, 

is similarly a traditional form of extremism in which Calvinism and 

the traditions it gave rise to are seen as the worst example of 

mentalismt of theory separated from natural life. Hughes sees 

Shakespeare's work as exploring this and he takes Venus and Adonis as 

Shakespeare's archetypes of Nature and Puritan Morality. 71 He traces 

them through to The Tempest in which Shakespeare "banished Venust as 

Sycoraxt the blue-eyed hag" and avoided the sexual dilemma by marrying 

Miranda and Ferdinand: 

But'what a wooden weddingl What 
proper little Puritan puppets! And what 72 a ghastly expression on Prospero's cynical face. 

In "Dully Gumption's Addendum", from Recklingst maggots emerge from the 
I head of "the dead god King" Charles and bite "deep into the brain of 

the bumpkin English", eating them to mummy skins: 

At grammar school this remorseless strain of maggot 
Behind greying disciplinarian masks 
Of Addison of Gladstone and of Arnold 73 Ate into his brain, ate into his brain. 

These facets of Hughes Is theory need to be introduced in a 

discussion of his extremismo but they do not make up a very significant 

part of his work. In answer to Ian Robinson and David Sims' s 

exasperated question "Why isn't Mr Hughes interested enough in getting 

things just right to write an essay? "74, -one could reply that Hughes's 

"theory" is at its most vital and really interesting where itl is 

transformed in poetry, as, it is so often in Wodwo and Crow. 

if Hughes seems to give first place in his work to the "unreality" 

of fantasy and myth, it is because these are forms of real and 

necessary experience. And if sometimes he has to elbow modern science 

out of the way, this has nothing to do with science itself, but only 

with the human weakness that must interpret all experience through 

present preoccupations, so that intellectual advance also means 
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intellectual incursions on the feelings and instincts. Hughes meets 

this with stubborn antagonism: 

We are satisfied that the real moon exists rolling about in the 
sky, but we have quite as much evidence for the existence of 
the dream moon, and as this one is somewhere inside our minds 
it affects us much more closely than the other, and so ought 
to be much more our concern. 75 

He does not deny sciencel but he does not expect it to compete with other 

forms of knowledget "'to live removed from this inner universe of 

experience is also to live removed from ourself, banished from ourself 

. 
76 In "Quest", the r and our real life" eality of the sixth sense 

coexists with that of the other faithful five: 

I ride, with staring senses, but in 
Complete blackness, knowing none of these faithful five 
Clear to its coming till out of the blind-spot 
Of the fitful sixth-crash on me the bellowing heaving77 
Tangle of a dragon all heads all jaws all fangsp 

These attitudes do not automatically make Hughes a reactionary, 

uninterested in meeting contemporary problems. Dorothy Heathcote, who 

worked in a mill before becoming a teacher of drama for childreng has a 

deep understanding of the realities of educational deprii-ation, yet her 

work only meets the social experience of the children through the 

symbolism of adventure and myth. 

There can be as much relevance and contemporary sensitivity in 

this as in social realism. Nevertheless, the "literary-heroic" in the 

early work of Hughes is often associated with failures and inadequacies 

in the structure of feeling, and it is important to consider thisp before 

turning to the achievement of Wodwo and Crow. 

Hughes'screative drive is to detail the processes and track down 

the energy sources of existence and to suggest the breadth and wonder 

of all the superimposed universes of animate and inaminate Nature. 

To achieve this is to provide glimpses of great intensity; to attempt 

the achievement means working the unpliable material of hyperbole and 
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extremity. For Hughes it is a question of discovering what parts of 

this material are malleable and how those parts can be shaped. In his 

early work whole poems9 like "The Retired Colonel", which I discussed 

above* depend on caricatured structures of feeling - poems like "The 

Ancient Heroes and the Bomber Pilot"$ "Two Wise Generals"$ "Roarers in 

a Ring", "Fair Choice" 0 "The Decay of Vanity", "Soliloquy of a 

Misanthrope", "Secretary", "Witches" and "Dick Straightup". These are 

poems of brazen emotional indulgence, frequently misogynistic and only 

superficially challenging. No shaping of feeling takes place within 

their language: like his schoolboy poems written "in galloping 

Kiplingesque rhythms, most of them about Zulus or the Wild West,, 78, 

Hughes is here using sterile material to try to give form to his gift. 

He is leaning on structures of feeling which are in any case very partial 

and only seem vigorous because of their self protective. plain speaking. 

The language of The Hawk in the Rain and, to a much lesser extentj of 

Lupercal, often shows Hughes worrying at ways of knowing and feeling 

that have a surface toughness and excitement but no capacity for 

resonance. The structure of feeling appearing thruigh this kind of 

language is archaic and brittle. There are obvious dangers in removing 

language from its context# but running through these two early volumes 

there is a band of language that is of almost antiquarian interest 

besides Hughes Is linguistic achievement in Crow. This is a poetry of 

clichd figures., Consider the following references to people drawn 

from seventeen of the forty poems in The Hawk in the Rain: 

Strut like cheap tarts, the visionary his cell, like a 
torturer's iron instrument, fugitive aristocrat, the warrior 
comesl an apprentice house-painter amid an assembly of 
famous architects, the great lord from hunting, King's and 
his Queen's when the senseless mob rules, admiration's 
giddy mannequint you were the Queen that crowned me Kingt 
sweeps some great Queen towards his bed, makes him my 
scavenger, a midwife delivering darlings, the vengeful 
voluble ghosts, an upstart. gentleman, the quick ankles of 
whores, no knave's remorse, faces sweating like hams 
farmers roared, pretty princess, the condemned prisoner 
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stirred, a beggar-man and a rich mano cuckold-maker and 
cuckold, the pious witness, the bestial gaoler's booto 
upon his sinews torturers had grown strong, the dead 
wait like brides, Black Douglas bannered trumpeted who 
hacked for the casked heart flung to the enemy, huge- 
chested braggarts. 

Consider, too, the trappings around these figures from The Hawk in 

the Rain: 

habit of the dogged grave, prison darkness$ black 
drapery, drums and funeral treadl the burning of his 
wretched bays, scuttles down the gauntlet of lustj 
like a hawk into a dovecote, cob contentment towards the 
moon, licks the vent in its hidet casting their crowns 
into the pools, tin clasp on a diamond, this royal 
trophy, the spilt blood be your own, grubbing his get 
among your lilies, fisting his Guilt, blood-prints of 
the knout, their souls scrolled and supporting the 
sky, etc, etc. 

Though context sometimes improves the value of this kind of idiom 

(a poem like "The Hay'19 for example, goes a little way towards exploiting 

the strength of fairy-tale and fairy-tale language), Hughes has 

generally chosen to draw on a very unsuggestive and musty range of 

experience. He is aware of the dangers of thisp but unaware perhaps of 

how often he actually turns to these ways of feelings 

The archetypes are always there waiting 
swashbuckling Elizabethan$ earthy bawdy Merrie 
Englander, devastatingly witty Restoration 79 blade and so on. 

This matter involves much more, though, than just the literary 

tradition and"'ou; infatuation with our English past in general"80, for 

while Hughes is writing in this way he cannot make much use of the 

resources of living language or 

In "Cleopatra to the Asp", too, 

history, the attempt to possess 

ideas (features of Vasko Popa's 

defeated by the fancy-dress dic 

structure of feeling: 

of his sensitivity to contemporary life. 

an early poem working through myth and 

the subject and physically enact the 

poetry and of Hughes'sown Crow) is 

tion, the received and un-reinterpreted 
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A half-deity out of Capricorn$ 
This rigid Augustus mounts 
With his sword virginal indeed; and has shorn 
Summarily the moon-horned river 

From my bed. May the moon 
Ruin'him with virginityl Drink me, now, whole 
With coiled Egypt's past; then from my delta 81 Swim like a fish toward Rome. 

Lupercal already points to the way out of this structure of feeling 

trapi for in it Hughes is beginning to locate the spring that will release 

the creative forms of Wodwo and Crow. "February" is important in this 

context. As in many of his "animal poems" Hughes follows the approach 

of imaginative play over associations with the subject (here it is 

nibelung wolvesg the Red Riding Hood story, etc), but he moves beyond this 

traditional structure of feeling into a very clearly presented religious 

statement. In different ways, he is able to uncover our sense of the 

lost religious significance of the wolf through focussing on the animal's 

feet - "the hairlessp knuckled feet/of the last wolf killed in Britain"l 

-the feet printing "the moonlit. doorstep" or running "'through the hush 

of parkland, bodiless, headless", the dancing feet of "the scraggy 

Spanish wolf"*82 

The wolfo through its contact with man, is diminished to a ghost 

creature only keeping its essence alive in those indestructible feet. 

This parallels modern man's own separation from physical realities 

(Nature), though man still has a tenacity of his own connecting him to 

his origins, a tenacity imaged throughout Luýercal as jaws clamped 

tight in endurance. The last two verses of "February" have an eerie 

religious power which works more imaginatively, and therefore more 

effectively, than the deliberate intellectual encounter with primitive 

religion in a poem like "LUpercalia"s83for example. ''Here'is'-the end Of' 

of February" s 
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These feet# deprived, 
Disdaining all that are caged, or storied, or picturedo 
Through and throughout the true world search 
For their vanished head, for the world 

Vanished with the head, the teeth, the quick eyes 
Now, lest they choose his head, 
Under severe moons he sits mak * 

ing 84 Wolf-masks, mouths clamped well onto the world. 

Like'Hughe'S himself85, Crag Jack'in "Crag Jack's Apostasy" has a 

vision of God in "an animal Is dreamed head! 'o a "memory of a wolf Is head, 

of eaglesl*feet"86, but- Hughes has f ortunately not, like Iawrence., 

been interested in formulating a literal way of life to correspond to 

the religious vision of his poetry. To Hughes, as to Plato, literatbre 

is antithetical to life. In it, the most fantastic things can and should 

be experiencedt forp as in psychoanalysis. dreams are seen as enabling us 

to cope with life# so does literature cultivate the imaginationg 

freeing it from, the rational/scientific paralysis of the days 

a technological civilization is useless, and 
dangerous, unless it is handled by imaginativo 
minds, or by minds that can move as freely, ýn their 
imagination as. they can move amorig, facts. 

Mavis stands here, and behind him Arnold, but more importantly it is. 

a Freudian programmeg promising the individual control through 
88 

recognition of opposing forces. 

In some of the Lupereal poems, thenj Hughes opons up those 

structures of feeliilg and ways of using language'that make Wodw6'and Cr6ýr 

the best contemporary poet io statements about the present stato of 
89 negotiation "between man and his idea of the Creator" and it is nature 

which provides the language for these statements. Rughes's"idea of 

the Creator", of course, has no special theistic sense. ITamm in 

Beckett's Endgame says of God. 11the bastard. He doesn't exist"90; the ghosts 

inside the Sphynx tell Oedipus in Hughes Is "Song for a Phallus" that, he 

"will never know/What a cruel bastard God is". 91 Both writers are 
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manipulating existing conceptions of metaphysics and using metaýhysical 

language metaphorically, in order to approach the world's most basic 

suffering and absurdity. Hughes's claim that poetry deals with "how things 

are between man and his idea of'the Divinity", which in turn determines 

everything in a man's life, "the meaning of every action"t 
92 is a statement 

about his sense ofIfinal realities. Plainly it is nonsense if made of 

everyday social and economic reality, but it does apply to our life of 

physical and spiritual sensation -,, both to the exuberance and harmony of 

being alive and to, the terrible experiences of pain and death. Hughes's 

background no doubt makes him t urn. to nature but he also takes it for 

granted that "the whole world of nature" is "of course what we. have to 

live in, what we are part ofq what we grow out of". 
93 His poetry isýml 

of this conviction which gives him, like Lawrenceq protection against 

the charge of neo-Georgianism. The essence of neo-Georgianism is the use 

of Nature to avoid or mystify social reality, while Hughes Is "Nature" is 

truly the basis of social reality. To Hughes we do not holiday in 

Nature: Nature is the reality we inhabit. The city people of the Wodwo, 

stories discover, this, but Hughes is also dealing with the world of those 

who have never forgotten it, a world typified by those areas of the 

industrial north of England where town and country are blended and where 

people frequently live "on a kind of frontier, within sight both of 

industrial and of agricultural England'1: 94 

The valley became narrower and its sides steeper. Roadt river"and 
canal made their way as best they could, with only a twenty- 
yard strip 'of wasteland -a tangle of rank weedst elderberry 
bushes and rubble, bleached debris of floods - separating, river 
and canal. Along the far side of the river squeezed the roadq 
rumbling from Monday to Saturday with swaying lorry-loadB of 
cotton and wool and cloth. The valley wall on that sidel 
draped with a network of stone-walled fields and precariously 
-clinging farms and woods, came down sheer out of the 
sky into the 

, 
backyards 

, 
of a crouched stone row of 95 

weavers' cottages whose front doorsteps were almost part'of the road. 

Experience, too, is blended. Hughes does not separate the natural from 
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the artificial, for each provides ways of approaching the other. Consider 

the imagery of "November" or these lines from "You Drive in a Circle": 

Over old hairy moors, a dark Arctic depth, cresting 
under main, 

Where the road topples, plunging with its crazed rigging96 
Like a rackety iron tanker 

Hughes's Nature runs much deeper than the town/country polarity. 

If this notion of Nature as the starting-point for all activities 

and ideas often involves violence (or "disasters" as he has called many 

of the incidents of his recent series of shepherd's poems97) it is only 

as a by-product of his interest in the flash-pointe, of energy he finds 

in Nature - those moments when "the elemental power circuit of the 

'Universe"98is actually evidenced. -By the time Crow was publishedv Hughes 

was seeing almost anything as a possible lead into this circuit. In "Crow 

Improvises", disproportionate or incongruous things-produce tremendous 

voltages when brought together: 

So he took his lavender-bag. ancestors under one am 
And his twisting dog under the other - 
The spark that flash-thumped fused his watch of all things999 
And left a black orifice instead of a time-sense, 

The poem's wit and inventiveness, working with the technical control and 

fluidity of a cartoonist 
100 

, serves to present the charge that is in all 

thingsl that "grandeur of God" Manley-Hopkins found in the creation. Like 

the unkillable creature of the cartoont immediately redrawn and so revived$ 

the man in this poem experiences a violent sequence of expressions of, - 

energy. The poem concludes with the energy transfo=ed into a smile llnotý 

even Leonardo/Could have fathomed" and this "flew off into the air". 
101 

The Protean escape of indestructible energy is often in the form of a 

smile, a grin, a laugh in Crow (the whole poem "A Grin" is devoted to 

the theme), while human attempts to trap this energy are frequently 

imaged as the subtlety and elusiveness of words ("A Disaster'19 "The Battle 

of Osfrontalis", "Crow Goes Hunting", etc) or truth. "Truth Kills 

Everybody" moves from Crow grimly holding on to every expression of 

11trath", 
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A wreath of lashing mambas - but he held it, 

It was a naked powerline, 2000 volts - 
He stood aside, watching his body go blue 
As Amheld it and held it. 

to a conclusion using complex but colloquial imagery that caps an 

apparently ever-expanding series with some cheerfully, ominous wordsp 

The earth shrunk to the, size of a hand grenade 

And he held it he held it. and held it and 

BANG! 

He was blasted to nothing., 
102 

This language is typical of Crow's "homely spur-of-the-moment 

improvisation". 103 It accords with Hughes's expressionistic linguistics: 

. the deeper into language one goes, the more dominated it 
becomes by purely musical modes, and the more dramatic it 
becomes - the more unified with total states of being and with 
the expressiveness of physical action. 104 

Crow is one of those works, like "The Waste Land" I or IIHowlIIq which 

improvises a poetic language capable of suddenly illuminating our present 

reality. Where our feelings have reached impasse (about I'violence"t for 

example) Crow offers fresh perspectives free of the paralysis and self- 

indulgence of the old responses: in this and other ways it is an 

important metaphysical work. The remaining part of this chapter looks 

at Hughes'spoetry from Wodwo on, examining in greater detail how Hughes's 

nature azA rural poetry functions as metaphysical enquiry and assessing the 

adequacy of the poetryts structure of feeling in changing social. oiro=stances. 

(ii) Poetry and shamanism 

In his poetryl Ted Hughes functions as a literary sham-an or priest. 

Like Blakeq Wordsworth and Lawrence, he offers an individual religious 

vision to cure what he sees as an ailing society. Unlike a traditional 

prophet or priest, he has no broad social base or role, though his 

reputation goes well beyond the small circle of regular readers of new 

poetry. In'this sense he is a successful poet. His readings I are packedq 
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his books sell we11105and expensive limited editions of his work are in 

demand. Like Robert Frost he keeps a corne= for his own nwal work 

experience 
106 but he does not make the Georgian mistake of expecting a 

sense of complete belonging to follow. He is a solitary and self- 

contained figurep but his whole literary endeavour, as JM Newton has 

said of his criticism, is remarkably free of self-concern: 

he is always more concerned with 
the truth than with linterestingnesslt 107 
seeming to have no 'critic's ego' at all. 

There is a stubborness about Hughes's bad poetryq a faith that returns 

him finally to the productive aspects of unpromising ideasq a belief 

that the trath will emerge and that the poetry will appear as "=impeachable 

evidence of itself". 108 He never doubts his artistic functiong as'he 

fulfils the mediating role of literary shaman in the "protagonists" of 

his work. Hughes has summarised the actual business of Shamanism as "the 

whole procedure and practice of, becoming and'performing as a witch-doctorg 

a medicine man, among primitive peoples". The individualg summoned by a' 

spirit usually in the form of an animal or'a womanv prepares himself to 

enter the spirit world. This may take years but "once fully-fledged he 

can enter trance at will and go to the spirit world ... he goes to'get 

something badly needed, a cure, an answer, some sort of divine- - 

intervention in the community's affairs. Now this flight to the spirit 

world he experiences as a dream ... 11109, Hughes's poemsq particularly 

his most recent sequencesp can be seen-as'literary analogues to such 

flights. When he describes his poems as bulletins or "ragged dirty 

undated letters from remote battles and weddings"110, he is acting as 

correspondent and negotiator and in the process training himself 

imaginatively to receive and interpret those energies whichq in more 

harmonious cultures, are handled by the priests and wise men. In our 

"tame corner of civilisation" animalýenergy is repressed and Hughes 

sees his poems as meeting this repression; they are "about the split 

personality of modern man" 
111 

and as a literary shaman he provides 
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symbolic solutions to such repression and conflict. 

In Hughes's early poems, people are extreme, familiar types while 

it is through animals that we "understand what a strange thing is living 

in this Universe ... some animals and birds express this being pure and 

without effort, and then you hear the whole desolateg final actuality 

of existence in a voice, a tone". 112 The furthest metaphysical point 

that Hughes can reach in these early animal poems'is marked by "Second 

Glance at a Jaguar"t a poem that-completes his "tapestry of creatures". 
113 

The poem is a single, breathless tou= de force in which pristine 

observation is abundantly enacted and realised through language. 114 In 

other poems in WodwO, "Ghost Crabs'll "The Green Wolf", "The Bear", "Song 

of a Rat", I'Skylarks", "Gnat-Psalm", Hughes develops his literary 

shamanism through a new, more emblematic and metaphysical treatment of 

creatures. There is an added sense of the narrative and dramatic in 

these poems. Hughes is working towards a true protagonistt some anti-hero 

to enter the spirit world for him and so for us. In fact the whole book 

leads up to the title poem'159 in which Hughes's first real "extra-human" 

protagonist enters Nature on our behalf ("am I the first"), though still 

existing primarily through the senses and still subjectively finding 

himself "the exact centre" in his explorations of "the queerness" of 

things around him. At the end of the poem ("I'll go on looking"), the 

peculiar conjunction of a physical body and a questioning ccnsciousness 

prefigures the rough and holy character of Crow. 

Crow, "a lump of ectoplasmo gradually developing aI crow shapevill6is 

morally innocent. In his encounters and collisions he becomes 

haphazardly aware of moral realities. "The crow is a sort of extra-mang 

a shadow-man ... he never does quite become a man.,, 
117 But Crow's 

humanist critics assume he is a manv stripped or reduced to a shameful 

determination to survive. Raban says that Crow's "entire being is 

concentrated into the terrifying, solipsistic art of sheer survival. 
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Crow has gone beyond society .... ""Sand Robinson and Sims compare Crow 

unfavourably with Solzhenitsyn's Ivan Denisovich: 

He does not survive by jettisoning his humanity; on the contrary. 
Ivan Denisovich has all Crow's dodgesp and more; but they become 
more than dodges, and survival more than mere survival, because 
of the context of Crow-like cunning in a life that also 1 ýýnds 
room for loyalty, decency, intelligence and perception. 

As censure of Shakespeare for creating Iago this would be fallacious 

enough; as criticism of Hughes's literary ethics in Crow, it begins at 

quite the wrong end. Crow is an extra-human protagonistg proceeding 

without-assumptions or preconceptions and allowing Hughes to achieve the 

same qualities he admires in Vasko, Popa: 

No poetry could carry less luggage than his, or be freer of 
predisposition and preconception. No poetry is more difficult 
to outflank, yet it is in no sense defensive. His poems are 
trying to find out what does existq and what the conditions really 
are. The movement of his verse is part of his method of investigating 
something fearfully apprehended-, fearfully discovered. But-he will 
not be frightened into awe. He never loses his deeply ingrained 
h=our and irony: that is his way of hanging on to his human 
wholeness. 120 

Hughes is talking about a poetry that can go anywhere and approach 

anything. It is imaginatively free, open to whatever it may encounter. 

Its underlying rationale-is the searcht which depends on the questioning 

consciousness retaining its scepticism., This is the poetry of Crows 

working through the protagonist, Crow., Like a folk-tale creature Crow 

is synthesised from Nature and Art, so that naturalistic images and 

a traditional anthropomorphism co-exist as he "blinks", 11spraddles head- 

down in the beach-garbage" or "flies guiltily off". Crow also has a 

plentifulland familiar stock of associations around him, which Hughes 

exploits and adds to with extraordinary inventiveness. Crow does not 

deny existing moralities and theologies: in "Crow Communes" a popularly 
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dormant aspectýof Christianity'(the magical eating of the god) is all 

the more strikingly revived because of Crow's appalled inability to deal 

with a whole range of religious experience. Similarly "Glimpse" brings 

back an aesthetic world closed to Crow himself. -At such moments the 

poetry acknowledges as great a world against it as its own vast and 

unnatural 
121 

spirit-world, experience of which strengthens our "human 

wholeness" if we are open to its trials and conundr=s. 

The sequence Cave Birds, first broadcast on Radio 3 in June 1975, 

andpublished in a much revised version in 1978 without the narrative 

material between poems, uses some techniques similar to those of Crow. 

In the narrative material, Hughes himself told the story of his "hero" 

or "protagonist" who begins' as a cockerel, goes through a series of 

changes and is re-born as a falcon. Like the other'b-irds (ravens, 

crows and eagles), the protagonist is only nominally a bird: he is 

visualised as a kind of heraldic device, but his actions are human and 

allegoric. The naturalistic 11crowish" base of the Crow poems, which 

greatly enriched the earlier book, is absent. Instead, Hughes has 

stressed the metaphysical problem: 

The hero's cockerel innocence, it turns 
out, becomes his guilt. His own selfj 
finallyt the innate nature of his 122 flesh and blood, brings him to court. 

To Hughes the human condition is loaded with guilt: the shaman goes to 

get "a cure, an answer" 
123 

and "poetry is nothing if not that, the record 

of just how the forces of the Universe try to redress some balance 

disturbed by human error". 
124 Consciousness of thiserror and its 

associated guilt, eating of the Tree of Knowledgeo means beginning the 

search for redress. Though Hughes'B own involvement with this guilt is 

historically grounded in reaction against Calvinism and scientific 

materialismg he sees guilt of some kind as inevitable. Unlike Lawrencet 

who actively sought an ideal society based on instinctual feelingst 
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Hughes, schooled in comparative social anthropology, is chiefly interested 

in particular solutions (in time and place) to recurrent questions of' 

orientation. At present he seems entirely concerned with making poetic 

solutions and in the 1970's, up to the publication of Gaudete, Hughes 

(like Peter Brook) has especially favoured "workshop" activity. Cave 

Birds, Prometheus on his Crag and Orghast all initially received very 

restricted public exposure - on Radio 3, in a limited edition and at an 

Arts Festival in Iran, respectively, though the first two were published 

eventually. One's sense of this as essentially a workshop period increases 

when one considers Hughes's immense (and publicly unproductive) labour 

in creating out of our "common tonal consciousne ss , 
125the "audial, 

visceral, musical" 
126 language of Orghast, which he has said was 

appropriate only in a dramatic or ritualistic context with its "body of 

precise but unexpressed meaning" 
127and 

specifically not (pace the sound 

poets), in poetry itself. 

In Cave Birds this workshop-element is plain. There is a certain 

doggedness about the way Hughes pursues his metaphysical question 

(though this is much less in evidence in the published version). The open 

plan and buried mythology of Crow, with its infinite possibLlities for live 

connections, give way to an increasingly hedged and over-loaded narrative 

line: 

the physical life of the cockerel is offered 
up to the Creatorl the Sun-Being who, in the 128 
aspect of judgementg is a raven. 

The formal, shamanistic commentary on the hero's guilt ("what has he 

failed to take account of ... what is he guilty of exactly? Being alive 

or of some error in the use of his life? " 129) takes us, parable- 

fashion, through the hero's recognition that he has murdered his own 

demon, to his desire for understanding and atonement and finally to re- 

endorsement of the natural qualities of poise, control and ha=ony as 
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imaged in a new bird of prey which is'nearer to-Hopkins, in its- 

symbolism: 

In the wind-fondled crucible of his splendour 
The dirt becomes God. 

But when will he land 130 
On a man's wrist? 

These lines rise to the occasiong they state "the message" very 

beautifully, but as if to underwrite the dangers of so firm a conclusion 

to a piece of philosophical research, Hughes's goblin restores, in the 

book's concluding linet the enquiring, freely associative nature of 

many of the best pieces in the sequence: 

FINALE (7 

At the end of the ritual 
up comes a goblin. 

131 
"I 

Elsewhere, the hero's recognition that he is "one-gargantuan debt" comes 

across with bleak accuracy as our contemporary experience'of guilt is 

unfolded. Endowed with ideas-of goodness, man is conversely oppressed 

by his knowledge of historyt represented here by the crimes of Herodt 

Rome, the Inquisition, Hitler and Stalin: 

this lunatic sum engrossed in your image 

... presents ... a humbling weight that will 1.32 
not let you breathe. 

Caught by his own rationalismo man takes on responsibilities which were 

once the Devil's and he cannot carry them. Appeals to reason and 

knowledge and civilisation are discounted in actual experience: 

When I said: "Sanity and again Sanity and above all Sanity"t 
He disembowelled himself with a cross-shaped cut. 133 I stopped trying to say anything. 

Cave Birds, like "A Wind Flashes the Grass" and other Wodwo, poemsp puts 

this existentially in its realisation of the sickening indifference of 

the physical world: 

the leather of his shoes registered nothing 
and the silence of the furniture 134 
was the laughter of the gods. 
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Throughout-Hughes's work, frequently in, Wodwo and Crow and especially in 

Prometheus on His Crag, this indifference is pe=anent: 

Xinute after minute, aeon after aeon, - 135 Nothing lets up or develops. ("Pibroch") 

I 
Hughes's way through follows on from the conclusions of his early nature 

136 
poems. Harebell and Snowdrop, pursue their own ends implicitlyp and: 

What humbles these hills has raised 
The arrogance of blood and bone, 
And thrown the hawk upon the wind, 137 
And lit the fox in the dripping ground. 

. 
("Crow Hill") 

Death comes inevitably, like the sudden collapse of a vacuum: 

The rat understands suddenly. It bows and is still, 138 
With a little beseeching of blood on its nose-end. 

("Song of a Rat" - Part 19 The Rat's Dance. ) 

The harmony and self-reliance Hughes finds in Nature is also 
discovered 

by Prometheus at the end of, Prometheus on His Crag: 

And Prometheus eases free. 
He sways to his stature. 
And balances. And treads 

On the dusty peacock film where the 139 
world floats. 

Like Prometheus, the la. -rks in "Skylarks'l, are harmonised with their 

symbolic suffering, so that the first version ends: 

But just before they plunge into the earth 

They flare and glide off low over grass, then up 
To land on a wall-top, crest up, 

Weightlessq 

Paid-up, 
Alert , 

Conscience perfect. 
140 

In neither case could one say that the full conditions of life are not 

met, yet Hughes is not dealing in sinister irrationalism or a mystical 

pseudo-religion of his own: he is, ratherg meditating on his-sense of 

a final harmony miraculously achieved. 
141 He rejects the images of 
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supernatural strength he finds in St George (in "Gog" in 3Lodwo) and in 

Krogon/Pramanath (in Orghast), just as he rejects the attempts to destroy 

the Iron Man and the dragon in The Iron Man (1968). The satisfaction of 

these artistic endeavours is in their creation, through the experiences 

of shamanistic protagonists, of a sense of harmony and control out of 

the worst distress. In the same way, "Bride and Groom lie hiddenfor 

three days" in Cave Birds,, which deals with male/female-interdependency 

through the imagery of mechanical assembly, creates a beautiful sense of 

harmony out of a bald recogaition of the origins of human relationships 
142 in self-interest and mutual need. 

In Hughes's recent publication, Gaudete (1977), there is a major 

development in the treatment of the protagonist. Hughes's mediating role 

of "literary shaman" is still carried oit through the protagonist (here. 

it is Nicholas Lumb, an Anglican clergyman), but now there is a'coherent 

narrative structure which is reminiscent of both a novel and a film- 

143 
script. Also, there are no narrator's intrusionsq as in the broadcast 

version of Cave Birds,, while a rich naturalistic base, as 
in Crow, is 

restored. I. s Hughes used a kind of "counte=-impulsell or "trickster" 

144 figure in Crow, no in Gaudete he uses another"counter" figure, a 

changeling anti-priest whose story directly challenges our social and 

religious practices without dismissing them. 

This avoidance of mere dismissalt of ana chy and blasphemy for their 

own sakes, is largely achieved through the shadowy re-emergence of a 

changed Rev Nicholas Lumb, whose fragmentary poems or "remainsl"(stylistically 

recalling Prometheus on His Crag) form the book's Epilogue. 'These stark 

poems, battening down their sensuous detailt speak from below experiencef 

from "the bottom of all things": the tone is "utterly worn out utterly 

clear" (the second "Eskimo Song"). 145 They share much 4 th those short 

poems of Vasko Popa that Hughes found so difficult to outflank. Their 

eerie mood, coming from a drowned or invalided or severed'consciousne, 3131146 
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brings back a kind of cure from the spirit world. There is the muBical 

beauty of poems like "I said goodbye to earth" and the meeting and partial 

relief of suffering through the ritualistiep funereal re-arrangement of 

feeling in "Waving goodbye, from your banked hospital bed" or "I know, 

well". There is a tenderness and understanding of the physical worldt 

that makes this Epilogue read like a sequence of love poems, while at 

the same time the poems' philosophical harmony immediately relates them 

to Eliot's Four Quartets. It is an extraordinary feat of imagination to 

encompass both aspects of Lumb's humanity, for Gaudete is still-pursuing 

the theme of the schizophrenia of modern man, in the two parts, of the 

book. Though the experience of the original Lumb in the spirit world is 

largely hidden from us as we read about the changeling Lumbt we know 

it is intimately related to the events on earth (the relationship is 

overt on one occasion - in one of the sections entitled "Lumb"t PP 77-83t 

when changeling and double wrestle in the river) and in the Epilogue 

those events are mysteriously echoed and the harmony between the two 

halves of Lumb is established. Musical harmony, in fact, is Hughes's 

first reference point in both the line by line texture of poems, (11I turn 

every combatant into a bit of music, then resolve the whole uproar into 

as formal and balanced a figure of melody and rhythm as I can. When all 

the words are hearing each other clearly, and every stress is feeling every 

other stress, and all are contented - the poem is finished"147), and 

in the overall composition and structure of works of literature. His 

description of the end of, The Iron Man is typical of his view that the 

poet. or story-teller, like Littleblood singing in his ear at the end of 

Crow, must offer a fully aware mediation that allows us to hear the music 

of the spheres from our place on an earth which "is so huge, so hard, wild/ 

And so nearly nothing". 
148 The Iron Man finally co=ands the defeated 

dragon "who is now his slave, like a djin or demon, in the old-fashioned 

style, to fly around the earth making the music of space. The music 
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of space penetrates all the people of the earth and the universal 

harmony alters their nature and regulates their being". 149 

The longerg first part of Gaudete is built on the shamanistic idea 

of the priest going to the spirit world to get "something badly needed" 

in his community. The social and religious reassessment that the action 

entails, involving the sacrifice of Lumb, is itself the cure. The 

changeling interprets Christian "love" literally - he forms the women 

of the parish into a coven through which he will father the Messiah. 

We should not, however, read the subsequent events as advocating some 

kind of new fertility sect. Certainly many aspects of the village's 

collective morality are high-lighted, but the monstrous growth of Lumb's 

sect (he has similar psychological origins to King Kong and with his 

anarchic strength and sexual potency he too operates as a culture-hero), 

is Hughes's stalkin&-horse. Hughes's metaphysical thought actually 

emerges in our consideration of the corruption that the changeling Lumb 

stirs up, as well as from the Epilogue: plainly our present society 

denies irrepressible energies and any re-opening of negotiations will be 

painful anO difficult. 

The most important aspect of Gaudete here is that it returns 

Hughes convincingly to the tradition of nature and rural poetry as 

metaphysical enquiry. In Lumb we see man as part of nature. The, bincling 

of Lumb to a tree-trunk and the exchange of spirits that takes place 

when their bodies. -are fl'ogged into one being150is accompanied by an 

alteration in Lumb's consciousness. His double, like Crowq is morally 

innocent and his sect appears to be instinctively formed from fragments 

of ancient religions based on animism and nature worship. Just before 

his death, when his strength is actually sapped, Lumb's double "imagines 

he is effortless Adam, before weariness entered, leaping for God". 151 

This ideal "pre-consciousness" unity with nature is also couched in HuE; hes's 
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familiar terms of "the elemental power circuit of the universe": 

He has plugged his energy appeal into the inexhaustible earth. 
152 

Throughout the book binocularsq telescopesq rifles, shot-guns, pistols, 

knives, whipsq pitch-forks, etc., have characterised Lumb as a hunted 

creature while he has appeared in association with sacrificial bulls and 

slaughtered cattle, with his familiar creature the otter153and with the 

hunted stag whose death Maud forsees and whose antlers and "russet 

bristly pelt" Lumb wears "flapping at his naked back" in the ritual'. 

But Lumb is a dual figure who is finally 'If ound out" by both the natural 

and the human world. In the Epilogue he is seen as "half crazy"154t a 

mediator whom neither side can accommodate, and in the "Lumb" section on 

PP 49-53 some of Hughes's major philosophical concerns, inclucling the 

subject/object duality, are crucially explored. First, 

Lumb 
Is looking at the land. 155 This is the unalterably strange earth. 

Theng twenty lines later, like Wordsworth grasping at a wall or tree to 

recall himself to reality156 : 

He breathes deeply and strongly to confirm his solidity. 

Personal consciousness leads to the heresy of philosophical separation: 

he "tries to imagine simple freedom". (In social terms this involves 

'Inmning away" with one of the womeng, Felicity. ) At the same time he 

sees multiple realities* "as each person carries the whole world, like 

a halo". There are "millions of yet other, alternative worlds", but 

Lumb himself is anchored perforcet there still "stands the tree/Of 

what he cannot alter". The section ends with premonitions of fiery, 

destruction and then with Lumb's Gethsemane: 

He sinks his prayer into the strong tree and 157 the tree stands as his prayer* 

* See p 284 above. 
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In the final chase, he is fully identified with nature as he is 

hunted, shot and then viewed by his pursuers who are "like sightseers 

around the maneater's long body" and who carry him back "strung under 

15 
a fence rail% This man-hunt is the converse of I'lloon Man-Hunt" in 

The Earth-Owl and Other Moon People (1963) org more seriously, the man- 

hunts in the Wodwo stories, for Lumb's experience in the hunt is of an 

increasing re-integration with nature, culminating in fatal moments of 

harmonious stillness - just before Lumb's death Westlake gets the first 

shot at him as he pauses by a waterhen's nest: 

Lumb looks down at the freckled brown earthenware of 159 the family of eggs, on the clump of decay. 

And, finally, giving time for Hagen's Mannlicher to be levelled at himp 

Lumb stands poised for a moment "in the oily fringe of lilies" as a 

track approaches: 

He hears around it the whole cooling world hung like a glass, bells 
Simmering with evening birds. 

16u-- 

Lumb may be monstrously impossible in the human world, but the 

"nature tragedy" of his tearing apart is a moving and profound development 

of nature used as metaphysical enquiry. 

As with Hughes's earlier nature poetry$ the most successful parts 

of Gaudete are those that deal with the actual feel of things and the 

processes of life.. The energy and vitality of the hunt at the end of 

Gaudete depends on a mastery of physical detail and pace and narrative. 

Its sixteen odd pages form a single hypnotising "span". The book has 

a number of such controlled "spans" in which an extended process is 

enacted. The structure of "Skylarks" now appears as a blue-print for 

these I'spans'19 in the best of which there is an imaginative intensity 

that becomes cinematic; Genet or Bergman seem to have directed parts 

of these scenes (the first section of the "Prologue" of pages 101-106) 

while the cattle sections (the second part of the "Prologue" and pages 
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98-101) are Hughes at his best. As in "Sheep" or "A March Calf" in 

Season Songs (1976) there is fozussed observationg unsentimental pity and 

a direct but mysterious transfer of feeling into a human register. In 

the Gaudete pieces there are the additional dimensions that the whole 

surrounding structure of the book provides. These slaughter-house and 

cattle-yard scenes jolt the metaphysical experience of Gaudete into 

our own day: there is a collectivet mechanical brutality in the 

electrified clubs, the inhuman clangour of steel doors and roaring beastst 

the bloody capes and the men's bodies "deformed by oilskins". The 

industrial slaughter-house is barbarous: it confuses responsibilities 

and drafts men into a sickening involvement with nightmare. The cattle- 

yard with its "raw, high lamp" and muddy, crowded misery seems backed 

by war memoriesv shallowly-buried. Both scenes ring with "infernal 

laughter". Lumb, like so many of Hughes's protagonists before himt is 

victimised in a living nightmare: "he shouts to the men" but his voice 

is over-powered "in the grievous uproar of tIm animals ... What has he 

done and what do they want? 11161 Hughes's sensitivity to contemporary 

experience, to its disorientation and moral vacuumt has flared into 

animal. images that proclaim their social connections with unequalled force. 

In a gentler tone, the "Epilogue" (PP 173-175) begins with a perfect 

religious parable. (Hughes is master of the short prose talet as the 

stories in How the Whale Became (1963) demonstratei)-The telling of the 

parable answers its own'riddle: how can you show that a man whistling 

an otter out of a lough is a greater miracle than the whole creation 

and God himself? Hughes relates the incident as it happened for the 

first time for three children - the whistle "like a fine bloody thread 

being pulled through their hearts" and the beast that they have never 

seen before coming "up the gravelly beach below the rocks with that 

merry, hump-backed, snake-headed gallop of weasels" until it is therer 

close to them with "its foreign eyes, its wide whiskers". The priest's 
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response to the girls' story is to speak of "this greatq shining beauty 

that God whistled up out of the waters of chaos". He is hypnotised by 

his own language ("more and more glorious" and "greater and more 

extraordinary beauties"), but "the girls became dullv and the moment 

his words paused they vanished through the doorway". If Gaudete (Rejoice! ) 

was written as a metaphysical work, then for Hughes there are spiritual 

needs unmet by the Church's theology. To have a rhetoric separated from 

"felt experience" is to have no language with which to negotiate with 

"whatever powers there are". For this priest there are no channels of 

feeling open (there is no "inner life") and there is no possibility of 

relationship with the creation. As I have stressed, Lumb, no more than 

King Kong can solve our present maladjustments to nature and the 

environment, or our social confusions about sex and individuality and 

moral meaningi He is a fiction: at most he can alter our imaginative 

outlook, our perception of the colours and energies among which we live; 

at least he can prompt questiond about our linguistic and social 

configurations of experience. In the tale, seeing the creature whistled 

from the loagh was somehow more true than the whole of received theological 

and scientific knowledge. Poetry can specify experience in that way and 

so make its own oblique but powerful metaphysical statements. 

I have been implying that the poetry discussed so far is immersed 

in the religious and philosophical problems of our daily experience and 

that its poetic-tr'eatment of these problems extends our "structure of 

feeling". The grounds for these assumpticns are literary-critical: 

if one can show how a complex of received material (from, for examplep 

rites perfozmed in animal skins to the experience of dissociationwhen 

something is "behind the nearly unbreakable screen glass of a television/ 

With the sound turned orf,, 
162 ) is brought into tension in a poemg then 

one is exploring actual cultural. connections and relationships. The 

extent to which these connections and relaticaships are clarified and 
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penetrated, rather than assumed, depends on the quality of the structure 

of feeling. I have indicated some aspects of the part of nature in the 

structure of feeling in Gaudete, but there is also a specific rural 

community which is Lumb's sphere of action and which is quite clearly, 

socially and geographically, far from the main concerns of our society. 

Prom one point of view there is no difficulty, as these concerns are 

actually very near to the interests of the minority that might read 

Hughes, but if more subtle questions are to be claimed for Gaudetel we 

must see how Hughes handles the values and associations that have 

gathered, particularly in the last seventy years, arouni his material. 

At the level of a Henry Williamson story or a Masefield narrative 

poem, Gaudete is an absorbing book. This is structurally important and 

the book's many other complex images of hunting and suffering preserve 

its subtleties of tone. Nevertheless, the world of Gaudete is only 

grudgingly pcot-Imperialist. It is a countryside of stud-farms, 

park-lando plantations of conifers, rivers, country inns ard large houses. 

The people are familiar types - retired mllitary$ o unn ing poachert 

farmer's wife, country doctor, etc. The substances and colours are 

mostly rich and traditional - mahogany$ walnut, copper, cut-glass door 

knobs, expensive enamels, fine gun-metal. Hughes has chosen$ however 

much one still comes across it, a mythical old England. The "city" of 

eight miles away is a cathedral town out of Hardy. Garten cycles there 

to the nearest chemist1d; there is a gun-shop too. The "country" is 

either immemorially unchangeable: 

The pa=kland unrolls, lush with the 
full ripeness of the last week in 
May, under the wet midmorning light. 
The newly plumped grass shivers and 
flees. Giant wheels of light ride 
into the chestnutsq and the poplars 
lift and pour like the tails of 163 horses. Distance blues beyond distance. 

0 
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Or, in the heat and "over-richness" of scent that Dr Westlake steps out 

into from the roadhouse, it seems located in Edward Thomas's England: 

He stares at the piled hairy flowers, 
hedgerow beyond draped hedgerow. Hushed 
and claustrophobic. He imagines the still 
Sargasso of it, rising and falling, 164 
right across England. 

Yet however seductive the furnishings, the feelingg as in*Pinter's drawing- 

rooms or Bunuel's bourgeois luxury, is constantly counter-pastoral. 

This is a beautiful waste land, in which marriages-are stale and sexuality 

is repressed and voyeuristic. A keen expression of this decay is on 

pages 41-46. Sexuality in Commander Estridge's house ("his'dream of 

beautiful daughters/Has become a reality .... = anageable and 

frightening" 165) is madly forced into the most "civilised" kind of music: 

The scherzo 
Of Beethoven's piano sonata Opus 109166 
Is devouring itself, dragonish .... 

The motif is sustained: 

But still the enraged 
Albeit ephemeral music goes on 
Like a materialised demon 

167 Vandalising the ponderous ill-illumined Victorian house 

Untilt at the moment of the elder daughter's suicide, either because of 

her pregnancy or because of Lumb's preference for her sisterp 

... the music elbows nakedly in through the broken 16a glass with the wet stirred freshness of the garden trees. 

There is no place for sexuality in Estridgets lifer just as for Hughes 

there has never been a place in Protestantism for the female deity. 

It is into such vacuums that Lumb's sexuality stormst with its crude 
169 goddess, "an archaic stone carving ... with a stricken expression" 

The structure of feeling, in fact, turns out to be adequate to the 

theme: denial of sexual being is associated with denial of the inner 

life and destruction of the outer. This "rural England" now seems far 

from neo-Georgianism without being an easy anti-Georgianism. 

In Gaudete Hughes is able to explore and manipulate feelings that once 
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he only felt able to bluffly endorse. The characterisation of Major 

Hagen shows how far he has come from "The Retired Colonel" or "The 

Ancient Heroes" of Lupercal and The Hawk in the Rain. He is still 

fascinated'by the military character which he depicts with deliberate 

humour and admiration. He revels in his exaggerations: the face has 

"paradeground gravel in the folded gnarl of his jowls" and is "drained 

of the vanities, pickled in mess-alcohol and smoked daxk"170. 

Membership of the warrior caste is as firmly written in Hagen's name 

as in his features: 

And the underlip, so coarsely wreathed 
And undershot, like the rim of a crude archaic piece of 

earthenware 

Is not moved 
Forty generations from the freezing salt and the 

longships. 

But this is only the beginning. Hagen is precise and inflexible, almost 

inhuman: 

A nerve is flickering 
171 Under the exemplary scraped steel hair on the bleak skull, 

His response to his young wife's infidelity is manic; for his kind 

history has turned into a blind alley: 

There is so much he must not fail. 
Humiliation of Empire, a heraldic obligation 
Must have its far-booming say. 172 Three parts incomprehensible. 

The comfort of weapons, the "lonely masterful elation" they bringt 

replaces other human contact. The MannUcher is Hagen's "first love": 

Germanic precision, slender goddess 
Of Hagen's devotions 
And the unfailing bride 
Of his ecstasies in the primal paradiseq and the 

midwife of Eden's beasts, 
Painlessly delivered, with a little blood, 
And laid at his feet 
As if fresh from the Creator's furnace, as if 

to be named. 
With hert only with her 

173 Hagen feels his life stir on its root. 
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One may jib at "Germanic precision", if not at the whole equation of 

Major Hagen, and the same charge of predictability and stereotyping 

could be made against other characters: but resisting thisq is the 

book's total effect, its success in transforming. English rural life into 

" "changeling version" of itself. This, in spite of the lapses, gives 

" dominant mood to the book which is clearly related to the reasons for 

Lumb's shamanistic adventure: in Gaudete social practice has cemented 

over vital sources of energy and finally it is the village's collective 

response to Lumb that is imaginatively disturbing - and imaginatively 

curative. It is also worth remembering, should it be objected thatp as 

subject-matter, English rural life is now of marginal significancep that 

in cultural terms, its values and meanings continue to be extremely 

powerful in our society. 

The admittedly varied quality of Gaudete is plain in the section 

where Dunworth finds his wife with Lumb (PP 84-88): the style is 

popular and racyp at times even as merely professionally efficient as 

Ian Fleming or Denis Wheatley, so that one almost overlooks the qunlity 

of the writing in the long, stony moment when Lumb, Dunworth and his wife 

confront each other. This section's conclusion is expected and the 

impression lingers that the writing is somehow impure and brutall but 

the narrative control and descriptive precision ("His pale-eyed stare 

is brittle and impotently severeq like the stare of a lizard ... 
174) 

and the placing of the incident in the total pattern of the book, 

overcome one's fastidious reservations. This could not be claimed for 

the whole of Gaudete: the film-script short-hand sometimes results in 

derivative and approximate language, as in this passage where the 

blacksmith Evans attacks his wife: 

Evans' first blow crushes her lipt jolts her hair 

- into a fine dark veil, 
And fixes her in the corner-by the fireplace 
With angled limbs. She rearranges her slight, small body 
Tentatively erect. His questions 
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Are travelling too fast, and they are not stopping 
For her to answer. His second blow 
Carries her into the fireplace 
From which he snatches her back, as if concerned, 
As if to safety, 
Now his arm rises and falls, and she bows 

beneath it. 
Garten watches like one whose turn comes next, 
11arvelling 175 At what a body can take. 

In contrast, the passage describing the de-homing of Holroyd's bull finds 

its own language. Unlike the slangy, careless toughness of the'Evans 

piece, the pain here is rooted in the core of the book: 

The animal's uplooking eye squirMs like 
a live eye in a pan. It emits a 
yodelling weird roart like a steel roof 
being ripped by a power saw, as 176 the wire bites. 

In this final section on Ted Hughesp I want to suggest the 

contemporary appropriateness of his poetic method. In his use of nature, 

Hughes has continued a traditional function of poetry - to redefine our 

sense of metaphysical values in the light of changing social reality, 

His nature poems are suggestive meditations which affirm inalienable 

differencesq but which also, unobtrusively bring those differences into 

relationship with present perceptions of the'world. 177 These poems are 

characterised by a width of reference that easilyaccommodates both 

traditional literary configarations and the changed conditions of the 

present: in the best of them an abundance of response is brought'into 

focus by the poet's concentration on "the hopeful religion" of his subject 

and that subject's endeavour "to. find himself himself". 178 "Gnat-Psalmlls 

from Wodwo, is typical. Like all things, the gnats have their own. 

secret which we see as their particular identity and strength., Hughes 

characterises this strength by imaginatively relating a complex of, 

images (from the colloquial "Writing on the air, rubbing out everything 

they write" to 11... they are the nails/In the dancing hands and feet of 

the Gnat-god"). 179 
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What gives such poems their freshness is Hughes's lack of pre- 

judgement, his resolve to let the. exploration take its course, "to 

180 
accept the energy" and trust that art, the poem itself , will interpret 

and control that energy. Like Blake's Tigert "the symbol itself is 

unqualified, it is an irruption Theologically, - Hughes's experience 

of Godq like that of Pilinszky whom he has translatedg may* be quite 

comfortless, "But this God has the one Almightiness that matters: He 

is' the Truth". 182 

This integrity has given ample ammunition to Hughes's detractors. 

According to David Holbrook, it is nihilism, reductionism and the refusal 

of moral meaning and growth rather than integrity. Holbrook thinks 

there is nothing negative or threatening for a writer to explore: 

Today, there is no authentic reason in science or philosophy, 
to see the world as an unintelligible and alion cosmosp in, 
which man is not at home 183 

For Hughes, harmony and control and optimism are only meaningfully created 

in the midst of all the real conditions of life, just as Christianity 

requires the Crucifixion to authenticate its communications to men. 

Hughes's whole poetic effort is concerned with man's struggle 11traly 

to possess his own experience, in other words. to rogain his. genulne 

self". 
184 'That. desire to, 

-=egain 
the genuine self is a. way of describing 

the restless condition of consciousness which for Hughes means constant 

negotiation with "his idea of the Creator". This negotiation in an, 

undogmatic, critical activity and a poem like "Crow Croon, Hunting"185p 

for example, is typical of its provisionall exploratory achievements. 

Hughes's manufacture of his own mythology, including his own form of 

literary shamanism, is obviously nothing new in poetry but it does not 

seem coincidental that its appearance and the way in uhich its purpcs e 

became clear in the 1970sp has been matched by a similaAXý bold 

theological attempt (as seen, for example, -in The jkth of God Incarnate*) 

* See above p 231 ff. 
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to regain for man "his genuine self". This has nothing to do with the 

cult of individualism, in the sense of West Coast self-discovery and 

self-fulfilment: even critics who missed the alienating and objectifying 

tenor of Crow must surely recognise the force of social analysis in 

Gaudete. 

To philosophy and religiong poetry is a kind of mis-rule. Its 

actions are telling, but it remains symbolic and usually it does not 

offer a fully coherent programme. Instead, it can question and re-phrase 

and stimulate. Hughes's distinction as a poet of nature lies in his 

appreciation of the metaphysical significance and potential of naturep 

when treated in poetry with an awareness of social and scientific change. 

He is not against the scientific, or any other particular mode of thoughtj 

until he sees partial truths being elevated into a total explanation of, 

experience. In a recent poem, Hughes tells of a man whog. when he"met 

the full burning moon/Rolling slowly towards himllstabbed it until it- 

shrank to 

... a silk handkerchief, torn, 
And wet as with tears. 
The person picked it up. He walked on 
Into moonless night 186 Carrying this strange trophy. 

Without nostalgia or sentimentalityl Hughes's poetry faces us with our 

own Journey towards. moonless night. 
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CONCLUSION 

(i) The survival of nature and rural poetry 

In this actual world there is then not much point in couater- 
posing or restating the great abstractions of Man and Nature. 
We have mixed our labour with the earth, our forces with its 
forces too deeply to be able to draw back and separate either 
out. 

004.0 009000a*0 

Out of the ways in which'we have interacted with the physical 
world we have made not only human nature and an altered natural 
order; we have also made societies. 1 

Raymond Williams 

In examining Twentieth Century British poetry of the natural and rural 

world, I have never sought to oppose the' "natural" to the 11human". 

The poetry of natureý throughout this thesis, has always been partly 

talking about humanity. 

It is also clear that the whole case for a nature poetry of 

metaphysical enquiry depends on direct human involvement in imaginative 

analogues. In the "unorthodox" enquiry of Lawrence and'Hughes, where God 

is the "creative urge'19 "the Creation" or the principle of life itself 

it is easy to see how organically these analogues work. Much criticism 

of Ted Hughesj in fact, is mistakenly based on the idea that'he 

compares human situations to naiural. ones and so undermines civilization 

and morality. There is no such polarity in Hughes; he is dealing with 

common energies and the force of his poetry depends on recognising 

their-reality'rather than on ceniuring or judging them. Nature poets 

of a more "orthod. ox" kind of metaphysical enquiryp like Hopkins and 

RS Thomasq feellthe pr essure to explain rather than negotiate and 

this orthodoxy finally comes into conflict with other principles - firstly, 

in Hughes's terms, following poetry wherever it may lead, and secondlyg 

dealing with nature as ontologically autonomous. To Lawrence this is 

"otherness", the inalienable difference and natural rights of all 

creatures, to XacDiarmid it is the inscrutable mystery at the core of 

things and to Hughes it is the idea of separate livesq pursuing their 
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own ends, quite beyond the limits of our consciousness or our science. 

It is consistent with these claims for the-nature poetry of unorthodox 

metaphysical enquiry, to see Hopkins and RS Thomas as great devotional 

poets. The essence of devotional poetry is in some way to square the 

known ends of belief with the stress of concrete experience; and here, 

the comparisons and explanations and over-determination of the orthodox 

metaphysical enquiry of. Hopkins and RS Thomas, turn from 

restrictions into assets. 

If this idea of "metaphysical enquiry" is one way of claiming 

importance for contemporary nature and rural poetry, a second wayp 

though artistically somewhat negativeq is more objectively demonstrable. 

The apparently peripheral concerns of the countrysidet and the way 

it is presented to us, can now be actually seen to be an important 

source of social and cultural meaning: particular structures of feeling 

in Georgian poetry, for example, which defined and endorsed aspects of 

t he dominant culture of the day, may be recognised now in every other 

television co=ercial. In contemporary neo-Georgian poetry of "the 

underground", by contrast, a section of the subordinate culture receives 

support through the transformation of such values and social experience. 

Modern mass communication industries now offer frank, confi=atory 

images of, and statements about, major political and cultural valuesq 

which aret and have been for several centuriesp involved in the 

supposedly "irrelevant". r6gions of nature and the_countryside. 
_", 

(ii) HumanijZ as part of nature 

... modern poetry proves conclusively that our kinship with 
organic nature can only be repressedg never eradicated. The 
more it is repressedf the greater its threat to the oivilisation 
that represses it. 2 

Xichael Hamburger 
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At another level, but still stressing humanity as a part of nature, 

much of the poetry jr1this thesis returns our attention to the limitations 

and "permanent" biological characteristics of humanity's natural being. 

This reminder detonates several lines of enquiry: firstp DH Lawrence's 

"abyss of self-knowledge" and hatred of the mechanicalg Jung's idea of 

the sickness of over-developed consciousness and Ted Hughes's censure of 

scientific and rationalistic hubris, are part of a long-standing pattern 

of reaction against what are seen as repressive developments in sciencel 

technology and morality - only now, in the era of limits to grcwth, 

economic pessimism and ecology, are those who disclaim those 

developments beginning to be viewed as belonging to the vanguard. 

Second, Marxism is showing a rapidly growing interest in the "base of 

the base" - whether in the French challenge to Althusser with its 
, 

renewed emphasis on psychoanalysis, or in the biological Marxism of 

Sebastiano Timpanaro. Nature poetry may soon be seen less as universalising 

reactiong maintaining the status quo by covert reference to "innate" 

characteristics, and more as a mode of self-discoveryt an aid to 

progressive change. More significantly still, in view of the dismay 

with which we must view the record of so many socialist leaders from 

Stalin to Pol Pot# we may have opportunities to discount the inhumanity 

of coercion and re-discover the fundamental socialist idea that all 

people should have the opportunity to creatively fulfil themselves. 

From Wordsworth to Lawrence and Hughes, either directly or by analogy, 

nature poetry has stressed the individuality and the reserves of 

creativity in all people. Wordsworth unblocked channels of feeling and 

restored individual life and resistance to his social outcasts# Hopkins 

longed for "selfbeing", Lawrence wanted all things to "blossom into being" 

and Hughes has sought to regain for us our "genuine self". For too longt 

it has been customary to read these vital perceptions as mere 

"bourgeois individualism", 
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(iii) The creation-of poetic meaning out of mass meaning 

we write only by being written .... 
3 

Derxida. 

Established structures of feeling and modes of perception exert 

tremendous pressure on writers, who may be "written" almost completely 

by their culture: critical hindsight can demonstrate the presence of 

"naked ideology" in works that seemed fresh and contemporary on first 

appearance. My account of the British tradition of nature and rural 

poetry, a tradition which has been especially vulnerable to Cultural 

imperialism, emphasises the danger that this poetry will be "written" 

in similar fashion. This can be seen in the striking way that conventions 

appear to corrupt and pre-determine nature and rural poetry. The clearest 

example is pastoralf though post-Romantic poetry could also be cited. 

The solution is not to abolish particular formst as Eagleton would 

abolish myth and Dunn would abolish nature poetry, or, like Williamst 

to make the crucial work the judging of conventions themselves: on the 

contrary, literary forms and conventions mustbe used for new endeq 

in the way, for example, that Robert Prost and Dylan Thomas made use 

of pastoral. 

Similarly, in looking at Edward'Thomas and DH Lawrencep we can 

observe writers who move on (from. being passive subjects of res#icteds 

current structures of feeling) to become creators of new and fertile 

structures of feeling. In contemporary rural and nature poetryl there 

are two major lines of resistance to the problem of "being written": 

Basil Bunting and Geoffrey Hill have devised modernistic forms through 

which to synthesise new kinds of meaning and Seamus Heaney and Ted ' 

Hughes have worked through and beyond their cultural milieux. Heaney, 

always aware-of the dangers, has chosen, in his most'recent poetryp to 

move away from the language and mythology of, nature, while Hughes has 

advanced from blunt encounters with the stereotyped figures and language 
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of his early reading and experience, to the sophisticated excellence of 

Gaudete, in which he turns traditional English structures of feeling 

and popular cultural forms into the-service of a highly accomplished 

poetry of metaphysical enquiry. 

(iv) Attitudes to Change and Critical Methodolo; nr 

I modernise the anachronism (4) 

R. S. Thomas 

Mystery envelope3the operation of the technological 
"alchemists". Deterrence' has become normal and minds 
have been habituated to the vocabulary of mutual exter- 
mination. And within this normality, hideous cultural 
abnormalities have been nurtured and are growing to full 
girth. (5) 

E. P. Thompson 

In my. critical discussion of authors and poems, I have tried to test 

out the usefulness of the notion of*11sensitivity to change". Not 

unexpectedly, merely overt or fashionable inclusion of contemporary 

detail, is seen to be beside the pointo but in many instances such 

sensitivity contributes markedly to the success of the writing, ast 

for example, in Edward Thomas'sil'As the Team's Head'Brass", Hughes's 

Crow and Gaudete, Heaney'a natural imagery of Ireland used for 

political commentaryq Hillts Mercian Hymnsl or the use of technical 

and scientific imagery in XacDiarmid or R. S. Thomas. It is always, 

however, a question of judging what use of sensitivity to change a 

poet has made; where there is no such sensitivity or even deliberate 

exclusion of it,, the writing-should have other clear objectives or 

should be aware of its own position. "The Lake Isle of Innisfree" 

succeeds, for example, because Yeats counts ong and self-consciously 

uses, the island's unreality, while the poems of a Monro or Drinkwater 

fail because they mistake ideological day-dreaming for reality* 

In claiming that "sensitivity to change" should be used in 

criticism in an ad hoc mannerg and in asking for its usefulness to be 
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judged by reference to the resulting criticism itself, I may appear 

to be adopting an over-cautious and equivocal stance: but behind this.. 

is the recognition that literature deals more often in exceptions 

than in pre-requisites and pre-conditions. In practice, caution 

seems unnecessary and I would claim, as a matter of observation, 

that sensitivity to change and the effective imaginative use of it.. 

is very much a feature of the best contemporary poetry of the 

natural and rural world. In MacDiarmid. , Bunting , Heaney and Hill 

the soil itself has a political colour, while the whole of Hughes's 

work is a visionary response to the social and cultural experience 

of his age. 

Hitherto, Hughes, a "devout materialist" 'like 
, 
MaoDiarmid't 

has mostly presented his response in transposed or symbolic terms# 

but in his most recent booksýMoortown (1979) and Remains of Elmet 

(1979), he emphasises social and historical'experience as it emerges 

from the natural and biological base. The land is seen now as 
6 

"heavy with the dream of a people and in the wry poem "Sunstruck" 

(in wLich gzeat energies, almost in self--; arody t find their metaphor 

in a game of cricket) Hughes describes "the brassy sycamores'19 "the 
7 

wage-mirage sparkle of mills" and "the black slot of home". In 

Moortown, though he'can still write the narrative of, energy(as the 

fine sequence "Adam and the Sacred Nine" sho4 it is-in the rural 

working . poems (-collected here as the first section, "Moortown")g 

that the force of this new emphasis in his work is most apparent. 

As in Robert Frost, there is no "literary ego"t no hint of Georgian 

poetic attitudes playing at work and belonging: Hughes leaves no 

gap between the rich specificity of the poem and its persona. I 

would suggest that this shift in Hughes towards a more overtly 

"culture-connected" kind of nature and rural poetry, is in line with 

general developments in British poetry and its milieu since the 

1960's. It is striking, in factj how closely Hughes, and other 
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poets I have been consideringt track movements and feelings within 

this milieu. The strong sense of natural cycle in Remains of Elmet, 

for example, is over-shadowed, as Crow was often over-shadowed, by 

Thompson's "technological alchemy" - the possibility of cataclysm and 

te=ination. The book's final poem describes "an angel made of 

smoking snow", a terror "cast in bu=ing metal": 

In my dream, I saw something disastrous. 

The full moon had crashed onto Halifax. 
Black Halifax boiled in phosphorus. 
Halifax was an erupting crater. 

The flames seemed to labbur. Then a tolling glare 
Heaved itself out and writhed upwards 
And it was a swan the size of a city! 8 

We need politically committed poetry and we need "problem-solving" 

poetry, in Donald Davie's sense, but at the beginning of the 1980ts 

it is also clear that we need the mythical and imaginative 

dimensions'of Ted Hughes. He, more than any other contemporary 

poet, has shown that nature and rural poetry can, and shouldt be 

about humanity's central concerns and dilemmas. 

Finally, I would argue that literary criticism badly needs 

to develop and relate two qualities that have all too often been 

placed in simple and damaging opposition: personal insight,. 

judgement and critical commitmentp on the one hand, and the use of 

extrinsic materialg with its attention to knowledge and context 

and objectivity9 on the other. Each is subject to its own dangersp 

subjective ahistoricism and the fallacy of scientific totality and 

objectivity respectivelyg but neither can be neglected. If I am 

enthusiastic about the work of Raymond Williams, it is because of 
9 

his full and continuing response to the complexity of this issue. 

It would be hasty to conclude that this is a convenient liberal 
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compromise. M. 1). Shipmang discussing the "value-free myth" in 

Social Sciencev indicates that Williams's position on the maintenance 

of both objectivity and insight is part of more widespread general 

developments: 

This is not an attack on the ideal of objectivity. This 
is still at the heart of science. It is an attack on 
the adoption of the form of objectivity without consideration 
of its purpose. The danger is that the motions of scientific 
activity are gone through for their own sake. Insight and 
understanding of crucial social issues take second place. 10 
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APPENDIX i VUIGAR MARXISM 

We do not often hear, now, the traditional anti-Marxist 

charge of ftreflectionismul "naive determinism'19 Oreductionism's 

"vulgar Marxism* (all terms to denote the the 6ry of direct 

causal correspondences between features of the economic base 

and the cultural superstructure), though one should'remember 

that the severest criticisms of texts as far apart as 

Christopher Caudwell's Illusion and Reality (1938) and Lucien 

Goldmann's The Hidden God (1964) and Towards'a Sociology of the 

Novel (1975), ' have been made on these grounds. It, is also 

_salutaryt 
in beginning a study dealing with the connexions 

between literature and society$ to recall the main features of 

vulgar Marxism in criticism. 

Marx and Engels, of course, were not faced with the post- 

revolutionary problem of overhauling their aestheticst Peter 

Demetz, Marx. Engels and the Poets (Chicago, 1967) P-153P contrasts 

the crudities of critics like Donald Morrow (Where Shakespeare 

Stoodo Milwaukee, 1935, p. 15) - "any play (Shakespeare) wrote 

was a blow against feudal aspirations" with the lack of 

specific references to economic determinism in the artst in the 

scattered critical writings of Marx-and Engels themselvesi 

Basically they both were rooted so deeply in the - 
German Shakespearean tradition that it never occurred 
to them for a moment to motivate their personal 
enthusiasmp shared with whole generations of German 
writers, with political or economic arguments. (Demetz, P-153-) 

As dialectical materialism looked increasingly for a complete 

account of arto these gaps in Marxist theory became crucial. 

The solution of Plekhanov (1857-1918) was to admit the deficiency 

and turn to Kant for the notion of an_innate aesthetic senset 
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for Ienin, the solution'was an unashamedly partisan, role for 

party literature. 

Down' with unpartisan little'rateursl Down with the 
supermen of literaturel Literature must become a 
part of the general'cause of the proletariat, "a 
small cog and a small screw" in the social-democratic 
mechanism, one and indivisible ... (Quoted by Steiner, 

- 
language and Silence, (1967)9 P- 335. The 

words are from an essay published in Novaia Jizn'in 
November, 1905-) 

But the most significant, point to emerge from the comments on" 

literature of Marx (particularly in the less dogmatic writings before 
1845) and Engels (particularly in his late co=espo'ndence) is 
their acceptance of the oblique relationship of literature 

to. society.. The Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of-1844, 

for example, allow great autonomy, for. literature as do Engelots 

famous letters. to, Minna 4utsky in November 1885 and Margaret 

Harkness in April 1888. In the first of theset the thesis of a 

work may arise "from the situation and action itselfg without 

being explicitly displayed", while in the second, Engels goes 

furthers 

The more the opinions of the author remain hidden# 
the better for the work of art. 
See Marx/Engels on Literature and Art, ed. Lee Baxandall 
and Stefan Morawski (19737, -P. 116 ff. 

Rene" Wellek and Austin Warreng Theory of Literature (1949) 

3rd revised ed. 1966, pp 287-288 note three other important 

letterss Engels to Starkenburg, 25 January 1894, to Joseph 

Bloch, 21 September 1890 and to Mehring, 14 July 1893- 

Diana laurenson and Alan Swingewood, The Sociology of Literature 

(1972), reviewing Marxist theories of literature, refer in 

Chapter II to the fact that both Marx and Engels allowed full 

scope for individual artistic genius, Marx arguingo in his Preface 

to the Introduction to a Critique of Political Economy (1857) for 

the "unequal relationship of the development of material 

production ... to artistic production", and Engels, in Uber Kunst 
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und Literatur, ed. -'M-Lifschitz (Berlinp 1948)9 claiming that 

the novel's point should emerge from the skill of the depiction 

and not from overt political tendency - so a conservative like 

Balzac can actually expose bourgeois illusionst as Lukarcs 

argues in Studies in European Realism. Lukacs claims "that the 

'inexorable veracity' of Balzac's art drives him to transcend 

his reactionary ideology and perceive the real issues at stake" 

Eagleton's summary, Criticism and Ideologyt p. 69. Eagleton goes 

on to criticise this as a simplistic notiono for "the real is by 

necessity empirically imperceptible" in the capitalist mode of 

production. For a more extended discussion of this matter# see_ 

Chapter 3 of Terry Eagleton's short guide Marxism and Literary 

Criticism (1976). 
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FOOTNOTES TO INTRODUCTION 

Gerard Manley Hopkinst Poems and Prose of Gerard Manley Hopkinsl 

ed. WH Gardner (1953)p P 39- 

2 "The serious writer of verse must be prepared to cross himself 

with the best verse of other'languages and the best prose of all 
languages. In Georgian poetry there is almost no crossing 
visible; it is inbred. It has developed a technique and a set 
of emotions all of its own ... What nearly all the writers have 
in common is the quality of pleasantness. There are two varieties 
of pleasantness: (1) The insidiously didactic, or Wordsworthian 
(a rainbow and a cuckoo's song); (2) the decorativeg playful or 
solemnp minor-Keatsian, too happyg happy brook, or lucent siropse 
In either variety the Georgians caress everything they touch 
"Aptez7x" (pseudonym of TS Eliot)t I'Verse Pleasant and 
Unpleasant", review of 

, 
Georgian Poetry, 1916-1917, The Egoist, 

V, 3v March 1918, P'43- See John Press, A Map of Modern English 
Verse (Oxford, 1969). Reprinted with'correctionst 19719 P 118- 

3TS Eliot, 'Selected Poems (1954)- 
4 This word also suggests the story of Tereus, Philomela "so rudely 

foreld" (the swallows who could only twitter) and Procne (the 

nightingale), a story of clear relevance to the encounter between 
the typist and the house agent's cle3ikj ýihich follows. 

5 Malcolm Bradbury, The Social Context of Modern E"lish Literature, 
(Oxford, 1971) P 130t mentions-some studies of earlier periods 
concerned with "the practical features of the literary career": 
EH Millers The-Professional Writer in Elizabethan England 
(Cambridget'Mass, 1959); AS Collins, Authorship in the Days of 
Johnson, (1927). 'and The Profession of Letters: 1780-1832 (1928); 
Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel (1957); Richard 3) Altick, The 
English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass ReadinR 
Public: 1800-1900 (Chicagop 1957); JW Saunders, The. Profession 

of English Letters (London/Toronto, 1964). Two works behind 
Bradbury's own sociological observations (see Chapter V9 "Who 
our Writers Axel') are Robert Escarpitq Sociology of Literatures 
trans Ernest Pick. (1965) in which the emergence of the I'litprary 
milieu", a concentration "around the middle zone of the social 
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iscale" (P 37) is traced and Raymond WilliamstsThe Long Revolution 
(1961) which includes an examination of some sociological' 
aspects of 350 English writers born between 1470 and 1920 (see 
Chapter V, Pelican ed, 1965, pp 254-270). After Bradbury's 
book, A Laurenson and A Swingewood published their The Sociology 
of Literature (1972). 

Bradbum7, Social Contextq PP 139-140- 

George Orwellp writing in 1940, made a number of confident 
assumptions about such matters in his account of the Georgian, 

poets and their readers: "War poems apart, English verse of 
the 1910-25 period is mostly -'country'. The reason no doubt was 
that the rentier-professional class was ceasing once and for all 
to have any real relationship with the soil; but at any rate 
there prevailed thent far more than now, a kind of snobbism of 
belonging to the country and despising the town". "Inside the 
Whale'19 Inside the Whale and Other-Essays (1962)9 p 21, ed 
reprinted from Selected Essays (1957). 

8 Marx's phrase in "Theses on Feuerbach". See Karl Marx: Selected 
Writings, ed: D McLellan (Oxford, 1977), p 156. 

9 "Metacriticism" (Allan'Rodwayt "Generic Criticiamllp Contemporary 
Criticism, ed: Bradbury and Palmer (1970), uses the term 

opposite "intrinsic criticism"t which is formalistic) - whether 
biographicalv historicalq philosophicalt psychologicalt etc 
only attempts to be illuminative and does not try to give the 
kind of complete account of a writer's work under consideration 
here. 

10 Don Lee, Directions (Detroitp 1971) PP 85-87. 
11 EX Forster, "Art for Art's Sake", Two Cheers for Democracy 

. 
(1951)- 

Quotatilon from Penguin, 19659 P 99. 
12 It is ironical'that those who# for, exampleg uncritically adopt 

TS Eliot's formula for poetry (respect for Eliot's own version 
of the literary tradition, sublimation and "subjection"of the 
personality, distaste for "physical" and "emotional" Styles Of 
composition, etc) may also argue that socialist realism or 
political theatre are somehow abusing the autonomy and integrity 
of art. The irony is not likely to be appreciated until 
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World of People". 
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13 Larking High Windows (1974), P 21o 
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e. g. Colin Falck, ý'Philip,; Larkin'', in The Modern Poet: Essays from 
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15 Larking Windowsq p 29. 
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23 WH Audeng Collected Shorter Poems (1966), pp, 255-268. 
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25 PJ Kavanagh, Edward Thomas in Heaven (1974), pp, 18-21. 
26 Williams. Culture and Society 1780-1950t P 48- 

27 Ted Walker, The Night Bathers (1970), p 29. From "Grass". 

28 Ted Walker, Gloves to the Hangman (1973)o P 45- 
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M Horovitz, New Departures Nos 7/8 and 1OZ11 (1975)t P Vi- 
30 See Nathaniel Tarn's remn s in British Poetry-Since 1945, ed. E 

Lucie-Smith (1970)t PP 396-ý9 reprinted from "World Wide Open"', 
International Times (28 June-11 July-1968). 
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circumstances, I resented seeing Nature and History confused at 

every turn,, and I wanted to track down, in the decorative display 

of what-goes-without-sayings the ideological abuse which, in my 
view, is hidden there. " 

Roland Barthes, Mythologies (Parisq 1957), 2nd English ed. trans 
by Amette Laverso 1973# P 11. 

32 The Axdenj Osborne, Weakert Delaneyq Behan, Littlewood generation has 
been succeeded by John McGrath, Edward Bond, David Edgar, Howard 
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Day Was A Bronze Harp". 
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41 Ibidt p 11. - 
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Poetry Information 9/10, Spring 19749 P 34. 
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69 
Torranceq The Magic Door. 

70 It isp of course, more of a Georgian anti-pastoral than pastoral 
("Val unscrewed the blocked tap/and found a dead frog in it"). The 

poem "Retreat" from Citrinas givesp perhapsp the best impression of 
their life. 
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74 Anthony Thwaitep Poetry Today 1960-1973 (Harlow, Essext 1973)9 p 65. 
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79 TS Eliot, Four Quartets (1944). Faber ed. 1959, p 24- 
80 Bunting, Collected Poems, P 52. 
81 Ibid, P 70. 

82 See Charles Marowitzj "A Lear Log". In C. Marowitz and S. Trusslert 
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84 Ibid, P 56. 
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"Basil Bunting: two interviews with Paul Johnstone, 19 meantime, No 1', 
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Eric Mottrayn's "Conversation with Basil Bunting on the occasion of 
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87 Loaded with mail of linked lies, 
what weapon can the king lift to fight 
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sword and shoulder-piercing pike, 
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and inert brain, never wise. 
What witnesses he had life, 
ravelled and worn past spliceq 
yarns falling to staple? Rime 
on the bent, the beck ice, 
there will be nothing on Stainmore to hide, 
void, no sable to disguise 
what he wore under the lieso 
king of Orkney, king of Dabling twice 
king of York, where the tide 
stopped till long flight 
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104 Ibidv p XIV. 
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2 Michael'Hamburgerg The Truth of Poetry (1'969). Pelican ed., 19729 

p 
3 Derridaq "Freud and the Scene of Writing", trans. J Lehurep in 

Yale French Studies, No 409 19759 p 111. 

4 R. S. Thomast Frectuencies_ (1978)p P-48- 

5* E. P. Thompsqnt Protest and Survive 
, -(1980) p? 28 

6 Hughes Remains of Elmet, (1979) 
-p. 20. 

7 Ibid. s pp. 70-71. 

8 Ibid. # pp. 124-ý125- 

'9 One area of Williams's work which might be further developed 
is suggested in "Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural 
Theory" (Problems in Materialism and Culture (1980)9 PP-40-42)9 
when Williams characterises residual and emergent forms of 
culture. There seem to be possibilities here for a sharpening 
of the notion of "structure of. ýfeelingll. 

10 M. D. Shipman, The Limitations of Social Renearch (1972), pp. 
163-164. 
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